Are we just living within bad, amateurish fiction aspiring to satire but achieving only stupid self-referential clutter? https://www.newsweek.com/little-baron-trump-author-also-wrote-book-about-capitol-attack-that-ends-republic-1561901

The U.S. death rate in 2020 was the highest above normal ever recorded in the country — surpassing the calamity of the 1918 flu pandemic. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1385591800933535746
The number of hate crimes in the United States rose in 2020 to the highest level in 12 years https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/hate-crimes-fbi-2020-asian-black/2021/08/30/28bede00-09a7-11ec-9781-07796ffb56fe_story.html
a white guy blew up part of Nashville and everyone in the media just moved on. https://twitter.com/FrankChow/status/1428469360046362626
There were only 18 days in 2020 where police did not kill someone https://twitter.com/socialistdogmom/status/1383126467337404416
The number of billionaires grew by 13.4% in 2020 - making the pandemic a 'windfall to billionaire wealth' https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/number-of-billionaires-in-world-grew-pandemic-wealth-tax-2021-9

The planet I was born on didn’t have heat domes, derechos, polar vortices, large wedge tornados, etc., at least not in North America

Kinzinger: “A few days before Jan 6, our GOP members had a conference call.  I told Kevin [McCarthy] that his words and our party’s actions would lead to violence on January 6th.  Kevin dismissively responded with ‘ok Adam, operator next question.’  And we got violence.” https://twitter.com/AdamKinzinger/status/1391746518206533634

After Donald Trump lost the White House, a core of current and former military figures challenged the vote’s legitimacy and pushed baseless conspiracy claims. https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-election-military/

Biden’s predecessor reshaped the executive branch in ways that are still coming into focus. His legacy will be a long one. https://www.lawfareblog.com/bigger-picture-behind-dustup-over-barr-memo
Also, despite Republicans getting fewer votes in all but ONE presidential election since nineteen-fucking-eighty-eight, they now have a 2/3 supermajority on the US Supreme fucking Court

US dropped to #25 on Transparency International's global index, down 2 from 2019, now tied with Chile for bottom of top tier countries. https://twitter.com/DanielRAlonso/status/1354808882208493579/photo/1

The Trump presidency was a four-year display of contempt not just for the American political process, but for America’s historic democratic allies, whom he singled out for abuse https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/12/the-autocrats-are-winning/620526/
A majority of Europeans believe America’s political system is broken, that China will be the world’s leading power within a decade, and that Joe Biden will be unable to halt his country’s decline on the world stage, according to a report. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/19/majority-of-europeans-say-china-will-overtake-broken-us-within-decade

As the front of Democrats’ 2020 effort, Joe Biden unequivocally said that “Trump is the problem; the system is sound, Republicans are fine, it’s okay to vote for Republicans, I can work with Republicans,” which was bullshit but voters took him at his word and he had no coattails, coming into office with a minimum of 50% of the Senate absolutely committed at all times to his destruction

Jan. 20, 2021
False dawn
Completion of a violence-disrupted transfer of presidential power, amid a toxic economy, broken political system and increasingly hostile natural environment.
On inauguration day the U.S. recorded its deadliest day in the COVID crisis: 4,357 people lost their lives.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/04/24/pentagon-internet-address-mystery/
Biden directly denounces white supremacy and advocates fighting it—Republicans take offense https://twitter.com/dellcam/status/1352157168615763968
On exactly this day, the “reddest” 10th of the US passed the “bluest” 10th for covid deaths and has never looked back https://twitter.com/charles_gaba/status/1504110799249367041

At almost 58, Andrew Jackson was the oldest member of the Senate in 1825. Today, that would make him younger than over 70 current senators.

Russian state media continues to refer to previous US president as "our Trumpushka" and "Russia's appointee." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1353903812143153158
The U.S. and Canada last year “responded to more Russian military flights off the coast of Alaska than we’ve seen in any year since the end of the Cold War” in the early 1990s https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1371856666615025684

Most Capitol insurrectionists left DC and went home https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/capitol-rioters-released-from-jail-zip-tie-guy

Russia Insider founder Charles Bausman involved himself in Pennsylvania-based Stop the Steal activism and then took his act to Washington D.C. on Jan 6.  Then he disappeared, leaving the Christmas lights still hanging from his home. https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2021/09/01/far-right-propagandist-turns-moscow-after-jan-6

“Merit Systems Protection Board, a court of last resort for federal employees who contest personnel actions taken against them, including retaliation for whistleblowing...had no board during Trump’s entire term, leaving backlog of >3,000 unresolved cases” https://twitter.com/crampell/status/1358272458810343424

For more than a year, US national leadership, state Republican officials, and their media adjuncts were in the grips of surreal delusional thinking about the pandemic. They said it wasn’t real, wasn’t deadly, was imminently disappearing, was a communist plot, was the flu. The first tier scandal of the Trump administration doing nothing about, and/or sabotaging efforts to address, this horrible disease was a trauma that sucked almost all the oxygen out of the room. https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1362648474525851648

Jan. 22, 2021
Mitch McConnell is literally using the filibuster right now to prevent the Democratic majority from taking control of the Senate's committees. https://twitter.com/imillhiser/status/1352638140952010754
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/01/senate-filibuster-mcconnell-schumer-standoff.html
Judge says Treasury must give Trump 72 hours before releasing tax info to Democrats http://hill.cm/7Oj1Glq
Second full day of Biden admin and an online uproar about his Rolex https://twitter.com/LEBassett/status/1352748313314021376

This week alone, people were fired from the NY Times, the Niskanen Center, and Fox News for making conservatives mad—including appalling firing of Lauren Wolfe following abusive rightwing outrage and stalking https://twitter.com/JShahryar/status/1353124692069019649

Federal law enforcement officials are privately debating whether they should decline to charge some of the [white] individuals who stormed the Capitol — a loaded proposition but one alert to practical concerns that hundreds of such cases could swamp courthouses.  https://twitter.com/jameshohmann/status/1353046856498995200

Jan. 23, 2021
Major protests in Russia include physical resistance to OMON riot cops
“My small community is the largest casket manufacturer in the US. The staff has worked 6 days/week, 10 hrs a day since March. Recently they had to start working 7 days a week. They are only off work 2 days a month” https://twitter.com/AngelaMDobbs/status/1353117182167715840

Meanwhile voter suppression is the entire GOP's top priority for 2021-22 https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1353386215802888200

Jan. 24, 2021
calls to start using (expensive, nonfitting) premium masks and double layer too
Republican members of Congress are still pushing The Big Lie that Biden's win was tainted by fraud. Rand Paul; Mike Rounds, and NBC is still letting him do it on TV https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1353388988610961408
Multiple “Sunday Shows” brought on Republicans to promote the Big Lie https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1353370846379831296
Actual fucking AP: “She thinks the election was stolen from Donald Trump. He believes what dozens of courts and officials have found: that Joe Biden is the rightful winner. They're trying to find common ground but wonder whether they – and the nation – can do it.” http://apne.ws/H3X0TOv
The World Economic Forum has invited Putin to address their “virtual Davos” in spite of his recent poisoning and arrest of Navalny.

The rate of ice loss is now in line with the worst-case scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the world’s leading authority on the climate. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jan/25/global-ice-loss-accelerating-at-record-rate-study-finds
Deep water which should be cold is now warm https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/record-high-water-temperatures-gulf-st-lawrence-1.5889072

The president halted deportations for 100 days but ICE is refusing to fully cooperate. https://www.msnbc.com/american-voices/watch/-it-s-about-freedom-from-fear-deportations-loom-despite-biden-executive-order-99950661881

Republicans' state parties are increasingly embracing trump/q cultism — and vilification of Republicans who don't do so. https://twitter.com/yvonnewingett/status/1353129708418781184
https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1353211103631826946
https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1353334328181334016
Oregon GOP passes a formal resolution calling the attack on the Capitol "a false flag" and comparing it to the Reichstag fire. https://twitter.com/Oregon_GOP/status/1351656484392759297

We truly are in a new golden age of disruption driven conspiracy and paranoia. The right has entrapped itself in an entire simulated reality. The center-left is convinced that everything is explained by secret "kompromat." The hard left believes literally every person in politics is corrupt except Bernie Sanders.

To Save Filibuster (for Legislation), Mcconnell Filibusters Democratic Committee Control
Democrats Manchin and Sinema prefer filibuster to gavels, other Senators waffle
Manchin is today pleading with McConnell to accept his word
https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1353801864668729344
Conservative “Democrats” in the Senate are committed to letting Republicans blockade all legislation https://twitter.com/mikedebonis/status/1353738336574328833

Jan. 25, 2021
Total sabotage of a politically functional America is well underway, and continuing, and large organizations which allegedly fight for liberal democracy are emailing me to sign pretend petitions, or get a free sticker.
Republican political operatives on Supreme Court have just booted the remaining emoluments cases against Trump as moot, and vacated the judgments against the former preisdent in the lower courts. Walt Shaub: “That’s insane. They’re not moot. He still has the money. When any other federal employee violates the emoluments clause they have to forfeit the money.” https://twitter.com/waltshaub/status/1353715349024333824
“Trump couldn’t be charged while he was president. And it is irrelevant to charge him when he is out of office? This makes no sense. It means there is no presidential Emoluments Clause, because there’s never a time it can be enforced.”
Still no answer to this question: Who paid off Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s $92,000 country club fees plus his $200,000 credit card debt plus his $1.2 million mortgage, and purchased themselves a SCOTUS seat?

GameStop’s stock price quadrupled in three and a half weeks, because one group of stock traders sees GameStop as the perfect weapon against another. One of the groups happens to be a bunch of Reddit users. It’s a story that encapsulates quite a lot about life in 2021: the democratization of financial markets, the mobilization of a giant online community, and the ability of obsessed amateurs to alter reality when they put their minds to it, especially when there isn’t much else to do. https://slate.com/technology/2021/01/gamestop-reddit-wallstreetbets-gme.html
The reddit havoc play is spreading well beyond GameStop, too, if erratically  https://twitter.com/pkafka/status/1354425602938294273

Stark County, Ohio, commissioners are considering cancelling an arranged purchase of Dominion voting equipment after Trumpers raised objections based on Trump’s lies https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/01/27/badgered-by-trump-supporters-stark-commissioners-now-concerned-about-countys-impending-purchase-of-dominion-voting-systems-equipment

The arguments over Trump’s incitement of an insurrection are being diverted into fruitless searches for a “smocking gun” reveal which would somehow “prove” something that happened right out in the fucking open.

Jan. 26, 2021
A judge, at Texas' request, just temporarily blocked the new 100-day deportation moratorium. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/01/trump-judge-injunction-biden-deportation-pause.html
In the news: Republican Marjorie Taylor Greene indicated support for executing prominent Democrats in 2018 and 2019 before running for Congress
Rob Portman said yesterday he won’t seek reelection to Senate in two years; today some MSNBC talking head called him a “serious and sincere legislator”
Senate begins trial of Trump, 45/50 Republicans vote to dismiss right out of the gate. Meanwhile elderly Patrick Leahy, who is presiding over the trial in a 50/50 Senate, went into the hospital this afternoon.

State legislators around the country have already introduced 100+ bills to restrict voting access, with 1/3 of the bills targeting mail voting after 2020’s historic turnout and heavy reliance on vote-by-mail https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-laws-roundup-2021

Random forecast that seems all too plausible: “The level of disinformation in money will soon reach the level of disinformation in politics”  https://twitter.com/Daniariza611/status/1354490397121269764

The spread in US business vs. consumer confidence is now at its widest level since December 1973.
<1% of the time over the last 50 years has this spread been so wide. 5th highest reading on record. https://twitter.com/BittelJulien/status/1354358671568986119

Jan. 27, 2021
Cline Center,  in charge of maintaining a well-regarded coup database, affirms that the Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection qualifies as an attempted coup.  https://bit.ly/3iPcPer 
The world notices that reddit users have successfully broken a Wall Street hedge fund and is eager for more. Of course it's outrageous that it's vols doing this not fed/state/city gov’t” https://twitter.com/MarkLevineNYC/status/1354454113006845952
“The hottest website in NYC now is https://nycvaccinelist.com. Built by a genius team of volunteers, it scans most vaccination apptmt systems to tell you where there are openings. Updates every few mins.
“I’ve covered International terrorism for 20 years & the parallels to the US domestic terror threat are real & frightening.” https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1354570135927988225

It’s weird that most of America has had the internet for 20 years, and so much of culture has carried on as though it didn’t exist
working from home was niche until a pandemic brute forced wider adoption
people give financial support to the NY Times’ vile editorial distortion, as though there were no other way to fund and disseminate the work of reporters
the world of grassroots political organizing pushes and pushes on a rope yet the GameStop story shows what real organizing can accomplish within just days

Marjorie Taylor Greene's account has deleted 19 tweets in the last 12 hours.  Greene is also scrubbing her Facebook of old posts and videos from 2018 and 2019 where she spread conspiracies and endorsed violence against Democratic lawmakers. https://twitter.com/KFILE/status/1354821456811630596

Jan. 28, 2021
Online trading apps which reddit users employed to crush a hedge fund are shutting down the activity  https://www.bbc.com/news/business-55837519
Facebook Inc took down a popular Wall Street discussion group, Robinhood Stock Traders, in a move that its founder on Thursday described as backlash for conversations buoying shares of GameStop Corp... https://www.reuters.com/article/us-retail-trading-facebook-idUSKBN29X34P
Caitlin Doughty takes a break from her usual vlogging fare to post a freaked-out “this is a fucking humanitarian crisis” about the pandemic in L.A. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdpSgEQKVNE
Matt Gaetz goes to Wyoming to rally the party base against Liz Cheney; “Cheney by any standard is a hardline conservative. On policy issues, she is on the right end of her party's spectrum. So the jihad against her, with the execrable Matt Gaetz going to Wyoming to attack her, underscores the reality of the GOP. It is a radical cult.”https://twitter.com/NormOrnstein/status/1354947465330520064
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/playbook/2021/01/29/scenes-from-a-wild-day-witnessing-the-gop-civil-war-491569
South Dakota Gov. Noem refuses to say whether Biden victory was free and fair. “this has become a 2024 litmus test in the GOP nominating contest.” https://twitter.com/jameshohmann/status/1354939720019619843
Meanwhile, NY Times editorial board: “Ease up on the executive actions, Joe,” legislate through Congress (which NYT knows is not possible)
"It's just staggering how many folks continue to either try to paper over what happened, try to move on, just say... 'It's been a couple of weeks, let's forget about it.' I'm just at a loss for words," GOP Rep. Peter Meijer says on the fallout following the US Capitol attack. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1355218716687015937

“People focusing on the bonkers provision in a proposed AZ law that would allow the legislature to overturn an election are missing a separate bonkers provision providing for jury trials in election contests and denying judges the power to dismiss frivolous cases” - Marc Elias

Enormous protests in India continue and almost no English-speaking notice outside Asia
Chinese government breathing fire over Taiwan

Jan. 29, 2021
Rep. Cori Bush: “A maskless Marjorie Taylor Greene & her staff berated me in a hallway. She targeted me & others on social media. I'm moving my office away from hers for my team's safety.”
Dem Twitter uses the hashtag #PsakiBomb to celebrate WH press secretary's mic drop dismissals of unwanted questions. While these seem justified, the result is that both of America's major parties are now adequately scornful of the news media that they will actively celebrate their party's press secretary rhetorically slapping reporters with derision.
BBC headline about Greene as “The Republican Dilemma” demonstrates how completely insider-focused big media culture is; https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55845756

A 22-year-old with no health care background boasted that his Philadelphia start-up could vaccinate between 500,000 and 1.5 million people — and make a lot of money doing it. City officials gave them vaccines. Then things went wrong. https://trib.al/mriDr4L

the Trump Administration “lost track of” [probably stole] 20 million vaccine doses that the Biden Administration is still trying to account for.  https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/30/biden-covid-vaccine-states-463953

Jan. 30, 2021
“The invasion of the Capitol on January 6 is looking more and more like an inside job.”  https://twitter.com/RWPUSA/status/1355588534594375684
South Carolina Republicans on Saturday issued a formal censure to U.S. Rep Tom Rice, taking the step in disapproval of his vote supporting the second impeachment of Donald Trump. https://twitter.com/MegKinnardAP/status/1355574024902991881
Let’s try to follow this: Incoming chair of Michigan GOP Ron Weiser sent pics of bikini-clad women to leadership of U of Michigan. Ronna Romney McDaniel doesn’t want him chair & likely planted the story. But his incoming vice-chair was at the insurrection so this pits RRM vs insurrectionists. Michigan GOP convention is next weekend. Looks like Romney trying to take him & his saying-the-quiet-part-too-loudly ticket mate down so she can instill her person—Laura Cox—who was one of the Republicans who tried to block certification of the vote in Wayne (Detroit) Co https://twitter.com/DanaHoule/status/1355710075667673090
The 117th Congress started just this month — and has already included calls for expulsions, a near fistfight, and a deadly riot at the Capitol. House Speaker today uses the phrase "Minority Leader McCarthy (GOP) (QAnon)" in a news release https://twitter.com/WakeUp2Politics/status/1355673940572704768
Saturday evening: mass resignation of Trump’s legal team https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jan/31/donald-trumps-impeachment-defence-in-disarray-as-lead-lawyers-quit-reports
“There are few things that can lead experienced defense counsel to quit on the eve of trial. It’s against our code! But a big one is if the client forces you to lie.” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1355708546357342210

Over the past week, a vaccine-related self-own by the European Union handed a huge political win to English Brexiters even as Brexit reality is reaching new levels of disaster. (Loose parallel to the self-sabotage contest between America’s big two political parties.) https://twitter.com/lizzzburden/status/1355479336124641281

At least 440,094 people have died in the U.S. from Covid-19.
Stanford study links Trump rallies to 30,000 COVID-19 cases, 700 deaths https://www.tampabay.com/news/health/2020/11/02/stanford-study-links-trump-rallies-to-30000-covid-19-cases-700-deaths/

Jan. 31, 2021
ABC: Marjorie Taylor Greene has voiced support for executing Nancy Pelosi. Is she fit to serve? GOV. ASA HUTCHINSON: I'm not gonna answer that question as to whether she's fit to serve, because she believes in something that everybody else does not accept. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1355899895115296773
For six weeks Rob Portman refused to call Biden president-elect, pushing the Big Lie that led to the Jan. 6 riot. Today Dana Bash on CNN didn't bring that up once. She read praise of Portman as a "sensible Republican.” Bash also let Portman complain of deficits about which he has been silent for four years as they ballooned in large part due to his own votes.
Russia, today: 3590 arrests, over 1000 in the capital. That number heading north all the time https://twitter.com/olliecarroll/status/1355887287033331716
According to monitoring group OVD-Info, today more than 5,000 people were detained across Russia. https://twitter.com/BBCSteveR/status/1355967713391366146
4,000+ people were arrested, total

In Germany, Anti-vaxxers, anti-Semites, New Agers, and QAnon have combined into a small but potent national movement https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/germany-covid-conspiracies-misinformation-querdenker-reichsburger-far-right.html

Biden’s administration has deported hundreds of immigrants in its early days despite his campaign pledge to stop removing most people in the U.S. illegally at the beginning of his term. A federal judge last week ordered the Biden administration not to enforce a 100-day moratorium on deportations, but the ruling did not require the government to schedule them. https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-jamaica-honduras-immigration-guatemala-482889ed56ed3cd02c9c61ebd1e3fbb7

On the House side, 10 Republicans voted in favor of the motion to impeach Trump, and they are paying a price for their heresy. Some have been censured (whereas Greene has not been). All will face primary challenges in two years. Rep. Liz Cheney—a stalwart conservative, daughter of former Vice President Dick Cheney, and the third most senior member of the House GOP—is now shunned as a pariah. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy—who, soon after Jan. 6, publicly blamed Trump for inciting the insurrection, but then recanted, even journeying to Mar-a-Lago and posing for a smiley photo with the deposed king Trump—is talking about stripping Cheney of her position in the leadership. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/gop-bolsheviks-kerensky-mcconnell-greene.html

"You have to move on" is the tactic of abusers https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/feb/01/aoc-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-sexual-assault-survivor-capitol

Feb. 1, 2021
Authoritarianism researcher: “To protect our democracy, we must accept the reality that the GOP is a far-right party like others that have damaged democracies around the world.” https://twitter.com/ruthbenghiat/status/1356276241419132932
Meanwhile Biden is meeting today with 10 Republicans whose proposal is austerity with the entirely transparent aim of sabotaging recovery, Biden’s presidency, and Democrats’ 2022 election prospects
News media are putting Republicans on left and right to hammer the message “Biden has a duty to put what we want—whatever it is, we don’t need a reason or valid argument—ahead of helping Americans”
Stacey Abrams nominated for Nobel Peace Prize; GOP group "Stop Stacey" targets Abrams ahead of expected 2022 run http://hill.cm/li0ynEk

Every other day at least there’s another "must-read" scoop about some outlandish thing the Trump admin discussed but didn't do. Meanwhile people have already forgotten most shit they actually did, including things worse than the discarded ideas file.

Bizarre week in Ohio politics. Within seven days: Portman forfeits 2022 reelection (after several weeks ago sounding ready to coast to reelection, a view shared fwiw by political handicappers), hardly any of the expected candidates want to take his place, and Monday DeWine and Husted were literally claiming that Ohio is a progressive state.

Feb. 2, 2021
Each of the main arguments in Trump’s just filed impeachment brief is false https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1356657547755859978
Trump's legal team spelled "United”—in United States—wrong. Literally they spelled the name of our country wrong.
Romney on Marjorie Taylor Greene: “Our big tent is not large enough to both accommodate conservatives and kooks.”

“All of this would be a lot simpler and less stressful if Democrats just nuked the filibuster so they could just repeal this silly law and stop having to worry about it. Instead, we’re doomed to watch them shoot these weird legislative bank shots, like they’re in a game of HORSE. (From Joe Manchin’s office, off the Senate parliamentarian’s desk, onto the backboard, and into the net, money for the unemployed!)” https://slate.com/business/2021/02/democrats-covid-relief-paygo-medicare-cuts.html

we all gon die https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/02/economics-failure-over-destruction-of-nature-presents-extreme-risks

Feb. 3, 2021
The Senate finally approves the power-sharing agreement, allowing Democrats to take control of committees. On February fucking 3.
Republicans in the open, House Republicans stand with Marjorie Taylor Greene.
Addressing the House R caucus Wednesday, Greene  defended her comments that past school shootings were staged by stating that she had personal experience with a school shooting. She received a standing ovation from about half of the caucus at the conclusion of her remarks. https://thehill.com/homenews/house/537263-greene-apologizes-to-gop-colleagues-and-gets-standing-ovation
Kevin McCarthy disingenuously claims he doesn’t even know what “Q-on” is https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1357157605555249152
McCarthy ends Greene night by telling press "its a big tent" https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1357146119478870018
Republicans voting on a secret ballot: keep Liz Cheney as House caucus chair 145-61 https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1357143654331265024

“If you force teachers to return to work in an unsafe environment, especially when safe alternatives exist, a lot of teachers will retire early or choose to not renew their contracts,” he said. “Fewer people will also want to become teachers because they see what’s happening, the lack of funding and respect. This exploitative assault could cripple public education for decades.” An American Federation of Teachers national survey conducted in August and September found one-third of educators say the pandemic has made them more likely to leave teaching earlier than they planned. https://theintercept.com/2021/02/03/covid-school-closures-lawsuits/

Feb. 4, 2021
It was barely two years* ago that House Republicans, themselves, removed Steve King from committees for one of his (many) white supremacist remarks. Now they overwhelmingly oppose taking Marjorie Taylor Greene off committees.

Texas GOP chair Allen West supports calls for a secession referendum

In early February, Biden fired a “burrowed” Trump holdover, who then filed a baited lawsuit to end agency independence; the Biden administration’s defense is increasing the chances of that outcome https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/biden-trump-severino-trap.html

Feb. 5, 2021
The new more-radical Supreme Court majority ignored the scientific evidence that church services are riskier than grocery shopping to get to the point where they're supposed to probe the evidence more deeply to ensure orders that discriminate on the basis of religion are justified. https://twitter.com/ProfLWiley/status/1358193638040305667
Teachers in Georgia aren’t eligible for vaccines yet. So when officials learned that a rural clinic was vaccinating teachers they raided it.  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/rural-community-shock-after-georgia-raids-clinic-vaccinating-teachers-n1256858
A Texas florist charged in connection with the US Capitol insurrection will be allowed to vacation in Mexico. "F--- yes, I am proud of my actions, I f---ing charged the Capitol today with patriots today. Hell, yes, I am proud of my actions," Cudd said. https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/05/politics/capitol-riot-mexican-vacation/index.html
“A holiday card mailed December 13 arrived today. A letter from the bank sent in late December didn't arrive until a few days ago. A birthday card from a grandmother has yet to arrive, weeks late.”  https://twitter.com/AlecMacGillis/status/1357775753178406912
Lou Dobbs, by far the highest-rated host on Fox Business, has just been canned by the network. “I can't underscore how rare this is. Ratings are normally a shield. Fox Biz viewership is low overall, but Dobbs was the most popular guy.”  Yet he's cancelled. https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1357835658799235074
Ed  Sniffen is the second Alaska attorney general to step down within the past six months amid a Daily News and ProPublica investigation into their interactions with women. Former Attorney General Kevin Clarkson quit in August, hours after the newsrooms revealed he had sent hundreds of unwanted text messages to a junior colleague. https://www.propublica.org/article/sexual-misconduct-allegations-prompt-another-alaska-attorney-general-to-resign

Over the past week, COVID numbers have been plummeting sharply—and they are still well above the first two peaks. Normalization of the unthinkable.

Feb. 6, 2021
The Wyoming Republican Party voted Saturday to censure Cheney, the No. 3 Republican in the House of Representatives, and called for her to resign “immediately.” And there didn’t seem to be much disagreement. After only 11 minutes of debate there was a voice vote and only around eight members of the 74-member committee opposed the censure that never moved on to a formal vote. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/wyoming-republican-party-censures-liz-cheney-impeachment-vote.html
Rep. Marcy Kaptur: “Our union remains strong. Our democracy may bend, but it will never break.” gfg

As journalists continue serving up “Trump talked about doing this thing but didn’t do it” “scoops,” I’m torn between lamenting the distraction from important things and lamenting that if they weren’t writing about this shit they would probably be writing about Benghazi nonsense

Feb. 7, 2021
Sunday Shows: every network has invited on a GOP senator who pushed the Big Lie https://twitter.com/jayrosen_nyu/status/1358135677058232326
On Fox News, Ron Johnson absurdly floats that Nancy Pelosi is somehow responsible for a MAGA mob descending on the Capitol for a deadly insurrection
At least one vaccine is now significantly less effective against one of the variants

Judges keep ordering insurrection participants released https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1358857106791751686

There's been a sudden and massive rise in the number of hate crimes against Asian Americans across the country https://thecut.io/3aKWhRj

Ohio ranks No. 2 for most extremist anti-government groups

Feb. 8, 2021
Democrats are going to fuck up relief checks so bad.
Ron Wyden: the solution to people who lost income since 2019 being denied help because of means tested relief checks is to file your 2020 taxes months early. https://twitter.com/RonWyden/status/1358854883399536641
Sweden, Germany, and Poland expel Russian diplomats (one apiece). https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-55982544
According to a press conference today: Hackers broke into a water treatment facility in Florida, gained access to a internal ICS platform, changed chemical levels, making the water unsafe to consume. “Here you have multiple local government officials on camera saying that a hacker was very close to poisoning an entire town by breaching a water treatment facility” https://twitter.com/Bing_Chris/status/1358873543623274499
Trump impeachment trial defense brief pushes the lie that a substantive swath of the rioters were "anti-Trump" ... citing Gateway Pundit as evidence.
One of Trump’s lawyers had expressed a religious objection to working on the sabbath. This evening he took it all back. “The reversal underlines that the Trump team perceives a hurried process to be greatly to their and Republicans’ advantage, imo. So much so that Shabbat had to take a backseat.” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1359192107538407435

“Americans owe $70 billion in back rent that they won’t be able to pay.” https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1359325762906710016

Polling finds 83%  in favor of Biden’s American Rescue Plan. Republicans in Congress oppose it overwhelmingly. https://twitter.com/WHCOS/status/1359333387744538625

Feb. 9, 2021
US Senate holds a “constitutionality debate” before trying second impeachment of Trump, even though the Constitution says in black and white that “The Senate shall have the sole power to try all Impeachments."
Nearly all Republicans voted that Senate trial is not constitutional. (Senators Collins, Cassidy, Murkowski, Romney, Sasse, and Toomey vote with Democrats.)
Trump’s defense team (what’s left after the mass resignations 10 days ago) barely even rise to the level of a shambles https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/trump-impeachment-castor-my-cousin-vinny.html
“Everyone is dumping on Bruce Castor's presentation but in many ways David Schoen was way more alarming -- a Trumpian threat to ‘tear the country apart’ under a legal sheen.” https://twitter.com/HeerJeet/status/1359340152267677700
The Republicans who are saying the trial is holding up COVID19 relief are the same ones who object to COVID 19 relief
State emergency officials say a pipeline containing a mixture of oil and gasoline is leaking 5 gallons a minute into the San Francisco Bay. https://abc7ne.ws/3q5KUd3

OANN is lying to viewers that Trump actually was telling his fans at the ellipse to “peacefully” march to the Capitol to ... get this ... show support for the Senators certifying the vote.

a new ‘truth movement’ has begun to crop up on the right suggesting Officer Brian Sicknick’s death was unrelated to the insurrection and may even be part of a cover-up to tarnish the reputation of Donald Trump and the MAGA movement. It’s ugly and utterly predictable. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/the-sicknick-truth-movement-takes-flight-on-the-right

Jesselyn Cook talked to nine children of QAnon believers, who described to me the heartbreaking process of trying to deradicalize your own mom & dad. "I don't know what to do,” one teen said. “I feel like I've lost my parents.” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/children-of-qanon-believers_n_601078e9c5b6c5586aa49077

Feb 10, 2021
Some Republican Senators having a hard time watching previously public video of the insurrection; “GOP Senators who mostly or exclusively consume conservative media really might be seeing it for the first time” and of course Fox News Channel has not been taking the trial today. https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1359634857685565441
But also, many Republicans Senators ostentatiously ignored the briefings and testimony today.  They rolled their eyes and issued snide tweets.
Mike Lee's own spokesman confirmed the call Lee is now denying https://twitter.com/davidfrum/status/1359663181455622145
Former Ohio treasurer Josh Mandel claims—as he announces US Senate campaign—that 2020 election was 'stolen from President Trump' 
Ohio Department of Health decides to announce, in a Friday evening news dump, huge underreporting of COVID deaths
WHO: “As of today, almost 130 countries, with 2.5 billion people, are yet to administer a single dose
Completely false statement goes viral on Twitter, alleging “Democratic Rep. Andy Biggs HAS REVEALED that Speaker Pelosi and other Democratic leaders were AWARE OF THE THREAT TO THE CAPITOL... days before the events of January 6th…” Biggs is not even a Democrat. https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1359873895843696644

two out of three Republicans support a survey option that President Biden was not legitimately elected. 8 in 10 said the current political system is "stacked against conservatives and people with traditional values." A majority agreed with the statement: "The traditional American way of life is disappearing so fast that we may have to use force to save it." https://www.npr.org/2021/02/11/966498544/a-scary-survey-finding-4-in-10-republicans-say-political-violence-may-be-necessa

Governors are pulling back on precautionary measures just as we’re in a tight battle between vaccines and variants. https://twitter.com/MaraGay/status/1359922919644794883
https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/02/11/dewine-lifts-covid-curfew-bars-and-restaurants-can-resume-normal-hours
Madness: self-serve buffets and salad bars can reopen in Ohio Feb. 12.

the CEO of GoFundMe wrote an op/ed saying we are in a major crisis

Unless we stop Covid-19 everywhere, we won’t stop it anywhere.

Feb 11, 2021
Chair of the Dept of Medicine at UCSF: “We've received more useful guidance from CDC in the past week than the prior 52 combined.” 
Several GOP senators met with Trump’s defense attorneys, including Cruz and Graham. Lee also spotted going in. Graham refused to talk about it after.  https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1360000654614405122
“As a public defender, I couldn't even use the same bathroom as jurors during a trial.” https://twitter.com/elizaorlins/status/1360020121490771977
Today Fox's "news" side airing Tucker Carlson's suggestion that Democrats weren't really endangered during the insurrection from his show last night.
Ohio GOP Rep. Don Jones argues against wearing masks. Suggests that masks caused the COVID-19 case count to skyrocket last year. https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1359889142302269444
Wisconsin Judge denies new arrest warrant for 18-year-old accused of killing 2 during Wisconsin protest. https://twitter.com/SalHernandez/status/1359959982985281537
Mallory informs me that check which she mailed me, at least a month ago, was returned to her house 1) inappropriately because the address was entirely legible and valid, 2) only this week

Senate Republicans coalescing around “impeachment case is damning, we’ll vote to acquit anyway, but voters will then preclude any future Trump candidacy” https://twitter.com/alexanderbolton/status/1360217670696771586

Within a little over a week, exposure of: Lincoln Project member John Weaver as a sex pest; vast corrupt waste of Lincoln Project funds; Lincoln Project doxxing journalists… https://twitter.com/eramshaw/status/1360084932819898368

Feb 12, 2021
The 2020 census data needed for the redrawing of voting districts around the country are extremely delayed and now expected by Sept. 30. Dogged by the coronavirus pandemic and the Trump administration's interference with the census schedule, the further delayed Census data release — six months past the March 31 legal deadline — could throw upcoming elections into chaos in states facing tight redistricting deadlines for Congress, as well as state and local offices. https://www.npr.org/2021/02/12/965823150/6-month-delay-in-census-redistricting-data-could-throw-elections-into-chaos
On the final day of the impeachment trial of the former president, the threat of political violence on the Capitol is still so serious the entire Cannon-Capitol tunnel is filled with troops https://twitter.com/jmartNYT/status/1360294548291878912
As Trump’s team argues at his impeachment trial that nobody should take Trump literally, two Trump supporters (one from Georgia, one from Connecticut) who did will take him literally are about to have simultaneous hearings to determine whether they’ll be locked until trial. https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1360318356302274564
Trump’s team offers an offense instead of a defense https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1360322826604072965
Trump lawyers’ don’t really even offer a defense, so much as just an extension of the crime on trial: change the subject, stoke grievances, radicalize the base and demonize everyone who objects. 
Possible interpretation of incredible repetitiveness “is to give Fox something to play over and over to anesthetize viewers into going back to sleep”
Arguable that they’re also microtargeting an audience of one, above all https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1360291953397612545
They set their videos to fucking music https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1360323694254567434
Castor, after Trump's team showed irrelevant video all morning of BLM protests, objects to the House Managers playing video of the insurrection that Trump is actually charged with inciting.
every piece of evidence — including new videos — was given to Trump defense team before trial but they lied today saying they never saw them https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1360360607871082497
“This is what happens because state bars do not take seriously their obligation to police their own and disbar lawyers. Congress should call a hearing with state bar presidents and ask them why we should delegate this critical task to them.”
During questioning, a Trump lawyer refused to answer questions about whether Trump won the election and whether Trump was perpetuating a lie that the election was stolen from him. (Many predict that Van der Veen is not only playing to Trump but potentially campaigning for office.)
Murkowski essentially announces that Republicans are backing today’s garbage, saying that it was an improvement from the total shit show of Thursday. https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1360313088482893825
Jason Miller is on Newsmax admitting that Ted Cruz, Lindsey Graham, and Mike Lee not only met with Trump's lawyers but are literally helping with Trump's impeachment defense. Cruz, Graham, and Lee are supposed to be jurors. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1360251322063327243
In an expletive-laced phone call with House GOP Leader Kevin McCarthy during the Capitol attack, Trump appeared to side with rioters and gave no indication he would urge supporters to back down, according to newly revealed details of their conversation https://cnn.it/37bZ1X3
2/12 After several days of exposure, The Lincoln Project con effectively goes pfooft
https://twitter.com/michaelharriot/status/1360396877607415809
Way too much, today, of unnamed sources "close to" this or that key figure rebutting some falsehood but only on background

February 13, 2021
43 Republican Senators voted to protect the man who incited a mob to kill them.
Substantial majority of Senate votes to convict Trump—but news media run banners/alerts saying “Trump acquitted”
As expected, various Senate Republicans turn to nullification. The others’ explanations were not good either. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/02/senate-awful-reasons-acquitting-trump.html

The speaker of the house and the former vice president were almost assassinated just a few weeks ago and the man behind it all is a free man playing golf in Florida.

February 14, 2021
After Senator Burr votes to convict Trump - censure from NC state party https://twitter.com/KaplanABC11/status/1361140562456420353

February 15, 2021
“Its 8 degrees in Dallas and we have no power” https://twitter.com/HannahLebovits/status/1361301075580624899
ATT has broken its pledge to suspend donations to members of Congress who objected to the certification of the electoral college. On 2/15, it donated 5K to the House Conservative Fund, the Leadership PAC of Rep Mike Johnson, one of the objectors https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1373067178375798790

For four years every cable channel took every daily Trump White House press briefing live — giving Sean Spicer, Sarah Sanders and Kayleigh McEnany massive platforms to spread unadulterated lies and rewrite history. Not one month in and the only channel airing Psaki is MSNBC

The unprecedented burdens placed on the IRS in the past year, combined with a decade of declining funding and a paralyzing pandemic, have given rise to a cascading set of taxpayer headaches. Tax professionals say that for many functions, the IRS has gotten so sclerotic that all they can do is tell their clients to wait and hope their situations get straightened out eventually. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-irs-cashed-her-check-then-the-late-notices-started-coming

February 16, 2021
The City of Houston is blacked out along with large areas of Texas as snowstorm does in obsolete underfunded power grid
“We have been without power for 2 days in the Rio Grand Valley. We are frozen. Now, we are asked to boil water. How do we do that without electricity?”
Real quote from a GOP chair in Pennsylvania on Toomey's vote: "We did not send him there to vote his conscience," the chairman of the Washington County GOP, said. "We did not send him there to do the right thing or whatever he said he was doing."
Today, Foreign Affairs publishes a long article about the political dysfunction in America—but doggedly distorts reality throughout in order to deny that this is anything but a 100% both-sides problem https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2021-02-16/fractured-power

It feels like I’m really hitting a wall and I’m not at all alone. https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/22262549/grief-anxiety-coronavirus-covid-19-resilience-stress

February 17, 2021
Seven million Texans, many of whom have no power, are now under a water boil notice.
Former Texas governor Rick Perry suggests that going days without power is a sacrifice Texans should be willing to make if it means keeping federal regulators out of the state’s power grid. To be clear, he is telling Texans to die for Texas.
Biden: I’m ready to cancel $10,000 of student debt, but I believe canceling $50,000 worth is unconstitutional while $10,000 is not. GFG.
Opening testimony Wednesday in support of a legislative effort to allow Ohio lawmakers to vote down public health orders went far enough off the rails for YouTube to remove footage of the speaker. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/02/19/youtube-censors-ohio-house-hearing-video-for-covid-19-misinformation/

Fox News and Fox Business lied about wind turbines and the Green New Deal being to blame for Texas' power outages 128 times in less than two days -- all, after the bogus claim had already been debunked https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-news/fox-news-and-fox-business-falsely-blamed-renewable-energy-texas-blackouts-128-times-over

Florida’s Gov takes vaccine away from counties that criticized his distribution plans & sends it to wealthy areas. Ted Cruz deserts TX for Cancun. 

February 18, 2021
Big failed state energy
“We’re literally harvesting snow outside and putting it in the bathtub because we don’t have any water” https://twitter.com/GraceScoggs/status/1362469292005077002
“The suffering here is immense. Food shortages. Unsafe drinking water. Impassable roads. Flooded homes. A humanitarian crisis.” https://twitter.com/pamelacolloff/status/1362423436140765184
Governments’ commitment to business interests at the expense of human beings is standard.  But to see that commitment so strenuously defended as hundreds of thousands die from a pandemic and daily ecological disaster is real ‘end times’ material.” https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1362415070454685704
"It's just easier to ignore" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEkPKVvAMrs
“start working in your community on survival…  I mean plans to look out for your community as your government fails you and lets you die. Maybe start a community refrigerator, a plan for people to get Necessities during winter and summer, coats, gloves, fans, shelter.” https://twitter.com/The_Acumen/status/1362502333557530625
Meanwhile Democrats seem to be using the delay in relief legislation not only to water it down but to remove direct assistance to people, at every turn; Trump sent checks, Trump subsidized the entire farm economy… this is also why Congress will enact no reforms and instead let representative democracy die: because shitbag conservative Democrats don’t want a meaningful roll call vote on things like raising the minimum wage. They want to preserve filibusters so that they can vote to advance minimum wage legislation in a cloture vote which they know will fail.

Bitcoin "teetered this week at what seems like perilous heights above $50,000 US for a single unit. A year ago, it was valued at $10,000 US." Bitcoin mining's "use of energy [is] now reckoned to be more than the electricity consumption of Argentina" https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/cryptocurrency-gaining-respectability-new-gold-1.5917345

Texas prisons are hell of course: “It’s been so cold for so long that my fingertips are cracking & bleeding."  https://twitter.com/keribla/status/1362825915785498628

Senate Democrats leave the most recent “blue slip” rule in place even though Republicans have constantly changed the rule, over the years, to whatever serves their partisan interest at a given moment. https://www.sfchronicle.com/nation/article/U-S-Senate-judiciary-chair-to-retain-GOP-s-15961370.php

February 19, 2020
Newsmax guest attacks Biden's dogs for being dirty and "unlike a presidential dog"
House GOP leaders begin whipping their members to oppose $1.9 trillion relief package ahead of key votes next week, per notice sent to members. The bill is moving through committees next week before heading to floor. House GOP calls the bill: Pelosi’s Payoff to Progressives Act

weather has led to a three-day delay in shipping vaccines, or about 6 million doses. https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-michigan-vaccine-plant-ba3f0d5a036c5bc36f61d51a5c994fcd

During the week of crisis in Texas, Republicans have been avoiding the issue or telling lies; Congress has been on recess; many Congressional Democrats have spent the week supporting online fundraising to send direct relief without involving the sclerotic mechanisms of governance; and it all feels like a real sign of the times.

In the past 10 days, a viral Tweet flipped Rep. Andy Biggs from R to D; Russian state TV flipped Ted Cruz R to D; and MSNBC flipped the late Ann Richards D to R https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1362982247884857344
https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1362962362224021505

February 20, 2021
Trump’s tax returns are still under lock and key, one month since Democrats gained control of the White House, and Congress.
House in Houston catches fire and simply burns because water system is bust https://twitter.com/LuckieKathy/status/1362389129854480385

February 21, 2021
Another Sunday, and Republicans in Congress continue promoting The Big Lie about election fraud, with total complicity of cable news media https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1363496693493334016
Once again, Fox and ABC, CBS, NBC ALL give space to Republicans repeating the Big Lie https://twitter.com/MattNegrin/status/1363530812759678979
“On election night there was incredulous dismay that Trump said the election was stolen. It was a horrible lie and the networks cut it off live because he went too far. Now, even after an insurrection based on that lie, it’s a legitimate position because it’s a party talking point” https://twitter.com/MattNegrin/status/1363534147655000070
Meanwhile Democrats are almost certain to allow the losing Republican to keep the IA-02 US House seat because of concern for “optics”
An Ohio bake shop had to call the cops after a GOP lawmaker held a constituent event there sans masks/distancing. The lawmaker is on the House Health Committee. https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1363506136700362756

A failure to enact massive infrastructure reform focused on climate resilience in the near future will lead to unimaginable catastrophe. That's been undeniable for years, but this week really underscored it.  https://twitter.com/ericgeller/status/1363594342246580228

February 22, 2021
It's official. 500,000 dead in the USA from COVID-19
After 4 months of inaction [i.e. partisan courtesy stalling], SCOTUS in a one-sentence unsigned order declines Trump's request to further postpone enforcement of a Manhattan DA subpoena for his financial records. 

February 23, 2021
Enrique Tarrio, the chairman of the Proud Boys, has announced on Parler his support for Trump running in 2024, a month after the Proud Boys on Telegram called Trump a "total failure."

73% of Trump voters think that President Biden was not legitimately elected in 2020, according to a new USA Today / Suffolk University poll. https://on.msnbc.com/3dALfRM

Sen. Sinema is straight-up lying to constituents about the consequences of retaining a Senate filibuster

February 24, 2020
Brookings Inst releases a report on ethics and good government reforms, and in 72 pages the only direct reference it makes to the US Senate is deeply misleading at best: "both the House and the Senate are moving forward with H.R. 1 and S. 1"
First migrant facility for children opens under Biden https://wapo.st/3upDNPq

Advocacy orgs are revving up their lobbying machinery for HR1 like something out of Memento. This legislation already passed the House of Representatives. That isn’t the obstacle. The obstacle is rightwing senators.

“The fact that we are about to be hit with a tidal wave of voter suppression legislation by Republican legislatures throughout the country is the most under reported story right now. The media is unequipped to cover this in clear moral terms and instead prefers to both sides it.” https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1364786939816271875

February 25, 2021
CPAC 2021 kicks off a conference fully behind Trump and The Big Lie https://www.the-sun.com/news/2412084/donald-trump-cpac-gold-statue-comeback-speech/
E-mail from The Guardian (100% falsely) suggests that a federal minimum wage increase is an open question rather than dead dead dead thanks to conservatives

https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-donald-trump-capitol-siege-conspiracy-theories-media-0ef88e6f3b2b418ae07b214131d7f128

13 House Republicans who are appearing at CPAC in Orlando Friday, Saturday and Sunday have active proxy voting requests with the House Clerk's office saying they can't attend votes due to the pandemic. https://twitter.com/RebeccaRKaplan/status/1365409374580183042

A 21-yr-old Guatemalan asylum seeker may lose his hands after suffering severe frostbite in the historic winter storm in Texas. Border Patrol guarding his hospital room told him he’d be removed as soon as he’s discharged, under Trump policy Biden has kept

February 26, 2021
Mark Meadows: “We will see the start of planning for the next administration and I can tell you, the people that are at the top of that list, all of them have Trump as their last name”
On Friday, four women accused a Republican congressman of sexual misconduct. Dozens of witnesses verified the claims. Zero television networks covered the story
Rep. Paul Gosar spoke tonight at AFPAC, an event run by white nationalists. Right after Gosar, organizer Nick Fuentes said "white people are done being bullied," and praised the Capitol riot as "awesome." https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1365524575904280576
(One year ago, Russian state media praises Trump’s authoritarian tendencies, predicting civil war in the United States in the event he is not re-elected. They believe that a Trump dynasty will rule the United States for decades to come, with the president’s children following in his footsteps.) https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1365353137566007301

For over 10 days now, around half the residents of Jackson, Mississippi have not had running water.  And nobody is talking about it on a national scale. 
The water crises that captured the most headlines in recent years were the result of governmental and corporate malpractice. Cities like Flint, Michigan—which is still grappling with lead-contaminated water—and Summerville, Georgia, saw their drinking water become unsafe after those in power tried to skirt regulations or save a few bucks. But Jackson was hit by a different kind of beast, one that threatens us all: a government unprepared to handle the effects of climate change and neglectful of the citizens who are most harmed by it. https://slate.com/business/2021/03/jackson-mississippi-water-crisis-climate-change.html

February 27, 2021
Alabama GOP also approved a resolution honoring Rep. Mo Brooks, who supported blocking the Electoral College vote certifying Biden & told the Jan. 6 rally, “Today is the day American patriots start taking down names and kicking ass.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1366107666234417153

Republican governors continue using vaccine distribution to reward or punish, e.g. Missouri https://twitter.com/LynzforCongress/status/1365798826876018692

Nearly one-fifth of 166,820 QAnon-related Facebook posts between January 2020 and the end of February 2021 originated from overseas administrators. https://news.yahoo.com/report-china-russia-fueling-q-anon-conspiracy-theories-090027767.html

February 28, 2021
Trump at CPAC and not only attendees but TV media are eating it up https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1366140766523916290
Nikki Haley is really, really on-again off-again wrt Trump https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1366215641821302784

A chunk of ice 20 times bigger than Manhattan has broken off the Brunt Ice Shelf in Antarctica. https://nbcnews.to/3q4eT4y

March 1, 2021
CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said this morning she is “deeply concerned” about the potential shift in the trajectory of the pandemic.

China spent $1.7 Trillion on an aid program that increases its global clout - and we spent $1.7 Trillion on a F-35 jet that still doesn’t work. https://twitter.com/Cirincione/status/1374377887822880774

“FL could be the GOP's biggest redistricting weapon of 2021.” https://twitter.com/Redistrict/status/1366836649896914956

March 2, 2021
Reddit speculation on Rocket Mortgage increases Dan Gilbert’s net worth by $25 billion? Just today? https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/03/03/dan-gilberts-net-worth-skyrocketed-by-25-billion-tuesday-making-him-worlds-16th-richest-man
Texas Governor Greg Abbott announces he is ending the statewide mask mandate and says all businesses can now open at 100% capacity.
FBI Director Wray testimony: FBI is learning a lot about right-wing terrorism after arresting Capitol Insurrectionists (having missed all of the plain-sight organizing as a consequence of the elective blindness to right-wing extremist activity demanded by Republicans) https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/03/10/arrest-first-learn-about-right-wing-terrorism-later/
at the Supreme Court  today: Justice Barrett: What is the interest of the GOP in keeping (laws that suppress minority voters) on the books? Republican Lawyer: It puts us at a competitive disadvantage relative to Democrats. Politics is a zero-sum game. https://twitter.com/TBishUp/status/1366778043365163010
Republican Chuck Grassley is trying to 'both sides' the domestic terror threat by falsely claiming the threat from Antifa is just as great as the threat from white supremacism. To be clear: DHS labeled white supremacists the biggest domestic terror threat.
Online conspiracy: “Given that Mitt Romney just showed up at the CPAC covered in bruises, I’m not too sure how many people are going to be flipping against Trump.  Remember - both Mitch McConnell and Chief Justice John Roberts had similar bruising after similar falls in 2019 and 2020” https://twitter.com/patricia_roemer/status/1366720974243135489

the International Energy Agency said that after a precipitous fall at the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, emissions have been steadily climbing and threaten to soon surpass pre-pandemic levels.

Everyone just pretends all the time that something will happen in the Senate other than everything, everything, being filibustered. At most the reality is euphemized as “faces a steep climb in the Senate,” which is ridiculous. Either it will receive a vote, or it won’t.
In fact,  Senate Republicans are socializing the idea that they will never allow a regulator appropriations bill to pass while the Dems are in charge -- only CRs. This would destroy Congress's spending authority. https://twitter.com/danielschuman/status/1367118842338697216

March 3, 2021
Top House Democrats are abruptly wrapping up all work tonight and sending members home — a day earlier than planned — as congressional leaders grapple with another potential threat to the Capitol https://www.politico.com/news/2021/03/03/house-security-threat-473411
Whatever their motivations, the capitulation to the far right by House Democrats has weakened rather than strengthened US democracy https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/mar/06/capitol-attack-threat-far-right-why-not-talking-about-it
“Common ground” thinking, plus the fact that intel and physical security have committees but democracy doesn’t, is leading Democrats to focus on the former and e.g. giving more money to the Capitol Police who were complicit on January 6. 
an attorney for the Arizona Republican Party, Michael Carvin, advised the Supreme Court that provisions that made it easier for eligible Americans to vote put "us at a competitive disadvantage relative to Democrats." https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/gop-has-enlisted-supreme-court-its-anti-voting-rights-crusade-n1259670
Head of DC Nat'l Guard testifies that Guard troops were held back on Jan. 6 due to "optics," a concern that was not raised when they were in use during BLM protests over the summer. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1367142289995407363
Ayanna Pressley proposes voting for 16-year-olds, underscoring that HR1 is purely fantasy legislation and representative democracy will be strangled in its sleep over the next year
Republican governors are throwing out precautionary measures, practically clamoring for another COVID surge, and Politico writes it up as “BIDEN is on a collision course with GOP governors over mask mandates and business reopenings — fracturing a tenuous peace and putting the nation’s pandemic progress at risk” https://twitter.com/adamcancryn/status/1367278908538773505
Meanwhile in Brexit Britain, the post-principles conservative government is proposing a massive tax increase and saying explicitly that high earners should bear the brunt https://twitter.com/Brexit/status/1367399795481063425

Every House Republican has now voted against COVID relief,  HR 1, police reform (after the 1 yes said he made a mistake) & all but 3 voted vs. Equality Act. 
(Also, as usual, Republicans stalled the vote on HR1 so that they could huff and puff about “midnight vote under cover of darkness bla bla”)

March 4, 2021
On CBS: “The QAnon Shaman tells his story” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1367469728550297607
Capitol Police have asked the National Guard to remain at the complex indefinitely amid mounting concerns over domestic extremists targeting Congress https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1367513143128317955
It’s March, the US has no Attorney General, and Republicans are blocking the nominee (i.e. Merrick Garland, again) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1367531376745013248
FirstEnergy now admitting they bribed DeWine appointee Sam Randazzo. In a political environment which was in some basic level of functional health, things like this would matter. https://twitter.com/mdmcgovern/status/1367494968709963776
The Ohio House comms department is issuing press releases from State Rep. Larry 
“The community has stepped up and has stood in the gap where the government has failed” – Ayanna Pressley, Democratic Congressional rep https://twitter.com/Reverend1906/status/1367504869289058304
Every Republican is opposing popular relief legislation in House and Senate. Republican Senator Ron Johnson just said he wants to block emergency checks, unemployment insurance and vaccine distribution money For 1,200 days.
Russian state TV expert: “Americans have very strong cyber forces... They can represent a threat for us.” State TV host objected: “We elected their president and they weren’t able to elect ours, so it’s an open question whose cyber forces are stronger.”

Five states have announced rolling back mask mandates in major recalls of COVID-19 safety measures over the past month https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/health/2021/03/03/covid-19-texas-mississippi-join-states-rolling-back-mask-mandates/6905305002/

Senate Republicans are telegraphing that they'll use a series of misleading, race-baiting attacks to try to block Joe Biden's nominees to the government's most powerful civil rights positions, Vanita Gupta
 and Kristen Clarke, from getting confirmed. https://www.vice.com/en/article/m7aya3/republicans-are-using-race-baiting-attacks-to-block-bidens-civil-rights-picks

March 5, 2021
Call them the National IDC: Senators Manchin, Tester, Shaheen, King, Sinema, Carper, Coons, Hassan all vote no on $15 minimum wage. Joe Biden ran on $15 minimum wage. He put it in his first bill. Nearly 1/5 of the Democratic Senate caucus is in open revolt against the Democratic president. 
In a memo, the US Chamber of Commerce attempts to provide cover to corporations to resume donating to the 147 Republicans who voted to overturn the election https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1367958621137629188
White House chief of staff uses "bipartisan" as a value twice in one tweet

Republicans are delaying Biden nominees left and right, including for AG, CIA… Democrats are not stopping this.

This week, Twitter + Amazon Web Services took down an article on the intimidation of Black workers in Amazon to prevent it from going viral. https://twitter.com/MikeElk/status/1369011728495808514

Everyone is in fucking fantasyland. “Now [four months after a national election] is the time to get a real Senate majority!” “The walls are closing in on Trump [like people have been saying for four years]” Etc.

March 6, 2021
Everything is stupid. Today “it’s vote-a-rama” in the Senate. What the actual fuck. This fwiw is not just a stupid nickname, it’s an actual stupid thing.
Official: every Republican in Congress voted against very popular and very necessary pandemic and economic relief legislation. Republicans to struggling Americans: “DROP DEAD” and they expect to face no consequences and are probably correct.
Parents are encouraging kids to burn masks on the Idaho Capitol steps. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/06/idaho-covid-protesters-burn-masks-state-capitol
Yesterday, 24.9% of those who tested for COVID in Idaho, tested positive. The highest rate in the country.https://twitter.com/MichaelSkolnik/status/1368322826537680896

Just everything is so fucking stupid. Let’s throw money at fools/grifters announcing Congressional campaigns in districts (which haven’t been drawn yet but most likely) will be somewhere around R+50

This weekend, a progressive slate of nominees backed by the Democratic Socialists of America won control of the Nevada Democratic Party, overthrowing the establishment. The outcome prompted employees of the state party to quit en masse—and take $450,000 in funds with them—to set up shop elsewhere. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/03/nevada-democratic-party-seized-by-bernie-sanders-loyalists.html

March 8, 2021
Heritage Action for America, a conservative nonprofit tied to the right-leaning think tank The Heritage Foundation, plans to spend at least $10 million on efforts to [intensify voter suppression] in eight key swing states. 
43 states are debating 200 different voter suppression bills right now. Today alone, Iowa shortened early voting by a week, and the Georgia Senate passed a bill ending no-excuse absentee voting.
Biden poised to sign landmark, historic Covid relief bill, arguably the most sweeping, important first bill for any new president in US history....and Washington Post goes w/ a Dems in Disarray take https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1368934370891948036
“New USPS holiday card delivery time winner! Cleveland suburb —> Cleveland proper: 13 weeks” https://twitter.com/MeghanRubado/status/1369111740559093760
Republican Paul Gosar tweeted a motto of a white nationalist group, a week after giving the keynote address at that group’s conference in Florida. Without inciting an insurrection, Steve King lost his committee assignments for dallying with overt racism. Two years later Gosar has not lost committee assignments even having done so. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1369278125922783238
Congress will respond to an insurrection incited from above, by Republicans, with an effort to turn the US Capitol into a fortified Green Zone permanently

The dependence of such weak and inadequate bulwarks exist, for liberal democracy in America, upon a single octogenarian’s continued health just won’t end. This is no way for things to carry on.

The Judicial Crisis Network, a dark money nonprofit, is spending hundreds of thousands in unaccountable money to oppose a Justice Department nominee. The same group also contributed to multiple other groups that were involved in the January 6 rally. https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2021/03/gupta-confirmation-fight-fueled-by-darkmoney/

March 9, 2021
Marc Elias: “I am very worried about the future of our democracy”
After 4 years of President Trump tweeting that the Justice Dept should arrest various people he didn't like, Republicans are pressing Vanita Gupta on tweets she wrote opposing the death penalty and in support of alleged sex assault survivors
Texas officially goes let-er-rip for a fourth COVID wave
States with Democratic governors had the highest incidence and death rates from Covid-19 in the first months of the coronavirus pandemic, but states with Republican governors surpassed those rates as the crisis dragged on, a study released Tuesday found https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/states-republican-governors-had-highest-covid-incidence-death-rates-study-n1260700
Biden administration just announced that it will not issue visas to diversity visa recipients who were denied them because of Trump's Muslim ban. Instead of restoring this opportunity, President Biden dusted off Trump's 'CLOSED' sign and locked the door. https://twitter.com/ACLU/status/1369368898374615050

Residents in parts of Jackson MS, where 80% of the residents are Black, have been without running water since mid-February. 30 million Americans drank water from systems that violated the @EPA
's Lead and Copper Rule even though the cost of water access continues to dramatically increase impacting 183 million people facing shutoffs. https://twitter.com/RashidaTlaib/status/1369275502536650755

There isn’t a state in the U.S. in which a person working full time for minimum wage can afford a one-bedroom apartment at the fair-market rent, according to a recent report. As income inequality rises, investors turn to trailer parks as a growing market.

Congress is increasingly settling into theater; the House passes one sweeping reform after another which will expire in the Senate, while senators strut and preen for the cameras and try to look like they’re doing something.

As predicted, the Jan 6 Insurrection has totally overloaded the courts.  some defendants have gotten lost in the system for weeks. https://politi.co/3ciAq4t

March 10, 2021
Democrats are doing handstands because ARP is going to Biden’s desk, Garland is confirmed…
I call Rep. Marcy Kaptur’s office to ask if anyone has a theory of the case for what 117th Congress does with remaining 22 months. Answer: out of touch clichés, i.e., not really
On the same day that Democrats passed a $1.9 trillion relief bill that will give families thousands of dollars and save businesses from going bankrupt, Republicans introduced their plan to eliminate inheritance taxes for estates with more than $23 million in assets—while making a big stink about some racist children’s books. Naturally news media covered the stink about children’s books. https://twitter.com/ObsoleteDogma/status/1369784513254023169
House Majority Leader Bill Seitz, R-Cincinnati, in a March 10 floor speech, defended Householder and denied the “false insinuation that there was anything corrupt in this chamber about the passage of House Bill 6.”  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/05/21/ohio-house-leader-ducks-questions-about-indicted-rep-larry-householder-keeping-seat
Ohio Dems: call DeWine right now telling him to veto this bill he already promised to veto (and which legislature will override when he does)
Kroger will permanently close three stores in the LA area to avoid paying a few bucks more per hour to frontline workers for 120 days. The company has made billions in extra profits during the pandemic https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2021/03/10/kroger-closing-3-stores-los-angeles-response-approval-hero-pay-mandate/
Texas is saying Medicaid recipients can no longer access services including pap smears. Cancer screenings. Birth control. STI tests at Planned Parenthood clinics. https://twitter.com/LEBassett/status/1369798459407138821
Stark county's three commissioners, all Republicans, this week voted to reject a recommendation from the Stark County Board of Elections to purchase $6.45 million in new equipment — touch screen voting machines, optical ballot scanners, ballot printers, a server, among other items — from Dominion. Bowing before outrage from Trumpies, but going through contortions to create a retroactive pretext to look like they were doing something else. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/03/11/stark-county-no-longer-buying-645-million-in-equipment-from-dominion-voting-systems-after-being-hounded-by-trump-supporters

QAnon is trying to gaslight the world by claiming that, while they stand by every (every shifting) detail they always have, “QAnon” doesn’t exist because it’s a made-up media term. Except they embraced it with no such objection at any time until just recently. https://www.dailydot.com/debug/qanon-there-is-no-qanon/?amp&__twitter_impression=true

March 11, 2021
Sen. Whitehouse: FBI’s investigation of B Kavanaugh was “Politically-constrained and probably fake.” https://www.whitehouse.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Ltr%20to%20AG%20Garland.pdf
John Kavanaugh, a GOP member of Arizona’s House of Representatives: “we don’t mind putting security measures in that won’t let everybody vote—everybody shouldn’t be voting. …we have to look at the quality of votes…” https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1370051671858900995
Though by no means new, that’s a much more significant story to run and tattle on than Susan Collins having a pout. Naturally the political journalism establishment is chattering about Susan Collins today.

“My entire vocation as an investigative reporter was predicated on being able to reveal truths, and yet I could not even rustle up the evidence to convince my own mother that our 45th president was not, in fact, the hero she believed him to be. Or, for that matter, that John F. Kennedy Jr. was dead. Or that Tom Hanks had not been executed for drinking the blood of children.” https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/albertsamaha/qanon-parents-millennial-children

Hawley's effort to block certification of the 2020 election has been a fundraising boon — not just for him but his party https://www.axios.com/hawley-gop-cash-cost-insurrection-aabd9f44-5017-4350-9873-2d0aa7f282de.html

March 12, 2021
(ARP signed)
La la land continues
Pelosi says “infrastructure is next for the House” https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1370482698087768065
While useful organizing goes starving for funds, Dems can’t stop promoting light-money-on-fire exercises like “donate to help me defeat Marjorie Taylor-Greene” whose district is R+50
Ohio Republican introduce another abortion ban, repro activists promise to fight it; we all know that Republicans will pass the bill, DeWine will sign it, repro will sue, and it’s just a matter of waiting to see how much of Roe v Wade the latest version of the Republican hack court will hollow out
Redistricting activists organizing to push for For the People Act in the Senate when the entire question comes down to whether or not one or two Democrats are willing to let Republicans filibuster everything
Meanwhile we are facing an avalanche of voter suppression that we have not seen before
Also Josh Mandel is inciting armed insurrection against Ohio’s governor https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1370430304142430208
“My inclination has been to think that the extent of the Facebook brainwashing effect is over-hyped. Now, however, my 87-year-old dad and 73-year-old mum are refusing the vaccine 100 percent based on stuff they saw on Facebook… They're like hardcore, pro-science atheists, but got locked into a couple weirdo doctors on Facebook and are like different people now” https://twitter.com/ashleevance/status/1370522088507723776

Facebook is basically fucking wildly dangerous https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/03/11/1020600/facebook-responsible-ai-misinformation

It’s a pretty basic principle of counterintelligence that you want clearance holders to report approaches, as Swalwell did, without fear of retribution or stigmatization. What Republicans are doing to him, which will disincentivize reporting, is the national security threat.

March 13, 2021
AP tries to make a scandal from Biden traveling to his home in Delaware three weekends out of eight. apne.ws/ltfZT6b
CNN—in extremely questionable circumstances—is trying to stoke immigrant panic and feed Republicans’ “border crisis” fake narrative https://twitter.com/BuddJenn/status/1370849370673848320
The whole CNN video was probably staged https://prospect.org/justice/did-cnn-air-staged-migrant-crossing-of-the-rio-grande/
Forecast: COVID19 cases in Germany could again reach peaks seen around Christmas by mid-April, public health officials have said.

Beltway media has a weekend orgy of bullshit 

March 14, 2021
Today, Washington Post publishes dire warning to Democrats that actually governing, with popular policies no less, may “delight liberals — but pose political risks” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1371078102445662209
WaPo also trying to make a scandal about Biden not holding news conferences https://twitter.com/hunterw/status/1370905589145075712
“it's not just WaPo either. I heard the same shite on MSNBC recently too.”
“Watching the Sunday shows and the talk is still Dems are in disarray. Anchors just can’t deal with normalcy, they’re stoking a fight.”

Mostly European governments are suspending the AstraZeneca vaccine, more each day, yet there is so far no evidence that it’s in any way harmful. This is going to be really interesting a few months from now.

Researchers have found just 12 people are responsible for the bulk of the misleading claims and outright lies about COVID-19 vaccines that proliferate on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. "The 'Disinformation Dozen' produce 65% of the shares of anti-vaccine misinformation on social media platforms," https://www.npr.org/2021/05/13/996570855/disinformation-dozen-test-facebooks-twitters-ability-to-curb-vaccine-hoaxes/

March 15, 2021
Ohio lobbyist Neil Clark was wearing a blue "DeWine for Governor" T-shirt when he died https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1402312524058464262

Top U.S. officials are warning with increasing urgency that China could soon invade Taiwan https://twitter.com/laraseligman/status/1371593700657164288

Ohio legislature on a rampage to stomp our rights

March 16, 2021
Trump spent the better part of a year using a virus as a slur against Chinese people while hate crimes against Asian Americans spiked by 150 percent. Trump even used an anti-Chinese slur during his interview this evening on Fox, just before news trickled out of a mass shooting in the Atlanta area that apparently targeted Asians and left 8 people dead https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1372005621558616068
Tom Cotton slams Chamber of Commerce as "a front service for woke corporations" http://hill.cm/bHKtBjS
HB6 defendant with all kinds of ties to DeWine found dead by gunshot in Florida. This hours after   floods Ohio news with excitement about vaccine eligibility announcements.

Extremism has gripped the GOP in Congress, but the situation is so much worse in the State Houses https://twitter.com/Matt_D_Cohen/status/1372235397623861258

Florida Republicans are passing unconstitutional laws that threaten the Supreme Court’s legitimacy

Earlier this month, in its annual report on global political rights and liberties, US-based non-profit Freedom House downgraded India from a free democracy to a "partially free democracy". Last week, Sweden-based V-Dem Institute was harsher in its latest report on democracy. It said India had become an "electoral autocracy". And last month, India, described as a "flawed democracy", slipped two places to 53rd position in the latest Democracy Index published by The Economist Intelligence Unit.  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-56393944

March 17, 2021
"Yesterday was a really bad day for him and this is what he did" -- a law enforcement official explains Robert Aaron Long's decision to kill 8 people yesterday https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1372203730481864713
In fact the mass murderer said word-for-word “ I’m going to kill all Asians," https://twitter.com/l1ttleb1t/status/1372253647715721217

Kevin McCarthy’s campaign to smear Eric Swalwell for doing the right thing in stark contrast to McCarthy’s party is going swimmingly. Axios responds to news that Kevin McCarthy is leaking classified information by attacking a Democrat https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1372537913402138627

The NY Times has lost all control over the Cooking Community Facebook group they created and so instead of moderating it they've decided to completely abandon the 77,000 member group to its own recognizance and take their name off of it. They're allowing group members to submit themselves to become moderators and then they're gonna just hand the entire group over to these randoms and peace out. https://twitter.com/erinbiba/status/1372380021483048969

The last time the Voting Rights Act was reauthorized, George W. Bush was president and it passed the Senate 98-0. Now it can’t even get a vote. https://twitter.com/ReverendWarnock/status/1372234833037000704

March 18, 2021
More fantasy message-bills la la land
Meanwhile appointing Marcia Fudge to cabinet has lost Democrats a House vote for nearly a year because DeWine pushed the special election out to November

I can’t get a vaccine and Ohio’s state signup web site is just a switchboard.com lookup for pharmacies within 20 miles (and Ohio Senate Dems is just sharing with approval on Twitter). No stimulus money yet, and the IRS where-is-it tool says no info at this time. The postal service is still degraded. Meanwhile state governments are on a rampage of corruption, oppression, and other active harms, and Congressional Democrats are in message-bill la la land. [Will get vaccine and money on 3/24, although vaccine appointment required searching at 4 a.m.]

Very obscure and extremely sketchy web hosting firm SkySilk saved Parler. NPR reporter dug into the company, interviewed former employees who are confounded and unsettled by the business; went to LA to interview the SkySilk CEO. He said: “It's not a shell company” https://twitter.com/BobbyAllyn/status/1372933851874398208

Republicans are close to derailing the nomination of Colin Kahl, because he was a passionate and effective advocate for the Iran Deal and critic of Trump's disastrous decision to tear up the deal (but of course they are giving fake reasons instead) https://twitter.com/brhodes/status/1373042257792696321
And House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy continues his irresponsible and bullshit effort to push Eric Swalwell off the intelligence committee https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1373192085227048964

Russian state media keeps airing clips from Fox News, both of them pushing the ridiculous idea of Biden "debating" with Putin. “But it makes perfect sense. The Kremlin and the GOP are equally peeved about losing the last election”  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1372965870604066817
And Fox News has been parroting Russian propaganda for the better part of 2 days now https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1372946761623465993
Russian state TV must have shown Biden's stumble a hundred times, intermittently with clips from Fox News, bashing our president. I kid you not, Russian propagandists are getting too lazy to bother creating their own material and simply rely on the drivel produced by Fox News. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1374024751514071044
The Russian company backing an aluminum project in Kentucky said it’s suspending investments (i.e. winding up the money laundering project created to aid Mitch McConnell?)  https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1372403648983089152
RT (Russia Today) is viewed on YouTube and other social media by lots of Trump fans. https://twitter.com/GrouchoG/status/1375184730451103750

March 19, 2021
D.C. Circuit Judge Silberman just released a truly wild dissent calling on the Supreme Court to overturn New York Times v. Sullivan, claiming NYT and WaPo are "virtually Democratic Party broadsheets," and accusing "big tech" of censoring conservatives.
Zoom's annual report for 2020, just released, shows the company enjoyed $660 million of U.S. pretax income and didn't pay a dime of federal income tax.
14 House Republicans voted against a resolution condemning the military coup in Myanmar
Rebekah Jones: “My car was broken into this morning & stuff strewn everywhere, though nothing was taken - cash was left sitting on the seat. It had my head spinning all day, HOPING someone was robbing me and was interrupted … because there isn't a less scary alternative” (Also 2000+ people “liked” this post) https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1373039969397321732 or maybe no

March 20, 2021
The law enforcement arm of the U.S. Postal Service has been quietly running a program that tracks and collects Americans’ social media posts, including those about planned protests… Analysts with the United States Postal Inspection Service (USPIS) Internet Covert Operations Program (iCOP) [yes alleged grown-ups chose the name] monitored significant activity regarding planned protests occurring internationally and domestically on March 20, 2021 https://news.yahoo.com/the-postal-service-is-running-a-running-a-covert-operations-program-that-monitors-americans-social-media-posts-160022919.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw&tsrc=twtr

COVID death toll is the equivalent of three 9/11s per week — and we've got a ton of folks acting like the virus is all-but-over
"The B.1.1.7 variant (UK) is the highest in Texas, Georgia, and Florida. Guess where the spring-breakers are: Texas, Georgia, and Florida. The 20-year-olds will leave those states, spread it around the country. A disaster waiting to happen." https://twitter.com/Porter_Anderson/status/1373399358071304194
The possibility that SARS-CoV-2 could establish a new reservoir in domestic pets (especially cats) is not a certain future, but it is a real possibility  https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/03/major-coronavirus-variant-found-pets-first-time

Ron Johnson: “has become the Republican Party’s foremost amplifier of conspiracy theories and disinformation now that Donald Trump himself is banned from social media and largely avoiding appearances on cable television.” https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1373729828524990467

March 21, 2021
Michael Sherwin, the former acting US attorney for the District of Columbia, didn't get prior approval from his Justice Department bosses before the 60 Minutes interview, according to people briefed on the matter, a break with protocol https://www.cnn.com/2021/03/22/politics/sherwin-garland-trump-capitol/index.html

March 22, 2021
Another rightwing white dude kills a bunch of people with an AR-15. Just six days earlier, an NRA lawsuit succeeded in cancelling Boulder’s assault rifle ban 
This was also right down the street from where, a year ago, police killed Elijah McClain while he apologized for not doing anything wrong; the white guy who killed 10 was taken into custody unharmed  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/boulder-shooting-suspects-arrest-sparks-comparisons-to-elijah-mcclains-death/ar-BB1eSuCC
More witness statements in the past few years have shifted from "we never thought it would happen here" to "we were waiting for it to happen to here." https://twitter.com/lukeoneil47/status/1374133509355360270
Politifact is reduced to rearguard defense of the facts that “Joe Biden is a human” and “A snake did not emerge from his jacket during a debate” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1374090941355724801

253 bills across 43 states have been introduced to restrict voting access, despite little evidence of voter fraud. We have had 7 mass shootings in the last week and only offer thoughts and prayers. In America, Black/brown people voting is considered more dangerous than guns.

An Arizona man has been arrested after he cut off and held at gunpoint a caravan of National Guardsmen transporting COVID-19 vaccines https://www.wafb.com/2021/03/22/national-guard-soldiers-transporting-vaccines-held-gunpoint-west-texas-suspect-arrested/

Amazon is forcing delivery drivers to sign a "biometric consent" form that grants the company permission to use AI-powered cameras to access drivers' location, movement, and biometric data. Amazon is firing drivers who don't sign it 

Sidney Powell is trying to claim that her lies are not grounds for action against her because no reasonable person could have taken them seriously https://www.democracydocket.com/2021/03/sidney-powell-admits-election-claims-werent-facts/
Rot in the Republican Party, this extends a pattern of rightwing voices making the “no reasonable person” defense; "No reasonable person would believe" Alex Jones, Tucker Carlson, now Powell
Rot in the legal system, which is still no further than “considering discipline” against Powell

March 23, 2021
FedEx agent arrives with no PPE whatsoever so I guess COVID is over now
Ohio Democrats are just lining up behind not only a resolution but messaging which promotes fossil fuel use as necessary for the economy, jobs, etc.
AR legislation to allow any doctor/surgeon/EMT/etc to refuse treatment to LGBTQ https://twitter.com/TravelingNun/status/1374365053961392141

about 10 percent of world trade has been at a standstill for 2 days because a cargo ship drew a giant dick in the Red Sea then wedged itself sideways in the Suez Canal

Fake Border Crisis
Barely two months in and the Biden administration’s agenda is already being determined by Republicans and cable news. Analysis shows no migrant “surge” or border “crisis.” https://www.mediamatters.org/abc/new-analysis-shows-no-migrant-surge-or-border-crisis-heres-how-often-broadcast-news-has-said

March 24, 2021
361 bills to restrict voting rights introduced in 47 states as of March 24. That’s up from 253 restrictive bills as of Feb 19, a 43% increase in a month https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1377601202016419842
The Guardian is a lone voice: “Republicans need there to be a crisis at the border,” Nina told me. “I would say it’s shaping up to be their main campaign strategy for the midterms.”

Ken Paxton is refusing to release any messages he sent or received while he was in DC to speak at a rally right before the insurrection https://www.texastribune.org/2021/03/25/texas-ken-paxton-trump-insurrection/

19 GOP Senators go posturing at the border and going on ‘patrol’ with machine guns against migrant children fleeing violence 

the Heritage Foundation is drafting “best practices” to restrict voting rights across the country

March 25, 2021
In Georgia, the illegitimate Republican governor signs an outrageous voter suppression bill
95 page GOP bill allowing GOP takeover of state/county election boards, unlimited challenges to voter eligibility, restricting drop boxes & making it crime to give voters food & water in line
media refers to this as “a voting bill” or “an elections bill”
jackboots drag away and arrest Black woman legislator Park Cannon, who was simply knocking on the door behind which the governor was concealing himself while signing the bill, then charge her with felony obstruction
Stacey Abrams: “In my 11 years in the legislature, I never saw a bill approved at such speed.” https://twitter.com/staceyabrams/status/1375226722665267206
The police gave the Kenosha shooter water to stay hydrated while killing protesters, and didn't arrest him after he murdered two people. Georgia voters can't accept free water while standing in line to vote, and you can be arrested for trying to give it to them. 
Fox News has of course been reporting on Hunter Biden emails since
Meanwhile a majority of Democrats in the Ohio legislature are collaborating with Republicans on a resolution criticizing Michigan’s Gov. Gretchen Whitmer.
Tucker Carlson is, the same evening, explicitly arguing that the right would be justified in becoming openly fascist. https://twitter.com/HeerJeet/status/1375281797727051780
The Heritage Foundation is hosting an event titled "The Crown Under Fire: Why the Left's Campaign to Cancel the Monarchy and Undermine a Cornerstone of Western Democracy Will Fail" https://twitter.com/AaronMehta/status/1372979817931538434
“OF COURSE Sen Joe Manchin was gonna compromise on the For The People Act. He cares deeply about voting & campaign finance & wants to get it done.” [ha ha j/k] https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1375149333851607050/photo/1

report finds that the wealth of 657 billionaires grew by over $1.3 trillion in the last year. Major companies "have benefitted … by essentially having their competition shut down," https://twitter.com/democracynow/status/1375060641262764033

Amazon.com runs a toxic asshole Twitter account to trash-talk and heckle critics
Plus, Amazon's paid Twitter army was handpicked for their "great sense of humor" under a program codenamed "Veritas," https://theintercept.com/2021/03/30/amazon-twitter-ambassadors-jeff-bezos-bernie-sanders/

After a spate of seven mass shootings around the U.S. in seven days, Ohio House Republicans introduced legislation that would allow Ohioans aged 21 and older to carry a concealed weapon without a license. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/03/25/after-a-week-of-gun-violence-republicans-push-to-expand-concealed-carry/

Absolutely brutal 24 hours here

March 26, 2021
After a year of surging attacks on Asians, and a recent mass shooting specifically targeting them, Dr. Robert Redfield splashes fuel onto absurd conspiracy theories that COVID-19 was manufactured in a Chinese lab https://twitter.com/angie_rasmussen/status/1375484177517137924
This is also alarming for what it says about the state of virology, and what that adds to the grim picture of other institutions including journalism, politics and governing, the legal profession https://twitter.com/Brian_Orak/status/1375465751474274308

Republican Senate candidate and recent Ohio GOP Chair Jane Timken: “To me, there was widespread fraud in 2020’s election, and I would have voted against certifying because I wanted to have a full airing of what happened in November of 2020. We never had the opportunity to explore some of the disastrous policies. Election integrity is very important to me, and we never had the opportunity to actually have full hearings of what happened in a lot of these states. We did it right here in Ohio, where it’s easy to vote and hard to cheat. But I think, going forward, this country needs to have faith in our elections, and what I see with the Democrats, with their For the People Act, which I call For the Democrats Act, is the exact opposite of allowing for Americans to have faith in their elections. We cannot have policies that allow for fraud and mailing out massive amounts of ballots with no voter verification and taking taxpayer dollars and putting it into campaign coffers.” https://jewishinsider.com/2021/03/ohio-senate-hopeful-im-trumpiest-candidate/

Biden admin is still without a National Cyber Director as it attempts to respond to multiple cyber attacks and espionage campaigns https://www.politico.com/news/2021/03/28/white-house-cyber-czar-478242

Trump-appointed head of the IRS claims he can't meet the child tax credit's July launch deadline. Two years ago, he cut 1,800 IRS employees. https://twitter.com/TheProspect/status/1375859913352708102

It feels like he lesson of the prosecutions of the Capitol Insurrection so far is that there is actually safety in numbers for (white) violent extremists because they get arrested, they get charged, they completely clog the legal system https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1376631813771161600

It was only a matter of time before Stephen Miller returned to the spotlight. And he did this week under the guise of a straight-shooting immigration expert to expound on the Trump administration’s supposed media transparency at the US-Mexico border, by way of comparison with the Biden administration’s restrictions on media access. https://www.bostonglobe.com/2021/03/27/opinion/media-are-falling-into-stephen-millers-trap

Even as vaccination count is climbing by leaps and bounds, hospitalizations for COVID-19 have plateaued around 35,000 https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1376566109156077568

March 29, 2021
The US faces “impending doom” from a resurgent coronavirus pandemic, the head of the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) warned on Monday. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/mar/29/us-covid-cases-cdc-walensky-doom-scared-biden-administration
Judge Michael Klaeren has dismissed threat of terrorism charges against three men accused in a plot to kidnap Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer. on the 3 men who plotted to kidnap Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, Klaeren added that an encrypted communication network, not accessible to the general public, was 'in many respects no different than thinking the thought to yourself.'" https://twitter.com/peteskomoroch/status/1376741708277276673

After blasting Republicans throughout 2020 for sitting on the Voting Rights Act, Democrats are intentionally slow-walking it even in the House, allegedly out of terror/belief that the Supreme Court will gut it again but somehow that could be prevented with enough supporting evidence. (Meanwhile multiple Democrat Senators are around 80 years old and from states where a Republican governor would appoint their replacement.) https://www.politico.com/newsletters/weekly-score/2021/03/29/where-and-what-is-the-john-r-lewis-voting-rights-act-794317

March 30, 2021
Gaetz Gate
A sitting member of Congress is being investigated for child rape and trafficking https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/feds-alleged-payments-rep-matt-gaetz-made-women/
It’s Republican Matt Gaetz so the Q nutters are of course eagerly devouring his nonsense about “double agents” etc.
Rep. Gaetz is under criminal investigation for rape and trafficking and in response to the news he tweeted that his father is wearing a wire to help take down the ppl/person that Gaetz claims is out to get their family
“Republicans Have Been Waiting for a Matt Gaetz Scandal to Break” !!!! https://www.thedailybeast.com/republicans-have-been-waiting-for-a-matt-gaetz-scandal-to-break?ref=home
“Gaetz, whose millionaire father was an influential Florida senator, has always been the train wreck you could see barreling down the tracks” https://twitter.com/HeraldOpEd/status/1378075512745037827
“young male FL Reps have point-system contest for having sex” has been an open secret for 8 years https://twitter.com/TheProspect/status/1375859913352708102
Then there’s this https://twitter.com/BriannaWu/status/1377628298721828866
Also in Florida: Florida COVID numbers are facing new scrutiny after research finds the state is undercounting the number of people who died from COVID-19 by the thousands https://twitter.com/MeidasTouch/status/1376941494502760449

Republicans’ latest bugaboo is (successfully) whipping up outrage about “vaccine passports” which are mostly a thing being pursued by… private companies.

A long-serving senior RNC official appeared on a show in March—hosted by a man who has spoken positively of Nazi Germany—where he agreed a prominent white nationalist had a role in picking GOP candidates. https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/29/politics/solomon-yue-on-white-nationalist/index.html

March 31, 2021
My state legislators are openly describing anti-protest legislation as fascism (not wrong)
Here comes the American Jobs Plan… more governance by checkbook
Republicans officially get away with stealing IA-02 Congressional election, as winner Rita Hart withdraws, because House Democrats won’t stand up for democracy unless the “optics” are right https://twitter.com/RitaHartIA/status/1377350159667920901/photo/1

A nine-month investigation by the Guardian and Consumer Reports found alarming levels of forever chemicals, arsenic and lead in samples taken across the US https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/mar/31/americas-tap-water-samples-forever-chemicals

Continuing getting-it-right-just-12-years-late, Democrats have finally put more Affordable into Affordable Care Act in 2021 https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1377638301943877633

Corpocracy: Corporations are bullying state governments https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1377640822825451521
Democrats are encouraging and applauding this https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1378063426518405125
Also, big tech has co-opted the federal government to advance its interests and to defend its monopoly positions https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/mar/30/biden-tariffs-brexit-britain-eu-big-tech

April 1, 2021
Texas Dem Joaquin Castro: “What do you do when the @TexasGOP passes laws in the middle of the night to suppress your vote? You get registered and you vote harder.” https://twitter.com/Castro4Congress/status/1377660228704075778
Texas Republican on Chinese immigrants coming to America: “I don’t want them here at all. They steal our intellectual property, they give us Coronavirus, they don't hold themselves accountable, and quite frankly I can say that because I'm Korean.” https://twitter.com/gromerjeffers/status/1377431392489996289
Imprisoned and tortured political opponent Navalny was visited by a team from RT, led by Maria Butina (yes, the same woman convicted in the US of being a Russian agent). She shouted this was the best prison. https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1377625929946701827

Houston Chronicle: “We investigated all 254 Texas counties to find each death caused by February's cold & blackouts. We found 194, almost 2x the state's count. And toll will almost certainly increase.” https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/texas-cold-storm-200-died-analysis-winter-freeze-16070470.php

At least 55 of the largest corporations in America paid no federal corporate income taxes in their most recent fiscal year despite enjoying substantial pretax profits in the United States https://itep.org/55-profitable-corporations-zero-corporate-tax/

Republicans in Arizona are determined to complete yet another unnecessary audit of the state’s certified election results. The previous audit, completed in February, found no evidence of voter fraud. This week, the Senate selected four companies to complete an audit of Maricopa County—including Cyber Ninjas Inc., whose founder has promoted unfounded allegations that the election was stolen from Donald Trump… Republicans in Arizona are determined to complete yet another unnecessary audit of the state’s certified election results. The previous audit, completed in February, found no evidence of voter fraud. This week, the Senate selected four companies to complete an audit of Maricopa County—including Cyber Ninjas Inc., whose founder has promoted unfounded allegations that the election was stolen from Donald Trump

April 2, 2021
There were more than half a million excess deaths in the US during the coronavirus pandemic, according to research published in the journal JAMA Friday.
The U.S. Capitol complex was placed on lockdown Friday after a vehicle rammed into two U.S. Capitol Police officers, according to law enforcement. The suspect and a U.S. Capitol Police officer have both died, a law enforcement representative announced at a press conference Friday afternoon. https://www.cnbc.com/2021/04/02/capitol-hill-on-lockdown-after-police-say-vehicle-rammed-into-two-officers.html
Two Republican US senators were on Laura Ingraham's show tonight. She's talking about the country breaking up. https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1378173997397983233
Andrew Cuomo has been mentioned at least 17 times on Fox News and Fox Business just this morning. Matt Gaetz hasn't been mentioned a single time on either network for almost two full days https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1377960411799126019

Teachers who believe Trump’s election lies that brought a violent mob to the Capitol are passing on those conspiracy theories in the classroom https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/juliareinstein/teachers-qanon-capitol-teaching-kids
“I report a lot on the end points of misinformation and the harms it can do to single people and small communities. One common thread in these stories has been the death of local news and the rise of Facebook groups.” https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/pennsylvania-town-facebook-group-fills-local-news-void-rcna577
Sharing of fake news driven by hate of other party, is asymmetric:"In pro-Democratic networks, only a small fraction of the news diet is likely to come from fake news sources, whereas pro-Republican networks are likely to display a substantially higher fake-to-real news ratio." https://twitter.com/donmoyn/status/1378787896791027713

April 3, 2021
Indivisible: “The horizon is grim. If we don’t take action, state Republicans are on a path to gerrymander and voter-suppress themselves into a congressional majority in 2022. If we lose the House majority, that’s the end of any legislative progress. If we lose the governorships of key swing states, we’re in an even grimmer place heading into 2024.  This is scary.” 
Mike Pompeo has called off his 2024 Presidential run claiming, “Christ has called me.”

Republicans are so constantly awful (and people are so desperate to see exceptions to this) that this week, John Boehner became some kind of internet hero for cursing Ted Cruz

Reuters: 3 months after MAGA mob stormed the Capitol to try to overturn Nov. election, “about half of Republicans believe the siege was largely a non-violent protest or was the handiwork of left-wing activists trying to make Trump look bad.”

Democrats are donating millions to two primary candidates just within Ohio, confirming that no one learned anything from the 2020 election cycle in which investment in ongoing organizing (mostly in Georgia) just barely redeemed the total failures of drowning individual campaigns in money https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1379158363456598019

India now has a seven-day rolling average of more than 73,000 cases per day and infections in the country are being reported faster than anywhere else in the world. https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/coronavirus-covid19-canada-world-april5-2021-1.5975638

The climate emergency has removed many of Russia's natural defenses to its north, such as walls of sheet ice, at an unanticipated rate. "The melt is moving faster than scientists predicted or thought possible several years ago."
Japan just recorded its earliest cherry blossom bloom in 1,200 years. scientists warn it's a symptom of the larger climate crisis
We’re on the cusp of a life-threatening climate calamity, a massive disruption of the energy industry and a revolution in greentech jobs. But mainstream journalists are largely ignoring the enormity of the problem. https://www.canarymedia.com/articles/confronting-climate-change-with-fiercely-independent-data-driven-journalism/

Senate majority leader has been working on "recycling" "budget reconciliation" which only makes sense to seek if the filibuster is conceded as immovable FML https://twitter.com/caitlinzemma/status/1379203541672280065

April 5, 2021
Russia State Media Gears Up for a War ‘Against the West.’ Satellite images show huge Russian military buildup in the Arctic https://edition.cnn.com/2021/04/05/europe/russia-arctic-nato-military-intl-cmd/index.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twCNN&utm_content=2021-04-05T10:40:48
One Kremlin propagandist even suggested that the struggle for Ukraine will end in a “nuclear conflict” between Russia and NATO. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1379209003297820673
Republican jurisprudence is becoming as principle-free as the rest of the party: Clarence Thomas now asserting that corporations have a First Amendment right to spend an unlimited amount of money influencing elections—free of disclosure requirements—but no First Amendment right to disassociate with speech they do not like. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1379070564392914949

In the Americas’ vaccination leader, Chile, a speedy vaccination program appears to have instilled a false sense of security that led the country to ease restrictions too soon https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/06/israel-and-chile-both-led-on-covid-jabs-so-why-is-one-back-in-lockdown

Study finding: 1 in 3 Covid-19 patients are diagnosed with a neuropsychiatric condition in the next six months https://www.statnews.com/2021/04/06/1-in-3-covid19-patients-get-neuropsychiatric-diagnosis-within-six-months/

Meanwhile Dr Ray Dorsey, a neurologist at the University of Rochester Medical Center and author of Ending Parkinson’s Disease, believes a Parkinson’s epidemic is on the horizon https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/apr/07/rates-of-parkinsons-disease-are-exploding-a-common-chemical-may-be-to-blame

April 6, 2021
CEO of YouTube just announced that Trump will be let back on the platform. Bloomberg News reports that Facebook is likely to lift Trump's ban as well
“Democrats have discovered a new route around the filibuster.” It lasted one whole day LOL-FML https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/senate-parliamentarian-expands-reconciliation.html
Three months since Capitol Insurrection, no answers on e.g. who gave the tours, who removed the panic button https://twitter.com/PriyaDavis6/status/1381349145613598723
Meanwhile, Republicans are promoting abject lies about the insurrection they incited https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/08/opinions/gop-revisionist-history-jan-6-ben-ghiat/index.html

“By the end of the book [Fulfillment], you might be convinced the situation is bleak, with Amazon fated to rule all facets of social and economic life.” https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/24/books/review/fulfillment-alec-macgillis.html

The NRCC is driving Republicans to a landing page with a prechecked recurring donation box warning that “If you uncheck this box we will have to tell Trump you’re a defector” https://twitter.com/ShaneGoldmacher/status/1379831785194987523

April 7, 2021
DOOM 
Sen. Manchin basically switches parties in all but name, reaffirms in print that he will blockade everything, effectively handing the Senate back to Republicans https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/09/opinions/democrats-biden-problem-with-joe-manchin-zelizer/index.html
Biden: executive action on guns! Because we basically accept that legislating is DOA

It is amazing how much we have normalized the dysfunction in America. America’s media would rather play the familiar, irrelevant, hits (including Republican bugaboos) than draw attention to the crisis that the nation’s legislature is prevented from legislating owing to a complete Republican blockade that has been going on in the open for a dozen years.

Haiti Has Yet to Receive a Single Vaccine Dose for Its 11 Million People  https://www.democracynow.org/2021/4/6/headlines/haiti_has_yet_to_receive_a_single_vaccine_dose_for_its_11_million_people

One of the most depressing discoveries of the last few years is that the EU, which spends so much time talking about democracy, is pathetically ineffective when it comes to defending democracy inside its own member states https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/apr/08/covid-poland-democracy-media-europe-coronavirus-tax

Russian hackers have repeatedly hacked into the State Department's email system. Now a top watchdog is basically asking, what exactly is going on over there? https://twitter.com/woodruffbets/status/1380216741456982016

April 8, 2021
Russia’s Defence Ministry said today that it will be moving more than 10 vessels including warships into the Black Sea https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1380225299527393280
“I tried to attend the press conference by Ron DeSantis today and I was detained arbitrarily by police who refuse to tell me the reason” https://twitter.com/tomaskenn/status/1380177877757530116

Even after organizing for strong majority support it is nearly impossible to win a big NLRB election under current labor law, where companies get to do whatever they want with impunity. https://twitter.com/jeremybaiman/status/1380497202724888579
Amazon ordered USPS to place an illegal ballot dropbox at its Alabama warehouse during the union election. "This is of the utmost importance" and "must get done," Amazon warned, linking the demand directly to Amazon SVP Dave Clark. https://twitter.com/MorePerfectUS/status/1394378731024572416

In radio interviews and events, Texas GOP chairman Allen West has been telling Texans they can secede from the United States. West has also said Texas could nullify federal law and endorsed a radio host's view a actual Civil War might be "worth it" to keep Donald Trump president in an term two days ahead of the Jan 6th insurrection. https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/09/politics/allen-west-texas-kfile/index.html

1 in 10 women in Ohio think abortion is illegal in their state

Four times in recent weeks, members of the White House press corps have relayed questions to press secretary Jen Psaki from someone claiming to be a fellow reporter who was not able to be there in the room due to Covid protocols. That colleague, who goes by the name Kacey Montagu, doesn’t exist — at least not as an actual reporter. he or she did it all without raising a solitary eyebrow … until Thursday https://www.politico.com/news/2021/04/09/lego-gamer-infiltrated-white-house-press-480673

April 9, 2021
Actual Democracy Docket email subject line: “Corporations must defend voting rights” 

Almost 40% of Marines have refused COVID vaccine  https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/09/politics/marines-coronavirus-vaccines/index.html

Non-Republicans from Black people to white academic Thomas Frank are swallowing the idea that “cancel culture” is a thing https://twitter.com/LeslieMac/status/1383496135797481474

April 10, 2021
Indivisible email about DC Statehood makes no mention of the real Senate obstacle. Was the filibuster nuked? [Not hardly.] Is state admission some sort of privileged legislation exempt from it? [Not to my knowledge.] Is this just more la-la-land kabuki? Yeah.
Reuters poll shows 80% of GOPers view Trump favorably and want him to run in 2024
“Trump … continues to be the party’s rainmaker and most influential player.”  https://twitter.com/DeanObeidallah/status/1380854821381619712

Tucker Carlson regularly incites campaigns of terror against journalists https://twitter.com/jeremymbarr/status/1382689305072705538

April 11, 2021
I can feel the shift toward doom-loop taking place even within me. I’m losing faith in reform and engagement, and becoming more mercenary.
Trump: You’re damn right I tried to overthrow the government and I’ll do it again. Also McConnell is a dumb son of a bitch. https://twitter.com/RoArquette/status/1381292346441035777
Press: Did you hear what he said about McConnell? https://twitter.com/AdamParkhomenko/status/1381274909238771719
NRSC, a day later: Gives Trump its first Champion for Freedom Award https://twitter.com/jdawsey1/status/1381606975667068931

Journalists refuse to stop sharing warm-fuzzies about John Boehner, a dishonest toxic piece of shit who contributed enormously to ruining this country

Huffington Post found that a prominent white nationalist recently graduated boot camp, even after the Defense Secratry issued military-wide stand-down order to address extremism in the ranks.  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/extremists-military-shawn-mccaffrey-white-nationalist_n_60706a94c5b634fd437d8e09

affluent countries accounting for 20% of the world’s population had been responsible for the bulk of the orders placed for vaccines. Meanwhile, just 70,000 people in Africa – which has a population of 1.2 billion – have been fully vaccinated. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/apr/12/gordon-brown-calls-for-g7-to-act-on-covid-vaccine-apartheid

April 12, 2021
Covid pandemic still growing exponentially, WHO says https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/12/covid-pandemic-still-growing-exponentially-who-says
Marc Elias is up to a dozen states for voter suppression “serious offenders,” while Congress remains hostage to nihilists https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1381672623944372230
“rhetoric coming out of the Kremlin is eerily reminiscent of what's been said prior to the annexation of Crimea.” https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1381617186326917121
The white nationalist site VDare called Tucker Carlson's Monday monologue "one of the best things Fox News has ever aired" and praised it for being filled with "ideas and talking points" that VDare "pioneered many years ago." https://twitter.com/ehananoki/status/1381953919052566530
In two months, Nikki Haley has flipped completely from “we shouldn’t have followed Trump and can’t ever again” to “it’s Trump’s nomination in 2024 if he wants it” https://twitter.com/ZcohenCNN/status/1381728060467261440
America is turning to an exploitative cartel (the NCAA) to provide a conscience since so many elected lawmakers don’t have one  https://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/media-center/news/ncaa-board-governors-statement-transgender-participation

Even though Dems now control both houses of Congress, and are more than happy to roll out all kinds of fantasy policies which are DOA in the Senate, no one is even talking about proposing Constitutional amendments because of course approval by the legislatures of 34 states is *

The head of RT, Margarita Simonyan, routinely mocks our intelligence agencies, military & America as a whole, as she predicts another annexation of Ukraine & cyberwar against the United States. Meanwhile, RT can be found on every cable network in the U.S.

A group of right-wing websites and social media personalities, some with hundreds of thousands of followers, have been claiming that Black Lives Matter protesters "stormed" Iowa's state Capitol last week.  https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/13/politics/fact-check-iowa-capitol-black-lives-matter-stormed-lie/index.html

April 13, 2021
Top Kremlin Mouthpiece Warns of ‘Inevitable’ War With U.S. Over Another Ukraine Land Grab. Head of RT predicts an all-out cyberwar, with forced disruption of internet access, power blackouts, and an all-out offensive on U.S. infrastructure.
Freakout over blood clots experienced by people who got Johnson & Johnson vaccine; rate of blood clots is astronomically rare
Today FBI got permission to log into computers around the country (that it doesn't own) to actively delete suspected Chinese malware from them
Rusten Sheskey fired seven shots at Jacob Blake with his three children in the backseat.  Today Blake is paralyzed from the waist down. Sheskey just got off administrative leave and he’s back on the streets.
Roosevelt Institute: “Starting April 13, and continuing for the next several months, what is in effect an optical illusion is going to seriously distort inflation numbers as they are normally reported, and opponents of more public spending will be quick to pounce.” https://slate.com/business/2021/04/inflation-is-about-to-look-freaky.html
Texas power provider asks residents to conserve energy despite typical spring conditions. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/texas-power-provider-asks-residents-conserve-energy-despite-typical-spring-n1264015?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
CNN producer Carolyn Sung was wrongfully arrested by Minnesota state troopers on Tuesday night… she was mistreated and held for more than two hours https://twitter.com/brianstelter/status/1383837120159043595
After the Capitol Insurrection, Pfizer said  "for the next six months, Pfizer PAC will not contribute to any of the 147 Members of Congress who voted against certifying the Electoral College results." On 3/17, Pfizer donated $2500 to Adrian Smith, who voted against certification https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1382035872045006848

The left is screaming to defund/abolish police—and police won’t stop killing Black people—while there’s a crime uptick that has e.g. Lakewood, Ohio, shitting its pants

Experts worry about people with military training joining extremist groups like the “Boogaloo Bois,” a thing which is happening https://www.propublica.org/article/boogaloo-bois-military-training

23-year-old NBA all-star Jayson Tatum, who tested positive for COVID in January, says he now needs an inhaler to manage his symptoms. https://www.sbnation.com/2021/4/14/22383455/jayson-tatum-covid-celtics-inhaler

April 14, 2021 
two-page spread in today's New York Times and Washington Post, with hundreds of corporations, individuals, celebs, and other prominent figures opposing voting restrictions https://twitter.com/janestreet/status/1382343518123876352
“The number of Capitol suspects posted on the FBI’s website is on the verge of topping 300. By my count, more than 220 of the suspects are still at large. That doesn’t even include the addition suspects whose photos are not featured on the FBI’s website.” https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1382161092470833152 
Senate Intel will hold its annual worldwide threats hearing with senior intel and national security officials on April 14. The open hearing was canceled last year amid officials’ reluctance to contradict Trump in a public setting.

Ohio, Michigan, other states are going in the wrong direction despite rapid vaccination progress https://www.vogue.com/article/michigan-covid-19

Two and a half months after the project’s exposure as a giant fraud of waste, abuse and misconduct, The Lincoln Project is still tweeting away and getting 10k retweets from dumbfuck white liberals

la la land: the Dem-verse is emailing and hooting etc. about how we’re going to expand the courts as though there were no difference between introducing a bill and it becoming active policy

April 15, 2021
Biden declares a national emergency “with respect to the unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States posed by specified harmful foreign activities of the Government of the Russian Federation.”
Cops just won’t stop shooting Black people. Also, One of the cops who killed Breonna Taylor just got a book deal.
Sen. Tom Cotton promises to obstruct every single US Attorney nominee from "any state represented by a Democrat on the Judiciary Committee." https://twitter.com/JudiciaryDems/status/1382771742473601027
After all the media hype about corporations cutting off funds from Republicans who voted to overturn the election, Toyota et al. did not even really pause their donations https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1382669978596425733

Biden will keep Trump’s historically low cap on refugee admissions. The administration had promised to increase the level to 60,000 admissions this year, but will keep it at 15,000, which was set by the Trump administration. Wait just yanking our chains or something. https://twitter.com/APDiploWriter/status/1383160623043854337

April 16, 2021
As of today my enthusiasm for electing Democrats is right around zero
Today I noticed the status of the Voting Rights Act has gone completely sideways
Throughout 2020, Democrats constantly insisted it was a scandal that the restored VRA was being held back in the Senate by McConnell https://twitter.com/search?q=voting%20rights%20McConnell%20desk%20days&src=typed_query
The primary sponsor still has as a pinned tweet: “Our top priority in Congress must be to pass the John Robert Lewis Voting Rights Act!” https://twitter.com/RepTerriSewell/status/1346733189822377984
Yet that was pinned up more than three months ago, and she says the House won’t even vote on the VRA until September
Either dishonesty has been practiced, or such sloppiness as to be about as damaging to trust as conscious dishonesty
Democrats are telling one another ghoulish scare-stories about how Republicans will undermine voting-rights legislation which Democrats have no path to enacting in the first place https://www.alternet.org/2021/04/nightmare-scenario-democracy/
“We interrupt the coverage of the shooting of a 13-yr-old boy that interrupted coverage of  traffic stop shooting of a 20–yr-old man that interrupted coverage of Derek Chauvin trial for the killing of George Floyd for news of 8 ppl killed at Fedex facility in Indianapolis” https://twitter.com/i/events/1382906192217792515
They couldn’t call 911 because FedEx makes all employees lock their phones away before a shift https://twitter.com/TheRaDR/status/1383185826616651776
The number of new Covid-19 cases per week has nearly doubled globally over the past two months, approaching the highest rate seen so far during the pandemic, the head of the World Health Organization said this morning.
It’s been 100 days since the Jan. 6 attack. Punchbowl News pored over the Q1 fundraising reports and found Trump critics are spending tens of thousands of dollars on personal security as they are concerned for their own safety and their families. https://twitter.com/apalmerdc/status/1383000588368101376
Tristan Rader attempts to create a video addressing the competing demands to “stop this crime” and “abolish the police” and then decides “Yeah I’m rethinking it… there’s nothing that can be said.”
Sean Kleefeld says to me that he thinks people including him are calling to abolish the police insincerely. https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/04/the-police/#comment-49887
Is everyone losing their minds or just me?

Rather than honestly confront the problem of obstructionist DINOs in their own caucus, Democrats appear to think they can gaslight us into believing that they are still powerless to overcome Republican obstruction.. https://twitter.com/RepTimRyan/status/1383406528888115200
https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1383076765137051656
Within the span of three tweets, Elizabeth Warren bemoaned that Republicans won’t let Democrats act, and celebrated that “It’s good to be back in the majority.” https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1383473397594615814

In video, police officer gives a play-by-play of something that isn't actually happening, describing how his ability to do his job is being compromised, how the man filming is resisting—even as he records contrary reality.  https://twitter.com/johnpavlovitz/status/1383430615316320263

April 17, 2021
A woman is dead and five other people were injured Saturday night at a shopping plaza southeast of Columbus in what appeared to be a drive-by shooting at people holding a memorial vigil for a homicide victim killed one year earlier at the same location. This was the 148th mass shooting in the US this year https://twitter.com/plunderbund/status/1383719139236147201
Military occupation of Twin Cities MN, “Went to pick up dinner earlier this evening at a place that’s like 10 blocks from my house and there was a military vehicle on literally every single corner between my house and the spot. I’ve never seen anything like it.” https://twitter.com/GregTBasta/status/1383291126061301772
Twitter is basically out for an entire day, which should actually be most concerning because of the personal addiction it confirms, but oh well

Ohio: Vaccine demand is waning in Lucas, Wood counties, while infections climb https://www.toledoblade.com/local/Coronavirus/2021/04/18/Vaccine-demand-is-waning-in-Lucas-Wood-counties-while-infections-climb/stories/20210416121

April 18, 2021
since testimony in Derek Chauvin's trial began on March 29, more than three people a day have died at the hands of law enforcement https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1383850318220304385

America has been in a state of cold civil war since at least 2009, and now Republicans are impatient with the “cold” part. 

April 19, 2021
Florida governor signs one of the carbon-copy antiprotest bills circulating throughout state legislatures, beginning the criminalization of protest. They literally legalize running people down with a vehicle. https://twitter.com/Mvmnt4BlkLives/status/1384167156577816581
Announced today: at some point a senior DOJ official (a "non-career member of the Senior Executive Service”) failed to appear for a compelled interview with DOJ’s inspector general and then resigned from DOJ employment https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1384150155910213637
Until Republicans fully admit to these three things, they can't participate in a genuine accounting [they will never admit any of these things] https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1384164658970456069
Insurrection was incited by Trump
Rioters were inspired by lies that Republicans themselves fueled
Biggest radical threat is right wing extremism
Tucker Carlson defending Russia from Biden is all over Russia's state TV. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1384462335159459843
MoveOn: “Recovery Recess was a huge success” :o)

Facebook can turn down the distribution on "borderline content" that approaches the line of breaking the rules. And it does, in emergency situations. But it's never explained why it doesn't do that all the time. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/04/facebook-should-dial-down-toxicity-much-more-often/618653/

April 20, 2021 
Three months of Dems controlling presidency, House, Senate; Trump tax returns are still locked inside a secret vault. (The legal system has them, but Americans as a whole are still kept in the dark about who has been paying someone who spent an entire term as president.)
Bipartisan brain is incurable
Pelosi is offering 50% of appointments for her Capital Insurrection commission to the Republicans (Pelosi also, this evening, thanked George Floyd for sacrificing himself)
“States United Democracy Center” goes online trying to muddle the Republican origin of the voter suppression tsunami.
Derek Chauvin murdered George Floyd on HD video. After a jury convicts him of murder: it’s shocking to many because killer cops never face accountability, meanwhile Tucker Carlson is fanning racist hatred with lies that Chauvin was innocent but railroaded by anti-white conspiracies.

Republican polling company Rasmussen Report “has basically gone nuts.” Flynn, election conspiracies, antivax stuff... and that's just in the last day. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1384980655453392896

USDOJ seems like it has, at best, massive blind spots in its prosecution of the Capitol insurrectionists https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/we-found-hundreds-posts-about-plans-attack-capitol-why-aren-n1264291
https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1384985898211741699

Under rightwing nationalist Narendra Modi, India has descended into a tragedy of unprecedented proportions and the system has collapsed, into a “COVID Hell”  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/21/system-has-collapsed-india-descent-into-covid-hell

April 21, 2021
Gaslighting about why all legislation dies in Senate continues. (“We can and must end the filibuster” is a featured video on Elizabeth Warren’s own gd home page, right now, yet she is taking its existence as a given to blame Republicans for blockading legislation which they can’t do without DINO help.) https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1384897559295143943

Republicans in 34 states have introduced legislation to crack down on protestors. They'd bar people from student loans & state aid, boost penalties for unlawful assembly and immunize drivers who strike protesters in the streets.  https://twitter.com/reidepstein/status/1384840386250674178

The prevailing “we’re making incremental progress” belief on the left is like being in a building which is on fire and collapsing around us, and feeling reassured because a committee has voted to approve plans for a fire suppression system which could be started one day if grant funding becomes available

It’s great that reporting always euphemizes how Congress is broken with the phrase “long odds in the Senate”

April 22, 2021
the coronavirus is here to stay, Amesh Adalja, an infectious diseases doctor at Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security said in the briefing. “It’s a mistake to think that we’re going to get to COVID-zero. This is not an eradicable disease,” he said. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/05/07/experts-predict-us-covid-19-cases-will-dip-in-summer-but-surge-in-winter
Republicans are actively turning America into a violent authoritarian society and Indivisible texts me to support HR51 so DC statehood can go die in the Senate
Some House Democrats finally openly confront the reality that everything they are working on will just die in the Senate, and call for changing this. Not even half the House Dem caucus co-signs their letter. https://twitter.com/RepCori/status/1385234957627531270
the manipulative, bad-faith installations of Trump appointees Kavanaugh and Barrett are the reason why the Supreme Court just effectively reinstated juvenile life-in-prison without parole, in a dishonest lol-anything-goes decision. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1385241031038410753
Julian Castro: “In the 1970s my mother Rosie helped compile research for a House Judiciary Committee hearing on the reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act. Today I’ll testify in front of the very same committee on modern voter suppression and a new Voting Rights Act.” Time is a flat circle.

In 2021, state legislatures across the country—through at least 148 bills filed in 36 states—are moving to muscle their way into election administration, as they attempt to dislodge or unsettle the executive branch and/or local election officials who, traditionally, have run our voting systems. https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/20688594/democracy-crisis-report-april-21.pdf

Insane Florida law creates an unelected and unaccountable bureaucracy that can overrule law enforcement budget decisions made locally https://amp.floridatoday.com/amp/7335086002?__twitter_impression=true

A series of senior European MPs have been approached in recent days by individuals who appear to be using deepfake filters to imitate Russian opposition figures during video calls. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/22/european-mps-targeted-by-deepfake-video-calls-imitating-russian-opposition

Months after a horde of Republicans decked out in the defeated Republican president's flags and banners invaded the US Capitol to break shit and attempt a violent insurrection, this event has had zero political consequences. https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/04/what-capital-insurrection/

April 23, 2021
Senate passes AAPI hate crime thing to help GOP look not racist

Vaccination refusal
The US seven-day average for vaccinations is down 11%, and that’s because we’re starting to run out of Americans who are enthusiastic about being vaccinated. In some states, we are seeing counties reject their allocated doses; nearly half of Iowa’s counties turned theirs down this week. https://www.vogue.com/article/export-covid-vaccine
“Our actual country, however, is one in which: one of the two major parties sees an advantage in the weaponized misunderstanding of medical science, celebrity influencers build followings by pretending to uncover sinister threats everywhere, and media outlets spam every speciously correlated story about one person having a health problem out of millions who get a shot.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/paying-people-to-get-the-vaccine-will-unite-the-country-and-get-everyone-to-take-the-vaccine.html
Also, more than five million people, or nearly 8 percent of those who got a first shot of the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines, have missed their second doses, according to the most recent data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

April 25, 2021
Today the Arizona Republicans are running a third 2020 election “audit” (of only the most Democratic county) after two found the election count was entirely accurate; this time they have an unqualified firm connected to Trumpy conspiracy-theorists doing the running https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1386401674202288128
Its owner has shared unfounded 2020 election conspiracy theories. http://apne.ws/wiDIKAv
Paragraphs 1&2 of NY Times story suggest there's some question about who won AZ in most recent presidential election. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1386390788465041410
Republicans have introduced: 81 bills in 34 states to prevent protesting; 361 bills in 47 states to prevent voting; 0 bills in 0 states to prevent gun deaths
The Daily Mail ran an article that dishonestly connected Biden’s climate plan with a not-at-all-about-Biden study. 2) Others on the right just ran with the fictional claim that Biden is proposing to take away burgers. https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1386340800884269056

It is not just me; call it “the YOLO economy” or “the great reshuffling” https://annehelen.substack.com/p/the-capitalism-is-broken-economy
(Would be nice if the country’s sole party of liberal democracy could ride the wave of fuck-this, but if it’s even possible for any single political brand to do so, the Democratic Party won’t.)

We have been talking about redistricting for years and so many people just seem to assume that 2020’s districts will exist in 2022 lord help me

April 26, 2021
ProPublica email: “In an era in which time has grown increasingly hazy…”
Census announcing today the Congressional apportionment numbers which are almost if not entirely identical to what everyone has expected, for years, and Twitter is like BREAKING alert alert brace for impact this is not a drill. https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1386669147308843013
The  calculus Republicans are willing to make: they’ll sacrifice federal resources and representation for their constituents if it means Democrats will lose House seats. In their efforts to sabotage the count and undercount those Americans most often excluded or hardest to reach, they failed to sufficiently encourage residents of red states to fill out the census. As a result, Republican-led states like Florida and Texas are gaining fewer seats in Congress—and fewer federal dollars—than projected in the name of the party’s national partisan agenda. https://www.democracydocket.com/2021/04/the-real-census-news/?emci=5462579c-68a8-eb11-85aa-0050f237abef&emdi=98dcb798-aba9-eb11-85aa-0050f237abef&ceid=6016753
early signals suggest that the Supreme Court’s radical Republican majority is heading in a direction that, according to Scalia, spells nothing less than doom for American democracy. Ha ha irony I guess.https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/americans-for-prosperity-supreme-court-scalia.html
Influential Republican Tucker Carlson says “masks strip people of their individual identities” and wants his viewers to call the police and child protective services if they see kids that are wearing masks

Good fucking grief, “back to brunch” it is https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/26/biden-presidency-100-days-return-to-normal
Biden’s first hundred days in the White House appear to have been successful in lowering the nation’s blood pressure
“Everybody I know is just calmer … It’s such a different environment now. It’s so peaceful.”
“It’s the biggest sigh of relief in the sense that my stress levels are reduced dramatically”

Sheldon: To get everything it wants, all the Republicans have to do is be patient. 
Me: But they can't shut off or even turn down the FEAR-RAGE-DESTROY machine they created.

America has to choose. Representative democracy or the Republican Party. (Is choosing the latter by default.)

April 27, 2021
Members of Congress carry right on announcing message bills destined for Senate black hole https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1387052958261645312
And are just pretending that the president makes laws not (in theory) Congress https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1387063018572374016
Accurate CNN chyron: "BIDEN PREPS ADDRESS TO NATION AS GOP CONSPIRACISTS SPREAD FALSE CLAIMS ON MASK-WEARING, BEEF AND BOOKS TO ATTACK HIM" https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1387182185136930823
Another day, another FISA Court opinion approving a program that sweeps up millions of Americans’ communications, despite finding that the FBI has failed to comply with the rules meant to protect Americans’ privacy https://twitter.com/LizaGoitein/status/1387045127139389441
Not only did Judge Cooper release Richard Barnett today, but he didn't impose any Internet restrictions.
Russian rigged court just  banned all of Navalny’s anti-corruption network  FBK from using the media, posting materials on the Internet, participating in elections and using bank deposits. 
Meanwhile the Columbus “alternative weekly” is promoting new voter suppression legislation as expansion of voting opportunities https://twitter.com/ColsUnderground/status/1387052797389062145
CDC announces that once fully vaccinated, you can safely do shit which no one has even pretended was being discouraged, let alone avoided by anyone—but clumsy language is probably being interpreted by many as “vaccinated means invincible, masks off yeehaw”

Democrats are promoting back-to-basics “kitchen table” policies. Republicans are rigging the rules so that they stay in power even if majorities think they are terrible. Democrats’ prevailing response, in practice, is to describe this and say “don’t you think that’s terrible!?!”

April 28, 2021
FBI raids apartment of Rudolph Giuliani, former president’s fixer, former mayor of New York, and RNC featured speaker twice in the past five years. “Why would you do this to anyone, let alone someone who was the associate attorney general, United States attorney, the mayor of New York City and the personal lawyer to the 45th president of the United States,” Costello said in a statement reported by the Times. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/04/feds-raid-rudy-giuliani-ukraine-probe.html
Political appointees in Trump’s Justice Department repeatedly sought to block the warrants carried out today for Rudy and Victoria Toensing.
Lin Wood has spent the last half hour on Telegram claiming to be searching the White House for Joe Biden. He finishes the story with the claim that he went into the Oval Office and found Donald Trump at the Resolute Desk. https://twitter.com/dappergander/status/1387518456799563776
Biden says what he hears most from foreign leaders he speaks to is, “We see America is back, but for how long?” https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1387584724567212032

In 33 states, Republicans have introduced over 100 anti-trans laws -- according to the Human Rights Campaign, it's the highest they've ever recorded in a given year. 

April 29, 2021
Republican committee chair in TX House tries to lay out the anti-voter SB 7 in today's House Elections Committee hearing, without any public notice or input https://twitter.com/TXCivilRights/status/1387784092440276995
US advises citizens to leave India ‘as soon as it is safe’ as Covid cases reach new record https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/29/us-advises-citizens-to-leave-india-as-soon-as-it-is-safe-as-covid-cases-reach-new-record
Facebook India is currently censoring posts calling for the resignation of the Prime Minister https://twitter.com/oliviasolon/status/1387478708252942339

Antarctic ‘doomsday glacier’ may be melting faster than was thought https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/30/antarctic-doomsday-glacier-may-be-melting-faster-than-was-thought

April 30, 2021

In April, fascist org Heritage Foundation explains the coordinated national push for voter suppression: To “create this echo chamber,” as Anderson put it, Heritage is spending $24 million over two years in eight battleground states—Arizona, Michigan, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Nevada, Texas, and Wisconsin—to pass and defend restrictive voting legislation. Every Tuesday, the group leads a call with right-wing advocacy groups like the Susan B. Anthony List, Tea Party Patriots, and FreedomWorks to coordinate these efforts at the highest levels of the conservative movement. “We literally give marching orders for the week ahead,” Anderson said. “All so we’re singing from the same song sheet of the goals for that week and where the state bills are across the country.” https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2021/05/heritage-foundation-dark-money-voter-suppression-laws/

On January 5, 2021, the "policy arm" of the Republican AGs PAC sent robo calls encouraging people to come to DC and "Stop the Steal." In April, the group promoted Peter Bisbee, who authorized the robocalls, to be head of the entire organization https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1491044043471654918

Arizona “audit”
Republican Anthony Kern, a former state Rep., was in Washington with the Capitol insurrection. Today, he’s taking part in an election “audit.” https://twitter.com/brahmresnik/status/1388212363212382208
A journalist who reported the above got thrown out https://twitter.com/azcentral/status/1388232733772627973
“Almost half a year after the election Trump lost, the promised ‘audit’ has become a snipe hunt for skulduggery that has spanned a court battle, death threats and calls to arrest the elected leadership of Maricopa County, which includes Phoenix.” - The New York Times
QAnon cult members have claimed for months that Trump secretly watermarked ballots to catch Democrats doing fraud. Now an official with the Arizona election "audit" says they're using UV lights to look for the watermarks. https://twitter.com/nickmartin/status/1388558378146746368
“Cyber Ninjas” https://slate.com/technology/2021/05/arizona-recount-cyber-ninjas-doug-logan-explained.html
Cyber Ninjas CEO Doug Logan refused to explain the company's methods for identifying voters but claimed their work was "based on a statistical analysis performed by someone else he would not identify and maintained that canvassers would not ask anyone how they voted." https://www.rawstory.com/trump-arizona-audit/
“Unreliable and dangerous” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/06/i-watched-arizonas-unprecedented-election-audit-heres-whats-happening
The AZ fight against the 11/3 results has been on blast for six months. Six months. 

May 1, 2021
Utah GOP convention boos and yells at Romney; Axios reports Liz Cheney to get boot

Lin Wood’s smash-mouth bid to become South Carolina party chair is rattling one of the Republican Party’s most important states. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/05/02/lin-wood-south-carolina-race-485189

Republican state rep Mike Nearman faces criminal charges for his role in allegedly allowing the rioters to breach the Oregon Capitol. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1388639638219366407

Global COVID cases hit a record high over the weekend. 

May 2, 2021
As the Sunday Shows once again roll out Republican guests who promote the Big Lie of a stolen election, Margaret Sullivan writes in WaPo about how this is neither appropriate nor necessary. CNN’s Pam Brown replies to point out that she not only routinely features these Republican guests, but always brings up The Big Lie so that they can repeat it on the air. Brown thinks she’s the hero of this story for “pressing them.” https://twitter.com/PamelaBrownCNN/status/1388881322853244930
The Washington Post itself is simultaneously running promotions for Josh Hawley’s book tour https://twitter.com/rod_inanimate/status/1389222351833686017

May 3, 2021
5/3 NYT: "daily vaccination rates are slipping, and there is widespread consensus among scientists and public health experts that the herd immunity threshold is not attainable — at least not in the foreseeable future, and perhaps not ever."
anti-maskers again accosting kids outside school https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1389395784853069826
Under threat of being sacked, Liz Cheney basically dares Republicans to make it official that the Republican Party permits no room for even challenging The Big Lie https://twitter.com/Liz_Cheney/status/1389225154639695881

In America, separating children from their parents (or reuniting them) is a partisan difference. https://twitter.com/SecMayorkas/status/1389154252015259648

May 4, 2021
Giuliani is now trying to shake down Trump, publicly, for legal fees https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1389660136529072137
Kevin McCarthy: "I have heard from members concerned about [Liz Cheney’s] ability to carry out the job as conference chair, to carry out the message. We all need to be working as one if we're able to win the majority." https://www.npr.org/2021/05/04/993080859/mccarthy-comments-fuel-speculation-of-liz-cheneys-removal-from-house-gop-leaders
Steve Scalise: "This idea that you just disregard President Trump is not where we are, and frankly he has a lot to offer still and has offered a lot. He wants to help us win the House back," 

Republicans continue to seek credit for the pandemic relief they all  voted against https://apnews.com/article/personal-taxes-health-coronavirus-pandemic-business-government-and-politics-d0b1f48aa32baf6b47880faf15d5dea3

May 5, 2021
People cannot stop looking for Republican heroes. Meanwhile, the portion of Twitter not praising Liz Cheney’s imaginary heroism is abuzz about Joe Biden’s taco order.
Michigan Sen. Ruth Johnson, the Senate Elections Committee chairwoman: The majority of the people in this state do not believe that we have integrity in our elections.
Rocky River school levy fails after teacher scandal, unhinged robo call alleging radical marxist takeover  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/05/05/rocky-river-school-levy-fails-after-teacher-scandal-unhinged-robo-call-alleging-radical-marxist-takeover

Facebook remains basically a machine for hyping radical rightwing bigots and conspiracists https://twitter.com/briantashman/status/1389957736880816129/photo/2
Also, with a few exceptions, the most popular recent anti-vaccination activism is generally very American. They have spent the last decade building audiences and spreading their message on ... Facebook. https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1416515733073375234

NY AG report finds out of the 22 million net neutrality comments the FCC received in 2017, 18 million were fake. https://www.protocol.com/fcc-net-neutrality-fake-comments

Journalism: “An underprepared industry is losing a generation of journalists to despair, trauma and moral injury as they cover the story of a lifetime.” https://studyhall.xyz/the-reporters-are-not-okay-extremely-not-okay/

May 6, 2021
Various elite voices pay notice to Republicans’ dire threat. Does it matter? [no]
Greg Sargent publishes interview with elections scholar, states the obvious that the next time Republicans control Congress after a presidential election they will not accept a Democratic candidate no matter what voters said https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1389961410789183492
Adds that, “In Georgia the GOP primary candidate against the GOP sec-of-state is effectively running on a promise to use his power to invalidate future election outcomes Republicans dislike, in a manner his opponent wouldn't. That is the reason for his candidacy!” https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1389973711881711618
"This is a DEFCON 1 moment for democracy. We're not threatened by other nations or enemies, it's a threat from within. Democracy is hanging by the thinnest thread," David Plouffe says about the Big Lie and the GOP-led audit in Arizona. https://on.msnbc.com/2R0nbyL
Chait: “When Trump’s Next Coup Happens, the Republican Party Will Fully Support It” https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/when-trumps-next-coup-happens-the-republican-party-will-fully-support-it/ar-BB1gr3J6?ocid=st
David Roberts: “I don't think people appreciate that the US is in a little two-year window between being ruled by vicious lying authoritarian morons the last time and being ruled by vicious lying authoritarian morons the next time. Take some big breaths, cause we're going back under soon.”  https://twitter.com/drvolts/status/1390371224455286784
News media is barred from entry at Gov. Ron DeSantis’ signing of controversial elections bill, SB 90. DeSantis spokeswoman Taryn Fenske says bill signing is a “Fox exclusive” https://twitter.com/stevebousquet/status/1390268388493103104
Miami Herald: DeSantis not only broke from decades of precedent on Thursday when he blocked all news outlets except FOX News from covering the signing of a voting bill into law. He also may have violated the U.S. Constitution. https://twitter.com/MiamiHerald/status/1390644644250365957
A new photo shared by Capitol rioter Jason Howland on  Parler shows Mike Shirkey (Michigan Republicans’ state senate majority leader) and aspiring Whitmer murderer William Null smiling together at a 5/18/2020 American Patriot Council rally in Grand Rapids https://twitter.com/JPughMI/status/1390373385943793665
Insurrectionist Landon Copeland is berserk in court hearing https://www.newsweek.com/riot-hearing-chaos-1589384
“The meltdown of accused insurrectionist Landon Copeland--who is facing assault charges but not the more serious charges--seems like a real lesson in what happens when people who've been broken in US wars get lit up by Donald Trump.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1390418224001523719
Also today, Attorney for insurrectionist Anthony Antonio said his client had “Foxitus” and “Foxmania” from watching six months of Fox News and started “believing what was being fed to him” by Fox News and the president. https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1390378913646448644
Fox News has continued to spread misinformation about what happened that day. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/07/fox-news-capitol-attack-january-foxitis
So far *today* in America, students at two high schools and two middle schools were apprehended with guns; one high school student died by gun suicide; an Idaho middle school student shot three people; and an armed man held kids hostage on a South Carolina school bus. https://twitter.com/shannonrwatts/status/1390378818716815367

Republicans somehow still control the FEC and voted to ignore the incontrovertible fact that Trump and his campaign accepted and failed to report illegal campaign contributions in the form of hush-money payments https://lawandcrime.com/politics/gop-commissioners-scuttle-fec-probe-into-former-president-trump-in-stormy-daniels-case/

Wyoming’s Republican governor wants to sue states for not buying Wyoming’s coal https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/may/07/wyoming-coal-threat-mining-republican-governor

Elinore Mccance-Katz, Trump's dangerous deranged mental health chief, has been hired in a senior civil service job at the DEA — a move that’s raised concerns she has “burrowed” into bureaucracy to shape policy. https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1390775949814345729

May 7, 2021
Texas Republicans passed their bill restricting voting rights on Friday afternoon, after cutting a deal with Democrats in backroom negotiations overnight. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/07/texas-voting-rights-bill-sb7-republicans
As Ohio Republican Party holds a vote on censuring Anthony Gonzales for voting to impeach Trump 
“the serious OH-SEN candidate” Jane Timken swoops in to insist that she’s “The Only True Pro-Trump” candidate in the primary https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1390674741774721029
The party governing board censured Gonzalez and nine other members of Congress for voting to impeach Trump. https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1390688482000097280
Another resolution demanding his resignation passes also https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1390704780989894656
“It is clear, when you listen to speakers conducting routine business here at the ORP, that they are loyal to Trump. In fact, some point out how they have been more loyal than others.” https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1390679453643288580
The coronavirus spreads through airborne transmission, particularly indoors, and even beyond six feet, the CDC emphasized on Friday. “Haven’t we all known this for like a solid year and a half now?” https://twitter.com/KatieHill4CA/status/1391092989045350404

States are turning down Covid-19 vaccine doses as US demand declines  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/08/us-coronavirus-vaccine-demand-states-turning-down-doses

Tucker Carlson May Be America’s Biggest Public Health Problem: Carlson knows anti-vaxxers have become a big part of Trump’s Republican party and that they are easy marks as he hustles to up the ante in a world where cable news ratings are in freefall and there are all of a sudden two other conservative channels fighting for oxygen https://twitter.com/AmarAmarasingam/status/1390755054584569860
Newsmax’s White House correspondent is also a fervent anti-vax conspiracy theorist. (The full-on Bill Gates, vaccines-are-tracking-you type of person.) https://www.mediamatters.org/newsmax/newsmax-white-house-correspondent-emerald-robinson-anti-vaccine-conspiracy-theorist

A new report sheds light on how, despite orders from the Biden administration to narrow its immigration enforcement, ICE is still casting a wide net. https://theintercept.com/2021/05/07/ice-biden-priorities-deportation/?utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=theintercept&utm_medium=social

May 8, 2021
Uh, duH: “Republicans more broadly appear to be in process of unshackling themselves from any obligation to abide by future election outcomes they hate, and are putting in place the machinery to overturn them.” https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1390985282661621760
Threats against members of Congress have more than doubled this year, the U.S. Capitol Police said Friday. The agency reported a 107 percent increase in threats against lawmakers compared to 2020, adding that it is certain the number will continue to increase https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/threats-against-members-congress-have-more-doubled-year-capitol-police-n1266758
The Colonial Pipeline, the main conduit carrying gasoline and diesel fuel to the U.S. East Coast, said it had halted all operations after being hit with a cyberattack. Colonial is the largest refined products pipeline in the U.S. and transports approximately 45% of all fuel consumed by the East Coast. This fuel includes gasoline, diesel fuel, home heating oil, jet fuel and fuels for the U.S. military. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1391023932451573762
If "rudimentary" ransomware shut down a vital pipeline, imagine what U.S. adversaries can do https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1394750716489633798

“We're literally watching the largest labor movement in modern American history happen in the form of paper signs taped to the windows of fast-food and fast-casual restaurants” https://twitter.com/DevitaDavison/status/1391415254710632448

How big is the presence of hedge funds in crypto? We have no way of knowing, because the SEC doesn’t require the disclosure of crypto on Form 13F. 

Florida reports more than 10,000 COVID-19 variant cases, surge after spring break https://abcnews.go.com/Health/florida-reports-10000-covid-19-variant-cases-surge/story?id=77553100
Students who went to Florida for Spring Break created 753 new variants of COVID. https://abcn.ws/3bdzRt2

This is what democracy is reduced to: The Georgia Peanut Gallery “will train you how to monitor election board meetings to improve voting access & keep resources in your community” https://twitter.com/VotingIsLocal/status/1391541747168186373

May 10, 2021
Ohio is No. 1 state when it comes to public corruption, experts say https://twitter.com/DispatchAlerts/status/1391691020367187968

A Republican lawmaker in Arizona who originally supported the reckless 2020 election "audit" now says he's embarrassed by the whole thing and that it makes him and his colleagues "look like idiots." https://nyti.ms/3o6kTKv https://twitter.com/nickmartin/status/1391631626325528576
One day later, Arizona GOP Senate, which instigated insane “audit,” votes to purge 140,000 voters including 30,000 Latinos from state’s Permanent Early Voting List. That means they will no longer automatically receive mail ballots. (Arizona's Permanent Early Voter List is no longer permanent.) https://twitter.com/AriBerman/status/1392198514365566978

Boris Johnson’s Conservative Party aligning with antidemocracy agenda
Suppress the vote with ID requirement
Push to change the rules after Labour won 11 of 13 mayoral election https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/may/09/government-to-change-english-voting-system-after-labour-mayoral-victories
Simply refuse Scotland independence referendum

120 retired generals & admirals put their names on a fear-mongering, ultra-partisan letter promoting the stolen election lie. https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1392511405052637186

May 11, 2021
Ret’d 4-star general: “Republicans in Congress and state government are now engaged in a rolling coup against the Constitution. The central battle of this simmering civil war is restricting the American right to VOTE. Lose this struggle and we lose our democracy.” https://twitter.com/mccaffreyr3/status/1392324435990908928
Ron Desantis continues war on press access https://twitter.com/tomaskenn/status/1392164704370429963
New study estimates more than 900,000 people have died of covid-19 in U.S. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2021/05/06/994287048/new-study-estimates-more-than-900-000-people-have-died-of-covid-19-in-u-s

There are people right now in the US with plastic shopping bags filled with gasoline in their houses, who won't take a vaccine because they’re convinced it's unsafe.
“Currently witnessing a guy fill up five gallon buckets from home Depot with gasoline.” https://twitter.com/JimSwiftDC/status/1392643275438399489

The Surge’s inbox is regularly loaded with statements from Trump still calling the election stolen and supporting “audits” where investigators are searching for traces of bamboo in ballots to prove they’re from China. Any congressional reporter will tell you how difficult it is to get a rank-and-file House Republican to give a straight answer about the legitimacy of the election. A majority of Republicans in the country are questioning the legitimacy of the election.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/the-surge-no-sir-we-have-not-seen-any-big-lies-around-here.html

May 12, 2021
House Republicans purge Cheney, in a voice vote. This only three months after a secret ballot backed her 145-61
Asked if Trump urged him to overturn the 2020 election results, Trump Admin Acting Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen tells US House committee he won't  answer.  He says he won't speak of private conversations w/ former President https://twitter.com/MacFarlaneNews/status/1392501746174464014
“I just spoke with a very upset Officer Michael Fanone. It’s #PoliceWeek and for weeks Ofc. Fanone has made multiple requests to talk to @GOPLeader. He wants to show McCarthy what he experienced on 1/6. Today he was hung up on by McCarthy’s staff. RT if Kevin should meet a hero.” https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1392564477552439308
Facing primary loss, governor of seventh-largest state announces end of all health orders, plus a get-vaccinated lottery. Ohio is not near the level of COVID cases that Gov Mike DeWine previously said was the threshold to lift the health orders. https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1392596978438230025

Republicans replaced Cheney with Elise Stefanik. 
By the past year or so, former close friends came to regard her as a deranged monster. https://twitter.com/CharlotteAlter/status/1391770202103296002
Stefanik in May 2021: "I'm committed to being a voice and sending a clear message that we are one team.... working with the president”—she means Trump https://twitter.com/NPRinskeep/status/1392054027689644038

Palm Beach officials make contingency plans in case Trump indicted https://politi.co/3hmEkNP

In a 24-hour period, America basically reached bipartisan agreement to declare that COVID is over https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/13/us-covid-cases-coronavirus-expert-virus

May 13, 2021
CDC essentially says beginning immediately “fuck it, do whatever,” officially guidance only for the vaccinated but obviously nonvaccinated don’t look different
Dr. Rochelle Walensky makes the announcement several weeks after commenting “deeply concerned” and even “impending doom” in March https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1393008279949881351
Daily Beast: “New Mask Guidance Is a Huge Gamble, Experts Say”  https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-cdc-coronavirus-mask-guidance-makes-sense-but-its-also-a-huge-gamble
New York Yankees say 8 fully vaccinated team members have tested positive for COVID-19 https://cbsn.ws/3blMTEQ
the fully-vaccinated Bill Maher tests positive for COVID-19 today https://www.newsfromme.com/2021/05/13/this-just-in-76/
CDC vaccinated-people guidelines do NOT apply to immunosuppressed/transplant patients. But CDC does not clearly say that https://slate.com/technology/2021/05/immune-compromised-people-cdc-mask-guidance.html
Marr, for her part, was surprised the CDC’s move to unmasking came so soon. Not because the science isn’t solid, but because it’s such an abrupt shift. https://www.statnews.com/2021/05/16/mask-mandates-might-be-going-away-but-dont-ditch-yours-just-yet/
“CDC mask guidance switched too fast without enough explanation and overlooks key sociological factors for indoor mask mandates—especially to protect workers and the immunocompromised. Better to have announced benchmarks—and kept it up just a bit more.” https://twitter.com/zeynep/status/1393312530932670476
The nation’s largest nurses union condemned the new guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that stipulates fully vaccinated people do not have to wear masks in most settings https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/553730-prominent-nurses-union-condemns-new-cdc-guidance-on-masks
“Puts People at Risk” https://time.com/6049612/cdc-mask-guidance-mistake/
Joe Biden promised to require employers to offer paid sick leave, then made no discernible attempt to include it in the American Rescue Plan, then changed CDC indoor mask guidance with a low % of workers vaccinated and no OSHA covid regulation https://twitter.com/jfeldman_epi/status/1399111922243588096

Ohio joins GOP governors across the country in ending the extra $300 weekly payments to unemployed people, so they can force people to work for less. https://twitter.com/MorePerfectUS/status/1392612328701562885

“So Erik Prince and Project Veritas worked with a foreign ex-spy to secretly surveil and entrap members of the FBI and National Security Council, and I’m not really sure why we aren’t hearing about them being prosecuted for something that sure sounds a whole lot like sedition.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1393218609862828038

May 14, 2021
BRAIN WORMS Pelosi got an agreement [promptly broken] for her “Bipartisan Jan 6 Commission” with 50% membership to be selected by McConnell and McCarthy https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1393197641140428804
Govt of Maricopa Co AZ “The Senate Cyber Ninja audit is not a real audit.” https://twitter.com/maricopacounty/status/1393273947513266177

In what's shaping up to be the worst water crisis in generations, the US Bureau of Reclamation says it will not release water this season into the main canal that feeds the Klamath Reclamation Project—marking a first for the 114-year-old irrigation system. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/worst-day-water-crisis-deepens-california-oregon-line-n1267479?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma

Reuters: “surging prices in the U.S.” https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1393360479028858884?s=20

Major retailers are lifting mask requirements for the fully vaccinated, moving to an honor system in which they trust that only those who qualify will bare their faces nyti.ms/3tL6eFL

May 15, 2021
AP bureau in Gaza has been destroyed by an Israeli airstrike. https://twitter.com/jpaceDC/status/1393546155779313664
Maricopa County Recorder (a Republican): “This is unhinged. I’m literally looking at our voter registration database on my other screen. Right now. We can’t indulge these insane lies any longer. As a party. As a state. As a country. This is as readily falsifiable as 2+2=5.” https://twitter.com/stephen_richer/status/1393662268542386178
Indivisible For the People Act update: it’s on the slow boat in the Senate, time’s running out to pass it, Schumer claims he’s determined to do so, but no one knows how

Rewriting the reality of the Capitol insurrection. Erasing Republican nonsense about the 2020 election. Making stuff up about Democratic legislation. There was some brazen dishonesty from the congressional GOP this week. [It was a typical week] https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/15/politics/fact-check-republican-dishonesty-mccarthy-gohmert-cruz/index.html

Taiwan records 180 new cases in island’s worst Covid outbreak of pandemic https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/15/taiwan-records-180-new-cases-in-islands-worst-covid-outbreak-of-pandemic

scientists say there are good reasons not to toss out your mask stash just yet. “It’s important to not see this change as a signal that this means that the pandemic is over or that there is no capacity for policy reversals in the future,” said William Hanage https://www.statnews.com/2021/05/16/mask-mandates-might-be-going-away-but-dont-ditch-yours-just-yet/

May 16, 2021
Fox News Sunday’s Chris Wallace has now asked Kevin McCarthy and Liz Cheney about a conversation between Trump and McCarthy where the two may have tried to “get their story straight” about Jan. 6 calls https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1393947999844380672

Lebanon is undergoing financial and economic collapse. The country's currency has lost around 85% of its value and the majority of the population could soon face acute poverty.  https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-middle-east-57118303

Democracy reform: “failure is very much an option — it is, in fact, the most likely one.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/voting-rights-for-the-people/2021/05/16/bb65909a-b458-11eb-ab43-bebddc5a0f65_story.html

Basically all the time: BLOOT BLOOT BLOOT ALERT ALERT NOT A DRILL etc. it never stops

May 17, 2021
Packed Court on the march
Trump Court to hear Mississippi 15 week abortion ban case, limited to one question: are all previability abortion bans unconstitutional or not. Even though the law is well settled that yes, they are. https://twitter.com/SCOTUSblog/status/1394284425224114176
a very aggressive decision by the Supreme Court's radicals—not only allowing earlier non-unanimous convictions to stand, but also abruptly overturning a major precedent that applied "watershed" rules of criminal procedure retroactively. https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1394293151397994496
Still no answer to this question: Who paid off Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s $92,000 country club fees plus his $200,000 credit card debt plus his $1.2 million mortgage, and purchased themselves a SCOTUS seat? https://twitter.com/Strandjunker/status/1394328279881035777
Stephen Breyer refuses to retire
Rep. Andrew Clyde said during a House oversight committee hearing on Wednesday that it was a "bald-faced lie" to call the riot an insurrection. He said the riot, in which hundreds of Trump supporters breached the Capitol, resembled a "normal tourist visit." (He was photographed helping barricade the doors on January 6) https://news.yahoo.com/republican-congressman-denied-insurrection-likened-105348005.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw&tsrc=twtr
Cyber Ninjas just counted 218 ballots in a batch of 200 ballots. https://twitter.com/briantylercohen/status/1394418505395572740
“Sapphire Senate” attempts to fudge the issue of the Democratic Senate: “We need a bright, blue, Sapphire Senate that is willing to fight for court reform. … our majority is too close for comfort.” Groan
Israel has destroyed Gaza's only laboratory testing for the coronavirus, a senior health official said

“What do Stephen Breyer and Joe Manchin have in common? They fancy themselves the guardian of their institutions, singlehandedly stopping it from becoming what it already is” https://twitter.com/paulwaldman1/status/1394690658493992966

Many see Florida governor Ron DeSantis as the new Trump-in-waiting.  To help his ascent to power, the National Review launched a pre-emptive strike against his chief critic. https://m.dailykos.com/stories/2031415
stalker who published a literal "manifesto" stalker site, and is currently facing criminal charges for violating a restraining order, is FL Gov Desantis' new press secretary. https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1394315618476777480 or maybe no

Chinese businessman with links to Steve Bannon is driving force for a sprawling disinformation network, researchers say https://twitter.com/RiegerReport/status/1394630094950334464

The American Rescue Plan provides an extra $300/week for unemployed Americans. It costs the states nothing. It provides millions of Americans with much-needed aid. Republican governors across the country are blocking it. https://twitter.com/MeidasTouch/status/1394443130078859270

CNN has confirmed that 219 of the 219 House Democrats say they have received the Covid-19 vaccination, and 95 of the 211 Republicans say they are vaccinated, as of last check. https://cnn.it/3tV9Epz

May 18, 2021
“Under the bus goes Rep John Katko. McCarthy comes out against Jan 6 commission. Still will pass the house, but will get blocked in the senate” https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1394636308627304451
“Weirdest thing is the leadership empowered Katko — a mod — to cut a deal. deal was basically what [McCarthy and leadership] wanted. then they split. never seen anything like this.”  https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1395039089578102786
In fact, Republican leadership was involved in the commission negotiations.
Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA): “The people who breached the Capitol on January 6 are being abused.” https://twitter.com/SugarmanSharna/status/1394810753585008642
Mehdi poses a hypothetical about a 2024 Republican-controlled Congress certifying a Democratic elected president, and yeah: zero possibility https://twitter.com/MehdiHasanShow/status/1394805058735333380
WaPo: The Stampede away from the GOP begins (ha ha ha ha)
Axios:  Biden plans to waive sanctions on the Russian-owned company in charge of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. This would set  up a bizarre situation in which the Biden administration will be sanctioning ships involved in the building of Nord Stream 2 but refusing to sanction the actual company in charge of the project. https://www.axios.com/nord-stream-sanction-biden-russia-f6db2ae3-2c89-4343-b326-9f399d674077.html?utm_campaign=organic&utm_medium=socialshare&utm_source=twitter
Ohio Republicans pursuing extreme voter suppression. Voting rights groups’ message: some things we like, some things we don’t, some we aren’t sure about. FML. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1394752775028985857
Rep. Porter is fantastic and doing the best anyone can in a terrible situation … which emphasizes how terrible the situation is, as Congress is less and less a legislature, and instead simply a stage to perform grievances (valid and otherwise) and score rhetorical points.

Corporations have to report when they claim a tax break that enforcers are likely to  question. But enforcement capacity at the IRS is so limited, that we never look into some of these. The clock just ran out on over $1 billion such breaks. https://itep.org/irs-clock-runs-out-saving-14-large-companies-1-3-billion/
Biden’s Treasury Secretary: “We're confident that the investments & tax proposals in the Jobs Plan, taken as a package, will enhance the net profitability of our corporations and improve their global competitiveness.”  https://twitter.com/SecYellen/status/1394775022858866691

Republicans regard power as their party's exclusive right. They actively and explicitly delegitimze everything except constant one-party Republican control. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1395011433415516160

a l i e n s https://www.reddit.com/r/aliens/comments/nfipwo/we_now_have_3_independent_claims_that_something/

May 19, 2021
“Why is the United States military so excited to tell us about the aliens after years of obfuscation and denial?” https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1394977219403993091
McConnell, who said in January that ‘The mob was fed lies. They were provoked by the President and other powerful people,’ is closing ranks to oppose a 1/6 investigative commission https://twitter.com/sbg1/status/1395040448746512389
“Trump has ordered a coverup of January 6 and Republican leadership in Congress are falling in line” https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1394995082995118083
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/republicans-undermine-january-6-bipartisan-commission-deal.html
“The mob is still calling the shots” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/mitch-mcconnell-opposes-jan-6-capitol-riot-commission.html
“I’m in a sham telephone town hall with @boblatta  right now and he was ASKED by a person who he thought won the election and Bob REFUSED to say who won and instead mumbled something about the 12th amendment.”  https://twitter.com/Sipam_Doby/status/1395154799671357440
Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wisc.) on Fox: "By and large it was a peaceful protest." https://twitter.com/johnkruzel/status/1395391475941261312
Texas executed a man tonight without a single media witness present because prison officials neglected to call in the reporters. There’s been at least one media witness at every one of the previous 570 executions carried out in the state since 1982. https://twitter.com/MikeBalsamo1/status/1395193172456771586

After Israel bombed the AP headquarters in Gaza, rightwing troll college students complained that Emily Wild was part of a justice in Palestine group in college, and AP promptly fired her https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1395507070833774595

Brennan Center has tallied 93 bills targeting state courts in 26 state legislatures. These courts decide 95% of cases https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/legislative-assaults-state-courts-2021#ch5

"Almost half of Republicans are now saying the quiet part out loud: They’d prefer to ditch this whole democracy thing." The Washington Post

May 20, 2021
“American democracy is in even worse shape than you think. We have four huge problems. I don’t see solutions to any of them.” https://twitter.com/ron_fournier/status/1395657784025354242
Indivisible: “It’s #FilibusterFriday!” Yes, it is. Every Friday. And every other day of the week. 
“the For the People Act seems headed for defeat” https://thefulcrum.us/redistricting/partisan-gerrymandering-2653040726
Schumer: "It is my intention to bring the bipartisan legislation for January 6 Commission up for a vote." [Good luck with that]
Ted Cruz on Russian state TV, often https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1395353622997778435
Ohio Republicans are pushing some of the most egregious voter suppression in the nation and Ohio News Connection, Scene, continue to run headlines like “Election Reform Bill” SMDH https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/05/20/house-hearing-today-on-new-election-reform-bill-in-ohio
Bill Seitz’s blustering, scowling, dancing attempt to defend HB 294 is like a parody, but Republicans will probably ram it through anyway https://twitter.com/Tylerjoelb/status/1395410439857659906

Dystopia: Crime app Citizen is driving a security vehicle around LA and confirmed it's part of a pilot program linked to a private security company that describes itself as a "subscription law enforcement service" https://www.vice.com/en/article/7kv88q/citizen-los-angeles-car-private-security

most Republicans are on Trump’s side. Seventy percent agree (wrongly) that rampant fraud affected the election’s outcome, that Joe Biden didn’t get enough legal votes to win, and that his victory was therefore illegitimate. Fewer than 30 percent of Republicans concede that the Jan. 6 attack was a rebellion or uprising, and only 17 percent call it an insurrection. Thirty-seven percent hold Biden or the Democratic Party primarily responsible for the attack; only 11 percent hold Trump or the GOP primarily responsible. In fact, 35 percent of Republicans insist that “the participants who took part in the events on January 6, 2021 at the U.S. Capitol” were “patriots.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/republican-party-cheney-trump-polls.html

Multiple obituaries for H1 (and democracy) published this week, even as I get related advocacy emails and webinar invitations
Manchin claims to believe that the updated VRA could get 60 votes, and he co-authored a letter with Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski this week urging leaders to find a way. The Surge conducted a brief survey of Republican senators earlier this week, however, and found zero interest in this beyond Murkowski. Like, hoo boy, this is not the Senate Republican Conference that unanimously went along with the last VRA reauthorization in 2005. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/the-surge-awkward-silence-january-6-gaza.html

May 21, 2021
Fake “audits” begin to roll as Georgia joins Arizona

Republican state governments continue to enact e.g. abortion bans which have been ruled unconstitutional over and over including very recently—and there’s no consequences for this. There probably ought to be. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

The complete corruption of America’s remaining democratic governing processes is underway, and the most bold reformers among Democrats are laser focused on modifying a policing-reform message bill which will never receive a vote in the Senate

May 22, 2021
MJF posts and deletes that no one is strengthening our institutions, Republicans are working harder than ever to destroy democracy, how will this not end in tears https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1396083036786249728 
Ho hum, Greene says Speaker Pelosi wanting Members of Congress to get vaccinated and, if not, to wear masks is “exactly the type of abuse” as murdering Jews in gas chambers during the Holocaust and David Brody nods along. https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1395894122569945088

Republican state legislatures are criminalizing any mention of racism in schools https://www.huffpost.com/entry/texas-republicans-ban-teachers-racism_n_609a96c8e4b063dccea1a3efs

May 23, 2021
Belarus (backed by Russia certainly) forces a plane to divert based on a fake bomb threat so that Lukashenko can grab an opposition leader. Presumably neither EU nor anyone else will do jackshit. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/23/belarus-diverts-ryanair-plane-to-arrest-blogger-says-opposition

Texas (and other) Republicans are lining up sweeping reduction to BIPOC voting access, and journalism still calls this racist anti-voting legislation a "voting bill" https://twitter.com/TexasTribune/status/1396944567493177346

Texas Gov. Abbott has put the death toll from his power crisis at 151 people. Buzzfeed data analysis shows it’s more like 700 and could be as high as 900. https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1397682922350682113

US housing market is cuckoo for the second time in just 15 years: There are now more Realtors than listings. Inventory is down 37% year over year to a record low. The typical home sells in 17 days, a record low. Home prices are up a record amount, 24% year over year, to a record high. And still homes sell on average for 1.7% higher than the asking price, another record. Lumber prices are up 300%. For low-tax states, 4 people move in for every 1 who leaves. For Texas, this ratio is 5:1; for Florida, 7:1. Cities & states have no leverage to raise taxes. This migration to lower-cost areas may lead to lower workforce participation. For many families Redfin has relocated, the money saved on housing costs lets one parent stop working. A wave of Redfin customers are retiring early. https://twitter.com/glennkelman/status/1397189653837623297

May 24, 2021
Joint Statement on National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan’s Meeting with Russian Security Council Secretary Nikolay Patrushev.  "The sides agreed that a normalization of U.S.-Russian relations would be in the interest of both countries" FML https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/05/24/joint-statement-on-national-security-advisor-jake-sullivans-meeting-with-russian-security-council-secretary-nikolay-patrushev/
Belarusian authorities release a video of Protasevich where it's immediately apparent he's had the shit beaten out of him, demonstrates the regime's assumption of total impunity for their actions
Future president Desantis and grifter James O’Keefe from project veritas at a bill signing today.
Chatter from various sources about PNW breakaway action https://twitter.com/brooklynmarie/status/1396946306375970816 https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/21/us/oregon-idaho-secession.html

“Garland is not going to charge Trump w/obstruction--if he wants to charge him, plenty more crimes. But at some point BARR's actions amount to obstruction. And I think with the Rudy prosecution, they may already be at risk of that, which they'd like to avoid.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1397177165414866948

“I analysed the curious route the 'woke', 'emasculated' US military meme took from pro-Kremlin networks to Ted Cruz's Twitter feed: pro-Kremlin networks, Gavin McInnes' show, 4Chan, it was repacked as a TikTok, shared in white supremacist forums on Telegram, then emerged on Twitter where Cruz pushed it to his followers.” https://twitter.com/Finneganporter/status/1397221770994851844

“You don’t get rid of black mold by pointing it out and saying how bad it is. You need to actively eradicate it. It won’t self clean.” https://twitter.com/matthewjdowd/status/1397310123954036736

May 25, 2021
Company running Arizona ballot recount backs out, another company takes over https://twitter.com/JenAFifield/status/1397242119933370376
On anniversary of murder of George Floyd, Ohio GOP Rep. Jones introduced a bill to ban "critical race theory" in schools. 
Katie Hobbs has conscientiously supervised elections in Arizona. Republicans there just stripped her of some powers -- including her ability to litigate election lawsuits. They gave control of that process to the state AG, a Republican. bit.ly/3vnDvZc #abc15
Meanwhile Hobbs is receiving protection from the Arizona Department of Public Safety after fielding multiple death threats  https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/07/politics/katie-hobbs-arizona-secretary-of-state-death-threats/index.html
"This is another five alarm warning for democracy." https://twitter.com/AmandiOnAir/status/1397257174498295817
Response which says so much about the not-getting-it: ”I'll vote for her for Governor, if she chooses to run.” https://twitter.com/DesertFriedJeep/status/1397258892720095241
Members of the PA legislature today voted to fine women who miscarry and force them to fill out an “application for a fetal death certificate” form. https://twitter.com/ValArkooshPA/status/1397267608236265473
WaPo: “How the lab-leak theory suddenly became credible” [it did not] https://twitter.com/angie_rasmussen/status/1397341618840145923

The chase for a January 6 Commission is a microcosm of loser liberalism: This should be a simple issue. Do Republicans support even a fraction of the investigation they demanded of e.g. Benghazi, or do they support a cover-up? Yet not only are they allowed to avoid that framing, some Republicans get to claim that they support the commission idea, but repeatedly demand concessions. Why? If they support the commission and Democrats support the commission, why is the traffic in concessions all one way? We already had huge concessions made to obtain unnecessary Republican votes in the US House, which counted for literally nothing as Republican senators now get to demand more concessions.

Gladys Sicknick, mom of Brian Sicknick, has asked to meet with Republicans to discuss importance of an independent bipartisan investigation into Jan. 6th domestic terror attack on the Capitol. They aren’t interested. https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1397586469099819014

Big Lie mythbuilding “audits” continue to spread https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-arizona-election-2020-election-recounts-government-and-politics-4d5038b2bea05d2132cb4ada43516f67
The prototype Arizona “audit” is a rigged game paid for by undisclosed private parties https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/05/arizona-audit-recount-claiming-trump-won.html

Almost 45% of Ohioans have had at least one dose of COVID-19 vaccines. Pennsylvania is at 70% https://twitter.com/IanFergusonOH/status/1397676142061031428

May 26, 2021
Dutch court orders Shell to halve emissions; shareholders slam Chevron over Ecuador; Exxon loses two Board seats to climate activists. https://twitter.com/SDonziger/status/1397642531051950081
Today—over a year into the pandemic—Florida has more than twice as many confirmed new COVID-19 diagnoses and more than twice as many COVID-19 deaths than any other state in America. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1397689074392109060
at the Ron Desantis press conference at Florida International University, his team passed an activist’s photo around and told police and security to be on the look out for him https://twitter.com/tomaskenn/status/1397671970355957761
Ted Cruz and his antics are again front and center on Russia's state TV. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1397593036557848576

Sen. Ted Cruz claims Democrats' bill 'would register millions of illegal aliens to vote' — news media puts the false claim (and the biased framing) in the headline  https://www.houstonchronicle.com/politics/texas/article/politics/texas/article/fact-check-ted-cruz-voting-bill-illegal-democrats-16195111.php?utm_campaign=cards

Whatever John Durham is investigating, he spent $934,313 on it since mid-October, per new DOJ financial disclosures. (He knows that there will never be any accountability for the money he wastes as long as it doesn’t get well beyond eight figures annually) https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1397979390315798533

Weird shit going on with Bezos, other Epstein-adjacent one-percenters https://twitter.com/heathr/status/1398056709076094976
https://twitter.com/profcarroll/status/1397536991387033602

May 27, 2021
Roosevelt University political scientist David Faris: “My current level of concern is exploring countries to move to after 2024. … It’s bleak. I don’t know what else to say. … People are going to wake up the next day and go to work, and take care of their kids, and live their lives, and democracy will be gone. There really won’t be very much that we can do about it.” https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/22432229/democracy-america-democratic-party-reform
“honestly, it’s easy to imagine that as long as MAGA autocrats don’t go after freedom of speech head-on that there will be something of a truce in our politics — MAGA autocrats will wield hard power for generations to come while liberals will vent on TV and Twitter, accomplishing nothing.” https://www.trumplandiareport.com/2021/05/26/americas-liberal-democracy-is-in-a-tailspin/
"No matter how bad you think it is, it's actually worse. There's no Republican convention anywhere in the country that you could go to and say 'we need to acknowledge that Joe Biden won the election' and not be booed" https://twitter.com/DeadlineWH/status/1398028881383280642
Democrats (and American liberalism) are fucking hopeless, 5/27/21
Sen. Feinstein asked if a 1/6 filibuster would motivate her to abolish the rule: "I don't see us abolishing the 60-vote threshold. I don't." Would she vote to nix? "This is the first time I've heard it. No one has proposed it. No one has talked to me about it. So it's a non-issue." https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1398011558660300800
(Republicans abolished the 60-vote threshold for Supreme Court nominees in April 2017. Feinstein was there, in the Senate chamber. As she was in 2014 when Democrats eliminated the filibuster for other judicial appointments.)
Over the years, Sens. Kirsten Gillibrand and Joni Ernst have forged a friendship. Ernst is a dishonest monster who is helping burn down representative democracy.
LMFAO Ted Lieu “McConnell …knows how devastating the evidence is against the former President and his supporters.” https://twitter.com/tedlieu/status/1397969114686124037
Senate Brain is incurable https://twitter.com/SenatorDurbin/status/1398087682316722178
Bennet on Senate floor says he is appealing to Republican senators’ conscience to not filibuster the 1/6 Commission https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1398122755665633280
Manchin, of course, still says getting rid of the filibuster would “destroy our government” 
McConnell worried that visits by mother of fallen Capitol Police Officer Sicknick may sway Republican Senators to vote for Commission. McConnell asks colleagues for "personal favor" to kill commission https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1397952780162244616
lmao Vanity Fair “Team Trump is said to be panicking over a grand jury hearing evidence against the ex-president, the Trump Organization, and Trump Organization executives.” CNN confirms criminal case against Trump is in “advanced stage” riiiiiight
wtf is the point of Biden’s stumping for infrastructure in Cleveland, who or what will he move? https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/05/27/biden-talk-economy-jobs-infrastructure-ohio-speech/7446384002/
the GOP “counteroffer” is...13% (in new dollar terms) of what Biden is proposing https://twitter.com/chrislhayes/status/1397905743102218240

Anxiety is growing among a broad range of civil-rights, democracy-reform, and liberal groups over whether Democrats are responding with enough urgency to the accelerating Republican efforts to both suppress voting and potentially overturn future Democratic election victories. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/05/biden-manchin-gop-voting-rights/619003/
FML: White House officials consider the laws offensive from a civil-rights perspective, they do not think most of those laws will advantage Republicans in the 2022 and 2024 elections as much as many liberal activists fear. The senior official noted that the Biden campaign repeatedly adjusted its tactics as the electoral rules changed throughout the 2020 election, and that Biden ultimately won more votes than any president in either party ever has. Looking ahead to 2022 and 2024, “I think our feeling is, show us what the rules are and we will figure out a way to educate our voters and make sure they understand how they can vote and we will get them out to vote,” the official told me. Through on-the-ground organizing, “there are work-arounds to some of these provisions,”
“things are unraveling fast IMHO.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1398272744102449159

MAGA-friendly Lt Gov of Idaho who wants to challenge current GOP Governor in next primary, takes advantage of gov's trip out of state to issue order banning mask mandates in schools and public buildings. https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/idaho-lieutenant-governor-bans-masks-governor-77948204

new PRRI poll: 15% of American adults (~30m ppl) believe in QAnon. By comparison, if QAnon were a religion, it would be roughly the same size as white evangelical Protestants or white mainline Protestants. https://www.prri.org/research/qanon-conspiracy-american-politics-report/

May 28, 2021
Republicans are rigging the 2022 election right in front of us. Literal response of MoveOn.org (and most other organized opposition): “We’ll vote them out in 2022!”
Schumer nonsense, insists he will bring For the People Act up for a vote in June when he means he will motion for a vote, then pretend that the cloture vote is a vote on the legislation https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1398323200673599491
Republicans also vote against even investigating an attack on their own Capitol, and get their way despite having fewer votes than those in favor 
Quinnipiac poll: 59% of Americans say the Republican Party is *not* acting in the best interests of democracy. 34% say it is. Marginal Senate Dems say “no action without Republican buy-in” https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1398255233688510471
Meanwhile, as usual, what corporations want is permitted: money in ARPA, money to compete with Chinese corporations, perhaps money for infrastructure contracts. 
A very recently concluded audit of Windham County New Hampshire found no fraud. So naturally, the effort has begun to discredit the audit. Even though days ago, the same people discrediting pounced on a "ballot fold" issue as proof of fraud. https://twitter.com/Garrett_Archer/status/1398362509032136708

SAIEW
In a Friday-before-Memorial-Day news dump, the Biden admin said it would continue to defend a Trump-era rule requiring visa applicants to register their social media handles with the U.S. government. https://twitter.com/cmd_dc/status/1398355236046229504
“Four months into the new administration, still no deal for the House Ways and Means Committee on their Trump tax returns pursuit. They're still in talks.” https://twitter.com/kpolantz/status/1398359613557379082
Bill Barr issued a prosecution declination for three crimes that were still in process. And that’s what Biden’s DOJ is hiding. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/05/26/bill-barr-issued-prosecution-declinations-for-three-crimes-in-progress/

Shortages https://www.cincinnati.com/story/money/2021/05/31/chicken-wing-shortage-2021-chlorine-lumber-appliances/5241944001/

Russia's state TV is commiserating with the insurrectionists, calling their prosecutions "a witch-hunt."

May 29, 2021
“There is very little daylight between this [QAnon conference], CPAC and any Trump rally. I realize that’s not original but that’s what’s we’re working with here” https://twitter.com/annamerlan/status/1398778874096340992

Analysis: one of America’s two major parties now falls outside the democratic mainstream but are Democrats taking the existential threat seriously? [no] https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/28/republicans-capitol-attack-commission-vote-analysis

Texas SB7
includes a new provision that allows judges to overturn an election "without determining how individual voters voted"
Texas is poised to adopt this unprecedented and radical legal provision without any debate in either chamber. It was negotiated in a secret conference committee and released on a Saturday of a holiday weekend
More including: Bans drive-thru voting and voting after 9PM (used disproportionately by voters of color in Harris County); Bans voting on Sundays before 1PM (Souls to the polls); Makes it more difficult for people with disabilities to vote by mail
Chronicle reporter: “They took away my access to the floor and to be able to read amendments to major bills. They took away my access to electricity to power my laptop.”
The Senate suspended its own rules to approve it, ahem

Democrats have no answer to Republicans’ procedural coup-by-stages. “Vote them out” is not relevant, “we’ll sue” is not relevant, shame shame shame is not relevant, and they can’t think of anything else. The literal fucking chair of the Democratic National Committee goes Twitter to say “Call your Republican senators and tell them to pass the For the People Act. If you live in Texas, call your state Representative and Senator to tell them you oppose #SB7” FML

May 30, 2021
One-Fifth of U.S. beef capacity wiped out by JBS Cyberattack. There have been more than 40 publicly reported ransomware attacks against food companies since May 2020, said Allan Liska, senior security architect at cybersecurity analytics firm Recorded Future. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-05-31/meat-is-latest-cyber-victim-as-hackers-hit-top-supplier-jbs?sref=UTbvKgk5
AP gaslighting feels like a glimpse of more on the way https://twitter.com/JanNWolfe/status/1399050929903747072
Former national security advisor Michael Flynn at the QAnon Dallas event endorses a military coup happening in the US like it did in Myanmar. https://twitter.com/AlKapDC/status/1399123326304403457
On same day, official Texas GOP celebrates Flynn https://twitter.com/TexasGOP/status/1399146185408094208
Flynn’s brother Charlie remains a General
Yet Democrats cannot break themselves from the spell of bipartisanship
The next day Flynn attempted to gaslight everyone into disbelieving clear video, and why not given that society has found no real answer for constant such gaslighting by Republicans
QAnon conference organizer won't answer questions about whether Michael Flynn was paid https://twitter.com/MotherJones/status/1399873733452500996
Top propagandist on Russia's state TV, Dmitry Kiselyov, describes Tucker Carlson as his "colleague."

Lake Mead is on pace to be at its lowest level since Hoover Dam (Boulder Dam back then) was built in the 1930s.

US businesses won’t even give PTO to workers who want to get vaccinated but have some protection if they feel like shit for a few days afterward. Is there really any chance we avoid climate catastrophe? No.

May 31, 2021
Already there have been more global cases in 2021 than in all of 2020, according to Johns Hopkins University data. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/may/31/dr-anthony-fauci-interview-covid-coronavirus-vaccines-summer
Day after Texas legislature runs out of time before passing election rigging SB7, Texas Gov. Greg Abbott vows to defund it
“From the airport, you'd have no idea we're still in a pandemic. Fully booked flights, no requirement to show proof of vaccination, masks somehow still not covering people's faces correctly...Except for the way everyone looks every time someone coughs.” https://twitter.com/GeoRebekah/status/1399458943185965057

Belarus has announced new rules that will make it nearly impossible to leave the country.  https://www.dw.com/en/belarus-enacts-new-rules-restricting-citizens-from-leaving/a-57731970

Trump is sending envoys out to international allies. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1399733345060372480
https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1399729922805993478

In response to Steve Bannon’s call in May, people who had never before showed interest in party politics started calling the local GOP headquarters or crowding into county conventions, eager to enlist as precinct officers. In Wisconsin, for instance, new GOP recruits are becoming poll workers. County clerks who run elections in the state are required to hire parties’ nominees. The parties once passed on suggesting names, but now hardline Republican county chairs are moving to use those powers. “We’re signing up election inspectors like crazy right now,” said Outagamie County party chair Matt Albert, using the state’s formal term for poll workers.  https://www.propublica.org/article/heeding-steve-bannons-call-election-deniers-organize-to-seize-control-of-the-gop-and-reshape-americas-elections

Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon reached a record for the month of May this year, the space research institute INPE said. A total of 1,180 square kilometers of the Amazon was lost in May, representing a 41 percent increase compared to the same month in 2020. It was the third straight month in which such a record was set https://phys.org/news/2021-06-brazilian-amazon-deforestation.html

June 1, 2021
100 leading democracy scholars just issued a powerful new statement warning that our democracy is under dire threat, and that Democrats must pass sweeping federal voting rights protections, ending the filibuster to do so if necessary. https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1399725972535091213
Texas Democrats: “Breaking quorum is about the equivalent of crawling on our knees begging the president and the United States Congress to give us the For the People Act and give us the John Lewis Voting Rights Act.” https://twitter.com/RonBrownstein/status/1399527517409538050
Greg Abbott is removing licenses from Texas child-care facilities that house unaccompanied minors. He’s intentionally subjecting children to being crammed in detention facilities. https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1399899159923208197
“I think it's a grave mistake for people to dismiss Trump's plan to resume power in August as the rantings of a madman.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1399713048219295747
Biden’s response: delegate democracy to the VP’s responsibility. “presidents give their deputies the high honor of leading on a certain issue when that issue is a hot mess for which they want the blame pinned on someone else.”  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/06/the-surge-senate-gets-ready-to-rumble.html
(Nine-year anniversary of Obama’s “the fever may break” remarks)
on the first day of Pride month, Ron Desantis uses children as political props while he signs a bill banning trans kids from playing sports. https://twitter.com/tomaskenn/status/1399815697409183749
The publisher of the National Enquirer agreed to pay $187,500 as part of a settlement with the Federal Election Commission (instead of pressing charges which the Republican FEC members blocked) over a 2016 scheme to buy and suppress the story of a woman who alleged an affair with Trump. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1399860345259413505
CNN promotes Republican bullshit narratives https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1399706182437179392
Arizona: the GOP’s 15th district board resigns en masse amid an ongoing dispute with fanatics https://twitter.com/jeremyduda/status/1399938989075824641
Also Mark Finchem, spotted today in video of the 1/6 putsch, is running for Arizona Secretary of State https://twitter.com/EricKleefeld/status/1399872445356687362

The Biden team is making terrible excuses for keeping Trump’s secrets buried. From William Barr's machinations to Trump's tax returns https://twitter.com/Hadenou67397351/status/1400130950877618182

A known grifter and QAnon supporter who claims she can time-travel has amassed an army of thousands of loyal followers to carry out a plot to oust elected officials across the country and replace them with QAnon believers—and she’s using game-streaming platform Twitch to do it. https://www.vice.com/en/article/dyv3da/qanon-has-a-disturbing-takeover-plot-to-eliminate-elected-officials

June 2, 2021
The one Covid-19 intervention that definitely worked was mask mandates https://www.vox.com/coronavirus-covid19/22456544/covid-19-mask-mandates-lockdown-debate-evidence
Ohio’s attorney general and Republicans’ leading US Senate candidate, among others, spend the morning on mask-burning theater https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/06/02/ohio-republicans-are-setting-their-masks-on-fire-to-celebrate-the-expiration-of-state-health-orders
At the Arizona Fraudit, local reporter  waited over 30 minutes to speak with PA state Sen Mastriano about his visit. He refused to speak with her, the WSJ, or AP. However, he did give an interview to OANN https://twitter.com/Ali_Vetnar/status/1400189551188926467
Republicans aren’t hiding their plan, however: it’s to hold fraudit after fraudit and delegitimize the 2020 election using their disinformation infrastructure https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1401809156227710978
Report finds election day and Jan. 6 conspiracy theories - as well as basic math mistakes - portrayed as fact on Miami's Spanish talk radio https://twitter.com/MaryEllenKlas/status/1400258469039644679

Trump's claim that he will be "reinstalled" this summer is a repeat of the same playbook that led to January 6. Give your followers false hope in a completely unattainable outcome, so that when it inevitably doesn't happen, you can channel their disappointment into rage

June 3, 2021
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jun/03/climate-tipping-points-could-topple-like-dominoes-warn-scientists
Republican state Rep. Bill Seitz is now threatening to make voting more restrictive in Ohio, just out of spite. (Democrats: bipartisanship bipartisanship bipartisanship bipartisanship bipartisanship) https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1400473281614991362
“Five Things Dems Must Do Now to Save Democracy From the GOP: If Biden is serious about “fighting like heck” against the GOP’s full-frontal assault on democracy, here are five things his party must do to save it.” (1. Biden is bullshitting as is his habit, 2. Democrats won’t do any of those things, 3. They won’t do anything at all immediately.) https://twitter.com/WajahatAli/status/1400507663042158593

Closer to the gangsters putting honest citizens in jail: Four years ago, the RNC announced the members of a national finance team: Wynn, Cohen, Broidy, and DeJoy. How many of the quartet ended up facing Justice Department investigations? All of them. https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/rnc-s-scandal-plagued-finance-team-four-years-later-n1269549

Ohio Republicans want to give cops a Roman-style donative, and some are explicitly fascist in their reasoning https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/06/04/ohio-lawmakers-split-over-which-workers-deserve-covid-19-hero-pay/7526007002/

June 4, 2021
Infrastructure bipartisanship? “Now all Republicans need to do is quadruple the amount they’re barely comfortable spending in the first place and agree to alternative taxes, like a 15 percent corporate minimum ‘book’ tax, that they absolute hate. Do you see this happening? Capito is meeting with the president again on Friday, and the pretend deadline that both sides pretend is very important has now become June 9” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/06/the-surge-senate-gets-ready-to-rumble.html
Indivisible’s stated plans: “from running digital ads to providing event merch to writing and updating the in-depth policy explainers” FML
Zelensky used an hourlong Zoom interview with Axios on Friday to beseech Biden to meet with him face to face before a June 16 summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin — offering to join him "at any moment and at any spot on the planet."

Kash Patel is going on TV to join the disinformation grift https://twitter.com/AndrewFmOregon/status/1401223887682113536

Days after thousands of emails from Dr. Anthony Fauci became public through a series of FOIA requests, Republicans are using portions of those emails—out of context—to ramp up attacks on the longtime director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Those emails are being conflated with a series of media-hyped articles about the origins of COVID-19, and the result is a genuinely toxic stew that is being used by Republicans ranging from Josh Hawley to Donald Trump Jr. as a way to stir up hate and rake in cash.  https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/6/5/2033770/-Assault-on-Dr-Fauci-turns-even-uglier-as-Don-Jr-jokes-about-murder-and-Trump-promises-worse-ahead?detail=emaildkre

June 5, 2021
Donald Trump is repeating the strategy he used for his previous domestic terror assault on American soil. “He makes statements people either eagerly embrace or find too crazy to believe so they dismiss them.” https://twitter.com/emzorbit/status/1401226120951963648
FirstEnergy formally claims that its payments to a group that bribed politicians to bail it out were protected by the First Amendment. Hot on the heels of a Citizens-United-based ruling knocking over a piece of the rickety, remaining regulation of campaign finance on the same spurious basis. 

“In the dream, I knew that the building was going to come down.  And there seemed to be nothing I could do.  The problem was as clear as day, but no one wanted to see it.  People preferred to risk everything rather than believe that there was a risk.”  https://snyder.substack.com/p/911-and-16

The nightmare of Republicans breaking down democracy and loading it onto trucks right in front of us, as a Democratic trifecta in Washington does nothing, is starting to drive bright people Lessig-2016 insane:
https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1401548481714704385
https://twitter.com/amandalitman/status/1401589903834681359

June 6, 2021
Right after a Biden’s Energy Secretary spent a multiday charm offensive in West Virginia, hugging and celebrating the friendship of the bestest bestie in the history of the Senate, Manchin promises stone-wall opposition to both For the People Act and ending the filibuster FML fuck everything
Gently prodded on the nonsense of his claim that “everything has to be bipartisan” he dodges behind more nonsense, denial, then “he trailed off…”
(If nearly all other Democrats roundly condemned this right away, rather than offering hopes and prayers, the party might be saved but nah)
Fox blocked a commercial showing law enforcement officers describing the events of the deadly January 6 Capitol riot that was supposed to air for the first time on Sunday https://www.newsweek.com/fox-news-blocks-ad-showing-law-enforcement-officers-describing-capitol-riot-violence-1597978
Ethics watchdog group American Oversight has obtained more than 500 pages of emails from the Republican president of the Arizona Senate — the official who ordered the election 'audit'. In one message, she tells a constituent that "Biden won." https://nbcnews.to/3x5xQrv
Familiar: Netanyahu says Israeli coalition poised to unseat him is result of ‘election fraud’ https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/06/netanyahu-says-israeli-coalition-is-result-of-election-fraud
In Canada, a hate-motivated car attack on a Muslim family in London, Ontario who were out for a walk https://twitter.com/nccm/status/1401980772035203072

“A coward dies a thousand times before his death, but the valiant taste of death but once.”
In the week since one of the largest state Republican parties embraced an advocate of military coup, and leading democracy scholars warned that American democracy is under dire threat, Democrats are basically hamstrung because Joe Manchin is just a lying shitbag
aaaand they’re still promoting the lie that Republicans negotiate in good faith, with kabuki negotiations on Infrastructure, and insistence that any investigation of Republicans’ putsch be “bipartisan” even after Republicans firmly rejected the whole idea of an investigation; these Democrats deserve Manchin tbh
The For the People Act’s contents are supported by about two-thirds of Americans, and even majorities of fucking Republicans in West Virginia and Arizona, but…
Americans generally have brainworms also: A recent Morning Consult poll found 85 percent of voters saying it was very or somewhat important for legislation to have bipartisan support, and 62 percent saying they disagreed with the idea that politicians seeking bipartisan support was a waste of time. [Leaders lead; consider the pre-impeachment polling on impeachment] https://www.vox.com/2021/6/5/22517344/progressive-groups-biden-infrastructure-climate-sunrise
No one’s even discussing a march on Washington, e.g., presumably because COVID+BLM+Putsch has made the American left terrified of mass demonstrations now

Refugees International “is concerned that the Vice President’s message to Guatemalans not come to the United States undermines the right to seek asylum under U.S. law.” https://twitter.com/Haleaziz/status/1402055796049907727

June 7
Progressives react to “Manchin to democracy: drop dead” oped. Indivisible email subject: “So what the hell do we do now?”
American democracy is being toppled by a faction riddled with quarrelsome, dishonest, reckless crooks who will turn on one another without hesitation https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1401978597678665729
Acosta to Blitzer: "I talked to a former Trump advisor today who said one reason Trump is able to get out on the road and spread these lies and hostility and hatred is because there have been no consequences for him. Why have there been no consequences?"
“The walls are closing in on Trump, for real this time” https://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-oped-the-walls-are-closing-in-on-trump-for-real-this-time-20210608-xupq77xjfvhntmqdvvkgsob6im-story.html
This on the same day that Merrick Garland’s DOJ argues in a new brief that it should be permitted to substitute itself for Donald Trump as defendant in a defamation lawsuit brought by a longtime magazine columnist, E. Jean Carroll, who accused him of rape https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1402078457933221889
Supporting this policy is disastrously bad https://www.reuters.com/world/us/bidens-justice-dept-may-defend-trump-capitol-riot-lawsuits-2021-06-22/
Twitter suspends official whistleblower Rebekah Jones, suspicious [or a fiasco] https://skepchick.org/2021/07/i-got-grifted-the-whistleblower-who-wasnt/
On the same day, activist is kicked out of DeSantis press conference while police officers call him a “known associate of the known agitator" https://twitter.com/grantstern/status/1401910476737495042

Blackrock is buying every single family house they can find, paying 20-50% above asking price and outbidding normal home buyers. Blackrock is the world’s largest asset manager and the leading proponent of “The Great Reset.” They’re looking to redistribute $120 Trillion dollars. The entire wealth of the world’s middle class and poor combined several times over https://twitter.com/APhilosophae/status/1402434266970140676
Meanwhile Bill Gates is buying up America’s farmland

June 8, 2021
ProPublica has obtained a trove of IRS data on the tax returns of thousands of the wealthiest people. It reveals just how effectively the richest sidestep the tax system. That won’t change any time soon. https://www.propublica.org/article/the-secret-irs-files-short-form-a-quick-guide-to-what-we-uncovered
The only government response will probably be a shoot-the-messenger attempt at finding and persecuting the whistleblower https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/fbi-probe-billionaire-irs-leak-144019851.html
Amazon turns on “Sidewalk,” making every Echo device and Ring camera part of a mesh network and sharing the user’s Internet connection.
Also, A major outage has affected a number of major websites including Amazon, Reddit and Twitch. The UK government website - gov.uk - was also down as were the Financial Times, the Guardian and the New York Times. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-57399628
Once you get into the TV news rolodex, nothing you do will revoke your platform, 1/8/21 edition: John Bolton https://twitter.com/mitchellreports/status/1402303215341801477
Why are “A bipartisan” the first two words of this story. BRAIN WORMS https://www.npr.org/2021/06/08/1004201155/bring-your-guns-probe-uncovers-more-alarming-intelligence-before-capitol-riot
LOL1: “Legal storm clouds gather over Donald Trump’s future” https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jun/08/trump-legal-threat-investigations-courts
LOL2: Obama tells Anderson Cooper he never foresaw the Republican Party getting this bad

People keep falsely saying that Republicans killed the paycheck fairness act instead of saying that bipartisan obstruction did so.

Public Transportation in Crisis: Their ridership slashed in the pandemic, urban and rural systems need funding, which Congress has refused Republicans refuse to provide.  https://prospect.org/coronavirus/public-transportation-in-crisis/

Why do Republicans even make so much effort to capture the judiciary when Democratic judges just hand it to them, Ohio edition: https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/06/09/the-race-for-ohio-supreme-court-chief-justice-is-on/

June 9, 2021
Democracy is under attack and it’s time to fight back. [So, failed political candidates] are launching GroundGameTX to knock doors year-round, fight on progressive issues, and build the foundation for long-term political change. Click now to donate. https://twitter.com/SiegelForTexas/status/1402634088419270658
GOP candidate in one of Florida’s most competitive congressional seats was secretly recorded threatening to send “a Russian and Ukrainian hit squad” to a fellow Republican opponent to make her “disappear.” https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/17/secret-recording-florida-republican-threat-hit-squad-494976
Sen. Sherrod Brown goes on Facebook to promote feel-good belief that bipartisanship is workable governing
Disciplinary counsel in DC rejected an ethics complaint filed against Bill Barr saying they don't "intervene in matters...being discussed in the national political arena." https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2021/06/09/an-ethics-complaint-against-bill-barr-was-rejected-and-it-has-lawyers-worried/?cmp=share_twitter&slreturn=20210518161809
“Nixon's Attorney General spent 19 months in prison for what he did to help his boss, and what he did is nothing compared to what Barr did to help his boss.” https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1404123261861076992
DeWine appoints former state Sen. John Eklund to Eleventh District Court of Appeals. Eklund works at Calfee, Halter & Griswold LLP, which is deeply tied to FirstEnergy, Partners for Progress, and the whole HB 6 scandal.  https://twitter.com/mdmcgovern/status/1402704934685061120
“Twitter just informed me that the guy who said maybe I should learn about AR-15 rifles by having one shot at me did not violate the standards policy” https://twitter.com/VABVOX/status/1402720212571627529

In June 2021, the States United Democracy Center, Protect Democracy, and Law Forward released an update to their report, Democracy Crisis in the Making. As of early June, there have been at least 216 bills introduced in 41 states that would interfere with election administration. The update spotlights two of the most alarming trends on the forefront right now in Arizona and Texas: criminalization of election administration and legislature-driven partisan reviews of settled elections. https://statesuniteddemocracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Democracy-Crisis-Part-II_June-10_Final_v7.pdf

Atmospheric CO2 Just Hit a Peak Not Seen on Earth in 4 Million Years

June 10, 2021
A new survey spanning 16 nations and regions, most of them U.S. allies, has shown [that] not a single country believed the United States any longer constitutes a good example for democracy. https://www.newsweek.com/allies-believe-us-no-longer-good-model-democracy-poll-shows-1599048
Feinstein: "If democracy were in jeopardy, I would want to protect it. But I don't see it being in jeopardy right now." https://twitter.com/AndrewSolender/status/1403063418865786884
At hearing, Wray refuses to weigh in on Mondaire Jones' question about Mike Flynn's call for a coup.
The former president just released a statement in which he doubles down, 3 years after meeting with Putin in Helsinki, on his support for Russia over the U.S. Intelligence Community.
Some kerfuffle at disclosure that Trump DOJ subpoenaed records of Dem members of Congress, but nothing will happen  https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1403153860160638977
Meanwhile the Democratic pseudo-majority in the Senate depend on not just one but two absolute disgraces who voted to confirm Barr as attorney general.

Democrats just keep blaming Republicans for blocking legislation in the Senate 

Five months after the Capitol Insurrection, most Americans are happy with Biden and don’t like Trump, but they don’t show much interest in prosecuting, investigating, or even remembering what happened. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/06/americans-divided-insurrection-investigation-voter-fraud-polls.html

In interview, WH advisor Andy Slavitt explains why there was no national ad campaign. "Running ads from the government turned out not to be the right answer, and we knew that early on just by listening to people." https://twitter.com/pw_cunningham/status/1403334349798481926

June 11, 2021
Within weeks of Republicans negotiating and then whipping against a commission agreement, Democrats are working with Republicans to revive the bad-faith effort to stall infrastructure legislation
NBC: “Russian President Putin denies ordering killings of opponents and critics in one-on-one interview with NBC News.” https://nbcnews.to/3pMhJMI
Russia's state TV keeps promoting NBC's interview with Putin. They seem to be extremely pleased with the way it turned out. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1404160008510750723

US records 267 mass shootings so far in 2021  https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/558158-us-recorded-267-mass-shootings-half-way-through-2021

June 12, 2021
Three months since ARPA signed, nothing done since then, and now Congress goes on recess for a month FML

June 13, 2021
CNN, FOX and MSNBC carrying Biden news conference from Cornwall. None of the broadcast networks are. It’s his 2nd solo news conference as President. https://twitter.com/markknoller/status/1404078111151493121
Tantrum-throwing insurrectionist Richard Barnett & his lawyer just went on Russian state-owned TV. Reporter asks if he'll do it again. Lawyer cuts Richard off, then Richard goes on a rant about living and dying by the constitution. 
US media spends the day chasing a meaningless shiny object https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1404161997151916034

A critical Antarctic glacier is breaking up much faster than before and spawning huge icebergs, a new study says

on the two most pressing issues the world faces – the climate emergency and the pandemic – G7 offers a shrug  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/13/g7-summit-boris-johnson-doesnt-quite-get-his-big-moment-cornish-sunshine-analysis
At a global summit meant to showcase their efforts to rescue the climate … Days of negotiations at the G7 leaders summit in Cornwall failed to set an end-date for coal after the U.S. and Japan blocked a deal. https://www.politico.eu/article/us-and-japan-g7-block-deal-on-coal/
Also, Biden demands international investigation into Chinese lab leak theory - Biden and other world leaders have called for access to Wuhan labs to determine whether Covid-19 was result of ‘experiment gone awry’ GFG

June 14, 2021
Days after Texas governor said “Everything that needed to be done was done to fix the power grid in Texas,” ERCOT has issued a Conservation Alert, and Texans are being asked to safely reduce their electric use.
FBI warns that QAnon followers will likely "begin to believe they can no longer 'trust the plan' referenced in QAnon posts" & that they have an obligation to change from serving as 'digital soldiers' towards engaging in real world violence."
“Congress likely won't take action on the growing threats to election integrity, leaving election workers vulnerable to criminal prosecution and results open to partisan tampering” https://twitter.com/grace_panetta/status/1404518901552197640
Marc Elias email: “While we wait for sanity to return to the Republican party…”
“I used to think that Biden's election posed a risk to Trump's political ambitions, given what might be revealed once agencies weren't under Trump's control. I no longer think that and realize I shouldn't have.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1404545839171878915

Over 16,000 artists have signed their names in support of a letter that condemns Israel’s recent attack on Gaza and denounces the country’s apartheid system. The letter also calls on other countries “to cut trade, economic and cultural relations” with Israel. (US elites will ignore, and continue repeating the same dull chants about a mythical process)

Some of the right is turning on Greene because she isn’t sufficiently antisemitic https://twitter.com/RightWingCope/status/1404945958237048832

Every time Wray or other FBI officials are forced to answer whether Jan. 6th was an intelligence failure, they say it was not, but they don’t explain the nonresponse to widespread public threats on social media https://twitter.com/KenDilanianNBC/status/1404900013155749891

June 15, 2021
The tipping point for irreversible global warming may have already been triggered, the scientist who led the biggest expedition to the Arctic warned Tuesday (June 15). … Dr Rex said scientists found that the Arctic sea ice had retreated "faster in the spring of 2020 than since the beginning of records" and that "the spread of the sea ice in the summer was only half as large as decades ago". https://www.straitstimes.com/world/europe/irreversible-warming-tipping-point-may-have-been-triggered-arctic-mission-chief
A Trump judge in Louisiana has ordered the Biden administration to restart regular sales of oil and gas leases; for Republican presidents it’s the unitary executive and for Democratic presidents it’s judicial activism https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/06/17/federal-judge-halts-biden-pause-on-new-oil-and-gas-leases-across-the-u-s/
Chattering classes abuzz about US-Russia summit as though it’s 1986 again
Michael McFail makes the same toothless statement that “if Putin doesn’t straighten up and play nice we’ll get very tough” that American governments have been making all century  https://twitter.com/Kasparov63/status/1404810738443636742
Wray says that intel received prior to 1/6 did not indicate that there were plans to attack the Capitol. (Social media posts certainly indicated this). https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1404905437670092808
We’ve gone from taking about whether Biden would stop the federal death penalty (by commuting the row) after Trump’s execution spree, to the Biden administration seeking to reinstate a death sentence.

Republicans’ Senate leader (who is one superannuated heart beat away from controlling the Senate again) publicly confirms the obvious, that a Republican Senate will never even consider a Democratic president’s judicial appointees again, at all, and tbh it’s hard for me even to make the effort to note this in the record because this has been perfectly clear for quite a while

Dems no longer pursuing records of Trump-Putin meetings. “The Biden administration is looking forward, not back,” House Foreign Affairs Committee Chairman Gregory Meeks told ABC News. https://abcn.ws/35EB75r FML

Earth is now trapping an ‘unprecedented’ amount of heat, NASA says
A heatwave is currently scorching the south-west, exacerbating already-dire drought conditions amid fears that the west is about to face another devastating wildfire season. The US hasn’t seen the likes of it in 500 years. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2021/jun/17/tree-rings-america-megadrought-visual
America responding to the real lived experience of the climate crisis: “restore AC now” https://twitter.com/SchwartzChron/status/1405361972716130308/photo/1

Growing “everything is broken it’s pointless” mood https://twitter.com/gracattack/status/1404957129702793217

June 16, 2021
U.S. hits 600,000 confirmed deaths due to the COVID19 pandemic, according to John Hopkins.
“looking tough in Geneva or using strong words doesn’t matter. Action matters, and so far Biden is failing that test. … We know the summit is good for Putin, or he wouldn’t do it.” https://twitter.com/Kasparov63/status/1405127272533790725
Little was going to happen at this summit, and little did. That didn’t stop the media from covering this meeting obsessively, even before the men had a chance to meet. When they did, journalists and commentators analyzed Biden’s and Putin’s handshake, their body language, the fact that Biden gifted Putin a pair of aviator sunglasses. As usual, there is no worse offender than cable news. https://ckarchive.com/b/xmuph6hv7wvz
DOJ IG says US Marshals don't have the resources to keep judges safe, which seems like a problem since every judge in DC is presiding over trials of insurrectionists.

“I talked to some family members who live behind the Information Iron Curtain of Fox News etc… they believe CRT is basically all children learn in school now. A little math and reading, but mostly CRT.” https://twitter.com/SteveSchmidtSES/status/1404443525983449092
“I spent a few days going around Capitol Hill just asking Republicans to define Critical Race Theory and they were mostly clueless” https://www.dailydot.com/debug/critical-race-theory-republicans/

In two polls taken this week — one by Morning Consult for Politico, the other by YouGov for the Economist — Putin has a better net favorable rating among Republicans than Biden does, by margins of 16 and 22 points. Republicans viewed NATO unfavorably," 49% to 31%.

State of democracy: Joe Manchin wants to remake Democrats' sweeping elections reform bill. Republicans plan to take it down before he can try. https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1405605882919067651

June 17, 2021
Biden signs bill to make Juneteenth a holiday, and has the gall to repeat (in different words) the “fever may break” foolishness after nine years of it proving complete nonsense https://twitter.com/BuzzFeedNews/status/1405620305842814977
Reality check: “We haven’t had a break in four years,” LaTosha Brown said. “Instead, it intensified. We have been fighting nonstop, because we are in extraordinary circumstances.” https://19thnews.org/2021/06/black-voters-matter-is-heading-back-to-the-battlefield/
On the same day, more than a dozen Republicans in Congress signed a letter declaring Biden mentally unfit and demanding he take a cognitive test (In the letter, 14 Republican members of Congress essentially repeated the same line twice in a row but changed the timeframe from one year to 18 months) https://twitter.com/DavidNir/status/1405636695404515329
In the Oversight Hearing on January 6, Republican Paul Gosar suggested that Ashli Babbitt, who was shot while jumping through the last door protecting House members, had been executed https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/06/19/defendants-who-committed-a-crime-of-terrorism-at-the-speakers-lobby-door/
“We just raised $450M in Series D funding for Anduril.  It will be used to turn American and allied warfighters into invincible technomancers who wield the power of autonomous systems to safely accomplish their mission.” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1405995796307320834
Leesa: “Hands down this is one of the cards Trump’s planning to play in 2022. Win back the House majority, and ‘be crowned’ Speaker.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1405698472024719363

“Meet the 1st Amendment Praetorians” — a militia of ex military and law enforcement personnel led by a QAnon believer who wants to train believers for revolution. https://www.vice.com/en/article/4avnxn/qanon-militia-of-ex-cops-and-soldiers-is-training-patriots-for-revolution

John Durham's investigation has lasted another month longer than the Mueller investigation, still with not a single thing that someone else didn't find for him.

Californians are facing a devastating drought and a record heat wave. Farmers are abandoning crops, communities are rationing water, and families are enduring 110° days.
‘Potentially the worst drought in 1,200 years’ https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jun/18/us-heatwave-west-climate-crisis-drought

June 18, 2021
Literal CNN: “To some, Ashli Babbitt, who was killed in the Capitol riot, was a terrorist. To others, she's a martyr and seen as a recruiting tool. https://cnn.it/2SLQPJ1”
Texas Governor defunds the state legislature https://twitter.com/EddieforTexas/status/1406037893060124680

Republicans in several states are trying to gerrymander their supreme courts (Illinois Democrats are fighting back so bothsides amirite) https://www.governing.com/now/what-democrats-and-republicans-agree-on-gerrymandering-the-courts

Since the Geneva summit, Russia's state media has been mocking and berating Ukraine, claiming that it was barely mentioned, and that America no longer cares. The GOP decided to participate in the Kremlin's propaganda op (yet again). twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1406273495387021314

June 19, 2021
Chuck Todd on whether the Sunday shows should refuse to book election denialists: "You don’t know when somebody you think deserves to be banned is suddenly somebody that you’ve got to deal with. Because you may not like them, but they have the power." 

women and people of color continue to bear the brunt of harassment and threats at all levels of government. The abuse is compounded for Black women, who experience both systemic racism and sexism https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/more-black-women-are-being-elected-to-office-few-feel-safe-once-they-get-there

June 20, 2021
Plutocrats are launching their own private space programs https://twitter.com/JamaalBowmanNY/status/1401999594595270659

One America News personality calming calling for the execution of potentially tens of thousands of Americans over fake voter fraud claims. https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1407925243000365057

NY Times coverage: Pastors "cannot believe the growth of the QAnon theory in their churches." https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1406092035677999106
"A community that once revolved around Satanic ritual-based conspiracies now seems driven by the belief the election was stolen by shadowy elites, voting machine companies, mainstream media, secretive government agencies and perhaps the Chinese government" https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1414637845650755591
"Now that Republican voters are increasingly influenced by conspiracy theories spread through the QAnon movement, pro-Kremlin propagandists seek to capitalize on that trend as well." https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-putin-made-a-fool-of-tucker-carlson?ref=home
“The deeply disturbed and violently misinformed cult of QAnon is seeking to build institutional power. Much like Run for Something, they're starting at the foundational level. They're running for and winning seats as mayors, state legislators, county commissioners, sheriffs, and school board members.” Amanda Litman email
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/qanons-new-plan-run-school-board-rcna1352
It’s very likely our reality that American politics, neighborhoods, families, and efforts to fight as pandemic have been torn apart because some schmuck thought something he saw on cartoon was real, and could be used to create an online role playing game millions are too stupid to recognize as an RPG. https://twitter.com/kurteichenwald/status/1413201544238059523

Trump is committing ongoing witness-tampering (again), in the open, and nothing happens https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1406967093438918664

American Airlines canceled hundreds of flights this weekend due to significant staff shortages and maintenance issues. The airline says it will continue to cancel 50 to 80 flights a day well into July.  https://twitter.com/abcWNN/status/1406898690334330882

June 21, 2021
A judge ruled Black Lives Matter DC and others can't sue Trump, Barr, and other federal officials involved in the clearing of Lafayette Square last summer (except to challenge ongoing restrictions to the area)
CNN has done a massive project that packages up the lives of the people who assaulted our democracy on Jan 6, does very little debunking of their conspiracies, and does strive to empathize with all of them. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1406952582346575881
Legal Defense Fund (and everyone else: “This Tuesday, the Senate will vote on the #ForThePeopleAct (S.1).” The Tuesday vote is for a “motion to proceed”
Warren: “Republicans have a choice: they can vote to rig our elections for their billionaire corporate donors, or they can vote to make our government work #ForThePeople” That’s the problem.

Republican-led legislatures across the country are making changes to courts that they don’t like.  https://thesupremecourts.org/2021/06/23/republicans-in-ohio-and-other-states-push-for-partisan-high-court-elections/

Democrats in Congress, who strongly condemned infrastructure privatization four years ago when Trump proposed it, have been mostly silent on it now. Indeed, ten Senate Democrats signed off on the privatization scheme https://prospect.org/politics/bipartisan-senate-infrastructure-plan-privatization-asset-recycling/
Also:
The Post-COVID Health Care System Is Out of Control
House Democrat Leading Effort Against Key Consumer Protection
Senate Democrat Blocks Military Sexual Assault Bill

June 22, 2021
Clueless drifting into post-democracy America
Five-year anniversary of House Democrats sit-in to protest the denial of even a vote on gun safety legislation. Awkward now that an allegedly Democratic-controlled Senate won’t even allow a vote for gun safety legislation or any other significant policy reform. https://twitter.com/SenSherrodBrown/status/745663955897561088
https://twitter.com/SenSherrodBrown/status/745740467841662977
White House statement: "Democracy is in peril, here, in America. The right to vote - a sacred right in this country - is under assault with an intensity and aggressiveness we have not seen in a long time." https://twitter.com/Fritschner/status/1407387293418143750
Manchin just now coming out of the vote on S.1, which Republicans are set to filibuster: “The filibuster is what the filibuster is… we need it to protect democracy.”
Norm Eisen spin: “This is big. Filibuster modifications ahead.  Hang on democracy, help is coming.”
Media spin: Democrat Failure https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1407441594052190212
POGO proposes filibuster reforms… which would not make any difference to Republican obstruction https://www.pogo.org/letter/2021/06/a-practical-way-forward-on-filibuster-reform/
Ohio organizers announce a rally for voting rights, in Columbus, 48 hours from now
At least Texas Democrats are very serious about… asking for more Twitter followers https://twitter.com/juliejohnsonTX/status/1407196988333039619
The Onion: Experts Encourage Americans To Start Thinking About What Form Of Government They’d Like To Try After Democracy Crumbles https://bit.ly/3xzQU1c
a Magistrate judge is in a digital breakout room with a sovereign citizen defendant and pretrial services fostering the interview that will let the defendant be released on bail. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1407427212664520713

Meanwhile the certification of our elections is under threat.  https://www.democracydocket.com/2021/06/it-is-time-to-protect-the-certification-process/

LaTosha Brown, Black Voters Matter: “We haven’t had a break in four years. We have been fighting nonstop, because we are in extraordinary circumstances. This isn’t just a policy fight. We are fighting a culture of oppression.” https://twitter.com/19thnews/status/1407820841044393992

Sexy Beasts is a new dating show where real-life singles sport elaborate makeup and prosthetics to put true blind-date chemistry to the test. https://twitter.com/dhtoomey/status/1407684829320302593

June 23, 2021
Republican dictatorship’s fourth and final decision of the day is in Cedar Point Nursery. In an opinion by Roberts, Republican false judges hold that a California law ensuring union access to agricultural workplaces constitutes a per se taking. This is a very extreme decision!
Cedar Point is a major union-busting case with devastating ramifications for labor rights.
Roberts continually claims precedent requires this result in Cedar Point when the Supreme Court considered a challenge to this California law in 1976—and dismissed it "for want of a substantial federal question."
The Supreme Court just declared that when a law temporarily limits a property owner's "right to exclude," the government "takes" the owner's property and must pay them. This holding endangers far more than labor protections that allow organizers to talk to workers on the job.
meanwhile of course all the news coverage is focused on a pottymouthed cheerleader, in another masterpiece of manipulative Roberts PR
NPR simply misrepresents it as “a narrow ruling”
“it'll be ten years before even half of elected Democrats figure out how badly their priorities just got screwed this morning.” https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1407729172320079882
At Pennsylvania Capitol, clergy and activist coalition risk arrest to demand People's Budget https://twitter.com/lara_putnam/status/1407762811237830665
Spanish media reporting that John McAfee committed suicide in a Spanish jail cell after he was cleared to be extradited to the U.S. McAfee warned multiple times that if found dead of apparent suicide it should be understood as execution. Probably supervillain-grade trolling. https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1200864283766251521 https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1316801215083225096
The UK is denying Russian media reports that Russians fired warning shots at a British ship https://twitter.com/dave_brown24/status/1407680092948635653

The United States ranks last in media trust — at 29% — among 92,000 news consumers surveyed in 46 countries. That’s worse than Poland, the Philippines or Peru. The annual digital news report from the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism at Oxford also found some improvement in trust in nearly all the countries surveyed — probably thanks to COVID-19 coverage — but not in the U.S. where the low rating was flat year to year. https://www.poynter.org/ethics-trust/2021/us-ranks-last-among-46-countries-in-trust-in-media-reuters-institute-report-finds/

When media treat constant liars as having equal credibility to truth tellers--& accept liars as the majority or all of their news sources--it's a big problem for democracy.  https://upine.medium.com/how-mainstream-media-destroy-truth-and-democracy-through-both-sides-reporting-ea44ffc476cc

Trump's fundraising arm, an organization he controls, has just launched an advertising campaign on Facebook. And even though these ads are just as fact-free and dangerous as Trump's own posts, Facebook is taking the money and ignoring its own ban.

The parallels between the US and the UK — where universities are silencing academics and canceling workshops that critically examine how race/racism shaped historical events — make it clear that the CRT panic is the product of a global far-right network. https://bylinetimes.com/2021/06/23/selective-free-speech-academics-discussing-race-face-the-real-cancel-culture/

June 24, 2021
In some kind of black-belt media manipulation wasted in service to triangulating vanity bullshit, Biden crows that “we have a bipartisan infrastructure deal” except for the part about paying for it, which has always been the main disagreement among the shitty conservatives negotiating this turkey.
The plan being laid out for infrastructure legislating, and the resultant schizophrenic messaging, are a political culture gone bonkers. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1408165016482811907
https://itep.org/itep-bipartisan-infrastructure-deal-must-be-accompanied-by-bolder-legislation/
Trump is going after Republican Michigan state Sens. Ed McBroom and Mike Shirkey for being inadequately supportive of a Michigan fraudit https://twitter.com/CraigDMauger/status/1408105218508832770
Anna Morgan-Lloyd, one of the Jan 6 insurrectionists, was just sentenced to probation—and no prison time—for storming the Capitol. Within 24 hours, Morgan-Lloyd was downplaying the attack and doing a sympathy tour on Fox News. The same system sentenced Crystal Mason to five years for voting when she didn't realize a past felony conviction made her ineligible. A grandmother under home confinement missed a phone call while attending a computer class. She’s being sent back to federal prison. A black man spent 20 years in prison for stealing two shirts. Etc. 
Rudy Colludy Giuliani suspended from law practice, for now https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/24/rudy-giuliani-suspended-from-practicing-law-in-new-york-due-to-trump-statements-.html

while elite Democrats crow about how "the system works" because they have a not-even-half-baked handshake deal on infrastructure, my inbox overflows with rapid-response alerts to plead/yell at Republicans who are ramming through toxic policies in state govt.

Democrats fumbling around cluelessly https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jun/24/democrats-senate-voting-rights-defeat-response

PBS get to work helping Republicans steer the national conversation to their latest invented bugaboo distraction https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1408474434898432007

June 25, 2021
It took barely 24 hours for Republicans to renege on the handshake infrastructure deal https://twitter.com/elwasson/status/1408478816079646722
The Biden administration’s plan to protect democracy is… ask Republicans in black robes to please tell Republicans in state governments “no”
Meanwhile, on Friday, the Supreme Court pulled off a heist decades in the making. In TransUnion v. Ramirez, five conservative justices seized Congress’ power to create new individual rights and protect victims by authorizing lawsuits when those rights are violated. Instead, the court awarded itself the power to decide which rights may be vindicated in federal court, overturning Congress’ own decisions about which harms deserve redress. Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s opinion for the court was so extreme it prompted Justice Clarence Thomas to write a furious dissent, joined by the liberals, that accused the majority of infidelity to the Constitution. But because of the court’s 6–3 conservative supermajority, Thomas’ defection from the conservative bloc did not change the outcome. And now, thanks to Friday’s decision, a huge number of Americans harmed by a flagrant violation of the law will be locked out of the federal judiciary altogether. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/06/transunion-kavanaugh-thomas.html?via=rss_socialflow_twitter

“The ultimate destination of the politics of nostalgia is a state like Vladimir Putin’s Russia, where remorse at the loss of Soviet imperial power and paranoia about western conspiracies sustains a hyper-aggressive and lavishly corrupt dictatorship.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/26/our-politics-of-nostalgia-is-a-sure-sign-of-present-day-decay

June 26, 2021
“Washington: where the president issues a statement saying he didn’t mean the degree of what he said, to head off a revolt by senators who knew what he meant and know that what actually happens was going to happen despite what he said” https://twitter.com/IsaacDovere/status/1408895003645071362
Some Trump supporters we met at his rally in Ohio on Saturday have bought into the false notion that he can be reinstated this summer. One man suggested if he isn't there'd be a civil war. This is the exact same kind of rhetoric we heard in the lead-up to January 6th.  https://twitter.com/donie/status/1409667097702002689
It’s peak cherry season in WA— so ten million pounds of cherries are being harvested each day, in this brutal, record-breaking heat wave. https://twitter.com/UFWupdates/status/1408933936290435073

It's certainly something to claim that "Enacting a bipartisan infrastructure proposal is the best way... for combating climate change" when that infrastructure plan would pour hundreds of billions of dollars into roadway expansion & airport renovation. https://twitter.com/yfreemark/status/1407445796522545157
As the search for survivors of the collapse of a 12-story beachfront condominium in Surfside, Fla., continued on Friday, building experts began looking at the possibility that sea level rise caused by climate change may have contributed to the disaster that has left at least four people dead and 159 missing. https://news.yahoo.com/sea-level-rise-due-to-climate-change-eyed-as-contributing-factor-in-miami-building-collapse-172145539.html

June 27, 2021
A report by Axios showed that Toyota is far and away the largest corporate donor to Republicans who objected to the election results. Data compiled by the left-leaning watchdog group Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington show Toyota gave $55,000 to 37 GOP objectors this year.

the number of new cases keeps falling in Biden counties, while it has begun to rise in Trump counties.
WHO Urges Fully Vaccinated People To Continue Wearing Masks As Delta Variant Spreads—But No Word From CDC https://twitter.com/LauraSanthanam/status/1409124080578670593
Hong Kong to ban all flights from UK over Delta variant as Britain classified as ‘extremely high-risk’,
Germany seeks to ban British travellers from EU

After steadily declining this winter and spring, hunger is ticking up again. More than 20 million American adults said they didn't have enough to eat in June https://twitter.com/byHeatherLong/status/1409531825752580098

A Pentagon spokesman justified the most recent U.S. airstrikes as “necessary, appropriate, and deliberate action designed to limit the risk of escalation—but also to send a clear and unambiguous deterrent message.” This may be true, but similar statements have followed similar strikes for years, even decades; yet counterattacks nonetheless follow (the “deterrent message” doesn’t get through), and so it’s possible that we are heightening the “risk of escalation,” not limiting it.

June 28, 2021
A federal court threw out antitrust cases brought against Facebook by the FTC and numerous states
“a stunning setback for the U.S. government’s push to break up the social media giant.” https://nyti.ms/3A6wvTq
Basically the judge concedes Mark Zuckerberg said 'let's do crimes' but because judges now read antitrust law to require super weird expensive fights over market definitions, the case was dismissed. https://twitter.com/matthewstoller/status/1409589548431024131
The dismissal of the FTC's Facebook complaint comes as Facebook's market cap hit $1 trillion for the first time
Efforts to expose the bigoted view and dangerous conspiracy theories spread by right-wing activists has now resulted in YouTube banning Right Wing Watch and removing thousands of videos. RWW attempted to appeal this decision, and YouTube rejected it.
Portland streetcar service shuts down because of heatwave damaging power cables https://twitter.com/PDXStreetcar/status/1409287314870837253
Dave Lindecke: “I hope it abates and they get the Lava Fire under control before our trip next week”

There is one “deadline for democracy” event in all of Ohio; “the resistance” in this state is comatose. Meanwhile Democrats are lining up to vote for the horror-show Republican state budget. FML

"Dark money" group that spent millions to steal Supreme Court seats was funded by a $14.25 million mystery donor—and now has a new fictitious name for a 7-figure “anti-critical race theory” ad campaign https://www.dailyposter.com/otherposts/the-gops-dark-money-court-machine/

June 29, 2021
It is 118° Fahrenheit in Siberia https://twitter.com/vote4robgill/status/1410035189653377025
Speaker Cupp identified sports betting as a main priority for lawmakers when they return in September
Tucker Carlson’s made-up nonsense has so much reach that the NSA takes to responding https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/1410025399032193027
Hosts and propagandists on Russian state TV make racist comments, utter homophobic slurs and air multiple clips featuring Tucker Carlson. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1410183008041193477

Hell weather in much of British Columbia. 
“‘This is the most anomalous regional extreme heat event to occur anywhere on Earth since temperature records began. Nothing can compare,’ said weather historian Christopher Burt, author of the book ‘Extreme Weather.’” https://twitter.com/BrendanNyhan/status/1410937603772272641
“The temperatures were so far off the charts that the scientists suggested global warming may be triggering a ‘non-linear’ climate response, possibly involving drought magnifying the warming, to brew up extreme heat storms that exceed climate projections.” https://twitter.com/dwallacewells/status/1413610050996871173
On Sunday, the small mountain town of Lytton, British Columbia, became one of the hottest places in the world. Then, on Monday, Lytton got even hotter – 47.9C (118F) – hotter than it’s ever been in Las Vegas, 1,300 miles to the south. And by Tuesday, 49.6C (121F). https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/30/lytton-hottest-places-world-climate-emergency
"Concerned scientists are no longer concerned - they are freaked out. They're worrying there might not be a 'safe landing' on the climate. We are working on the idea of safe carbon budgets (the amount of carbon we can put into the atmosphere without badly disrupting the climate). But what if there is no safe carbon budget?" https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57729502
Fraser Health relocates COVID-19 testing and immunization clinics due to B.C. heat wave https://www.straight.com/covid-19-pandemic/surrey-fraser-health-relocates-testing-and-immunization-clinics-due-to-bc-heat-wave?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=social
More than a billion seashore animals may have cooked to death in B.C. heat wave https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/intertidal-animals-ubc-research-1.6090774
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57654133
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/canola-wheat-heat-1.6084492
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/canada-bc-alberta-heat-wave-heat-dome-temperature-records-1.6084203
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/western-canada-heat-wave-june-28-1.6082676
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/28/canada-hits-record-temperature-of-461c-amid-heatwave
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/western-canada-heatwave-1.6081519

GOP megadonor billionaire Willis Johnson is funding a border deployment for the South Dakota National Guard. He told WaPo his undisclosed payment to the state is "100%" to fund the mission https://www.axios.com/gop-megadonor-south-dakota-troops-border-21881b13-f0d8-461f-a7af-fe6288b5bcbd.html
“lol when the US descends into warlordism and civil war the road will be paved with absurd bullshit like this” https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1409978724724916231

June 30, 2021
Senior Exxon lobbyist captured on video names 11 senators "crucial" to company: Capito, Manchin [Democrats placed this man in charge of the Senate Energy Committee], Sinema, Tester, Hassan, Barrasso, Cornyn, Daines, Coons, Kelly and Rubio. Calls Manchin "Kingmaker" and says speaks with office weekly.
“We’re 2 weeks shy of opening of vote suppressing, democracy suppressing, big time cruelty special session of Texas legislature down here & I’m waiting for calls from Democratic electeds & all the groups to have thousands of people at Capitol each day.” https://twitter.com/aquino1_neil/status/1410333557113995267
State of the expand-the-court movement: “Any day now, the Court will decide a blockbuster voting rights case, the biggest one in over a decade. They will decide on what restrictions are constitutional or not -- and unless we get to work immediately, it’s not going to end well… Your contribution will ensure our elected leaders take swift action to protect our right to vote.” As though, what? If we flood ActBlue with money for Demand Justice, Democrats will scrap the filibuster, expand the Supreme Court, and confirm four supreme court justices in the next eight hours? FML
NY Times spends hours stitching together publicly available video and photos of the January 6 Putsch, and… it’s an exercise in Koch’s Snowflake. “Our investigation revealed at least eight locations where rioters breached the Capitol, more than previously identified.” https://twitter.com/AshaRangappa_/status/1410311128987561987
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy says now he’s instructed top Republican on House Intel Devin Nunes to investigate Tucker Carlson’s claims that the NSA — which targets foreign powers — read his emails.
Meanwhile elite Centrist Democrats are obsessed with saving an unqualified airhead’s failing campaign for a 14-month partial US House term
“Only a full devolution reset can stop the UK splintering apart” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/30/devolution-uk-mark-drakeford-union 
Dave Lindecke: “Stupid fires, gotta redo vacation plans”

In June, U.S. Army Sargent James Mault reenlisted, swearing to “defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic.” Months earlier, on Jan. 6, he’d attacked cops at the U.S. Capitol https://www.huffpost.com/entry/james-mault-capitol-attack-trump-army-military_n_6168753de4b065a54971c1d6?hms

Russian military intelligence hackers are on a rampage trying to break into U.S. military and government entities—again https://trib.al/tcfNuqH

July 1, 2021
Democrats’ zero-margin “trifecta” is probably at least a quarter of the way gone, and the remaining practical window to do anything with it is probably small and dwindling, and no structural reforms passed, no Supreme Court justices confirmed, no climate legislation, etc.
Brnovich v. DNC: Radical partisan fake court upheld voting restrictions in Arizona and signaled that challenges to new state laws making it harder to vote would face a hostile reception from a majority of the justices. https://nyti.ms/3hrsnVG
1. Sheer judicial activism 2. Fraud as interest cannot be phony especially when rules don’t increase security like limiting early voting 3. Something but nothing much is left of section 2 4. Heightens rationale for HR 4 5. DOJ smartly pled intent in GA https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1410640808060108805
The six justices say that disparate racial impacts of many voting rules are OK because of differences in "employment, wealth, and education" among races. In essence, this is saying that structural racism in one area justifies structural racism in another. https://twitter.com/victorerikray/status/1410665693650067460
Alito's opinion is a how-to guide for Republicans on best practices for suppressing minority votes to the maximum extent possible without risking interference from the Court. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1410613516243853322
So a Court with two [plus] illegitimate justices ruled that racial discrimination and secret donors are both legal in what remains of American democracy https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1410603306364248065
“Can Democrats read this decision and tell me HOW THE HELL either the For the People Act, the John Lewis Act, or anything else, PASSES CONSTITUTIONAL MUSTER IN FRONT OF THIS SCOTUS? HOW. HOW??? EXPAND THE COURT OR YOU GET NOTHING” https://twitter.com/GraceScoggs/status/1410661706506907654
Breyer refuses to budge, another superannuated Democrat on the Supreme Court playing chicken with the Grim Reaper
As California, America’s most populous state and the world’s seventh-largest economy, is repeatedly overruled by radical Republican judges (and on the front lines of the climate crisis which Republicans have enabled), its governor is an airhead distracted by and bungling a recall election, and one of its US senators is in advanced stages of dementia.
White House today: “Ketchup on the news. According to the Farm Bureau, the cost of a 4th of July BBQ is down from last year.” https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1410709115333234691
National/Ohio Democratic establishment has resorted to wheeling Marcia Fudge’s ancient mother in front of a camera to endorse Shontel Brown
New York City mayor urges citizens to reduce electricity use "IMMEDIATELY" to avoid blackouts.
PunchbowlNews
NY mayoral election: “This is the most botched election results reporting by an official agency I’ve ever seen in the U.S.,” Dave Wasserman of the Cook Political Report wrote.
Punchbowl reports McCarthy threatens Republicans who'd accept appointment via Pelosi https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1410549330457595904
Trump counterpart Bolsonaro, on course for powerful election defeat, says he won't hand over Brazil’s presidency if there is vote fraud http://reut.rs/3hbtuK9
Meanwhile, people are running around grinning about throwing their money at Charles Booker so he can lose a Senate election by double digits in Kentucky next year
Even one of the smarter people I know, Leesa, won’t stop promoting (with the Lincoln Project) wasteful fantasy campaigns against Republican incumbents in R+50 districts

I still have some difficulty believing that America let a would-be-strongman take power, then got a do-over solely because he happened to be a dingdong, and will now just debate infrastructure budgets while he or someone else works on a better attempt.

Putin boasts that he could have sunk a British warship and nothing would have happened. Xi Jinping says he'll take Taiwan, an independent nation, when he wants. Testing the waters for a response. 

grifter attorney John Pierce has convinced a slew of defendants, including members of all the militias, that he can successfully argue they were authorized and carrying out Trump's Insurrection Act plan https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1410994108697612295
In total, a sea of defendants claim they can’t be held accountable for their crimes because Donald Trump invited or ordered them to commit the crimes https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/02/27/beryl-howell-takes-an-early-swipe-at-the-trump-nuremberg-defense-and-other-detention-standards/

“Here's a thread on that must-watch NYT video on Jan 6. If you haven't watched the video, it's the single best overview of what happened that day.” It… doesn’t introduce any significant news to me. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1411013325698252802

July 2, 2021
The Gulf of Mexico is literally on fire because a pipeline ruptured https://twitter.com/blkahn/status/1411073985765314560
The Supreme Court agreed to toss a lower court's order compelling DOJ to hand over Mueller grand jury info to lawmakers, after House and Biden DOJ lawyers said the case was moot. House lawyer Doug Letter said "the Trump administration succeeded in running out the clock."
Indivisible: “One week closer to the deadline and you all are crushing it!” Oh okay, well, glad that’s sorted, I’m off the pub ta.
Republican US Senator: “Yesterday I got an Act-Blue backed racial left opponent”
Putin's propaganda network RT is proudly showcasing two of their latest hires: Dennis Miller and William Shatner.

It’s likely the most important cybersecurity event of the year. https://www.lawfareblog.com/kaseya-ransomware-attack-really-big-deal
John Hammond, senior security researcher at Huntress Labs, on the Kaseya breach: ~200 companies that use Kaseya's tech had their networks encrypted by REvil (think of this as SolarWinds but with ransomware). "This is a colossal and devastating supply chain attack." https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-03/number-of-victims-continues-to-grow-in-massive-ransomware-attack 
ransomware payments shouldn't be tax deductible—but they are

The Moorish Sovereign movement is a rapidly growing group of people who believe that they belong to a sovereign nation that has a treaty with the US but otherwise operates outside of the federal and state laws. https://twitter.com/jjmacnab/status/1411408875178192899

July 3, 2021
Biden will travel to Traverse City, Michigan, on Saturday as the White House looks to use the July 4 holiday to mark progress in the fight against Covid-19. The White House's theme for the holiday weekend is “America’s Back Together."
Last July 3, the president said, "Our nation is witnessing a merciless campaign to wipe out our history, defame our heroes, erase our values and indoctrinate our children" [most of which was and is true except Trump was in support of it all]. This July 3, the president went to a cherry market in Michigan and got some cherry ice cream too. https://twitter.com/bwolpe/status/1411491976172642304
Saturday morning in Wakefield, Massachusetts. According to local police: "during a motor vehicle stop, several heavily armed men claiming to be from a group that does not recognize our laws exited their vehicles and fled into the woodline" near Interstate Highway 95. https://abcnews.go.com/US/massachusetts-police-responding-group-heavily-armed-men-claiming/story?id=78647486
On this day in 1917, white supremacists burned East St. Louis to the ground and murdered hundreds of Black people—and the quote tweets are full of people confirming “I grew up 10 miles away and only heard about this now” https://twitter.com/eyefeelstabby/status/1411565507124338689

With more migrants being detained at the borders, centers run by ICE are seeing a rise in infections. Few detainees are vaccinated.

"the sheer number of GOP candidates promoting his election falsehoods will put anti-democratic forces in place at multiple levels of government with the power to thwart the will of the voters in future elections." https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1412169824956977154

July 4, 2021
Texas Republican Party chairman launches campaign to primary Texas’s right-wing Republican governor from the right
Kremlin-sponsored TV is feeling bad for Trump: "Every person living in America knows that Donald Trump badly needs the money." They cite daily texts asking for donations: "Send whatever you can!"  Russian state TV helpfully showcases the website where such donations can be made. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1411804109959802882
This is the journalism I pay for: "fiery support for Trump at a Trump rally" gfg https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jul/04/the-new-circus-comes-to-town-fiery-support-for-donald-trump-at-rain-soaked-florida-rally

A hospital in Springfield, Missouri, ran out of ventilators for its patients over the Fourth of July weekend. The state’s vaccination rate is 7-8 percentage points lower than the national average and they’re dealing with a surge in cases. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1412523485738541059

There were 14 mass shootings this weekend. At least 150 people killed from gun violence, and it's barely a blip in the news cycle. https://twitter.com/RBReich/status/1412892936883347466

"Job creation alone will not restore faith in democracy" https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/job-creation-alone-will-not-restore-faith-in-democracy-1.4612253

July 5, 2021
The entire first year medical school class at the College of Medicine in Phoenix has been exposed to COVID19. They have all received an email telling them this. The email only  “suggests” masking and vaccine because their university has been banned from public health measures. https://twitter.com/KelliButlerAZ/status/1412409566017511432
Minneapolis police killed the uncle of Darnella Frazier Monday night. Frazier is the woman who filmed the murder of George Floyd and would be awarded an honorary Pulitzer. Leneal Lamont Frazier was struck by a MPD cruiser during a high speed chase he was not involved in. https://twitter.com/travisakers/status/1412625182305533952

July 7, 2021
Trump announced he would be suing key figures at Google, Facebook, and Twitter for alleged censorship, gathering 1.4 million engagements from the public with over 1,000 articles written about the topic. https://twitter.com/NewsWhip/status/1413140209386999822
Observers reported yesterday that they are no longer allowed on the counting floor. As the Cyber Ninjas' partisan fraudit drags on, observers won't be able to see exactly what is happening to Maricopa voters' ballots. https://twitter.com/SecretaryHobbs/status/1413215114342277121

A balance has [since being artificially engineered in the 19th century] existed between Chicago’s two great bodies of water, Lake Michigan and the Chicago River. And the changing climate is upending that balance on both ends, putting the city at risk of both surging and falling water levels.

July 8, 2021
Joe Biden appoints Mike DeWine, quite possibly the most corrupt current governor in the US, to co-chair the president’s Council of Governors https://twitter.com/Brandi_Buchman/status/1413237726527344644
NYC subway station flooded https://twitter.com/PaulleeWR/status/1413234413337563138
“Please be safe and don’t go out unless absolutely necessary.” https://twitter.com/nataliesurely/status/1413506734300172294

Hearing aids seem to emerge again and again as one of the only above-reproach objects of advocacy left in American politics. I bet if you had predicted, at a rock concert c. 1971, that such would be the case 50 years later you'd have had no difficulty being believed. https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1413557713334845448

Coal miners fight tenaciously for jobs which are not only endangering life on Earth but where the bosses literally, personally, try to kill them https://twitter.com/GrimKim/status/1413515111218565122

The view from Arab, Alabama, where most people told Time reporter that their local-boy insurrectionist was a patriot. “Everyone has the right to stand up for what they believe.“ "It could easily have been me. It could easily be any of us.” “I quite frankly believe him to be an American hero." https://twitter.com/VeraMBergen/status/1413527351439335429

July 9, 2021
The world just recorded its official 4 millionth death from COVID-19. The actual death count could be as much as double.
COVID test positivity is now up to 10% in Las Vegas. Delta & lambda are present. Only half the people are vaccinated & travelers come & return from all over within the incubation period. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1413673042178281478
Garland’s DOJ is starting to sound like Emily Murphy with seeded media stories trying to frame the duties of office as an awful no-win situation https://twitter.com/ktbenner/status/1413532743942688768

Enormous Antarctic lake disappears in three days, dumps 26 billion cubic feet water into ocean

In counties where COVID-19 rates are currently the highest, there is a direct correlation to the fact that the vast majority of residents are unvaccinated. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/why-the-delta-variant-is-causing-an-explosion-of-cases-among-the-unvaccinated
Trump is sending out fundraising mailers claiming people are dying from vaccines per Frank Luntz https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1414640342574387201
CPAC 2021 was a veritable anti-vaccine orgy. 
A new vaccine conspiracy theory going around in pro-Trump/QAnon circles claims that the President of Haiti was assassinated because he refused to accept the COVID19 vaccine and wasn’t cooperating with WHO. They say he was assassinated to force the vaccine on Haitians. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1414340799383445508
idea that the Biden admin is sending people door-to-door as part of a plot to take people’s guns away in order to force-vaccinate them is a big talking point on the right, and it’s leading to actual threats to shoot the people who are doing door-to-door vaccine outreach. Both Jim Jordan and Madison Cawthorn have endorsed this talking point, so it’s not just confined to social media chatter. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1413661398484361222

July 10, 2021
Firenado, Polar Vortex, Heat Dome; we’re fucking doomed https://nypost.com/2021/07/10/california-wildfire-spawns-firenado-that-can-be-seen-on-radar/

At CPAC this weekend, Oath Keepers and Proud Boys, i.e. terrorist groups https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1413895850171015168

July 11, 2021
Top headlines this morning: 1) West braces for another record-breaking heat wave, bringing with it fire, death, and ecological collapse, 2) Billionaire launches self into space, beating other billionaire by about a week
Today is forecast to have the hottest temperature ever reliably recorded on planet Earth.
Trump trying to incite more violence: "I've heard also that it was the head of security for a certain high official [who shot Ashli Babbitt]. A Democrat. It's gonna come out."
Trump and Republicans also promote a baseless narrative that a Black officer killed Babbitt https://talkingpointsmemo.com/muckraker/the-deeply-racist-dimensions-to-ashli-babbitts-martyrdom
Russians started this narrative shortly after the January 6 putsch https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1410308064364933122
Trump on Jan. 6 insurrection: 'These were great people' The former president described the participants as loving and patriotic, and said Democrats could be blamed for any violence. (Politico just repeats the Trump message verbatim) https://twitter.com/prchovanec/status/1414306489993469956
A Denver hotel housekeeper reported finding weapons in a hotel room near Coors Field: 16 long guns, body armor and 1,000+ rounds of ammo. Four have been arrested.

Earth's atmosphere is retaining heat twice as fast as it did just 15 years ago… Newsmax host suggests vaccines are “against nature,” and some diseases are “supposed to wipe out a certain amount of people” … It feels like nature is trying to exterminate the human race before the human race exterminates nature

A viral Twitter thread defends the Capitol Insurrection and blames Democrats https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/07/12/viral-twitter-thread-that-explains-right-wing-conspiracy-theorizing-if-only-inadvertently/

Top Democrats still won’t stop reinforcing the concept of “bipartisanship”

July 12, 2021
Shatner's show premieres today on the Russian state TV network, RT. I kid you not, the first episode is entitled "The Truth Behind Why We Lie."
Putin is now stating falsely and bluntly in public what he used to say only in private -- "Russians and Ukrainians are one nation."
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/bc-wildfires-july-12-2021-1.6098981

Conservatives obstruct everything in US Congress. Democratic legislators are now planning to sabotage a special session in Texas. This is Obstructocracy.

I can’t even follow most of these rabbit-holes people are going into over the Steele Dossier (still) and FBI radios and what all the fuck else

July 13, 2021
Banana Republic(an) failed state
Fitch Ratings warned on Tuesday that America could lose its perfect credit rating due in part to the ongoing assault on democracy and worsening political polarization. https://twitter.com/holmescnn/status/1415069230739955712
Biden talked about voting rights in a big speech—but didn’t articulate a plan for moving past the biggest impediment to restoring voting rights: the Senate filibuster.  https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/what-biden-s-speech-defending-voting-rights-was-missing-n1273990
Same day, Biden names Arizona Republican Jeff Flake as his ambassador pick for Turkey
Tennessee Department of Health halts all vaccine outreach to kids – not just for COVID-19, but all diseases – amid pressure from GOP. Staff ordered to remove the agency logo from any documents providing vaccine info to the public, per internal dox. https://twitter.com/BrettKelman/status/1415023788777934850
Physician head of Tennessee vaccine program fired because she was promoting vaccination. Tennessee has only 38% fully vaccinated. Now with fastest growing outbreak in USA (400% increase over 2 weeks).  https://twitter.com/thehowie/status/1414957115635081219
“Vaccination rates are up, which means global travel is coming back.” https://twitter.com/RepKClark/status/1414943245210112010

People working minimum wage jobs full-time cannot afford a two-bedroom apartment in any state in the country…In 93% of U.S. counties, the same workers can't afford a modest one-bedroom. https://apple.news/ATjJjvijxRWiUwlu-oM0nrQ

Powerful Democrats are lighting fortunes on fire, in a special election for a 13-month term in a basically irrelevant US House, just to smear a coalition-oriented Nina Turner campaign and alienate much of their own party (as usual, establishment Democrats are vicious hardball when it comes to bashing their own party’s left flank, even while rejecting any responses in kind to Republican hardball); NARAL national pushes forward a reorganization plan from which most state affiliates promptly bail out and go rogue; Congressional inaction continues. Dems in so much fucking array.

July 14, 2021
wealth inequality is worse in the US today than it was in France leading up to the revolution. https://twitter.com/westonpagano/status/1415339108550037512
In the midst of a climate crisis, a CBS White House reporter is spending her time bashing not fossil fuels, but... the 4% of people riding bikes
“The business community speaks on voting rights legislation,” i.e. more PR puffery which Republicans know that they can ignore https://twitter.com/mcpli/status/1415420426063421443

The US is running more than 30,000 radio ads a month in Central America to deter migration https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1415467435935797249

Jusuf Nurkic tried to buy unused COVID-19 vaccines for the entire country of Bosnia and Herzegovina. "I tried to buy it for the whole country. I figured out the money, the plan and everything. But we still can't do it. Even if we find vaccines, I guess United States laws say that until the American people are vaccinated, you can't sell it. So, I don't know what else to do.” https://www.espn.com/nba/insider/story/_/id/31814508/how-nba-navigated-two-unprecedented-seasons

the Sierra snowbank — a key source of water in the U.S. West — is “short on funds.” https://go.nasa.gov/3emsAIN
“Visited the East side last week and can confirm, there's barely any snow left. Reservoirs are scary low. We are in deep trouble!” https://twitter.com/david_lindecke/status/1415687779996950534
In the other hemisphere, No snow on the top of the mountains which should be covered in winter. https://twitter.com/QuicoGalante/status/1415866148025950208

July 15, 2021
Rep. Joyce Beatty was detained by Capitol police Thursday after she marched to a Senate office building to push for voting rights legislation https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/07/15/rep-joyce-beatty-detained-capitol-police-voting-rights-demonstration/7983938002/
“It was very close.”  --Professor Timothy Snyder’s response when asked how close to the brink America’s democracy was after the 2020 election and January 6th insurrection. He also says Trump tried a coup attempt and failed, setting a precedent so “someone else can try again.” (CNN chyron: “Schumer dismisses concerns of bipartisan collapse.”) https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1415728526012022789
Schumer says pot is a priority https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/07/16/schumer-says-federal-marijuana-legalization-expungement-is-senate-priority
Justice Stephen Breyer has not decided when he will retire and is especially gratified with his new role as the senior liberal on the bench http://cnn.it/3elEKlv
The Guardian publishes alleged “leaked Kremlin document” supposedly “revealing” that Russia’s government plotted to place Trump in power in order to inflict deep, lasting damage on American society. Document may be fake, who knows, but the “secret plot” has been plain as day obvious for years. The-truth-is-out-there culture has now helped create a new antihoax to gaslight people into believing that a reality which already obvious was just fiction https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/15/kremlin-papers-appear-to-show-putins-plot-to-put-trump-in-white-house
American Airlines, other companies resume donations to Republicans who objected to election results https://wapo.st/3raJteW
It may seem a wonky piece of trivia that a man named Michael Brown withdrew his nomination last week to be the Pentagon’s acquisitions chief. But in fact, it’s a national security disaster, a retreat from a promise of major reform in the way the U.S. military buys weapons, a process currently controlled by one of Washington’s most sclerotic bureaucracies.  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/07/weapons-acquisition-pentagon-nomination.html
Today the U.S. Surgeon General classified misinformation as a public health danger.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1415762275374305281
A person familiar with meetings between Facebook and the WH described them as “tense.”  Major issue for WH is the amount of information Facebook is *not* sharing about who is seeing vaccine misinformation. https://twitter.com/donie/status/1415780199304732676

Candace Owens and other pro-Trump media figures have told their fans to pay $500 for the Freedom Phone, billed as the "best phone in the world." In reality, it's a budget Chinese phone that sells elsewhere for a fraction of that price. https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1415803864318631943

The “Fugitive Texas Legislators” is increasingly being used as a fundraising pitch. Cmon Man.

Texas has the highest COVID positivity rate and case count in the nation. Hospitalizations are up 75% since late June.
LA bringing back their indoor mask requirement. Yankees game postponed due to positive tests. Hospitals building tents to treat overflow patients.

Senate Democrats are united behind ambitious legislation this summer (it isn’t democracy)

July 16, 2021
In most countries, the greatest threat are variants & the lack of vaccines. In the US it’s different. Very different. We have vaccines but people won’t take them because of disinformation. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1416172634878877698
For the first time since early January, Covid-19 cases are rising in all 50 states, according to a CNN analysis of data from Johns Hopkins University.
5 suicides in 6 days in Texas prisons. Most Texas prisons do not have air-conditioning. Temperatures reach 150 degrees, and the human body can literally not cool itself. https://twitter.com/JoaquinCastrotx/status/1416124657250537479
The Arizona Fraudit chief said it might be a 74,000-ballot clerical error. Trump seized on the claim to again claim mega-fraud. It is neither an error nor fraud, as Garrett Archer has conclusively shown.  https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/18/politics/fact-check-maricopa-audit-arizona-cyber-ninjas-74000/index.html
The Arizona Fraudit is not going to reach any kind of conclusion, it’s just a factory for nonsense claims in support of stolen-election mythmaking, exactly as predicted https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/07/trump-declares-victory-arizona-audit-debunked.html

Dozens of people have died and hundreds are missing after flooding in Western Europe. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/16/climate-scientists-shocked-by-scale-of-floods-in-germany

At least 70 large wildfires burning in US west as fears mount over conditions https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jul/17/us-west-wildfires-bootleg-fire-oregon

the zero-Covid strategy worked well at preventing deaths in Australia in 2020 while the world was scrambling to develop a vaccine; the path back to normal this year has been hamstrung by a collection of policy failures and political decisions. Under siege from the Delta variant, Fortress Australia is collapsing. https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/jul/17/the-delta-variant-has-shown-fortress-australia-to-be-a-house-of-cards-due-to-the-coalitions-vaccine-stroll-out

Hundreds of millions of people around the world have been vaccinated. Tens of thousands of them were followed for months in clinical trials. And F.D.A. officials have repeatedly urged other Americans to get vaccinated. “In the history of medicine, few if any biologics (vaccines, antibodies, molecules) have had their safety and efficacy scrutinized to this degree,” Dr. Eric Topol of Scripps Research wrote in The NY Times. Yet the agency still has not given formal approval to those same vaccines.

At this point no one is addressing what faces us with… multiple major rolling disasters, including COVID. Test/trace/isolate was never more than partly tried and that didn’t work. “Flatten the curve” is not a longterm answer. Vaccines aren’t going to get us to herd immunity when people just won’t take them. An extended worldwide universal lockdown is not going to happen. What does this leave? What is the “covid endgame”

“we’ll just normalize dying from covid like we’ve normalized dying from poverty, gun violence, police shootings, lack of housing, suicide, opioids, lack of access to medical care etc” https://twitter.com/karlhess/status/1416191230879297536

July 17, 2021
waaaaaah panic panic panic panic panic whatever dont care at this point tbh: More than 1,000 Israelis test positive for COVID; PM Bennett: Vaccine ‘significantly less’ effective against the Delta variant
Two Florida police officers charged in new Proud Boys indictment in Capitol riot. The charges bring the number of off-duty law enforcement officers charged in the Capitol insurrection to at least 20. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1416414343130910720
Joe Manchin goes to Texas to reassure his petro-oligarch owners

“I do not want this to be a column arguing for despair,” Ezra Klein of Times Opinion recently wrote. “But to the immediate question — how to force the political system to do enough, fast enough, to avert mass suffering — I don’t know the answer, or even if there is an answer.”

In continuity from the Trump to Biden administrations, the Justice Dept is pushing for a 50-year bar to release of grand jury material - a rule which, if adopted by the courts, would keep Mueller-Trump records secret until 2069 https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/1417467460387753985

July 18, 2021
U.S. Senator Sheldon Whitehouse: “I am still waiting for a sign the FBI is investigating anyone not in the building — funders, organizers, conspirators, aiders and abetters.” https://twitter.com/SenWhitehouse/status/1416769675011166208
Trump now bundling "don't trust the admin enough to get vaccinated" with the election fraud lies https://twitter.com/dpakman/status/1416889748296282115

Trump is going on three weeks of insisting the Jan 6 insurrection was a righteous act and that charges need to be dropped against everyone involved. To date, no journalists with access are pressing any congressional Republicans for a response.
As one White House reporter told Julia Ioffe, “Trump has been good for many journalists professionally, myself included.” https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1413540715968311299

covid19 cases in Arizona are moving towards an exponential growth curve. https://twitter.com/Garrett_Archer/status/1417163805243547671

Democrats are seemingly trying to put things in “the reconciliation bill” which they know full well are not allowable, under the ridiculous rules of this ridiculous kludge, then acting surprised when the Senate Parliamentarian says they are not allowed https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1417217352521981953

July 19, 2021
The Dow Jones dropped 800 points in one day over COVID fears.  https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-07-19-2021-11626680342
Rand Paul accuses Fauci of lying to Congress and funding Chinese labs. Fauci tells him “you do not know what you’re talking about” and accuses Paul of “propagating a lie”. You could hear them from outside of the hearing room with the doors closed. https://twitter.com/JulieNBCNews/status/1417501103797805063

The Biden administration has missed a deadline by more than a month to impose legally required sanctions on Russia for the poisoning of opposition activist Alexey Navalny https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1417542651876941825

The way Biden/Garland DOJ treated the Trump White House as a black box in indictment of Tom Barrack suggests significant deference to things Trump did while President. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/07/21/the-big-boss-directing-tom-barracks-actions/
if you were ever officially a part of the Trump administration, you're probably okay. The DOJ is too afraid to open up the can of worms it would take to prosecute you. https://twitter.com/TheViewFromLL2/status/1417568765756252174
Garland, himself, suggesting he's not inclined to direct a comprehensive review of Trump-era abuses, ostensibly to avoid further politicization of the Department’s work and to be “fair to the current employees”  https://www.justsecurity.org/77454/restoring-justice-to-doj/

July 20, 2021
ABC’s Good Morning America and CBS This Morning aired more Bezos coverage, today, than they did on climate change in all of 2020 https://twitter.com/EvlondoCooper/status/1417603059652259840

the 120 degree Fahrenheit temperatures brought on by the heatwave in the Pacific Northwest in June were more in line with what researchers had imagined would occur later this century.
“Five powerful heat domes” [what even is this] are spreading over the northern hemisphere as dozens of countries continue to record their highest temperatures ever observed including Northern Ireland;  Heat causing work injury crisis; 13 dead and 100,000 displaced as heaviest rains in 1,000 years hit central China; Thousands of wells could go dry in California as most of the state experiences extreme drought … US Congress preparing to go on recess while the president jets to Ohio to pitch Bidenomics to racist deadenders, again
Top US scientist on melting glaciers: ‘I’ve gone from being an ecologist to a coroner’ https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/21/climate-crisis-glacier-diana-six-ecologist
How can people go on popping out children

This is why we’re doomed. Alabama doctor says this about her Covid patients, some of whom are dying: “One of the last things they do before they’re intubated is beg me for the vaccine. I hold their hand and tell them that I’m sorry, but it’s too late.” https://www.al.com/news/2021/07/im-sorry-but-its-too-late-alabama-doctor-on-treating-unvaccinated-dying-covid-patients.html

Alleged: The father of a Stoneman Douglas school shooting survivor is so loyal to QAnon that he thinks his OWN CHILD is part of a false-flag operation.https://www.reddit.com/r/QAnonCasualties/comments/onq9ig/i_survived_the_stoneman_douglas_school_shooting/

current data aligns well with the 1970s analysis that showed economic growth could end at the end of this current decade and collapse come about 10 years later (in worst case scenarios). https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/25/gaya-herrington-mit-study-the-limits-to-growth

It feels at this point like Sauron has The One Ring, and we’re going on with a halfhearted, deteriorating and inevitably losing rearguard struggle, because no one can think of anything else to do

July 21, 2021
Republican elites attempt sudden, much-remarked volte-face on vaccines… https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1418030537772396544
…but e.g. nearly half of House Republicans won't even say publicly whether they are vaccinated against Covid-19 https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1418272945244360714
Six months since we dislodged Trump from office, and amoral disgusting-pig social media tycoons have done more to impose consequences for Trump's abuses than any public institution has. 
Indivisible email subject: “1 call = 1 sticker” fml (In fairness, Leah Greenberg is also getting arrested protesting)

July 22, 2021
In private calls with voting rights groups and civil rights leaders, White House officials and close allies of the president have expressed confidence that it is possible to “out-organize voter suppression,” according to multiple people familiar with the conversations. NYT / FML
Akamai Edge DNS is down, which is why lots of websites and services are failing https://twitter.com/GossiTheDog/status/1418244159182413825
DC Reporters can't distinguish between supporters of one or another party (seemingly even Liz Cheney is now a Democrat), or between supporters and opponents of democracy  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1418108252945063942

CIA inspector general is carrying out a review into the agency’s handling of officers sickened by Havana Syndrome and CIA Director has overhauled leadership team responsible for the matter. Meanwhile, more cases reported in Africa. https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/23/politics/havana-syndrome-cia-inspector-general/index.html

America ranks fourth in the world with most orphaned children by COVID https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article252921513.html

July 23, 2021
More COVID cases reported in US today than one year ago https://twitter.com/katieporteroc/status/1418964461302517763
The rate of new infections is about twice as high in red counties as blue counties https://wapo.st/3710Wxb

currently all north-south rail traffic between California and Oregon/Washington has been disrupted by wildfires. https://twitter.com/timblor/status/1419830511925559296

July 26, 2021
NYT's politics guy says that whether you do anything after a terrorist attack targeting the Capitol is not “a policy issue.” https://twitter.com/jmartNYT/status/1419681441668075527

Police all over America are regularly asking Shotspotter, the AI-powered microphones that "detect gunshots" to fabricate gunshots from thin air for court proceedings, according to court records we obtained. https://www.vice.com/en/article/qj8xbq/police-are-telling-shotspotter-to-alter-evidence-from-gunshot-detecting-ai

“Dems hold 7 point lead on generic ballot, in new poll from GOP firm Echelon Insights. Consistent with analysis that Rs can win House on redistricting…”
"Republicans could pick up anywhere from six to 13 seats in the House of Representatives—enough to retake the House in 2022—through its control of the redistricting process in Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, and Texas alone" https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2021/07/gop-could-retake-the-house-in-2022-just-by-gerrymandering-four-southern-states/

July 27, 2021
Capitol Insurrection hearings begin with farce: elites crying because of a crude attempt to mug democracy, head-on, while Republicans carry out a procedural coup from the sides that isn’t on the agenda for discussion https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1420066084414271495
Republicans react in real time to police officer testimony in January 6 hearings: "cowards”, "a whiney little Stasi”,  "crisis actor" https://twitter.com/alanfeuer/status/1420052256817352712
Russian state TV coverage of the Capitol insurrection hearings mirrors the GOP's talking points, mocks Capitol officers and injects a huge dose of racism.  https://www.thedailybeast.com/kremlin-state-tv-host-mocks-black-jan-6-cop-harry-dunn-in-n-word-fueled-rant?ref=author
“[DOJ] move greenlights potentially damning testimony from aides close to Trump ..." ayfkm?
The CDC will recommend that some vaccinated people resume wearing masks indoors under certain circumstances, in a sharp turnabout from the agency’s position since May. No one really noticed this. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/28/cdc-director-new-mask-guidance-vaccinated-spreading-delta-variant
Instead of clearly articulating the problem which is 80 million adults have chosen not to get vaccinated and they are largely also unmasked, CDC suggests that the problem is rare transmission from vaxed to unvaxed people. https://twitter.com/JReinerMD/status/1420102321359446023
House Republicans pull out of another key select committee in a sign of being a bunch of hollow saboteurs who have been incapable of even attempting to govern for at least 15 years https://cnn.it/2TI7OMS
WHCA is reimposing its mask requirement for all indoor spaces at the White House. "With a 7-day moving average of 52 cases per 100,000 as of this afternoon, the CDC website now indicates that the District of Columbia is an area of 'substantial' spread." https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1420128747190108179
Georgia Republicans have taken the first step on their freshly blazed path toward a possible takeover of Fulton County’s elections. A letter obtained by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution shows two dozen state senators support a performance review of Fulton elections chief Richard Barron. The letter was written Tuesday, the very same day a front-page AJC story examined the prospect of a takeover of elections in Fulton, home to a tenth of all Georgians. https://www.ajc.com/news/atlanta-news/georgia-republicans-take-first-step-to-fulton-elections-takeover/MQ7CABNYFZBINMLPRCAFJE7HAM/

DOJ Tax Division still has no permanent assistant attorney general six months into Biden's presidency and no nominee https://twitter.com/revolvingdoorDC/status/1420121364200054791

Elizabeth Fowler—a former J&J exec who helped write Bush's Medicare "reform" law (which banned Medicare from negotiating drug prices) and Max Baucus' version of the ACA, which gutted the public option—has been hired by Biden to be the Deputy Administrator of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services.  https://twitter.com/merryvishmas/status/1420419697607168000

Lake Charles, LA has had 4 federally declared natural disasters in the past year, & the largest outmigration in the country in 2020. Neighborhoods are being paid to leave. https://prospect.org/environment/here-comes-the-rain-again-lake-charles-louisiana/

Democrats are trying out a new midterm strategy — blame the GOP for voting to defund the police. And the message is coming directly from Speaker Pelosi (who as a reminder is 80 years old) FML

July 28, 2021
Bipartisan infrastructure deal Bipartisan infrastructure deal Bipartisan infrastructure deal
The White House has released a fact sheet including: $25bn for airports, $110 billion of new funds for roads, bridges, and major projects
It concludes with one sentence on how it will be paid for: made-up future economic growth creating more revenue. "....revenue generated from higher economic growth as a result of the investments."
The claim that it will pay for itself is bullshit. The claim that this represents a restoration of “democracy working” it nonsense. This is credit-funded “retail therapy” when we need surgery.
Voting rights, democracy, what’s that?
Even the progressive-alternative message is more “cancel rent and student debt” than it is “save democracy”
Republicans across America are now offering 380 bills to steal votes and rig elections. https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1420470147006013442
Democrats are responding to report that Republicans can easily gerrymander themselves back into a guaranteed House majority by fundraising on it. Even their national redistricting committee email says basically "yes we can out-organize gerrymandering if you donate right now"
Wednesday night, Chris Cuomo of CNN brought on a GOP Tennessee congressman—who spent his time on air arguing in favor of the Big Lie. 
Texas topped 10,000 new COVID-19 cases today, marking the first time since February 9.
USPS union declares opposition to a federal employee vaccine mandate https://twitter.com/APWUnational/status/1420529691048480772

39 Fortune-500 companies have paid ZERO federal income taxes since the Trump-GOP tax law was passed. (Rob Portman, one of the key authors of that tax giveaway, is now one of the key authors of DINOs’ precious “bipartisan infrastructure” fraud.)

During the week after the 1/6 putsch, 80 percent of Republicans said they opposed it, according to a Washington Post poll. By the summer, many attitudes had changed. More than half of Trump voters described the events of Jan. 6 as “patriotism” and “defending freedom,” according to a CBS News/YouGov poll in July. (NY Times email)

House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol appears to have decided to keep David Buckley on as staff director despite a recently reported and substantiated complaint that Buckley retaliated against a whistleblower while leading the CIA’s inspector general office.  https://www.pogo.org/press/release/2021/the-january-6-select-committee-must-remove-david-buckley-as-staff-director/

The Biden administration has yet to fulfill its campaign promise to end the use of private prisons nationally in immigration detention, which accounts for 81 percent of ICE’s system.

July 29, 2021
The coup has taken place, past tense: “Biden would have ‘strongly supported’ CDC decision to extend eviction moratorium, ‘Supreme Court has made clear that this option is no longer available,’ Biden is calling on Congress to extend moratorium” https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1420760578692321286
America is now Iran, where an unelected, unaccountable Supreme Council makes the rules for everyone else.
“If we don’t pass S.1 before the Senate goes on recess, its crucial election-protecting and voter-enfranchising provisions won’t be in place before the 2022 election”
If “Hot Call Summer” was going to work it would have by now
hearing in DC on TX voter suppression; almost no coverage https://twitter.com/TheArcofTexas/status/1420785749683752960
VP will spend today talking about “their plans on how we can get #MainStreet #BackOnTrack”
Other Dems crowing about GDP
FML
No 2020 American Community Survey (ACS) this year  Response rates plunged to 71% and Census is not confident in the data. They'll release "experimental" products in Nov with heavy weights to adjust
Today I can't decide whether to be indignant at Senate oligarchs for demanding a Republican version of infrastructure legislation, or for enabling Republicans' assault on democracy to continue unimpeded. Right now it's just kind of canceling out.
President Biden announces federal workers must be vaccinated or tested at least weekly. Except, once again, no proof of vaccination required. Employees will "attest" to their status. https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1420848486405316618
Turning the insurrectionists into victims and martyrs was the intent of a publicity stunt by Greene, Gaetz, and other far-right Congress members on Thursday, when they turned up at the D.C. Corrections Center demanding to be allowed inside to see the Jan. 6 prisoners https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2021/7/29/2042815/--Bloody-shirt-gaslighting-hits-fruition-as-Republicans-valorize-insurrectionists-attack-accusers
I am just so tired of living in a society where the list of awful shit which we just have to live with grows longer and longer. Mass shootings, record inequality, dysfunctional government, unfair political system, extreme weather, pandemic, “heat domes,” etc., etc.

Media Matters’ Eric Kleefeld recently assembled a nearly comprehensive rundown of the many ways that right-wing media have gone all-in on gaslighting the public about what happened on Jan. 6, as well as their culpability for spreading the very same disinformation about the election beforehand (as well as afterwards) that was the fuel for the insurrection itself. https://www.mediamatters.org/january-6-insurrection/right-wing-media-have-waged-full-scale-campaign-cover-events-january-6

Delta is a new disease. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1421196442383777797
Houston’s Texas Children’s Hospital has seen a disconcerting uptick in the number of sick kids affected by Delta in recent weeks. Some kids hospitalized with the coronavirus have landed in intensive care. Some have even been placed on ventilators.
“Herd immunity is not relevant as we are seeing plenty of evidence of repeat and breakthrough infections.” – epidemiologist Jeffrey Shaman, interpreting newest CDC data https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1420915118993465346
It would require almost full vaccination levels.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1421196452584247296

July 30, 2021
Eviction moratorium about to end; Congress shrugs. Hoyer asks for unanimous consent on eviction moratorium extension. There's an objection. They adjourn. That's it https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1421234538366259211
Bye-bye democracy
Mark Meadows from Bedminster: “We met with some of our Cabinet members tonight .. I can tell you this. We wouldn’t be meeting tonight if we weren’t making plans to move forward in a real way.” https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1421325579794718724
News dump: The Russian hackers behind the massive SolarWinds cyberespionage campaign broke into the email accounts some of the most prominent federal prosecutors’ offices around the country last year, the Justice Department said Friday. https://apnews.com/article/technology-europe-russia-election-2020-5486323e455277b39cd3283d70a7fd64

Oklahoma Republican Party: requiring vaccination is equivalent to The Holocaust https://twitter.com/quilterRN/status/1421548335853293569

July 31, 2021
Where is “civil rights hero” Jim Clyburn today? Rallying pressure campaigns to overcome Senate obstruction and protect voting rights? No, he’s in Cleveland trying to dissuade voters from their choice for a guaranteed-to-Democrats 13-month US House term (triggered by his own bullheaded insistence that Biden give the just-reelected Marcia Fudge a cabinet job which she didn’t even want), because like most of the Dem establishment he is orders of magnitude more exercised about thwarting the left of his own party than about saving the country from fascist oligarchy
Florida reported a record number of COVID cases & 30% of all cases nationally.  So DeSantis decided to pick today to overrule local school boards & outlaw mask mandates in schools.

Florida reports the highest one-day total since the start of the pandemic, accounting for around a fifth of all new cases in the U.S.

'The animals are on fire,' say devastated farmers as wildfires sweep Turkey; 'I've never seen this devastation'

August 1, 2021
NY Times: Already Distorting Jan. 6, G.O.P. Now Concocts Entire Counternarrative. 
In the Republicans’ disinformation campaign, the arrested Capitol rioters are political prisoners and Speaker Nancy Pelosi is to blame for the attack.
McCarthy says "it will be hard not to hit" Nancy Pelosi with gavel if he becomes House speaker, then hides behind the usual “I was joking” lie https://cnn.it/3C41sIX
Guardian headline, ayfkm: Republicans will defend their Caesar but new revelations show Trump’s true threat. Same day, an op-ed: "most damning evidence yet" of Trump crimes. Yet he still has been charged with, nothing.
Under Putin’s Rules, U.S. diplomatic mission in Russia left with a skeleton crew. From 1,200 employees in 2017 down to 120 starting Aug. 1. Some diplomats frustrated Biden isn't issuing more forceful response to these new restrictions

A pattern among outspoken antivaxxers: an actor, with an IMDB profile, has no visible means of income. https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1421937343036985344

August 2, 2021
It’s flailing all the way up to the highest levels: no one knows what they’re doing with covid (mask mandates come in, go out, come back in), Biden admin says can’t extend eviction moratorium but may change mind, delayed and delayed Trump’s taxes but is turning them over now anyway, good grief fml
Two CNN anchors just framed McCarthy threatening to hit Pelosi as Pelosi's fault for calling McCarthy a "moron" and then said it's just a sign of "how bad things are" because they're both to blame for sure https://twitter.com/MattNegrin/status/1422279850182774793
“new academic center at UCI Law that'll help safeguard our country's free and fair elections.” cmonman
Prices on the European gas market hit $517 per 1,000 cubic meters on Monday, 3 times the $170 Gazprom used in January to calculate its 2021 budget. Energy analysts say that Gazprom is forcing up the EU gas price to pressure regulators to commission Nord Stream 2 early. 
Hungarian PM Viktor Orbán's Facebook page shows he met Tucker Carlson today in Budapest.

there will remain a large chunk of people— likely too large— who don’t want to get vaccinated & won’t. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1422368623067230211

People have been going on about for days about another “damning” memo or whatever, “proving” that Trump tried to enact a scheme to overturn the presidential election and hang on to power, FFS

August 3, 2021
Voters in Northeast Ohio support Democratic elites’ preference to 1) reward divisive, corrosive, vicious, toxic negative campaigning and obscene SuperPAC spending; 2) fail upward the county Democratic Party chair who oversaw a decline in Cleveland voter turnout in a 2020 election which generally blew the roof off for voter turnout

the Macon County MO coroner has removed Covid from at least 10 death certificates so far, and says “I do what pleases the family.” https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/missouri-coroner-death-certificate-covid-b1896952.html

August 4, 2021
Republican member of US House suggests shooting vaccinators https://twitter.com/RightWingCope/status/1423088722795454465

August 5, 2021
Census moves up data drop, chopping four days off the vanishing window for federal legislation to head off another decade of election-theft-by-gerrymandering
NC Republican Lt. Gov. Mark Robinson says that any politician who promotes or encourages people to get a covid vaccine should be voted out of office. https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1423303745165692929
For years, Trump has been saying that the FBI tried to take him out. Now, 5 years later, we learn that so many FBIers were trying to take Hillary out that DOJ IG can't figure out who broke the law. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1423287312356577286
the leadership of California's most "progressive" city doubling down on regressive, anti-climate, pro-car public policy https://twitter.com/cafedujord/status/1423392874721251331

In US, 7 states now account for 1/2 of all new cases & more than 1/2 of the new hospitalizations. They are the lowest states in vaccinations. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1423337082668261378
What I take from this article is that there is no real way “out” of covid, in the US https://slate.com/technology/2021/08/delta-variant-covid-masks-vaccines-boosters.html
“there will remain a large chunk of people— likely too large— who don’t want to get vaccinated & won’t.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1422368623067230211

Good fucking grief
Department of Homeland Security said Friday they have observed "an increasing but modest level of activity online" by people who are calling for violence in response to conspiracy theories about election fraud and Trump being reinstated. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/homeland-security-warns-increasing-moderate-threat-violence-trump/story?id=79324751
Some labor unions have also expressed concerns since electric vehicles require fewer workers to assemble than gasoline-powered cars or trucks. FML
This week, USFS chief Moore suspended Managed Wildfire and Prescribed Fire and pushed to suppress all fires quickly—a horrible decision that only exacerbates the wildfire problem. https://twitter.com/pyrogeog/status/1423725749622566918
DeJoy maintains some financial ties to former company as USPS awards it new $120 million contract https://wapo.st/3fEcmeS
21 million Americans believe in “stolen” 2020 presidential election and that "use of force is justified to restore Donald Trump to the presidency"  https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1423712724861734920
In Texas, an 11-month-old with COVID had to be sent to a hospital 150 miles away due to lack of bed space in Houston's pediatric hospitals. https://abc13.co/3lFCMke
Trump is planning a much more respectable coup next time. What his far-right fringe groups are doing now. The Arizona audit is very close to being hauled in front of Congress. 
A Trump judge just gave Brett Kavanaugh a new way to overturn Roe v. Wade. 
The DOJ official who tried to steal the election for Trump has a sweet new gig. 
Why Tucker Carlson is so obsessed with Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán. 

August 6, 2021
Indivisible: we’ve heard from multiple sources that (corporate micro-fiefdom) Delaware's two senators, Tom Carper and Chris Coons, are both holding out on eliminating or even reforming the filibuster, effectively stalling passage of the For the People Act (S. 1).
There was a time when the American citizen accused of inciting terror in the U.S. was Anwar al Awlaki; today the American literally inciting terror threats and scaring the DHS is the former president and de facto leader of one of our two main political parties. https://twitter.com/mehdirhasan/status/1424072401692864513
“Fighting climate change is no longer just about wildlife, it’s about humanity; it’s not just the world we leave our children, it’s about our children’s survival.” https://twitter.com/TWRader/status/1423713402401218561
Elites: “Jobs report jobs report jobs report!” (Me: “Political crisis political crisis political crisis”)
Two of the newly confirmed members of the U.S. Postal Service's Board of Governors spoke out Friday against Postmaster General Louis DeJoy's plan to slow delivery of first-class mail. But the board took no steps to stop or even modify the 10-year plan despite the concerns expressed by the board members and regulators. https://www.npr.org/2021/08/06/1025488630/the-postal-service-presses-forward-with-unpopular-plan-to-slow-some-mail-deliver
WH Chief of Staff spikes the football on Twitter sharing a David Brooks op-ed about how “The Biden Approach is Working (and progressives keep losing primaries)” https://twitter.com/WHCOS/status/1423659310085718019

August 7, 2021
Elite rot: Senate spends the day advancing the “bipartisan infrastructure framework” [i.e. bipartisan oligarchy framework] in a victory for brainworms and corporate power; other elites are memorializing the White House Rose Garden FML
McConnell is giving Republicans the green light to accept this deal because he thinks it makes Sinema and Manchin less likely to support an ambitious reconciliation package (or rules reform). Meanwhile, Biden and Democratic leadership are trying to move this deal because they think it makes Sinema and Manchin more likely to support an ambitious reconciliation package. These two theories cannot both be true. Someone is going to get screwed here. [hm Biden or McConnell, who is more likely to be rolling whom.] (Source: Indivisible email)
Et tu, Rep. Katie Porter: https://twitter.com/katieporteroc/status/1424217725845610498
Announcement: USPS to slow certain mail deliveries starting in October http://hill.cm/wzWQCu9
Republican influencer Carlson at his speech today in Hungary: "Don't tell me" that America "is freer than Hungary, because that is a lie." https://youtu.be/QAbIvhFPG7A
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/07/apocalyptic-scenes-hit-greece-as-athens-besieged-by-fire

Richard Hasen is a legal scholar whose specialty is elections. He thinks a 2024 steal of the election could come about not as the result of a riot, but from the courts accepting the notion that (Republican-controlled) legislatures can simply reject vote counts. https://crooksandliars.com/2021/08/one-expert-scared-shtless-new-gop-election

For the first time since February, the U.S. is averaging more than 100,000 new cases a day. Infections and hospitalizations are increasing rapidly as the highly contagious Delta variant spreads. The outlook is especially dire in the South. Louisiana is leading the nation in an explosion of new cases, and hospitals are overflowing and admitting more young people than before.
“The viral load in Florida is so high right now, there are only two places on the planet where it’s higher… It’s so high in Florida that I think that if Florida were another country, we would have to consider banning travel from Florida to the United States” https://twitter.com/Acyn/status/1424529083325566979

August 8, 2021
Rosen Rosen Rosen Rosen. “This is potentially EXPLOSIVE information for DOJ to pursue if it’s really serious about following the facts wherever they lead . . . rather than protecting Trump at all costs  — and losing all credibility” Uh huh. https://twitter.com/tribelaw/status/1424454132790870016
Sunday media, Rosen is getting effusive praise and apologies. Reminder: Rosen made sure that SDNY couldn't expand its investigation into Rudy's dalliance with known Russian agents in early 2020. He played a key role in undermining investigations against Trump's closest allies. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1424362649110917122
According to Gov. John Bel Edwards, more than 6,000 Louisiana children now have COVID-19. This is an increase of more than 3,000 cases in just four days.

The US is averaging more than 100,000 new Covid cases a day for the first time since February.
“the part where hospitals fill to capacity and people start dying preventable deaths from accidents, heart attacks, etc, simply because they couldn’t get into a hospital in time. It’s happening all over the US” most of a year after vaccines were out  https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1424389462700838924

August 9, 2021
Climate report is 'code red for humanity'
UN report: Global temperatures in about a decade will likely blow past level that world leaders [didn’t but should] have sought to prevent.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/11/no-getting-back-to-normal-climate-breakdown-ipcc-report
There were zero available ICU beds in Mississippi as of early this morning.
Two children’s bodies discovered after man (by his own account) killed his kids over QAnon conspiracy theories and "serpent DNA," fearing they'd become "monsters" https://www.cbsnews.com/news/matthew-taylor-coleman-qanon-kill-kids-california-serpent-dna-conspiracy/
Partisan, political, Trump-appointed hack and Federalist Society member insists Trump’s tax returns stay hidden until at least November. “Another unconscionable delay on what is clear black letter law-- the House gets access, period.” https://twitter.com/NormOrnstein/status/1424848068827045896

August 10, 2021
Emergency climate legislation? Action to restore representative democracy? New COVID measures? Supreme Court confirmation? No, today the Senate is voting for a “Bipartisan Infrastructure Oligarchy Deal,” followed by both elites and gullible plebs celebrating that “the system works” FML
BRAIN WORMS. 46 GOP senators sign letter saying: “We … are letting Senate Democrats and the American public know that we will not vote to increase the debt ceiling, whether that increase comes through a stand-alone bill, a continuing resolution, or any other vehicle”  https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1425442568779800576
Indivisible today: “we believe that with your ongoing support, we will win,” but the Senate is going on recess with nothing done and at all events “this bill won’t be passed before census data is released on Thursday—that data is what states use to draw their congressional maps, and as soon as they get it, they can start the redistricting process.” 
On Tuesday, there were more than 130,000 new cases of the coronavirus reported to the CDC, compared with just 7,385 cases reported on June 21
Real CNBC: “Vaccines are being required for travel—here's how unvaccinated people feel about that” https://cnb.cx/3yCtIQH
In fact, Southwest Airlines, American Airlines, and Delta Air Lines will not require employees to get vaccinated, breaking with United Airlines' mandate that workers get vaccinated by October 25th or face getting fired.
after a school board meeting in Franklin, Tennessee: Parents harassed medical professionals who had spoken in favor of masks in schools. “We know who you are. You can leave freely, but we will find you.” Doctor Meredith Duke: “I could not believe the hate and anger, words can’t explain the situation last night.” https://twitter.com/DukeDoc_atVandy/status/1425466582373916679
MoveOn: “Free ‘Stop Climate Change’ Sticker” … Sign this petition! … Etc.

A 14-year-old boy in CA has been hospitalized with COVID-19 psychosis.

Biden’s team has suggested that we can simply “out-organize” the GOP vote suppression and election subversion. Carper and Coons represent his home state -- a simple call from the President would be enough to remove that obstacle. But rather than use his power to move senators to save our democracy, he’s been laser-focused on using his power to move senators on infrastructure. 

August 11, 2021
Congress went into recess today without passing S. 1 or its anti-gerrymandering provisions. That means that states like Texas, Arizona, Florida, and Georgia will all start drawing maps to gerrymander the GOP into power next year. We can still pass S. 1, but there’s a greater chance now that the courts will uphold some or all of the GOP gerrymandered maps in 2022.
“I share this paralyzing fear… that something awful is going to happen without the kind of personnel that every president needs on post to do the job,” Sen. Chris Murphy warned, Aug. 11, days before the Taliban took Kabul. Ted Cruz has an apparent blanket hold on all State and USAID confirmations—and Democrats allow this.  https://diplomatic.substack.com/p/afghan-crisis-reveals-broken-us-nomination
“Republican member of Congress embracing Jan 6 insurrectionists as victims instead of perpetrators of violent assault against democracy. this is authoritarian extremism within the GOP,” says correspondent for CNN which like most US media will not under any circumstances report on that reality clearly or consistently https://twitter.com/JohnJHarwood/status/1426551997004668929
in MS, they're out of ICU beds, setting up field hospitals in parking garages, and bringing in federal teams of medical staff.  doctors warn of an impending "complete failure" of the hospital system. https://twitter.com/goldengateblond/status/1425631359352008707

“Mounting evidence of Donald Trump's criminal intent under federal and Georgia state law. U.S. Attorney in Georgia testifies: Trump was going to fire him for refusing to back up Trump's false claims (including on call with Raffensperger) of voter fraud.” Whoop de freakin’ doo zzzzzzzzzzz

Just two states — Florida and Texas — account for 40% of Covid hospitalizations across the U.S.

Again: “herd immunity—the point where enough people are immune that outbreaks automatically fizzle out—likely cannot be reached through vaccination alone. Even at the low end of the CDC’s estimated range for Delta’s R0, achieving herd immunity would require vaccinating more than 90 percent of people, which is highly implausible. At the high end, herd immunity is mathematically impossible with the vaccines we have now. This means that the ‘zero COVID’ dream of fully stamping out the virus is a fantasy.” https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/08/delta-has-changed-pandemic-endgame/619726/

The United States (and its) president has terminal Senate Brain. America is in an ongoing crisis of a political system so obsolete and dysfunctional that it's basically dead. What this Guardian article describes, actually, is the Biden administration's cargo cult-y fixation on puppeteering the corpse through feats of gymnastics: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/12/joe-biden-secret-weapon-louisa-terrell-congress

A rotten tree bears rotten fruit: “The reality is that the Taliban made a stronger case with tribal elders and regional leaders than the US-backed government. This is how major cities like Herat and Kandahar fell in hours without significant resistance.” https://twitter.com/RepMeijer/status/1426147787830349837

August 12, 2021
“Gerrymanderers, start your engines”
Census data released; with no national redistricting reform, expect a rapid production of new rigged maps to create “facts on the ground,” close the door on another decade, and line up a Republican House majority to preclude all possibility of a Democratic presidency beyond January 2025.
Marc Elias: “Redistricting begins today, and it will be a months-long battle in state legislatures, independent commissions and the courts”—no, fuck that. Why did we flip the House, Senate and presidency? Fuck this.
MoveOn executive director: we’re spending more than a million dollars for a pressure campaign on senators… to get more-progressive infrastructure spending. FML https://twitter.com/rahnamepting/status/1425912543751507968
‘We are in harm’s way’: Election officials fear for their personal safety amid torrent of false claims about voting https://twitter.com/amandacarpenter/status/1425787706903252992
Census: The fastest-growing big city in the country is Phoenix AZ, which will be uninhabitable within a generation at the rate things are going
ER doctor in Philadelphia said their COVID19 cases have doubled overnight. "If there were an empathy tank that doctors have, it's nearing empty," they said. "We're losing our sense of purpose." https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1425860839760879622
Due to an overwhelming number of COVID19 related calls, San Antonio - the 7th largest city in the US - ran out of ambulances for 26 minutes.
New chairman of the Texas Republican Party spreading lies that masks are a health hazard. https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1425961244658487298 
U.S. asks Taliban, which is sweeping all of Afghanistan, to spare its embassy in coming fight for Kabul 
Biden: “the cost of insulin is outrageous. … my Build Back Better Agenda will lower prescription costs and ensure every American has access to the lifesaving drugs they need”
US Consumer Product Safety Commission Twitter: “You can’t summon the Grand Raccoon to end the heat wave” https://twitter.com/USCPSC/status/1425851118274351107/photo/1

“I'm living something I didn't believe, and people need to know it is real. It is real.” Arkansas hospitals are being overwhelmed by covid patients who are still refusing to get vaccinated. https://twitter.com/HayleyCJones/status/1426205908028203018

The Tampa Bay Times obtained 4 months of emails between Fox News & FL Gov. Ron DeSantis — 1,250 pages of what they describe as a “striking effort by Fox to inflate the Republican’s profile.” Fox News invited him on air 113 times, or nearly once a day. https://www.tampabay.com/news/florida-politics/2021/08/13/inside-fox-news-desantis-is-the-future-of-the-party-and-hes-taking-advantage/

Corrupt Trump appointees continue dismantling the Post Office and I can't even advocate because I focus almost exclusively on trying to save a democracy https://twitter.com/maddow/status/1426248603115433987

“the opinion of the Trumpiest judge is as important for DOJ to win as that of Amy Berman Jackson, for the credibility of the investigation.” [Why do we even call them judges? These are partisan hacks, in black robes, but our culture is braindead.] https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1426167378723942405

August 13, 2021
“We have 0 ICU beds left for children ... Your child will wait for another child to die.” — Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins https://twitter.com/therecount/status/1426229595754442752
Florida toddler accidentally shoots and kills mother while she is on a Zoom work call. And we have to accept this because the dad who left the loaded gun has 2nd amendment rights. https://twitter.com/UROCKlive1/status/1426295387137056770

The Taliban might have seized around 70% of Afghan military equipments — all donated by US

Republicans themselves openly boast that they can win the House via extreme gerrymanders. Rep Ronny Jackson of Texas recently said GOP control of redistricting "alone should get us the majority back.”

NYT: Many leading Republicans are changing their tune on climate change after [lifetimes] of denying it. That doesn’t mean they’re supporting cleaner energy.

August 14, 2021
For the first time on record, precipitation fell as rain — not snow — at the summit of Greenland, roughly two miles above sea level https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/19/weather/greenland-summit-rain-climate-change/index.html
https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1426702954640379904
“Unprovoked brutal assault just now in DTLA on journalists including @TinaDesireeBerg
 by Proud Boy Adam Kiefer, Capitol rioter Tony Moon, and antivaxxer Roman Gilbert from Covina. As usual the LAPD lets it happen.” https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1426661674145050626

This weekend ignites clueless, pointless national shoutfest about Afghanistan falling back to Taliban control almost instantly, and with basically no local resistance, even as US is still completing retreat. 
The government-for-hire which US set up, propped up, and topped up with constant cash, sold out en masse to the new here-with-guns-and-cash player, i.e. The Taliban https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/08/17/there-may-well-have-been-an-intelligence-failure-in-afghanistan/
“Runways are being mobbed and planes can’t land, according to my friend.” https://twitter.com/Elise_Jordan/status/1427212679328976900
people were arriving by the thousands and things were rapidly spiraling out of control, as false rumors spread of flights out for anybody without visas. Several killed inside and outside already. https://twitter.com/mattaikins/status/1427213166665216000
The reckonings which should happen, won’t.
Almost as quickly as Republicans and Democrats rushed to blame the other for the humiliating fall of Afghanistan, and as quickly as bipartisan NeoCons and bipartisan anti-Imperialists blamed the other for victory of the Taliban, the Intelligence Community and DOD have rushed to blame each other. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/08/17/there-may-well-have-been-an-intelligence-failure-in-afghanistan/
“We have hidden the role that our “allies” the Saudis had in 9/11 for two decades because if we actually held them accountable, rather than inflicting our need for revenge on the Taliban, their oil could no longer be a cornerstone to our  empire. We could not hold the Saudis accountable because if we did, we would have had to stop burning oil.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/08/15/what-if-the-us-had-fought-the-saudis-instead-of-the-taliban/
Republican Party tries to scrub from the internet the page praising Donald Trump on his deal with the Taliban https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1427070288991301633
“The American public stopped caring about Afghanistan years ago. Nat Sec, Veterans, media and politicos were just talking to each other for years while isolating the general public.” https://twitter.com/RubenGallego/status/1427202079647584261
Biden administration has been, at best, indulgent in bullshitting and haplessness
Insisted again and again that everything will be fine, then when it all falls apart, allies and surrogates suddenly want to talk about all the ways in which Trump was responsible https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1427240565150785541
Once again, admin says “we don’t have authority to do that” then announces “wait yes we do,” here re: refugee admission https://twitter.com/JacquiHeinrich/status/1427113852634812417
Both US parties are basically saying "If you like the US getting out of Afghanistan, finally, our president made the tough choice to do so. If you dislike the country instantly crumbling before the resurgent Taliban, the other party's president bears all blame for that part." https://edition.cnn.com/2021/08/17/opinions/buck-stops-with-biden-but-trump-role-in-afghanistan-a-doozy-ghitis/index.html

Groups are finally organizing a “March on Washington,” but it’s two weeks away, it’s after the “deadline for democracy” passed, and it isn’t even really attempting to be a march on Washington because of course there are satellite and even “online” events whatever FML
Meanwhile even the progressive Dems are mostly more agitated about progressive spending, canceling student debt, admitting Afghan refugees, anything, everything except democracy.
Working Families Party is promoting a Day of Action, this week, to demand its “jobs, care, and climate agenda”
Check, please.

Texas is kind of Ground Zero for collapsing order
Texas House is short of quorum because Dems fled the state; Republicans now trying to arrest and extradite them back 
TX Senate is in filibuster
TX school districts are defying governor's order; politicians are backing them and fundraising to pay bail https://twitter.com/SiegelForTexas/status/1427077939384967170
but sure we're showing that democracy works

Meanwhile in Florida, Kansas, and Ohio, Republicans Threaten Voter Registration Volunteers With Crimes https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2021/08/11/republicans-threaten-voter-registration-volunteers-with-crimes

August 16, 2021
the U.S. government declared a shortage on the Colorado River, forcing water cuts in Arizona, Nevada and Mexico. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1427393507367456775
The formal declaration of the disappearing Colorado River as a water crisis arrived days after the Census Bureau released numbers showing that, even as the drought worsened over recent decades, hundreds of thousands more people have moved to the regions that depend on the Colorado. https://www.propublica.org/article/40-million-people-rely-on-the-colorado-river-its-drying-up-fast
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/16/lake-mead-drought-reservoir-water-level-cuts
LinkedIn News: “The American West is shriveling”
The Pentagon cannot answer the question of whether there is any plan to prevent US equipment from falling into the hands of the Taliban. https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1427374293009174528
Texas requests five mortuary trailers in anticipation of Covid deaths. The state’s seven-day average of coronavirus deaths is at its highest point since March 2020. Vaccine availability began last year.
Hillsborough County FL Public School Board will hold an emergency meeting Wednesday after 5,599 students and 316 staff have entered quarantine for COVID. The Tampa-area district, seventh largest in the U.S., has only been in school four days. https://twitter.com/travisakers/status/1427377370273665027

August 17, 2021
Humans are hopeless: Prominent progressive and former HUD Secretary Julian Castro is on Twitter today basically sending the message “damn straight The Great Replacement is real and we love it lol” https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1427719488817049612
Alabama Congresswoman Terri Sewell officially introduced the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act (HR4) in the U.S. House of Representatives—way more than a year after Democrats contended that this legislation was ready to go and being delayed by nothing other than Republican Senate obstruction
Ohio Gov. DeWine: 
"Today in Ohio, we are facing a perfect storm. Just as our kids are back to school, the new delta variant is sweeping across our state taking direct aim at all of those who are not vaccinated."
“We are clearly well past the time when the state can mandate to parents and school districts what actions to take. These decisions today rest with the parents and school officials.”

Already, 2021 is poised to be the worst year on record for trans murders in America, even eclipsing the mass violence of 2020 – the previous worst year on record. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/08/18/what-cleveland-must-learn-from-the-murder-of-tierramarie-lewis

August 18, 2021
The smart thing to do? Vaccinate as much of the world as possible at least once before vaccinating some people a third time.  “as whole we are better if shots get used by more people rather than same shots into the same people.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1428036761796501508
So of course the Biden admin is plumping for third shots. https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1428013035524919314
CNN and MSNBC are both airing the booster shot announcement from public health officials. 
Fox is not. The on-screen banner on that channel reads, “MIGRANTS, REFUGEES PROMPT CONCERN IN TX." https://twitter.com/oliverdarcy/status/1428016338036051971

There are at least two fake Military Times headlines going around right now aimed at undermining confidence in the safety of the COVID-19 vaccine.  https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2021/aug/18/viral-image/doctored-military-times-news-headlines-spread-misi/

40% of America’s 1.5 million nursing home staff are unvaccinated.  https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1428717231874134026

Toyota is to slash worldwide vehicle production by 40% in September because of the global microchip shortage. The decision to reduce output now has been precipitated by the resurgence of coronavirus cases across Asia hitting supplies. https://www.bbc.com/news/business-58266794

A recent AP-NORC poll found that more Americans are worried about extremists based in the U.S. than are worried about extremists from abroad. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/08/capitol-bomb-threat-surrenders.html

August 19, 2021
Texas House Democrats fold, allow voter suppression, gerrymandering, etc., to proceed https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1428499897301487616
Sen. Warnock: “As voter suppression efforts continue to sweep across the nation, we’re running out of time to protect the right to vote for every eligible American.” 
“The revolution is on. It’s here… I’m ready to die for the cause.” Here’s video from the man who said he’s got a bomb outside the Capitol.  https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1428395576157249541
Republican member of Congress Brooks promptly responds with sympathy for the terrorist https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1428434101686710274
Meanwhile, evening of same day, Outside Marjorie Taylor Greene’s event in Iowa last night, talk quickly turned from Covid restrictions to armed insurrection: “It took 11 days for them to take over Afghanistan… How many days would it take the patriots to take over this country?” https://twitter.com/donie/status/1428757617137049602
Maricopa County Recorder Stephen Richer publishes extensive “open letter” to Maricopa Co Republicans, basically groveling to accept his record as a dedicated Trumpie who nonetheless wants them to reject The Big Lie https://recorder.maricopa.gov/pdf/Dear%20Arizona%20Republicans_August%202021.pdf
fundraising solicitation from the DNC is titled “Show you agree with Liz Cheney!” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1428530412775563270
ICU beds are filling up across Southern states — Alabama is one of the first to run out. Alabama Hospital Association says there are “negative 29” ICU beds available, meaning there are more than 2 dozen people being forced to wait in ERs for an open bed. https://twitter.com/Evan_Rosenfeld/status/1428400699633651717

American journalism’s enduring, absolute, unquestioning, blind bias toward empire as the natural state of things is breathtaking
https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1428107919757819907
https://twitter.com/JesseCharlesLee/status/1428354283100000261
media coverage of Afghanistan: Lots of experts criticizing Biden's decision to withdraw. They are the same people who responsible for two decades of failure in Afghanistan. Supporters of withdrawal almost entirely absent. https://popular.info/p/the-medias-systemic-failure-on-afghanistan
CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News are hosting some of the primary architects of the Afghanistan War to serve as expert voices, even though many of them are responsible for deliberately misleading the American public for years https://www.mediamatters.org/war-afghanistan/cable-news-architects-war-afghanistan-are-now-framing-coverage-withdrawal
NBC's Chief Foreign Correspondent providing unabashed, rightwing political commentary https://twitter.com/EricLevitz/status/1428793934294159361

Book publishing is not really a lot better: publishers are rushing to sign angry white fascist kleptocrat titles, and angry white fascist kleptocrats keep rushing to write them. Jared Kushner and William Barr have also sold books.

Reuters reputation for credibility is in freefall

And ABC transcribed Biden's stuttering https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1429138975906742274

A billion children at ‘extreme risk’ from climate impacts – Unicef https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/20/a-billion-children-at-extreme-risk-from-climate-impacts-unicef

Lindecke: “Looks like the smoke is blowing in again here : (“

TPUSA launches project targeting school board members. The "School Board Watchlist" goes live as protests have turned increasingly violent and ugly. https://substack.documented.net/p/tpusa-school-board-watchlist

August 20, 2021
The city of Orlando is asking residents to reduce water consumption immediately. Liquid oxygen used to treat water is being diverted to the hospitals to treat COVID patients. They believe if water consumption doesn’t change, water treatment could hit a critical point in a week. https://twitter.com/DavePuglisiTV/status/1428785401897050115
After repeated outbursts from people attending, the Sarasota, FL, School Board meeting was forced to adjourn tonight while the audience was cleared out by police https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1428863639226920961
At Jacksonville Florida public library, COVID patients lie on the floor awaiting monoclonal antibody treatment. Because the hospitals are full. https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/20/us/florida-covid-library-antibody-treatment-center/index.html
LinkedIn news: “California's nonstop fire nightmare”
Outing of “GhostEzra,” who took up the QAnon mantle since Q stopped posting, and steered it in a virulently anti-semitic direction. He wasn't the government insider he was cosplaying as. It was just some dude from Florida. a year from now this will probably change nothing  https://www.logically.ai/articles/exclusive-ghostezra-florida-man-largest-antisemitic-forum

D.C. Police Activate Entire Force for Upcoming “Justice for J6” rally. https://www.thedailybeast.com/washington-dc-police-activate-entire-force-for-sept-18-justice-for-j6-rally?source=twitter&via=mobile

Facebook shelved an embarrassing Reach Report that showed Covid misinfo does reach loads of users and waited until the data showed a rosier picture. https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1428854347287388167

Mississippi health officials (as well as USFDA) are warning residents not to take an anti-parasitic drug, meant for livestock, to treat or prevent Covid-19. https://cnn.it/2WbiSTK

OK: the former Israeli head of state behind distributing spyware to dictators is holed up with the billionaire contractor to the U.S. Intelligence Community that runs cloud computing clusters, i.e. the Netanyahus are on Lanai, a Hawaiian islet privately owned by Larry Ellison, a witness for the prosecution in the the former PM's corruption trial https://twitter.com/ericgarland/status/1429088098445561862

August 21, 2021
COVID-19 continues to ravage Florida. https://www.theledger.com/story/news/coronavirus/2021/08/21/polk-sets-new-record-covid-cases-3-weeks-row/8220194002/
A public health "state of disaster" has been declared in the city of Killeen as coronavirus spread surges across Central Texas. https://www.kxan.com/news/local/city-of-killeen-declares-state-of-disaster-for-public-health/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=t.co&utm_campaign=socialflow
Mo Brooks was booed at the Trump rally for telling supporters to move on from 2020. Then Trump was booed at the Trump rally for telling supporters to get vaccinated. [One day short of the anniversary of my blog post “The Bamboozle Captures Itself”] https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1429274577985843202
NYC has just recorded one of the rainiest two-hour periods in its 151 years of record keeping. https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1429288747967860738

School board members, county commissioners, doctors and local leaders are regularly confronted at meetings and in public with angry taunts that compare them to the Taliban, Nazis, Marxists and the leaders of Japanese internment camps. https://apnews.com/article/health-coronavirus-pandemic-2eba81ebe3bd54b3bcde890b8cf11c70

August 22, 2021
Emily's List: Holding the House will be nearly impossible for Democrats https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1429527341043179529

August 23, 2021
75 doctors in South Florida walkout in protest as their hospital is flooded with unvaccinated people who got COVID
Ohio Redistricting Commission holds first public hearing; four of seven members don’t even attend, including Gov. DeWine who chose instead to visit a Bengals training camp
A Butler County judge ruled in favor of a woman last week who sought to force a hospital to administer Ivermectin — an animal dewormer that federal regulators have warned against using in COVID-19 patients — to her husband after several weeks in the ICU with the disease. https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/08/30/judge-orders-cinci-hospital-to-treat-covid-19-patient-with-ivermectin-despite-cdc-warnings/
The AZ Senate won’t be getting the full “audit” report from Cyber Ninjas today…because the CEO and two other ninja tested positive for COVID, per Senate President Karen Fann https://twitter.com/HayesBrown/status/1429890117666226182
Getting all these fucking emails about “join our march August 28” as though I’m going to swing out to Washington on five days notice nbd

Smoke-clogged air has become a regular part of life in the American West https://twitter.com/cafedujord/status/1431368995853135876

Yet it is also business as usual. One looks in vain for the cultural and political resources that would help us see through the apocalyptic haze the possibility of a new beginning, and a better one.  https://bostonreview.net/politics/nicolas-guilhot-bad-information

August 24, 2021
House Democrats re-pass the Lewis Voting Rights Act
which was supposed to be fully ready to go a year ago and only held up because of Republican obstruction in Senate, then was going to need extensive committee work and not be ready for a 2021 House vote until September, and now yeah presumably this is all for show
The vote was 219-212. Zero Republicans voted for the measure.
Republican false judges, obviously discarding the laissez-faire approach to the executive which prevailed with a Republican president, reject Biden administration plea to block the reinstatement of a policy that requires people to wait in Mexico while seeking asylum in the U.S. http://apne.ws/HncNi2Y
Media hype can’t seem to shift focus from cases to sickness/hospitalization/death
Israel reported 9,831 new diagnosed cases on Tuesday, a hairbreadth away from the worst daily figure ever recorded in the country—10,000—at the peak of the third wave.
Ohio exceeds 4,000 COVID-19 cases for a day for the first time since Feb. 4. There were 4,117 reported cases today.

Democrats beyond disarray; the latest attempt to trust-fall legislation past overlapping blocks of majority opposition is going great https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/24/biden-budget-plan-democrats-moderates-progressives-pelosi-capitol-talks
Multiple concepts in these lines are fundamentally wrong in some way: “All that said, this is a whole lot of infighting over just the process for what, at $3.5 trillion, is perhaps the largest legislative [money was speech, now money is law also apparently?] package in the history of the United States. We haven’t gotten one specific policy nailed down yet. There’s a ton of momentum to get something done, because Democrats know that redistricting will narrow their window to keep a House majority [uh try “foreclose all possibility”], and that their only path to keeping it lies with delivering for the American people [The Dem theory of 2022 is apparently that spending bills, which they are hellbent on denying are exclusively Democrats’ achievement, will result in such enthusiasm for Democrats as to overwhelm voter suppression and gerrymandering FML].” http://americanprospect.activehosted.com/index.php

‘As they’re being intubated, they still don’t believe it.’ The COVID denial won’t die https://news.yahoo.com/being-intubated-still-don-t-100000864.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw&tsrc=twtr

August 25, 2021
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott has updated his executive order to ban vaccine mandates for ANY Covid-19 vaccine. bit.ly/38iqDcU
Arizona Gov. Ducey is trying to bribe schools etc. to forego anticovid policies
The Jan 6 Committee request to FBI is disappointingly thin. For example, it doesn't talk about why four Proud Boys, including Joe Biggs, claimed to be informants for the FBI against Antifa.  That seems to be the key question.
Kevin McCarthy warned on Fox that there are 5,000 prisoners who “just left Afghanistan” and are hoping to cross US borders. There is no basis for most of this…and it was Trump’s Taliban deal, praised by McCarthy, that got 5,000 prisoners freed

The Atlantic: The Era of Easier Voting for Disabled People Is Over. https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/08/people-disabilities-vote/619834/

The U.S. still has a far higher share of seniors without full vaccine protection than many other wealthy countries, a New York Times analysis shows. https://nyti.ms/2UMPMJS

August 26, 2021
Hospital exec in South Florida: 27% test positives, up from 3% weeks ago; They’ve stopped non emergency non-COVID care; Many younger people on oxygen https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1430902283487748101
Mainstream Republican leaders made it seven whole months before starting demands that Biden resign or be impeached https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1431019528323014662
https://twitter.com/HenryJGomez/status/1430974083764834318
This week the Trump court:
says that a never-majority-supported, twice-impeached, dishonest corrupt Republican former president’s abusive and racist “remain in Mexico” policy not only can stand, but must, even if the current popularly elected president wants to end it
says that the current popularly elected president’s eviction moratorium cannot stand
Lies, about the second item, that "The case has been thoroughly briefed before us—twice." https://twitter.com/MaxKennerly/status/1431070604191490052
The Supreme Court’s Republicans broke the court’s own rules—again https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/08/supreme-court-eviction-moratorium-cdc-biden.html
“Biden and Democratic leadership are committing a historic act of political and legal malpractice by neglecting court reform, refusing to push for court expansion, and hence surrendering their ability to govern.” https://twitter.com/theglipper/status/1431080850444140550
Also, the Supreme Court has let a lone Trump judge take over Biden’s foreign policy. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/08/supreme-court-remain-in-mexico-trump-judge-biden-policy.html
Meanwhile journalism is at producing multiple, competing “deep dives” into morons taking horse medicine
The US invaded Afghanistan to fight a (very loosely affiliated) terrorist group, Al Qaeda, that attacked on 9/11. As US forces leave, they are attacked by another terrorist group, ISIS, worse than Al Qaeda, & which didn't exist when the US invaded. https://twitter.com/mehdirhasan/status/1430999767597858824
Evacuation from Kabul continues more like evacuation from kaboom continues amirite
 
Ten school districts in Florida—including those covering most of the state's largest cities—now have mask mandates in place after two more districts approved masks this week. More than half the state’s schoolchildren are now under a mask mandate that violates the state policy https://www.forbes.com/sites/alisondurkee/2021/08/25/10-florida-school-districts-now-defying-desantis-mask-mandate-ban/

Chicago mayor Lori Lightfoot has mandated vaccination for all city employees, and Fraternal Order of Police president John Catanzara is not taking it well. “This has literally lit a bomb underneath the membership,” he told the Chicago Sun-Times. “We’re in America, goddamn it. We don’t want to be forced to do anything. Period. This ain’t Nazi fucking Germany.” Police unions are also denouncing vaccine mandates in New York, San Francisco, Boston, Seattle, Tucson, and Richmond, among others. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/08/vaccine-mandate-police-chicago-union-reform.html

August 27, 2021
News media cannot cover anything without turning it into partisan horserace scorekeeping: "Let's remember that yesterday was quite possibly the worst day of the Biden presidency." https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1431278985749712898
Warnagiris, the Active Duty Marine Major who played a key role in breaching the East door on January 6, will get to remain armed in the DC area https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1431294518310146053
Baltimore County declares emergency as COVID-19 cases rise 370 percent http://hill.cm/fCaKXEK
Florida’s surgeon general is leaving his post. Last April, the surgeon general was abruptly removed from a news conference after suggesting that Floridians could be forced to socially distance for as long as one year. He’s only appeared in public a handful of times since. https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article253777498.html
dan darling urged his fellow evangelicals to be vaccinated. Today he was fired by the National Religious Broadcasters https://religionnews.com/2021/08/27/nrb-spokesman-dan-darling-fired-after-pro-vaccine-statements-on-morning-joe-evangelical-covid-hesitancy/
“My vaccinated sister tested positive for Covid after an incident this weekend where she asked an unmasked man to stay out of her personal space and he responded by yelling in her face that he is unvaccinated. She has moderately severe symptoms.” https://twitter.com/tlc_soc/status/1431252920973021184
Confirmed: first deer to test positive for COVID worldwide, found right here in Ohio https://fox8.com/news/coronavirus/usda-covid-19-positive-deer-found-in-ohio/

People promoting and taking horse-paste Ivermectin as anticovid medicine (even though it doesn’t work for that but does give humans diarrhea) has honest to fuck been a theme of news for days now
they really are eating horse dewormer. It tastes terrible. Some mix it into jam to eat it on toast. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1431041437643247627
On Facebook (of course) multiple groups  are dedicated to ivermectin or have recently embraced the drug. Some groups have tens of thousands of members and can easily be found through Facebook’s search feature. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/ivermectin-demand-drives-trump-telemedicine-website-rcna1791
Ivermectin fans on Facebook embraced America’s Frontline Doctors, who sold them conspiracy and the fake cure. America’s Frontline Doctors founder Simone Gold was indicted and is awaiting trial... for her role in the January 6th putsch. Out on personal recognizance, she was on the speaker lineup for an antivaxx rally in LA on Saturday. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1431050292611719169
Ivermectin Facebook group members also discuss the ways they’re using it on themselves or their children. https://www.vice.com/en/article/m7ewzn/facebook-is-allowing-ivermectin-ads-at-a-time-when-it-really-shouldnt
Ivermectin is being used to treat inmates at an Arkansas jail against the advice of the FDA and other health agencies. (Using prisoners as test subjects for medical experimentation, which this sort of is except stupid, is against the Geneva Conventions, the Nuremberg Code, and international law.) https://twitter.com/IlhanMN/status/1431201370489692162
While speaking to a crowd of right-wing student activists at the Texas Youth Summit, GOP Rep. Louie Gohmert suggests folks take the horse drug ivermectin - which has been giving folks diarrhea - to treat Covid-19. The students went wild in the crowd over the medical advice. https://twitter.com/ZTPetrizzo/status/1431456942132711424
Staunch anti-mask “freedom fighter” Caleb Wallace, who demanded “end of Covid tyranny” has died at age 30. He self treated himself with ivermectin. https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/ny-freedom-defender-caleb-wallace-dies-covid-20210829-4m7co2w6p5dkje3gh77zx6252a-story.html
An unvaccinated Georgia police captain who frequently espoused anti-vaccine beliefs and took the anti-parasitic ivermectin to combat COVID-19 just died from the virus. https://news.yahoo.com/police-captain-refused-vaccine-took-152556970.html

How did Facebook respond to Edelson's team for pointing out data gaps? They retaliated against Edelson's team and the Europe-based AlgorithmWatch, shutting down their access to Facebook's flawed data within hours. https://twitter.com/natematias/status/1433056785049526274

5 billion covid vaccine shots have been safely administered. Yet the FDA only just fully approved one of them. Ridiculous.
“Just watched a dad trying to convince a health care worker that his daughter (no more than 7 or 8) was 12 so she could get the vaccine.” https://twitter.com/JessicaValenti/status/1431348239081656324

August 28, 2021
Not-even-halfassed voting rights march day. 
“thousands of protesters kicked off marches in Washington and other U.S. cities.” thousands. FML
Message from the Brennan Center: “Do you have your Team Democracy tote bag yet?”
Elizabeth Warren text message: get a free sticker
Ayanna Pressley: eviction moratorium, Countdown to Kindergarten 
Shithole countries require teachers to panhandle for school supply money online https://twitter.com/BrentTerhune/status/1431669538857304074

Democrats’ and even progressives’ laser focus on the “once in a generation opportunity” for some progressive budgeting—instead of on addressing the reason why budgeting in the public interest has been so difficult let alone the reality that without reform now it’s likely to become even more difficult—is a self-actualizing brainworm. Rather than make the playground equipment less dangerous they are focused squarely on distributing lots of band-aids right now. It’s the manifestation of “the choices might become so difficult that even fairly good people will get wrapped up in short-term self-interest” forecast four years ago.
At the same time, watching people take to Twitter to say “Congress must immediately take up an eviction moratorium,” as though it’s going to go anywhere besides the Senate death hole, is push push pushing in a rope https://twitter.com/repblumenauer/status/1431340563391860739

The daily average for hospitalized covid patients in the United States is now more than 100,000, higher than in any previous surge except last winter’s, before most Americans were eligible to get vaccinated https://twitter.com/peterbakernyt/status/1432364750311198728

August 29, 2021
According to the governor, more than 2,400 COVID-19 patients are in Louisiana hospitals right now, including many on ventilators. They were unable to evacuate the largest hospitals because there are no other places to send them, since COVID is overwhelming surrounding states too. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1432145360512823296
a U.S. drone strike in Afghanistan on Aug. 29 was a tragic mistake that killed 10 civilians, including seven children, a military official said. nyti.ms/3lxhZ0B
Pentagon’s initial report was "righteous strike," according to GEN Milley, and apparent interpretation of an exploding propane tank as equivalent to the secondary explosions from hitting a stash of explosives
“This strike shakes me. You never want to judge too much from a single incident, but the way they bungled fundamental operational things is really troubling and suggests more than a one-off mistake.” https://twitter.com/LukeHartig/status/1438992366883463177
In the past two years, hurricanes have been brewing, strengthening and hitting the United States at a record pace, and Ida will likely go down as one of the nastiest of a dangerous bunch. While not quite record-setting, Ida is among some of strongest and fastest intensifying storms in more than 150 years of hurricane records.  https://apnews.com/article/environment-and-nature-science--85bbaba49c4b8374a29ecfc1cfb5cbbd
Innocent civilians, not extremists, were killed in Aug. 29 U.S. drone strike in Kabul, the head of U.S. Central Command says. http://apne.ws/xp7nE4x

Trump’s political operation kept paying January 6 rally organizers after the U.S. Capitol attack, totaling over $4.3 million since the start of the 2020 election (but the full roster of who Trump's campaign paid & how much remains hidden from the public) https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2021/08/trumps-political-operation-paid-more-than-4-3-million-to-jan-6-organizers-questions-remain-about-full-involvement/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=twitt_trump-jan6/8/30/21

County Health Commissioner Katie Seward: “Over the past year, I have been threatened and harassed, my character has been torn down. My personal life has been dissected, judged, and ridiculed. I have been labeled “the most hated woman in Tuscarawas County.” https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/08/31/ohio-health-commissioner-i-have-been-threatened-and-harassed-because-of-covid-policy-recommendations
Hostile school board meetings across the country are prompting members to ask, ‘Why am I doing this?’ https://bit.ly/3BnXTvZ
“Really worried about all the school board races on the ballot in November if we're being honest. Don't think for a second people aren't extremely motivated to vote out anyone who imposed a mask mandate.” https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1432425580956459012

August 30, 2021
Things got very hairy for NBC News reporter Shaquille Brewster during a live Hurricane Ida report from Gulfport, MS. Some guy jumps out of a pickup truck and angrily confronts Brewster's crew, prompting a shaken Craig Melvin to express extreme concern for his colleague. https://twitter.com/justinbaragona/status/1432369554676752386

Licking Valley High School in Ohio goes remote after 200+ students placed in quarantine. Superintendent says many in the district have decided that preventing COVID-19 is not critical. "I don't think there's any wakeup calls that are going to work at this point." https://www.newarkadvocate.com/story/news/local/2021/08/30/licking-valley-high-school-goes-remote-covid-19-quarantines-hundreds/5652814001/

Children now make up nearly 40% of Tennessee's new COVID-19 cases, analysis shows https://www.newschannel5.com/news/newschannel-5-investigates/covid-investigations/children-now-make-up-nearly-40-of-tennessees-covid-19-cases-analysis-shows

A Central Florida medical coalition has purchased a total of 14 portable morgues to help with the "unprecedented" number of Covid-19 deaths in the region, the organization told CNN. https://twitter.com/gelles/status/1432759144277286916

August 31, 2021
Covid Mu “has a constellation of mutations that indicate potential properties of immune escape,” the WHO wrote in its report Tuesday. https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/01/who-says-it-is-monitoring-a-new-covid-variant-called-mu.html
https://theconversation.com/mu-everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-new-coronavirus-variant-of-interest-167154
All the president’s generals and press people are spending the day hopelessly punching the latest disinformation tar baby, that the US left dogs behind in Afghanistan in crates
The abandoned-dogs lie is exploding even as fact checkers are still aiming their squirt guns at the “Taliban seized $83 billion of American weapons” lie https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1432647986945957888
House GOP Leader Kevin McCarthy threatens telecom companies to not comply with Jan. 6 committee request for phone records, claiming it would violate federal law — “A Republican majority will not forget.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1432828339878760448
Republican legislator Mullin’s attempts to reach Afghanistan have alarmed top U.S. officials who say he has gone to extraordinary lengths to defy U.S. warnings. As of late Tuesday, U.S. officials said they were unsure of Mullin’s location. Kevin McCarthy went silent and walked away after being asked if he had spoken to Mullin or if he knew where the Oklahoman was. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1432885046038380544
The section I cut from an email this morning before sending: “
it probably doesn't matter a lot, because things are going down the drain in general, and even the portion of national leadership which is not leaning in on that, is clearly more excited about budget goodies than about systemic political reforms like national redistricting rules. Right now I don't see what stands in the way of Republicans gerrymandering themselves back into a House majority, or what stands in the way of that House majority simply overturning the 2024 presidential election if it doesn't go Republicans' way.”

Republican lies about the outcome of the 2020 presidential race have led to voting system breaches that election security experts say pose a heightened risk to future elections. Copies of the Dominion Voting Systems software used to manage elections — from designing ballots to configuring voting machines and tallying results — were distributed at an event this month in South Dakota organized by MyPillow man Mike Lindell https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/28/republican-election-audits-have-led-to-voting-system-breaches-experts-say

“I finally called and got an exhausted, angry nurse who said bluntly: ‘we are tapped out and because of that your father is going to die. Maybe today. I'm sorry.’” https://twitter.com/summerbrennan/status/1442814573145477126

NBC News reporting shows the number of wasted vaccine doses is far higher than previously thought: At least 15 million doses since March https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/america-has-wasted-least-15-million-covid-vaccine-doses-march-n1278211

September 1, 2021
The feeling of living in a world of windup automata has rarely been more intense than the morning after a late-night Supreme Co “shadow docket” decision tacitly permitting a Texas abortion ban. Every reaction follows an obvious, rote script; all of it feels like out-of-alignment machinery grinding away to no purpose. I can not take this literally. This defies acceptance as real. The empire never ended.
I just can’t scream and freak out because the steamroller moving one mile per hour in a straight line has smashed another pillar of liberal order https://twitter.com/Hegemommy/status/1432931684102524929
What I wrote two months ago seems exactly relevant today https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/07/post-democracy-america/
“Roberts, in essence, asks the public to please not give up on believing in the legitimacy of the Court quite yet” would be hilarious if this weren’t so sick https://twitter.com/BrianneGorod/status/1433391938108018690
https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/09/02/the-end-of-roe-v-wade/
“all the canned org tweets” exactly so, but more like everyone’s tweets, and emails, and all of it https://twitter.com/FemFlagCorps/status/1433044555042021381
ACLU is already texting me to donate because they will… do what?
“When your only tool is a hammer,” etc. People apply the tools which are familiar rather than those which are appropriate or effective
UN is denouncing Texas law https://twitter.com/UNHumanRights/status/1433159160473002000
Reminder that Roe decision was 7-2 and supported by most of the Republican appointees as well as the Democrats; if that can be discarded then what’s left of the court’s legitimacy?
Republicans can carry out dozens of power-grabs per year, brazenly, and Democrats refuse to reverse any of them because that would look like a power-grab… 
… “instead of dashing ourselves against divisive controversies, let’s just not deal with them and instead focus on popular spending measures!” FML
Democratic Party with big Iowa State Board of Education as assessed by Virgil Hancher in 1964 energy: “This thing is dead. They’re waiting on returns from the country.”
Even as Democrats flounder with performative bullshit, activists for abortion rights are explicitly saying that what they want most, right now, is performative outrage. This seems like a major indicator for how deep the crisis of confidence has gotten.
Of all days for it, the Biden administration tries to stop gerrymandering by huffing, puffing and bluffing about DOJ action, as though Republican legislators are afraid of this toothless administration when they know the rigged Supreme Co is on their side https://twitter.com/OhFairDistricts/status/1433575206480711680
Popular dickhead Joe Rogan announced that he had COVID-19 and that he had used a "kitchen sink's" worth of treatments, including ivermectin, a medicine typically used as horse dewormer and not approved by the FDA for the coronavirus. Poison control systems have encountered a surge of calls for ivermectin overdoses, which can cause toxicity in the brain. https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2021/09/04/1034217306/ivermectin-overdose-exposure-cases-poison-control-centers
American Nurses Association has called on the US Department of Health and Human Services to declare the nation's shortage of nurses a "national crisis." https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1433146912937553931

The responses that “ha ha, we can jam/hack/spoof Texas’s abortion ban” are not really reassuring about the prospects for reform in this society either https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1434537121155592192
https://www.vice.com/en/article/z3x9ba/tiktok-texas-abortion-law-bot-site-ios-shortcut

Fair Bluff offers a worrisome glimpse into the future. The increasing frequency of extreme weather has left countless towns, in the U.S. and around the world, vulnerable to both physical devastation and economic insolvency. (NY Times email)
In New Orleans, many residents may face weeks without power. An extreme heat warning currently in place could make conditions extremely difficult for people without access to air conditioning or even clean water.  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/30/hurricane-ida-new-orleans-damage-katrina?utm_source=eml&utm_medium=emlf&utm_campaign=Email_MB_US&utm_content=variantA

Federal officials have intelligence that members of far-right extremist groups like the Proud Boys & Oath Keepers are planning to come to Sept. 18 rally at the U.S. Capitol in support of those charged in January’s riot.  https://apnews.com/article/capitol-siege-887b2b3a4bcc3c667858765b1281c959

The story of John Pierce, the trial lawyer trying to represent two dozen insurrection defendants even as he is now incapacitated by covid and out of contact, may rise above even the broader picture of the legal system looking hapless in the face of this fuckery https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/09/02/this-is-not-reverse-rico-shane-jenkins-gives-away-john-pierces-game/

Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost described Sept. 1 redistricting date as a deadline when he sued federal government. Now he’s changed his stance. https://www.cleveland.com/open/2021/09/ohio-attorney-general-dave-yost-called-sept-1-redistricting-date-a-deadline-when-he-sued-federal-government-now-hes-changed-his-stance.html

There is a whole web site of antivaxxers who got covid and are mostly now dead from it https://www.sorryantivaxxer.com/

Biden's approval rating has fallen to just 43%, a new NPR/PBS NewsHour/Marist poll finds. The decline is mostly due to independents — just 36% of them approve of the job Biden's doing, a 10-point drop since July. (Obama’s approval never got that low until his 3rd year in office — after the debt-ceiling standoff of 2011.) https://n.pr/3yEM6HO

And California is less than two weeks from a recall election which could install a Repubilcan governor; What if Newsom loses, a Republican replaces him, and then 88-year-old Sen. Dianne Feinstein becomes unable to finish her term? This is not some kind of paranoid thought experiment. Not only is the senator nearly 90 years old with COVID bouncing around the chambers, recent reporting has highlighted the “rumors of her cognitive decline.” No one wants to talk about that, and California Democrats are wedded to “vote no on the recall and leave the second question blank” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/08/california-recall-dianne-feinstein-senate-stakes.html

September 3, 2021
What is Indivisible emailing me about? Budget reconciliation; “ensure we bank some good, substantial wins for folks around the country” FML (The next day they send an email about courts, but it’s a generic summary of the problem and a donate request, rather than any semblance of a meaningful course of action)
11 House Republicans send letters to 13 telecom companies vowing to "pursue all legal remedies" if they comply with the Jan. 6 committee's records request. The letter is addressed to Yahoo’s former CEO who left the company in 2017. Yahoo has changed owners and leadership multiple times since then. https://twitter.com/JanNWolfe/status/1434557334613864451
Gangsters putting the honest citizens in jail: Natalie May Edwards, a Treasury Dept whistleblower, reports to federal prison in W. Virginia to begin her 6 month sentence. May told the judge at her sentencing hearing in June she had taken an oath to protect the American people and “could not stand by aimlessly” when she saw corruption. Her disclosures and her sacrifice helped change laws in the US and around the world. https://twitter.com/JasonLeopold/status/1433772895902126084
Meanwhile thousands of dollars are being donated by the day to help insurrectionists fight in court. https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/01/politics/capitol-riot-crowdfunding/index.html
Joyce Vance posted “This morning I spoke with Alabama legislators about whether we would have a Texas style anti-abortion bill. All agreed we would. One responded to my question by saying, ‘is water wet?’” It has 14k likes, probably mostly by people horrified by what’s being communicated https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1433824443923578891

45 countries, almost all of whom began well after the US, have now fully vaccinated more of their population than the US. Our low vaccination rates relative to the globe has put the US up there with 3-4 mostly unvaxxed  nations as a leading hot spot. &c. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1434225974837579779
the U.S., the wealthiest country in the world, where vaccines are freely available, has the highest per capita case rate right now of any country except Mongolia https://twitter.com/sternbergh/status/1433932512313626627

The emperor has no clothes—however when I search Twitter for this phrase it’s 90% rightwing cranks using it which suggests that the left is far far far from seeing let alone effectively communicating with nonelites’ recognition that the system is unworkable garbage

September 4, 2021
The disconnect of Sen. Chris Murphy relating how he personally met Tunisia’s president today to relate that America wants the country to return to representative democracy and respect for human rights… https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1434276305860796418
Super-activist and redistricting reformer Heather: “yes, we are hosed as you say and competitive districts is an extreme rarity and done at the expense of Dems. There’s a giant ocean of red out there and it sucks.”

the company now hosting the Texas anti-abortion bounty site, run by a guy literally named Rob Monster, is a last stop of resort for Neo-Nazi content https://twitter.com/stevanzetti/status/1434176123479470081

Nearly a week after the storm made landfall in Louisiana, roughly 70 percent of energy customers in New Orleans remain without power. Cleanup crews are working to contain what experts called a substantial oil spill Ida left in the Gulf of Mexico. In New York City, 13 people died, many of whom drowned in basement apartments. The storm killed at least 25 people in New Jersey — more than in any other state.

September 5, 2021
Ohio Democrats: play-pretend virtual pep rally https://twitter.com/Juanita_Brent/status/1434621462577549315
“Joe Biden’s sadness over his son Beau’s death has many in Washington yearning for the empty narcissism of Donald Trump” is both sarcastic shitposting and genuinely accurate https://twitter.com/AmyJuanita/status/1434843739835490311

Almost 25% of daily US COVID deaths are in Florida. This wave is striking because it is pretty hard to go above pre-vaccination waves. Yet it's almost double. This has not happened in any other state. In fact, very few countries have had this happen either. (Florida’s governor will probably be president within several years) https://twitter.com/VincentRK/status/1434857581164601350

September 2021, prosecutions for Charlottesville are still playing out; it's all too slow

September 6, 2021
On Monday, Belarusian opposition leader Maria Kolesnikova, who refused an effort last year by security agents to forcibly deport her, was found guilty Monday of conspiracy to overthrow the government in Minsk and sentenced to 11 years in prison after a closed trial. https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/leading-belarusian-opposition-figure-maria-kolesnikova-jailed-for-11-years/ar-AAO9gze
Yet in the US, it's been eight months to the day and despite contrarian takes there have been no political consequences from the January 6 putsch. We still don't even know who told the dipshits with the zip ties where everyone's private offices were. who the fuck disconnected the panic buttons?
There are now large, growing fascist rallies all over Brazil. Bolsonaro has called the protests a “necessary counter-coup” against the Supreme Court and Congress, which is similar to how Trump described the Jan. 6 thugs. On Monday, more than 150 former world leaders released a letter warning that these rallies are modeled after Jan. 6 and may be part of plans for a military coup. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1435433617476493314
Republicans including Graham are in Ukraine—why? https://twitter.com/OlgaNYC1211/status/1434988088003072002

The house is on fire, and Democratic government is locked in a game of chicken over whether to replace the refrigerator only (as the arsonists want), or to remodel the whole kitchen. They are all mad. fml
Recent Indivisible emails: 1. "What we’ve seen so far is that the White House overwhelmingly prioritizes securing their support for this [spending] package over twisting their arms on S.1 and the filibuster."  … 2. OK fuck it, we’re going with the flow also

Sept. 7, 2021
Within one week: US Supreme Court approves criminalization of abortion; Mexican Supreme Court does the opposite https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/mexico-court-rules-punishment-of-abortion-unconstitutional-decriminalizes-practice-nationwide/ar-AAOcqhk
Idaho hospitals begin rationing health care amid COVID surge. https://apnews.com/article/business-health-public-health-coronavirus-pandemic-idaho-db21f9a14254996144e78aafb1518259
Trump aide Jason Miller has been detained by authorities at a Brazil airport and is being questioned regarding anti-democratic activities while in the country. Everyone on Twitter: “what about in the US”
Joe Manchin: “A symphony of disingenuousness” https://twitter.com/ddayen/status/1435234146071171075

Election officials nationwide are still grappling with death threats, conspiracy theories and now, legal penalties for making what were once regarded as minor mistakes. https://www.npr.org/2021/09/08/1034811510/election-workers-are-under-attack-a-group-of-lawyers-plans-to-defend-them

Republicans: spend a generation 1) rigging state legislatures to be voter-proof, 2) crippling Congress’s ability to legislate, and 3) stocking the judiciary with dishonest partisan operatives. Liberals all the time: 1) “We are going to sue!” 2) Donate now! FML https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1435792632396099588

September 8, 2021
Republicans are so not intimidated by the Biden DOJ’s stern warnings that they are e.g. in Ohio openly riding roughshod over not only the spirit but the letter of redistricting reforms in the Ohio Constitution
Meanwhile Ohio Democrats’ leaders as-such seem to have gone to ground
Actual WaPo headline: “Trump reached out to families of U.S. service members killed in Afghanistan” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1435714524821196800 
The WaPo has a full-time Trump reporter who just amplifies the lies and misdirection of a criminal enemy of America https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1435736832386404357
Biden admin has let Trump appointees including Kellyanne Conway and Sean Spicer hang onto their appointments for nearly eight months https://twitter.com/chargrille/status/1435690985736966144
Three VT State Troopers have resigned after it was discovered they have been involved in producing fraudulent Covid vaccine cards. The matter is now being investigated by the FBI. https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1435634793404899336

Maricopa County - 4th largest, fastest growing in U.S.- stands to lose 42% of operating budget if it doesn't give the Republican fraudit access to routers under election subpoenas. https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/09/09/maricopa-county-supervisors-debate-compliance-senate-subpoenas/5778749001/

“It was once hoped that as Americans started to experience global warming’s devastating effects they would become more accepting of climate science. That is not happening” https://www.economist.com/united-states/2021/09/04/storms-and-fires-will-not-bring-an-escape-from-americas-stuck-climate-politics?utm_campaign=editorial-social&utm_medium=social-organic&utm_source=twitter

“Brexit taught Boris Johnson this important lesson: much political capital can be mined from a hallucinatory politics of make-believe and comforting words.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/09/boris-johnson-care-policies-austerity-spending-tax

September 9, 2021
DOJ lawsuit against Texas: "open defiance of the Constitution" and yet the gears just grind away mindlessly https://twitter.com/harrysiegel/status/1436047081395965959
House Speaker Bob Cupp and Senate President Matt Huffman, on Thursday floated the implausible stance that they had no idea how the maps would break down politically.
Sean Hannity: "I don't have any email, I have to change phones constantly, and I have no access to social media" because "my lawyers won't allow me"

Fauci alarmed that cases are now 16 times too high to end pandemic http://hill.cm/eMZBV2B
‘Not even modestly good control’: Fauci says US Covid cases 16 times too high to end pandemic
Media coverage generally avoids any mention of how a radical, partisan unvaccinated minority is driving the Delta surge reading coverage you’d think it was all just happening. nobody to blame https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1434593176711479297
Where are the tests? They are in stores all over for 95¢, in a functioning modern country like German. Unlike the US. https://twitter.com/stef_friedhoff/status/1435471956212654081
Israel has long used the government-issued Green Pass to prove immunity. The European Union has  a digital covid19 certificate across all 27 member nations. All the US can come up with is an easily forged paper CDC card. 

Control of a remarkable 6 percent of the Internet was handed over to a Florida company, in the final minutes of Trump’s presidency. No explanation on offer, although the Pentagon has now taken all 175 million IP address spaces back. https://twitter.com/medit8now/status/1436466851068981248

LAPD has directed its officers to collect social media data on every civilian they stop or interview, including those who are not arrested or accused of a crime. This data is then provided to Palantir https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/sep/08/revealed-los-angeles-police-officers-gathering-social-media

September 10, 2021
U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres issued a dire warning that the world is moving in the wrong direction and faces "a pivotal moment" where continuing business as usual could [will] lead to a breakdown of global order and a future of perpetual crisis https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/un-chief-world-is-at-pivotal-moment-and-moving-in-wrong-direction-1.5581704
The largest hospital systems in Fresno County are operating at over 100% of their normal capacity, and some are as high as 140%, health officials said Friday. https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-09-10/fresno-hospitals-on-brink-of-rationing-care-amid-covid-surge
Ohio Department of Health reported 9,019 new cases of COVID-19, 261 hospitalizations and 134 deaths on Friday https://bit.ly/348pliB
A hashtag attacking vaccine mandates is currently trending. According to hoaxy: one of the biggest amplifiers of that hashtag has been a QAnon account that literally has a Q post in a pinned tweet. https://twitter.com/AlKapDC/status/1436296205127110658
“I've compiled numerous examples of high-profile GOP candidates who are vowing to contest future losses as illegitimate. In GOP politics, this is becoming a badge of honor, and that's a serious threat to democratic stability.” https://twitter.com/ThePlumLineGS/status/1436345303490256924
While extending the lawless Trumped judiciary’s enabling of Texas’s abortion ban, the Fifth Circuit also feels compelled to shit on the district court for using trans-inclusive language. Probably because Trump Judge Kyle Duncan, who openly hates trans people, is on the panel https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1436390842286096385

September 11, 2021
20 years since America went berserk in sweeping new ways for years, and probably the most dismal lesson of it all is how many people who lived through it as adults have since substituted myth for their own memory. “We will never forget,” indeed.
Worldwide, there are more militant groups, and more recruits to those groups, than there were before 9/11 https://twitter.com/stephsavell/status/1438909876856659971
3,000 people die in the United States from covid every two days

The US is now the least vaccinated G7 country. https://twitter.com/florianederer/status/1436716416175067136
More children in Florida have died of COVID in the month since school started back than died during the first 16 months of the pandemic combined. https://www.politico.com/states/florida/story/2021/09/09/child-covid-fatalities-nearly-double-in-florida-1390807
The ivermectin Facebook groups are becoming fully anti-western medicine spaces, replete with the concept that ERs are killing you, maybe intentionally. It's just a constant stream of DIY vitamin therapies and new, seemingly random antiviral drugs every day — but not the vaccine. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1437462941100646405
Amid a surge in Covid cases across the country, medical disinformation in Spanish persists on AM radio, social media and closed messaging apps, where people claim that masks do not work and that the vaccines are dangerous and part of the “global reset.” https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/spanish-language-covid-disinformation-aimed-latinos-delta-surges-rcna1809

American liberals will continue dunking on the unbelievable idiocy found among the fascists, and sniggering about it online, years after the fascists have entombed liberal democracy in this country https://twitter.com

September 12, 2021
Six months since ARPA signed, nothing done since then, even Violence Against Women Act is still stalled
Beyond parody: “Republicans […] are willing to rig our elections to stay in power. It’s time we held them accountable at the voting booth.” https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1437084227049336832
Dan Busch, a chiropractor from Venice, FL who has already written over 500 “medical exemptions” for students whose parents don’t want them to wear masks, has a huge turnout today at his event to sign hundreds more. https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1437136126582603782

Web site claiming defeat of California recall was fraud went live before the election. Larry Elder combination of lying and delegitimization, with inept dysfunction (web site content going live ahead of schedule), that really encapsulates the era.
Also, though, Republicans just now claim that all losses are fraud https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1437986005735280646

Good grief. Firm raises $15m to bring back woolly mammoth from extinction https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/sep/13/firm-bring-back-woolly-mammoth-from-extinction

September 13, 2021
Because of Joe Biggs’ role at the nexus between the mob that attacked Congress and those that orchestrated the mob, his prosecution is the most important case in the entire January 6 investigation. If you prosecute him and his alleged co-conspirators successfully, you might also succeed in holding those who incited the attack on the Capitol accountable. If you botch the Biggs prosecution, then all the most important people will go free. Which is why it is so unbelievable that DOJ put someone who enabled Sidney Powell’s election season lies about the Mike Flynn prosecution, Jocelyn Ballantine, on that prosecution team. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/09/14/doj-put-someone-who-enabled-sidney-powells-lies-jocelyn-ballantine-in-charge-of-prosecuting-the-proud-boys/
This evening’s Columbus OH City Council meeting was recessed because disruptive attendees didn’t want a masking ordnance read, and they refused to mask around an immunocompromised child present to accept a resolution for Childhood Cancer Month. https://twitter.com/JEddieJohnson/status/1437536552499007495
Worthington had to shut down its school board meeting early because of mask refusers. And there were racists there prepared to protest the diversity and inclusion policy.  https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1437738622740992002
Paula Grieb, ProMedica Russel J Ebeid Children's Hospital in Toledo, says all of Toledo's hospitals went on rescue bypass tonight. That means EMT's could not bring patients into those hospitals while that bypass is in place. She says it was frightening and lasted for over 8 hours. She says that is unprecedented. https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1437861449662181379

September 14, 2021
Ohio Gov Mike DeWine says he would instate a K-12 mask mandate if state legislators wouldn't immediately repeal it.  https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1437866754735329280
Another “Trump had completely frothing at the mouth irrational meltdowns while president” story and none of this ever has any impact https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/14/politics/woodward-book-trump-nuclear/index.html

In Buffalo NY, the mayor barely campaigned, refused to debate his Democratic opponent & lost the primary. Now he’s trying to sue his way back into power with help from the GOP, real estate moguls and a corrupt judge. https://theintercept.com/2021/09/15/india-walton-buffalo-new-york-real-estate-developers/

September 15, 2021
Only Gambia has a plan "compatible" with the Paris agreement, Climate Action Tracker said, and the United Kingdom is the only one of the G20 countries among those with "almost sufficient" plans. CAT determined its rankings based on countries' mitigation targets, policies and action, and climate action. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-change-2030-gambia/
United States has announced a new "trilateral security" partnership will be formed with Australia and the United Kingdom. It will work on "advanced defence capabilities" in the Indo-Pacific. Even though the UK is an island in the north Atlantic. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1438180653833592841
The Biden administration has also outraged France with this deal, which scuppers a submarine contract Australia had placed previously, so that Oz can get nuclear subs instead—even though France also has nuclear capabilities and is as geographically reasonable a partner for Australia as is conman Boris Johnson’s Brexit Island. https://twitter.com/JonLemire/status/1438951211517059083
some of the SDNY US Attorney team are not vaccinated https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1438238732973482001
NY Governor Kathy Hochul announced that  82 percent of New Yorkers aged 18 or older have received the first dose of their COVID-19 vaccination series. (It’s 64% in Ohio.)

Overnight, Republicans vote 5-0 to rig Ohio’s next two elections with gerrymandered maps, which more than one of them acknowledge don’t conform with the state constitution, while lamely claiming that they wish they could do something else https://twitter.com/OhFairDistricts/status/1438474639282511872
Perhaps the worst part is that they don’t have any excuse, yet the press will let them play catch-up after the fact and invent retroactive explanations to turn this into “a controversy” about “interpretation” rather than a brazenly unlawful fuck-you to voters
Everyone looks like trash here. Not just the Republicans. The Ohio Democrats who (via Budish) forfeited a reform deal a dozen years ago. The national Democrats preoccupied with spending bills. The nonpartisan groups which brokered this failed compromise that left the pen in politicians’ hands. I am a big sucker for buying the hype. FML

One in 500 Americans has now died from COVID.  https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/15/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
The Texas prison system announced nine employee covid deaths in the past 16 days. Five just since last Friday. How many prisoners died in that time? Unknown. They haven't updated prison deaths since January https://twitter.com/keribla/status/1438621454644490250

September 16, 2021
Ohio Congressman Anthony Gonzalez: “I don’t believe Trump can ever be president again. Most of my political energy will be spent working on that exact goal.” This as he joins Rob Portman in surrendering in advance to the Trumpies rather than seek another term. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/09/17/titillating-tidboits-rep-anthony-gonzalez-bails-in-the-face-of-toxic-gop-environment-plus-cleveland-ranch-water

Supreme Court Republicans continue whining because they aren’t respected as honest and impartial jurists (this time it’s Thomas, who rivals Alito for worst hack on the court and has been hacking longer)

September 17, 2021
Let’s see, France has recalled its ambassadors from the US; after Biden admin promised people “booster shots this fall” his FDA, making America a global outlier here too, votes against approving them for non-oldies (of course this FDA has only given one vaccine final approval for any use at all so far)
“My big takeaway from the FDA meeting thus far is that Israel (& the UK & others) is way ahead of the US when it comes to public health data.”  https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1438936325076443139
In a nightmare scenario that Alexey Navalny’s team has feared for years, Apple and Google caved today to Russian officials’ censorship demands, right as voting began https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/google-apple-remove-navalny-app-stores-russian-elections-begin-2021-09-17/
Google removed the voting app after Russian authorities threatened their individual staff (not just Google as a legal entity) and mysterious armed men camped out in their offices. https://twitter.com/b_nishanov/status/1439225184410607620
“This is the third day in a row that, without looking, I’ve found a huge network of seemingly inauthentic, very clearly branded accounts. There was also a genocide-themed information operation on here this week.” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1439054620249239554

http://www.kleefeldoncomics.com/2021/09/thank-you-webcomikers.html
https://www.cleveland.com/letters/2021/09/each-morning-my-hope-turns-to-hopelessness-about-the-state-of-our-nation-and-politics.html

September 18, 2021
Hard to know what to make of Sept. 18 “Justice for J6” rally that wasn’t, except that above all: the focus now is on local level politics, local conflicts (over masks, education, etc) that can be used to ratchet up political tensions, demonize people they see as political enemies, and normalize political violence. https://twitter.com/cassiepmiller/status/1438227715199541254
https://uproxx.com/viral/roger-stone-warns-magas-jan-6th-rally-dc/
The message—that January 6th Capitol stormers are being unfairly prosecuted—is extremely popular on the right. https://twitter.com/BrandyZadrozny/status/1439250020994277384
Idaho has simply run out of ICU beds, ventilators, and personnel to support persons who either code in the hospital or arrive at the hospital in need of resuscitation. Idaho’s Department of Health and Welfare declared it was activating Crisis Standards of Care (CSC) https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/09/19/tldnr-too-late-do-not-resuscitate/
A Telegram channel (ludicrously falsely) claiming to be Special Counsel John Durham was created six days ago and already has 41k subscribers. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1439328971750055949
Following a “request” from Russian authorities, YouTube has blocked access to a video posted by Alexei Navalny’s team https://twitter.com/McFaul/status/1439316563945943041

Democrats are trying to lower drug prices. It’s a very popular issue which even some Republicans will vote for. But multiple bought-and-paid-for Democrats are making sure it goes nowhere.

As soon as the TV cameras go away, Marjorie Taylor Greene puts on her mask. https://twitter.com/TristanSnell/status/1439923940068052997

In just the past few months, the anti-vaccine movement has been associated with street brawls, bomb plots, death threats, attacks on vaccination centers, storming government buildings, and spraying cancer patients with bear spray, to name a few. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1439694747959021579

The covid situation here is worse than in almost any other country. 
The U.S. death rate over the past two weeks, adjusted for population, is more than twice as high as Britain’s, more than seven times as high as Canada’s and more than 10 times as high as Germany’s. If Mississippi were its own country, it would have one of the world’s worst total death tolls per capita
The Covid-19 pandemic has become the deadliest disease event in American history, with a death toll surpassing that of the 1918 Spanish flu. https://www.statnews.com/2021/09/20/covid-19-set-to-overtake-1918-spanish-flu-as-deadliest-disease-in-american-history/
Millions of conservative Americans are being brainwashed about the pandemic, and thousands are killing themselves in the process. Yet the media downplay the huge story, framing it simply as “vaccine hesitancy.”  https://pressrun.media/p/media-ignore-a-monster-story-brainwashing
“straight up apocalyptic vibe in hospitals right now” https://twitter.com/kathryniveyy/status/1439707392158142476
In the lobby of the emergency department, rooms have been fashioned with makeshift plastic walls. Hospital staffers volunteer to sit with dying patients. Beds line hallways. 'The problem is,' said the ER manager, 'we are running out of hallways.’ https://www.mtpr.org/montana-news/2021-09-21/postcard-from-an-overrun-icu-the-problem-is-we-are-running-out-of-hallways

September 20, 2021
US Border patrol is mounted on horseback “rounding” up Haitian refugees (with whips?) https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1439976012188692496
Meanwhile, “Border crisis” theater continues: Most of the Republican governors, including from states nowhere near southern US border, sign a letter to Biden demanding a meeting and federal action at the southern border.  https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1439957013757300743
Phrases like “we are introducing a bill” are also completely meaningless theater.  https://twitter.com/RepCori/status/1439984709879087106
The Biden administration awarded contracts on Monday that will lead to the delivery of 120 million at-home tests, starting next month. But the tests are not likely to become anywhere near as available as they are in much of Western Europe. The Biden administration wants to continue to defer to the F.D.A. about what kind of test is rigorous enough to offer the public. Recent outbreaks have been much worse here than in Europe, even though Europe’s vaccination rate is only modestly higher.
The Dow dropped as much as 971 points on Monday, deepening its funk after three straight weeks of losses as fears over China’s debt-ridden property market helped spark a global selloff
A former senior aide to Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell and Sen. Rand Paul was indicted for allegedly funneling funds from a wealthy, unnamed Russian to Trump's reelection efforts. https://news.yahoo.com/gop-operatives-accused-funneling-russian-233541170.html
March 2022 trial date set for Jan. 6 misdemeanor defendant — ‘Cowboys for Trump’ founder Couy Griffin

Meanwhile, I am so desperate to get away from this endless living nightmare that I may end my own life if I can’t get out somehow

physicians who have promoted misinformation have avoided professional censure from medical boards. An NPR review of medical licenses for 16 doctors who have proven track records of doing so online and in media interviews found 15 of them maintained active licenses in good standing. One appeared to have let his license expire, but there was no suggestion in his record that it was because of any disciplinary action.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/09/21/ohio-medical-board-renews-license-of-doc-who-claims-vaccines-make-you-magnetic

September 21, 2021
America is back: “Germany warns of lost U.S. trust as France wins EU support”  https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/france-weighs-australia-options-urges-britain-restore-trust-2021-09-21/
“as someone who studies these dynamics for a living, I'm worried that the GOP is becoming irreversibly authoritarian.” WOW, DON’T BE TOO HASTY OR ANYTHING	https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1440345063838535682

Boo hoo: Anti-abortion forces are unhappy that private lawsuits have been filed against a Texas doctor. Their goal all along was to keep SB8 in suspended animation, preventing abortions but also eluding judicial review. https://twitter.com/JoyceWhiteVance/status/1440738687893999616

“Government shutdown” is trending in the news again fml
Former Biden admin member casually referring to “The Republican Senate” did someone die? https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1440796948202549262

September 22, 2021
Brazil’s health minister tested positive for the coronavirus on Tuesday in New York, where he was attending the UN General Assembly. He accompanied Brazil’s unvaccinated president, Jair Bolsonaro, to the gathering of world leaders, oligarchs, and assorted petty kleptocrats. https://nyti.ms/3zCA1DO
Future US president Ron DeSantis, whose state recorded more COVID-19 cases and deaths in August than it did in any month before vaccines became widely available, has appointed a new state surgeon general… a doctor named Joseph Ladapo who was last seen on the national stage participating in a COVID miracle cure event with another doctor who believes that lizard people control the government and that demons cause gynecological problems by implanting stolen sperm, as well as a third doctor who later got arrested for being part of the mob that smashed into the U.S. Capitol in an effort to overturn the presidential election. https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/09/florida-surgeon-general-demon-sperm-capitol-rioter-connections.html
wtf even does this mean Rep. Porter: “Donald Trump is the gift that keeps on giving. Yesterday, the grownups in the House voted to raise the debt ceiling to pay our country’s bill for his deficit-increasing tax scam. Meanwhile, Mitch McConnell and the kiddie table are playing games and threatening financial ruin.”
A gas station clerk in Germany was just murdered for asking a customer to wear a mask.  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-germany-mask-murder-gas-station-attendant/

“The pincers of inequality in the US are now squeezing the upper middle classes. Will that finally make a difference to US politics, or will it simply drive the anger upwards? Sadly, I’d place my bets on the anger.” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/sep/22/homes-jobs-dreams-housing-market-wealthy

Sept. 23, 202
ACLU: “filed a lawsuit in the Ohio Supreme Court seeking an order that the Commission draw new, constitutional maps.” https://twitter.com/acluohio/status/1449538934703329280
A working system of government cannot be based on a major political party constantly ignoring the law—including to cheat in elections—and everyone else endlessly playing from behind with slow lawsuits asking people in black robes to tell them "no you have to follow the law."

Biden admin refugee policy combines cruelty, disarray:
Sept. 23, Special Envoy for Haiti, Amb Daniel Foote, a career member of foreign service, resigns. In his letter of resignation, he says he will not be associated with the U.S.'s "inhumane, counterproductive decision to deport thousands of Haitian refugees." https://twitter.com/Yamiche/status/1441004994694631428
at DHS and the Department of Justice, some are frustrated, others are talking of leaving, and many are perplexed https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/biden-immigration-policy-internal-frustration
daily kos: " Biden has escalated Trump's cruelty." Not even wrong?
The White House has defended their use of the Trump-era Title 42 policy on the basis of protecting public health. But as many have pointed out, public health experts have repeatedly spoken out against the policy—calling it inhumane, nonsensical, and politically-motivated.
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/sep/26/they-treated-us-like-animals-haitians-angry-and-in-despair-at-being-deported-from-us
https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/24/politics/biden-foreign-policy-crises-off-guard/index.html

Migrants arrested by Texas in border crackdown are being imprisoned for weeks without legal help or formal charges; “You can’t just round people up and make them disappear in the system” [except they in fact can] https://twitter.com/JoaquinCastrotx/status/1442518790739267587

September 24, 2021
Arizona Fraudit organizers Friday-news-dump a muted concession that Biden won Arizona like we already knew. Meanwhile, more fraudits are starting even in states Trump won. What’s going on? Keeping up with the cool kids? Mythmaking? 
It’s become clear that multiple entities have enriched themselves by spreading the lie that the election was stolen https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/arizona-audit-draft-latest-sham-election-review-investigate-those-profiting-ncna1279989
Is it about getting free access to peek throughout election systems and compromise them? https://twitter.com/joanwork/status/1441529187672621060
Also just fwiw Republicans were disproportionately the ones the Cyber Ninjas caught doing things which they falsely claimed were fraud. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1442107031444357123
man arrested in Massachusetts on Friday after allegedly attacking a train conductor who asked him to "put a mask on.” https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/man-charged-assaulting-rail-conductor-who-asked-him-put-mask-n1280084
California Attorney General Robb Bonta announced on Friday that California will restrict state-funded travel to Ohio due to Ohio’s passage of the “Medical Practitioner Conscience” clause in June, which has been called a “license to discriminate” and “the most homophobic law in the country.”  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/09/25/california-to-restrict-state-funded-travel-to-ohio-due-to-anti-lgbtq-law

“Those of us overseeing vaccine rollouts don’t have a clear idea of what to do,” said Dr. Clay Marsh, West Virginia’s Covid-19 czar.

Not just me: “Democrats’ Most Miserable Week Yet” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/09/democrats-biden-utter-misery.html

Sept. 25, 2021
Maria Ressa urges world leaders: 'Act now' vs infodemic threatening democracies https://www.rappler.com/world/global-affairs/maria-ressa-asks-world-leaders-act-now-against-infodemic-threatening-democracies

“Teaching [the realities of climate] to an 18 year old is like telling them that they have cancer, then ushering them out the door, saying ‘sorry, good luck with that.’” https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/first-person-climate-change-education-support-young-people-1.6186611

The fascist internationale: CPAC is going to Budapest. Mike Pence was just in Budapest talking about his hopes for the Supreme Court outlawing abortion. Tucker Carlson embraced Orban and his anti Semitic fascist state on Fox prime time. https://twitter.com/SteveSchmidtSES/status/1442178163199528960
See also: https://www.justsecurity.org/78565/appetite-for-obstruction-how-autocrats-subvert-democracys-infrastructure/

September 27, 2021
White dude: “I used to edit Page 1 stories for the Chicago Tribune, including many from Washington. In this thread, I explain why the media (including me) have been unintentionally complicit in the rise of fascism that threatens our democracy.” https://twitter.com/KimBrownLive/status/1442843048262635533

T-Mobile and AT&T are introducing a set of regulations called the 10 Digit Long Code, or 10DLC, that will significantly limit the ability of advocacy non-profits, civic organizations, and labor unions to communicate with their membership https://movementlabs.com/10dlc-faq/

WTF: Since President Biden took office in January, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has been stuck in a 2-2 partisan divide. The 5th seat — the tie-breaking Chair position — sits empty, all because Biden still hasn’t nominated anyone. https://www.satellitetoday.com/government-military/2021/07/23/on-the-case-of-president-bidens-missing-fcc-chair-nominee/
See also: “hold” on dozens of nominees to diplomatic corps; Louis DeJoy still dismantling post office—DeJoy’s plan to permanently slowing mail service across the country to facilitate privatization of USPS takes effect this week; Trump’s tax returns are still locked in a vault; zero Supreme Court appointments, etc., etc.

In March, 79% of Republicans said it was important to prosecute the Capitol rioters. That figure has now dropped to 57%, according to Pew https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/28/politics/poll-january-6-capitol-riot/index.html

NY Times: “The Democratic Party has an opportunity to pass a set of policies that are popular with their base, swing voters and even some Republicans. Instead, the party may fail to do so.”

September 28, 2021
'Great replacement theory' gets people killed and yet you now have Tucker Carlson defending it, promoting it, mainstreaming it. And elected Republicans are now following in his footsteps. “And we're arguing about infrastructure?" https://twitter.com/mehdirhasan/status/1443010002562789378
Indivisible: “We’re all in on reconciliation this week”
US government will run out of money by October 18, Treasury secretary says https://cnn.it/2ZuTmtY (So Congress reaches an agreement the next day to… push that back six whole weeks)

cache of recorded meetings and documents, from the development of Amazon's Astro robot,  make clear this is a surveillance device that will follow you everywhere, learn your behavior, and adjust its behavior accordingly https://www.vice.com/en/article/93ypp8/leaked-documents-amazon-astro-surveillance-robot-tracking

September 29, 2021
Democracy is dying in daylight while Biden is a silent statue and Congress a kabuki theater
Ohio Supreme Court punts on redistricting legislation until December, at a stroke running out nearly half the time remaining on the clock before Republican gerrymanders win by default because the primary filing deadline has passed https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1443220088828616709
“Even with expedited briefing, it's hard to imagine the court reaching a decision and the Ohio Redistricting Commission issuing anything genuinely better prior to Ohio's Feb. 2 candidate filing deadline.” https://twitter.com/Alex__Ebert/status/1443264412593369088
Long Mobilize the Vote email = “get ready to do more of the same things which failed completely”
blah blah blah: “URGENT ACTION NEEDED OPPOSE AMENDMENTS TO SB 1 ATTACKING HONESTY IN EDUCATION TELL LEGISLATORS TO VOTE “NO” ON AN AMENDMENT ADDING CRITICAL RACE THEORY LANGUAGE TO SB 1 -- HOUSE VOTING TODAY -- ACT NOW!” as though this will make any difference
Here, a celebrity liberal perceives just the barest glimmer of a hint that the system doesn’t work and we’ve all been duped, but of course it can’t possibly be that, so the real problem is individuals not doing their jobs.  https://twitter.com/robreiner/status/1443076306942390272
Meanwhile, at Tristan’s fundraiser, Sam Salim tells me how Keith Mundy is managing the campaign of the latest pretend challenger to Jim Jordan, whose wasteful scam campaign is raising a lot of money
And members of Congress are literally playing the traditional baseball game 
FML

Republican hacks on the Supreme Court continue to have public tantrums at being exposed as cranks: in this edition, Alito enraged by Adam Serwer’s very accurate Atlantic article about the Texas abortion order  https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1443649435733463053

In September, “I heard about a TX woman with an ectopic pregnancy who was turned away by her doctor, then her ER. Ectopics must be terminated immediately or the patient can die.” https://www.thelily.com/the-texas-abortion-ban-has-a-medical-exception-but-some-doctors-worry-its-too-narrow-to-use/

Sept. 30, 2021
Hillary Clinton, one of the most insider-y establishment people alive, explicitly voices fear that this country will descend into minority rule https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/09/hillary-clinton-gop-conspiracies-and-election-reform/620262/
Brain worms: “We need #DemocracyReconciliation” https://twitter.com/lawfwd/status/1443681826430754818
The Gothamist reviewed hacked Oath Keeper online materials and found the  names of multiple NYPD and city officials. Mayor Bill de Blasio's office says it’s investigating https://gothamist.com/news/hack-oath-keepers-militia-group-includes-names-active-nypd-officers-de-blasio-launches-investigation

Hood County stands out nationally and within Texas because it offers a rare view into the virulent distrust and unyielding political pressure facing elections administrators even in communities that Trump safely won. The county also represents the escalation of a wider push to replace independent administrators with more actively partisan election officials, said David Kimball, a professor of political science at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
	“Going back to the 2020 election, by and large, we saw election officials at the state and local level stand up to and resist efforts by Trump supporters to overturn the results,” said Kimball, who is also a ballot design and voting equipment expert at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Election Lab. “And now this seems to me like part of the next move: Remove officials and put in somebody else who’s more to their liking.” https://www.propublica.org/article/gods-will-is-being-thwarted-even-in-solid-republican-counties-hard-liners-seek-more-partisan-control-of-elections

Indivisible: We started the month focused on democracy reform [then we constantly chased after one news-cycle priority after another]

Oct. 1, 2021
Democrats decline, for now, to let Senate oligarchs bully them into abandoning their whole budget agenda in a colossal and corrosive bait-and-switch; most headlines are “big defeat for Dems”
At the same time, even this relatively positive Slate analysis is based on the credible argument that months of talking did not until now even involve real conversation or negotiation https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/10/democrats-jayapal-gottheimer-pelosi-schumer-manchin-progressives-centrists.html
This Stanford white paper has a good title—“How to Secure American Elections When the Losers Won’t Accept They Lost”—but the actual content is weak tea which never convincingly addresses the concept in the title https://purl.stanford.edu/mf969dh7882
Over 700,000 Americans have died of Covid-19. This pandemic is the deadliest in U.S. history, overtaking the toll from the influenza pandemic of 1918 and 1919. Every age group under 55 saw its highest death toll of the pandemic this August. https://nyti.ms/2WwD3f8 

A defense contractor who defrauded the Navy of $50 million and handed out bribes all over was arrested in Malta, but he’s holding off extradition and a judge let him out https://twitter.com/CraigMWhitlock/status/1444772110333775875

Oct. 3, 2021
Facebook whistleblower speaks https://www.cbsnews.com/news/facebook-whistleblower-60-minutes-2021-09-30/
It ought to matter why Frances Haugen has had so much media notice when Sophie Zhang, who was fired for raising objections within the company to Facebook’s human rights problems, did not. https://twitter.com/juliacarriew/status/1446500543665479687
Pandora Papers expose offshore accounts of world leaders, billionaires, oligarchs, celebs and criminals.  ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Oct. 4, 2021
Today was just one ordinary day in a world made mad
The morning after 60 Minutes airs whistleblower, a total outage of Facebook, Hipstagram, WhatsApp, and even isitdownrightnow.com https://twitter.com/MKBHD/status/1445067779594506241
Source at Facebook: "it's mayhem over here, all internal systems are down too." https://twitter.com/PhilipinDC/status/1445108187355566086
Normally, this would be quite easy to fix. but Facebook runs EVERYTHING through Facebook https://twitter.com/alexhern/status/1445130873108586502
A senior State Department official, leaving his role in the Biden administration, has sent a scathing internal memo criticizing Title 42 as “illegal,” “inhumane” and “not worthy of this Administration that I so strongly support.” https://www.politico.com/news/2021/10/04/top-state-adviser-leaves-post-title-42-515029
District workers bulldozed a tent with someone still inside https://twitter.com/sdonovan5/status/1445077611944763394
Also, police are rolling out bulldozers for “crowd control,” and there’s no prize for guessing that it isn’t intended for use on Trumpers https://twitter.com/JoshuaPotash/status/1444745764618575878
Ron Johnson suggests Merck is trashing Ivermectin and promoting new Covid pill because of difference in cost—a talking point ripped straight from the Ivermectin Facebook groups. Outside of recommending everyone to huff hydrogen peroxide through a nebulizer, this sentence is like a quarter of the comments on there in the last couple of weeks. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1445193140688891908
Anti-vaxxers tore down a mobile COVID-19 testing tent in Manhattan today. Meanwhile, some New York City firefighters fist-bumped protesters, and at least one law enforcement officer enthusiastically cheered the crowd. https://www.vice.com/en/article/5db7wq/anti-vaxxers-just-destroyed-a-covid-testing-unit-in-new-york?utm_source=vicenewstwitter
an anti-vaxx/anti-lockdown protest outside of the Consulate General of Australia in New York, with Americans waving Australian flags. Fox News and other international right-wing media have targeted Australia since the middle of the year. … online spectators who observed last week’s protests in Melbourne only through broadcasts from sympathetic live streamers and viral clips shared online have coalesced around #AustraliaHasFallen, a hashtag with thousands of people tweeting about a narrative claiming Australia has become a police state.  https://www.crikey.com.au/2021/10/04/australiahasfallen-social-video-dystopian-vision-australia/
WaPo op-ed: The Supreme Court’s crisis of legitimacy: As the Supreme Court opens a new term Monday, its biggest problem is itself.
Much chatter to similar effect but what does it matter? https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/10/06/the-supreme-courts-immense-power-may-pose-a-danger-to-its-legitimacy/
The Guardian, Oct. 4, 2021 jfc
Tory conference: five arrested after Iain Duncan Smith allegedly assaulted
Staff shortages spreading to all corners of UK business, survey finds
Meat producers say Johnson talking ‘nonsense’ about reasons for labour shortage in sector 
Fuel shortage ‘getting worse’ in London and south-east England
UK business confidence collapses as fears of ‘stagflation’ grow
Starmer’s bonfire of promises is likely to see Labour’s electoral chances crash and burn
Forget your post-Covid property hopes: crazy house prices are the only sure thing
Pandora papers: biggest ever leak of offshore data exposes financial secrets of rich and powerful
We cannot stand by as the Tories quietly erase all checks on power

Roundup of democracy in flames https://pressrun.media/p/america-isnt-guaranteed-a-happy-ending
7 in 10 Republicans don’t believe Joe Biden won the 2020 election.
66% of red state Republicans want to secede from the United States.
Despite the fact that right-wing fraud “audit” in Arizona found no proof of ballot wrongdoing, Republicans are eagerly sponsoring similar assaults on election integrity across the country.
A day after results from Arizona confirmed Biden won the Copper State, Trump announced at a rally that the ballot review proved he had won.
The Travis County Democratic Party headquarters in Texas was firebombed last week by a domestic terrorist.
In Colorado, Secretary of State Jena Griswold has accused a local country clerk of “sneaking someone into the county elections offices to copy the hard drives of Dominion Voting Systems machines. Those copies later surfaced online and in the hands of election deniers.”
Across the country, Trump supporters are hanging black American flags out in front of their homes signifying “no quarter will be given,” and that if necessary they will kill America’s enemies — Democrats, Liberals, LGBTQ, BIPOC, and the vaccinated.

I think a lot of society is now stuck in a downward spiral of wanting pain inflicted, more than solutions or really anything https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1445351389945868291

GOP Covid zombies continue to attack communities nationwide, with one deranged speaker at a local school board meeting recently warning, "I'd rather see this school in ashes” than see students wearing masks.

Wow, the urgency: “We may see another failed procedural vote on Manchin’s Freedom to Vote Act in the next couple weeks” (Indivisible email). IT’S OCTOBER. FML X1million

Oct. 5, 2021
All the bad guys are running out the clock, and prosecutors, judges, the DOJ are allowing it to work; today, Matt Gaetz’s buddy is getting another delay because of “his ongoing cooperation with investigators” which never leads to anything https://twitter.com/Tom_Winter/status/1445421401079418891
“Obama breaks his silence,” but for real, sounding alarm over gerrymandering and pleading for Senate Dems to do something
Garland has ordered the FBI to work with local officials around the country to respond to the “disturbing spike” in threats against educators stemming from anti-vaccine, anti-mask, and anti-CRT protests. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/10/04/garland-fbi-educator-threats-515104

Republican Pat DeWine says he will blatantly defy Ohio’s judicial canons and its practice on judicial recusals, as well as his own past practices, and vote in the court case against illegal maps his father Mike DeWine voted for https://www.cleveland.com/opinion/2021/10/justice-pat-dewine-cannot-justify-refusal-to-recuse-in-redistricting-cases-involving-his-father.html

Nine months after the Jan. 6 attack, authorities have made 625+ arrests. But that’s still just a quarter of the universe of potential Jan. 6 defendants who engaged in chargeable conduct. https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1445796820769247241

House committee investigating January 6 can't find a former Trump aide in order to physically serve him with a subpoena, sources say https://cnn.it/3FlXTzk

Oct. 6, 2021
CNN anchor: "Are we exposing here that the system is not up to the task...?" 
Odd Atlantic article in which quotes by Norm Eisen, entirely contrary to his schtick on Twitter, assess that the position of representative democracy in the US is terribly dire, and the few people in a position to fight back (e.g. in Congress) just aren’t https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/10/kamala-harris-trump-january-6/620310/
Reuters reveals that OAN gets nearly all its revenue from (and was basically created by) at&t https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1445720929775067138
A Cumberland man allegedly killed his brother and sister-in-law in their Ellicott City home last week because his brother, a pharmacist, administered COVID-19 vaccines, according to charging documents filed Wednesday in a Howard County court. He believed his brother was “poisoning people” by giving them the COVID vaccine. https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/crime/bs-md-cr-burnham-follow-20211006-srubyenoujenvkd5igalidruwm-story.html
Congressman Paul Gosar has posted a link to The Unz Review, a Holocaust denial website whose top article today is written by neo-Nazi Andrew Anglin. Gosar also routinely shares the work of Holocaust denier Vincent James Foxx https://twitter.com/nickmartin/status/1445822110576758794

“IMO, it’s only a matter of time before an anti-vaccine activist(s) carries out an act of mass violence (most likely a bombing or shooting) in the U.S. The escalation of their rhetoric is terrifying” https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1445918160998260738

CrowdTangle CEO  Brandon Silverman is leaving Facebook. He was seen as a pro-transparency voice inside the company https://www.theverge.com/2021/10/6/22713109/facebook-crowdtangle-founder-brandon-silverman-leaves
“We really need to think hard about the fact that the world's largest social media network has engaged in a vast deception of lawmakers in dozens of countries, of its investors, its users and the public. It must not be allowed to persist.” https://twitter.com/justinhendrix/status/1452021417529290753

Oct. 7, 2021
Time is a flat circle, the empire never ended, this is all stupid and unreal: Brennan Center email subject “The John Lewis Voting Rights Act Reaches the Senate”
Likewise today’s “breaking news” that Trump tried to abuse power to overturn his election defeat; how many fucking times can that be discovered?
“there is no sign the Department of Justice is actually looking at [Trump] so far” https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/07/opinions/jan-6-select-committee-subpoenas-eisen-sparks/index.html
True-believer Twitter user whose display name is “ArizonaForBiden”: “I'm close to no longer caring. NOTHING has happened to Trump or his sycophants in four years and the ones who were mildly punished were pardoned. I could never understand why my friend in Belarus had an attitude of no longer caring about the corruption. I get it now.” https://twitter.com/PastaFazoool/status/1446155265649221639
The CDC, like the FDA, remains in la la land—and is still more functional than most of our country’s critical institutions https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/10/07/cdc-is-all-like-use-a-window-fan-if-you-plan-on-celebrating-upcoming-holidays-indoors-that-should-be-fine

Michael Flynn has embraced his profitable role as a QAnon star. But now QAnon has turned on him, accusing him of being a Satanist agent after he led a church congregation in what they say is a Satanic prayer borrowed from a nuclear doomsday cult. https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1446476227670331401

If you want a demonstration of how completely ridiculous our political structures are, try independent Senator Bernie Sanders very soundly haranguing Democrat Joe Manchin about the necessity of accepting where the caucus is rather than acting as a standalone without reference to it
Or, is another good example of the madness of the senate: Cramer calls McConnell’s deal “elegant” and praises it. Then John Bresnahan asks if he’ll vote for it. No, of course. https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1446196352724213771

Per the Federal Reserve, the top 1% of households (1M) now officially have more wealth than the entire middle class (78M families). https://twitter.com/SteveRattner/status/1446553738961903618

Oct. 8, 2021
Ultraviolet: “Our movement is only growing stronger.” Indivisible: much to celebrate! Fair Districts Coalition: We’re helping [Frank LaRose’s gaslighting campaign]! And there is no such shape as pear FML
Judge finds that Robert Reader assaulted a police officer, and lied about his political motivations for participating in the Capitol Putsch, but sentences him to only three months; according to Reader, ordinary people seem to be punishing Reader far more than the state https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1446514446868885504
FEC won't take action against RNC for how it paid Trump's Russia probe lawyers (a September decision made public now) https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/08/politics/fec-rnc-trump-lawyers-russia-investigation/index.html

Together, the past two years of California wildfires have burned an area larger than the total acreage of New Jersey or Vermont. “The fire situation in California is unrecognizably worse than it was a decade ago,” Michael Wara, a Stanford University scientist, has told NY Times.

Oct. 9, 2021
Trump rally "was attended by longtime Iowa US Sen. Chuck Grassley, Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds, Iowa Reps. Mariannette Miller-Meeks and Ashley Hinson, and other mainstream Republican officials. Some of these very same people, who just nine months ago were slamming Trump for his role in the Capitol riots, were now only too happy to be seen supporting him. The most hypocritical of the bunch was Sen. Grassley, who on January 6 was escorted by his security detail to a secure location to protect him from the pro-Trump mob that had laid siege on the Capitol." https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/10/opinions/trump-iowa-rally-gop-embrace-obeidallah/index.html

Oct. 10, 2021
Relentless optimist Amy Hanauer: “The American experiment is unraveling” 

Oct. 11, 2021
Beyond parody. WaPo reporter: “One episode on Jan. 5 that deserves more attention: Trump issued a statement late at night speaking for Pence, hours before the next day's certification” https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1447663750832664576

Republican governors are the near-future presidency of America. Just within a few days, Greg Abbott preempted any/all vaccine requirements in Texas, and made news for ordering LGBTQ-youth safety resources pulled offline (several weeks ago)  https://www.houstonchronicle.com/politics/texas/article/Prompted-by-Abbott-primary-challenger-Texas-16525826.php

Oct. 12, 2021
American and Southwest airlines say they will continue implementing vaccine mandate despite Texas’ preemption. The two major Texas-based airlines said the Biden admin’s demand that their workforces be vaccinated against the coronavirus supersedes a conflicting Texas order. (They are correct, though once again, Texas seems like an active catalyst for breakdown of central authority in the US)
Tuesday night Ron Watkins, the man many believe to be Q took time out of his busy schedule to have dinner with Kari Lake, the Trump-endorsed candidate and front-runner to become Arizona’s next governor https://www.vice.com/en/article/akg5jz/trumps-pick-for-arizona-governor-just-had-dinner-with-qanons-ron-watkins
“I guess I did get a little animated…I suppose I spoke up to sound the alarm… to wake people up… and to rally them to action! Yes our democracy is in danger” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1448107734952464384
“I love that there was a period of time when it was like 'grrr someone should fix these robocalls' and then they never really did and now we just don't answer phones anymore. Seems like a great sign for how the rest of the next few years will go societally” https://twitter.com/BusinessmanLego/status/1447929869116002307
Exchange with Michigan state Rep. Daire Rendon. Reporter: Is that a QAnon button on your shirt?
Her: It’s a flag with a Q on it. Reporter: What does the Q reference? Her: The Q is the highest level of security in the federal government. https://twitter.com/CraigDMauger/status/1447970559845863426

a list of more than 35,000 members of the Oath Keepers — obtained by an anonymous hacker and shared with ProPublica by the whistleblower group Distributed Denial of Secrets — underscores how the organization is evolving into a force within the Republican Party. https://www.propublica.org/article/oath-keepers-in-the-state-house-how-a-militia-movement-took-root-in-the-republican-mainstream

“Right now, the political climate again looks promising for Republicans. Congressional Democrats are squabbling over legislative process, rather than passing policies that President Biden has proposed. Biden has also looked less than masterly on several other issues, including Afghanistan, the economy and the pandemic. His approval rating has fallen to about 45 percent.” NYT morning email

Also, Republicans—with journalistic complicity—have successfully replaced conversations about white supremacy and other oppression with invented controversy about radical “wokeness” FML

Oct. 13, 2021
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) bizarrely claims 40,000 Brazilians heading for Connecticut "wearing designer clothes and Gucci bags" illegally crossed the border
Marc Elias (email): “We are one, maybe two, elections away from a constitutional crisis. My fear is that those who support democracy are not as prepared or as focused as those who seek to subvert our elections.”
“every day that passes brings us one day closer to a crisis. We cannot wait until 2024 to address this problem. … We must begin by honestly acknowledging the scope and complexity of the problem. Pundits and law professors cannot solve this in a sound bite or a law review article. There are no simple fixes or silver bullets.” https://www.democracydocket.com/news/how-the-gop-will-try-to-subvert-our-elections/
But then what’s the DCCC doing? Oh, sending me some ridiculous gimmick fundraising mailer including five 1¢ stamps
My state legislator, typically of Democrats, can only consider the idea of a Constitutional restart as a verboten Republican scheme https://twitter.com/MikeSkindell/status/1448286711402754054
And the press, le sigh https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1448342483964993549
Etc. https://twitter.com/ftwtwit/status/1448282920343547904
Trump endorsed Republican candidate for Virginia governor Glenn Youngkin at a rally where a flag present on 1/6 was treated with quasi-religious awe. During the "Take Back Virginia Rally" in Henrico County, Martha Boneta, the Republican host of the event, called someone to the stage who was carrying an American flag that was reportedly present at what was referred to as the "peaceful rally with Donald J. Trump" on January 6. https://www.newsweek.com/january-flag-glenn-youngkin-virginia-trump-1638863
Also on Wednesday, Trump declared that Republicans won't vote in 2022 and 2024 if "we don't solve the presidential election fraud of 2020...It is the single most important thing for Republicans to do." https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/17/opinions/trump-cant-always-get-what-he-wants-opinion-column-galant/index.html
SFRC is also expected to advance 29 of Biden’s State Dept nominees next week — including Cindy McCain, Jeff Flake, Tom Udall, “Sully” Sullenberger & more — who will all soon run into Ted Cruz’s blockade on the Senate floor. https://twitter.com/AndrewDesiderio/status/1448394740425166856
Ohio's State Board of Education repealed an anti-racism resolution Wednesday night and replaced it with one condemning any teachings that "seek to divide” https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/10/14/ohio-state-board-education-repeals-anti-racism-resolution/6094952001/
Also, a school administrator in Southlake, Texas, advised teachers last week that if they have a book about the Holocaust in their classroom, they should also have a book with an "opposing" perspective. 
Administrators explicitly reference the legislation Texas Republicans passed that attacks the public school curriculum. https://nbcnews.to/2YNVugH
Meanwhile Cleveland City Council is forcefeeding $10 million into further militarizing the police https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1448638169222615042

It was the largest protest in U.S. history, drawing 15-26 million. And yet 16 months after George Floyd's murder, Congress is paralyzed, and police budgets are rising https://twitter.com/Will_Bunch/status/1448694503460769794

15% of scientists who have spoken publicly about COVID-19 said they received death threats as a result and 22% were threatened with physical or sexual violence. Six had actually been physically attacked. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/13/scientists-abused-and-threatened-for-discussing-covid-global-survey-finds

“I spend lots of time reading comments on Telegram  and other Cult platforms. The ease and frequency they talk about executions, mass murder and genocide is astonishing. Nine months ago there were a scattered neo-nazi channels. Since 1/6 they have metastasized and ballooned.” https://twitter.com/jimstewartson/status/1449832242893578245

The surging labor strikes seem, above anything else, like abandonment of any kind of really meaningful collective organizing, for a sad, narrow poking directly at corporate America for somewhat better wage-slavery terms, because anything else—other avenues, other demands—just seems beyond any hope or believability https://twitter.com/BL_Balthaser/status/1448687195594838019

It feels like the dam is going to burst, and everyone who counts is either: sabotaging the dam, patching the dam, or demanding better pay & working conditions for the patch crew.

Oct. 14, 2021
Time is a flat circle, the empire never ended, this is all stupid and unreal: “Today, I’m announcing that the Senate will vote on moving forward on the Freedom To Vote Act on Wednesday.”
the World Justice Project released today, scores and ranks rule of law performance in 139 countries. For the fourth year in a row, the Index shows rule of law declining in a majority of countries. It also records a significant expansion of this negative trend over the past year. The drop was sharper than average in the US https://www.justsecurity.org/78594/new-data-highlight-growing-worldwide-rule-of-law-crisis/
DOJ settled Andrew McCabe's lawsuit today. DOJ will bury details of how Donald Trump politicized DOJ. We already know that he did. Yet there is still something appalling in each emblem of how the Biden administration is trying to draw a veil over the atrocity of the Trump admin, especially in this case: McCabe’s personnel records will be altered such that there’s no record of his firing. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/10/15/andy-mccabe-got-his-pension-and-his-cufflinks-but-is-that-adequate-recourse-for-the-country/

Edinburgh scientists report: Plankton, which generate upwards of 40% of all breathable Oxygen on earth, on path to eradication within 25 years due to global ocean acidification.
Meanwhile, Biden admin considers releasing emergency oil reserves to make gasoline even cheaper  https://www.ft.com/content/42c9f6c3-ad59-42a3-b9c2-1d79850f96af

Yup: Advocates worry Biden is letting U.S. democracy erode on his watch

How do I even continue bothering, at all?

Oct. 15, 2021
Biden says he does think the Justice Department should prosecute those who defy congressional subpoenas related to Jan. 6. “I do, yes.” A NY Times reporter wearing a Pikachu hat responds: “I guess no one told @POTUS about the 2 OLC opinions that sharply curb prosecution of exec branch officials who defy subpoenas, relied on in part to protect Lois Lerner (D) and Wilbur Ross (R)?” GOTCHA, I guess? GFG https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1449390270412382208
Protesters against vaccine mandates chant "Defund the Media" in front of the New York Times building.

There is this conviction in journalism (and beyond) that politicians have duties and journalism’s own duty is simply to provide reports on whether or not politicians are performing those duties and if they aren’t then voters will vote them out. That isn’t remotely what happens in politics, now, yet journalists either don’t get this or can’t say it because it’s culturally verboten. https://twitter.com/dskolnick/status/1449486922288611334

In recent weeks, Republican representatives of three counties in western Maryland have petitioned to become part of West Virginia. https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1451348273311125509

Republican candidates for Secretaries of State in MI, AZ, NV and CA to participate in conference run by a Holocaust-denying neo-Nazi. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1450027885348147200

US schools: Confederate flags okay, Pride flags no https://twitter.com/RHLacroix/status/1449381244613971978

U.S. Billionaires are Now $2.1 Trillion Richer Than Before the Pandemic - Inequality.org

“Workers are striking in multiple sectors and a whole generation of climate activists are getting radicalized with every minute our political system fails the planet and the people. We are potentially witnessing the birth of the collective agents of transformative ecosocial change” Or the collapse of long-ailing liberal democracy into anarcho-oligarchy. https://twitter.com/triofrancos/status/1449457132139474945

October 18, 2021
Senate defense appropriations bill is out, giving the Pentagon more than $10 billion than requested, $725.8 billion
States are running elections on Windows 7. Election administrators were supposed to get $10 billion in the reconciliation package. Senators then removed the funding at Pelosi’s direct urging. “I don’t know how to say this more clearly: the current state of election infrastructure in the United States is a national security threat.” https://twitter.com/JessicaHuseman/status/1450219782113013764
The not-wrong reluctance to provide some elections machinery funding when it would likely reduce whatever urgency there is for other, critical, election reforms, just demonstrates how completely it’s all fucked https://www.votebeat.org/2021/9/10/22665863/secretaries-state-federal-election-funding-pelosi-schumer-letter
Indivisible: “On Wednesday, we expect to see another failed procedural vote on Sen. Manchin’s Freedom to Vote Act. If that happens and the vote fails, it will tee up a big October filibuster showdown once the Senate is done with reconciliation.” If? IF???
“The name of Trump’s game: delay. He’s gonna lose but he wants to drag it out as long as possible.” Does that mean that he will lose, or that he will succeed?
US media races to tell Americans that breakthrough COVID killed Colin Powell, leaving out that he was 84 and had multiple myeloma
The Ohio Fair Districts Coalition organized a public protest at Secretary of State Frank LaRose’s office, which clearly got under his skin, badly. LaRose had his people hand out paper maps telling the protesters to go over to the Riffe Center where the Redistricting Commission’s figurehead co-chairs have offices. Hours later the Coalition sends an email announcing that it’s moving future protests to the Riffe Center. My friend Heather: “They like to make nice with LaRose.” (As a bonus, more hours later, social media content directing people to return to LaRose’s office on Tuesday remains online.) FML

https://twitter.com/JaneLytv/status/1450107741935181828

A school in Miami is telling parents to keep their children home for 30 days if they get vaccinated. The new rule is based on fears of "vaccine shedding," a false phenomena debunked by the CDC.  https://twitter.com/NBCNewsBusiness/status/1450485804803919883

Franklin Graham's meeting with a sanctioned Russian official is the latest in a years-long campaign out of Moscow to target the American Religious Right; the second time in as many months in which a leading American Evangelical figure has met with someone directly sanctioned by the U.S. And the meeting(s) with Graham are the highest-profile contacts yet. (Graham didn't post, share, or announce anything about his meeting with a sanctioned Russian official. We only know about it from a Duma readout.) https://www.thebulwark.com/franklin-grahams-hangouts-with-sanctioned-putin-pal/

October 19, 2021
American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, and the Children’s Hospital Association issued a declaration that children’s mental health had become a “national emergency.” https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/our-youth-are-struggling-with-mental
Nonpartisan Ohio Fair Districts is inept, and Democrats’ own redistricting advocacy group is sending an email declaring that the solution is “we engage in the redistricting process now” click here to donate FML
“Subpoenas are not optional,” claims member of Congress, despite all evidence indicating otherwise https://twitter.com/RepPeteAguilar/status/1450623148869697538
In Brazil, an official nearly 1,200-page report effectively blames Bolsonaro’s policies for the deaths of more than 300,000 Brazilians, half of the nation’s coronavirus death toll, and urges authorities to imprison the president https://twitter.com/aka_dirtgirl/status/1450579264668065793

the labor market is in a standoff: “Workers are holding out until their savings disappear. Businesses are holding out until their customers disappear.”

In this week alone, there are protests at Netflix, the grocery delivery platform Instacart, and Facebook by its content moderators. https://www.theguardian.com/media/2021/oct/20/netflix-employees-activism-walkout-dave-chappelle-controversy

Gun School: A True Story of Fear, Fatherhood and the Collapse of the Empire https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/10/20/gun-school-a-true-story-of-fear-fatherhood-and-the-collapse-of-the-empire

October 20, 2021
Nine months of absolute uselessness
Nine months after our best efforts pried Trump out of the White House, he remains at large, charged with nothing. (We heard, we saw, every week, almost every day, for four years, that he was breaking laws left and right. He has been charged with nothing.)
Two members of Congress, Lee and Raskin, will address the topic: “How to save our democracy.” 
Meanwhile David Pepper (using the most clichéd Tim-Ryan what-the-holey-smokes language) encourages everyone to read his new book on the subject.
Brennan Center: “The Senate votes today” (This is false. What the Senate does today is not-voting. A parody of voting. It’s dancing around and avoiding real voting.)
The Equal Districts Coalition is… holding a “people’s hearing”
The closest thing to organizing for court reform among Democrats—Demand Justice PAC—sends me a quick-signature-needed email to strip Trump of his pension AYFKM
Rubio is holding up a Biden appointment—but one or more Democrats must want it this way otherwise it couldn’t happen https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1450862286185369606
Likewise, Senate Democrats dance around and point and pretend that Republicans are stopping the Freedom to Vote Act.
“As a nation, we are at an inflection point when it comes to protecting the will of the American people and safeguarding our federal elections from partisan interference” … yes, yes “today’s Senate vote only adds urgency to the need for bipartisan leaders to speak out.” GFG
Rep. Bill Pascrell: “if the options are preserving some parliamentary gimmick or saving American democracy, it's not a hard choice.” ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
President Biden takes the occasion to… delivers remarks on his Bipartisan Infrastructure Deal [ffs] and Build Back Better Agenda
House GOP leaders are recommending a “no” vote on the criminal contempt referral for Bannon, Scalise announced in conference this morning

11 million people live in Haiti. Only 20,000 have been fully vaccinated. The US donated & delivered 500,000 doses. Now 400,000 are being returned so they don’t spoil.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1451344581933502464

Reports tricking out from DC Jail's "Patriot Wing" suggest that some Jan 6-ers are bonding and becoming even more entrenched in their anti-govt beliefs.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1451233338723819528
Although personally I'm about 1000x more worried about the radical anti-democracy gangsters inside of state legislatures, Congress, the courts, etc., than about the ones in DC jail

October 21, 2021
Yesterday, democracy advocates say that two DINO senators can save democracy; today veterans resign from advisory role with one of them, saying that she’s hopelessly affixed to corporate donors and indifferent to actual constituents
Republicans are arguing that the question the committee should be focused on: "Why were we so unprotected on Jan. 6?" (That’s because in the past presidents who lost re-election didn't egg on their violent followers to storm the Capitol and overthrow the government)
House Democrats pat themselves on the back for voting to ask the Department of Justice to prosecute Steve Bannon for defying Congressional subpoena

Democrats only took pseudo-control in 2020 because of 18-29 year-old voters, and now community college, student debt, and climate are becoming the first things dropped https://www.inquirer.com/opinion/biden-democrats-young-voters-community-college-climate-20211021.html
https://twitter.com/bfishbfish/status/1449154125908824067
At the same time, congratulations to everyone managing to turn a once-in-generations spending initiative into a Hunger Games about “cuts” and who is getting thrown under the bus https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1451643998313930754
NY Times is helping with this, too, ludicrously treating the initial shoot-the-moon proposal as the measuring stick so that anything less amounts to retrograde motion https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1452287866139287562

Antiworker “labor shortage” gaslighting is helping fuel bring-back-child-labor legislation https://twitter.com/kittynouveau/status/1451774299556175873

We learned this week that the Westchester County, NY district attorney is investigating the Trump National Golf Club Westchester. It’s been more than two and a half years since Michael Cohen testified before the House Oversight Committee that the Trump org reported deflated assets to reduce tax exposure while making false statements to the FEC and the public about golf course market value. Why is it only after the August 2021 election of a new district attorney, Mimi Rocah, took office was the possibility of tax and insurance fraud finally investigated? How many more years will pass before another domestic Trump golf course is investigated? https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/10/26/what-lies-beneath-the-turf/

Republicans are working so hard to steal the next election despite Democrats’ great effort to give it away. 

October 22, 2021
Get me out of here
People are doing cartwheels because Biden last night mumbled some tepid, timid, weaksauce words about “reforming the filibuster”
Marc Elias newsletter: “Senate Republicans block federal voting rights legislation” this is a lie, Republicans alone don’t have the votes to block anything
Catherine Turcer is just playing dumb: “I have no idea what they're waiting for" https://twitter.com/OhFairDistricts/status/1451544130253897730
(So difficult to comment on politics in this era and be honest, but not complicit. "HOLY SMOKES what's wrong with everyone!?" performative cluelessness is infantilizing. But, many who explain accurately veer into worldly-wise cynicism, implying that explanation = justification.)
“it’s been totally normalised that in Britain you can no longer rely on being able to buy even basic goods in your local supermarket meanwhile we have the highest Covid death rates in Europe & none of it is even considered newsworthy any more” https://twitter.com/carolecadwalla/status/1451460987144622088
UK supermarkets using cardboard cutouts to hide gaps left by supply issues https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/oct/22/supermarkets-using-cardboard-cutouts-to-hide-gaps-left-by-supply-issues

The rightward drift of workers has been an international phenomenon.

It’s like we’re all trapped in a Sixth Sense afterlife, mostly not even aware that the last chance for our hopes died years ago

October 23, 2021
“The normal political class continues to under-react to how close Trump came to [stealing power in a not-yet-normalized manner].” https://twitter.com/vermontgmg/status/1451931707557486601
Barely 16 months ago, Trump's fascist regime & its allies were beating, arresting, jailing journalists like there was no tomorrow. Now journalism is back to "But does democratically elected government have any power? It's a thorny legal question, wheee!" https://twitter.com/kpolantz/status/1451917948420042761
Republican bugaboo-creation works as well as ever; Plain Dealer cooperatively publishes school board candidates for or against critical race theory (plus comprehensive sex education, COVID-19 precautions) https://www.cleveland.com/news/2021/10/see-list-of-school-board-candidates-for-or-against-critical-race-theory-comprehensive-sex-education-covid-19-precautions-in-cuyahoga-county.html

US ports are a choke point in a complex system soaked in market failures: conflicting interests, moral hazards, tragedy of the commons, oligopoly pricing and monopsony labor, and nothing close to perfect information. And every lobby is trying to turn this crisis to advantage. https://twitter.com/opendna/status/1452064370725466114

October 24, 2021
The Sunday shows continue inviting Republicans on to normalize being antidemocratic. Roy Blunt on if it's a good idea for Trump to run again if he can't accept elections: He’s entitled to that opinion https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1452285017216925697

“This nationwide effort by the GOP seeks to convert the image of elections from celebrations of self-governance to dark conspiracies. In the era of the Big Lie, Republicans seek to turn voting booths from sanctuaries of democracy into crime scenes. Caught up in this web of fake fraud are ordinary citizens and well-meaning election officials who will now be branded the perpetrators of the fraud. Partisan prosecutors and the right-wing media will do their part to punish voters for voting and civic groups and election officials for helping.  What will result is a picture of democracy that more closely resembles Picasso’s Guernica than John Trumbull’s Declaration of Independence.”  https://www.democracydocket.com/news/republicans-are-manufacturing-fake-fraud/

October 25, 2021

Despite all the encouraging news, one shadow still hangs over the U.S.: The pandemic does not need to be nearly as bad it is.
“The least vaccinated communities have some of the laxest restrictions, while highly vaccinated communities … tend to have some of the most aggressive measures aimed at driving down cases,” https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2021/11/the-worlds-only-normal-until-you-test-positive/620653/

October 26, 2021
U.N. warns world set for 2.7C rise on today's emissions pledges. (Hooray, this may place us only in the “moving toward Hell” range, aside from the fact that projections tend to be too optimistic and pledges won’t be kept.)
On the pro-Trump internet, they're on Day 3 of "Anthony Fauci kills puppies." It's inescapable. He's the new Soros/Hillary, an omnipotent villain. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1453127093747859466

Politicians are no more likely to regulate social media now than they were 4 weeks ago before the Facebook Files/Papers. https://twitter.com/Klonick/status/1453042181586001932

Claremont Institute President Ryan Williams says that Jan 6 coup memo author and Claremont Senior Fellow John Eastman is "still very involved with a lot of the state legislators and advising them on election integrity [rigging] stuff."

October 27, 2021
John Deere is cutting off 10,000 workers (and their families') health insurance. They could just as easily not do this, but they want to break the strike. https://twitter.com/crulge/status/1449450419357429765

There is something going on, maybe, in the financialization of authority and society. legislating is reduced to budgeting. enforcement is fines. accountability is diminished to civil damages. Texas “bounties” scheme. Organizing and protest is mostly for better pay, at this point. Bribe people to get vaccinated. (Politics is of course awash in money.) 
Apparently people are even settling, with Nazis, for an amount which is NeoNazi code. Check, please. 

Ben Collins, January 7: “It’s going to be a much heavier narrative lift for the same alt-right people who took selfies and livestreamed themselves inside Pelosi’s ransacked office to blame Antifa for storming the Capitol” Now: “Never mind.” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1453883372225409027

October 28, 2021
In August, Biden sat in the Oval Office and vowed[?] to let Medicare negotiate drug prices. “It’s long past time we changed that,” Biden pledged. But the framework he unveiled today won’t. (Presidents in our alleged democracy have failed at implementing this incredibly popular policy for decades) https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1454104649905188873
Judge Howell: Deterrence is so much more critically important here, because peaceful transfer of power, set up in Constitution, that's how we give elected officials legit mandate to exercise their authority over rest of us. The Jan. 6 mob of which you were a part demanded transfer by force. But never mind that, I’m giving you probation i.e. a walkout.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1453774094202281986

the courts are overwhelmed with the number of January 6 defendants. Even without the legitimate challenges to the way DOJ has used obstruction in this case, it’s unlikely they would have been able to charge more felonies. … also, between Tanya Chutkan’s jail terms and Trevor McFadden’s brief probation terms, the misdemeanor sentences are disconcertingly all over the map https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/10/29/the-howell-sentence-at-the-end-of-the-schizophrenic-complaints/

For generations, the American right has used white supremacy to motivate working people into voting for oligarchy, and invented panics about traditional culture (usually patriarchy, some times e.g. “school prayer”) to sustain fear, outrage, etc., without getting too direct about white supremacy. (The increasing drumbeating around “border security” is shaving the indirectness tissue-fine.) It doesn’t change. Decade after decade after decade.  What is the point?

October 29, 2021
Another moment of terror because Supreme Court will hear appeals from coal-mining companies and Republican-controlled state govts, and may gut EPA’s—and Congress’s—authority to curb greenhouse gases from power plants. Maybe hearing this ridiculous appeal is just a “courtesy,” maybe the initial report overstated what part of the lawsuit the court is taking up, maybe this is some kind of trial balloon—but ultimately the problem is that this corrupt gang of monsters could do anything they want and no one is doing anything about that
“The timing of this announcement is a hammer blow to the already fractured reputation of America’s highest court, whose radical right wing now seems to care nothing about either legal precedent or our planet’s future.” https://twitter.com/RonBrownstein/status/1454277463362576386
Ohio’s unaccountable Republican dictatorship is purging the state Board of Education of members who think racism is bad, ahead of selection of a new state superintendent of schools. (Targeted members are meekly handing in their resignation letters, rather than make the fascists do more than threaten; FML) https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/10/29/two-ohio-state-board-of-education-members-forced-to-resign-because-they-werent-racist-enough

Polish state television has shown what it claimed were real film clips of "illegal immigrants" firing machine guns in Sweden. In fact the clips come from a Netflix serial. https://twitter.com/anneapplebaum/status/1454839412253237251

Every case of congenital syphilis, when a baby is born with the disease, is avoidable. Each is considered a “sentinel event,” a warning that the public health system is failing. The alarms are now clamoring. In the United States, more than 129,800 syphilis cases were recorded in 2019, double the case count of five years prior. In the same time period, cases of congenital syphilis quadrupled https://www.propublica.org/article/babies-are-dying-of-syphilis-its-100-preventable

November 1, 2021
Can’t take much more of ’dis array
David Dayen, who several weeks ago told everyone to take a breath because the holdouts would be brought around and a deal made: “‘The Build Back Better Framework’ really seeming not worth the effort”
“If Joe Manchin had sat in his office all day and played Angry Birds on his phone, the House was on a path to pass both his infrastructure bill, and send the BBB bill to the Senate where he could continue to influence it. After that press conference? Who know what happens next.” https://twitter.com/GarrettHaake/status/1455238907755380741
“Progressives on Twitter, the White House via statement, Jayapal on CNN and now Mark Warner on MSNBC, all saying the same thing re: Manchin- he’s been saying this for months, it’s fine. We will get it done this week.” [Italicized part was a lie. All of this was bullshit.]
Ohio redistricting groups: Help us legitimize the sham hearings being held as a procedural gloss for more illegal gerrymandering
Sens. Leahy (D), Durbin (D), Manchin (D) and Murkowski (R) just announced a bipartisan compromise on the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act.  Now they just need to find 9 other Republican senators to support this so it won't be filibustered.
Climate Summit begins. 400 VIP jets converge on Glasgow. "World leaders, particularly [from] the richest countries, are coming with such weak pledges, that this might as well be called the three degrees summit."
A recent report has found that the world’s transition away from fossil fuels is happening too slowly to avert major global catastrophe.

Last week NYT: “covid cases keep falling”
This week, Biden has lower approval ratings at this stage of his presidency than nearly any president in the era of modern polling.
Democrats rejected an entire field of women, minorities, & progressives to line up behind Biden—a white, male, churchgoing, pro-cop, anti-youth, Republican-friendly mass-deporting traditionalist, now leading America out of the pandemic and promoting progressive economics—and voters are completely soured on him

November 2, 2021
Trump candidate wins the governor’s race in Virginia, a state Joe Biden won by 10 percentage points only a year ago. In New Jersey, which Biden won by 16 points, the governor’s election is too close to call. (Murphy eked out a statewide win, but Dems' collapse in blue-collar parts of South Jersey is breathtaking - including State Senate President Steve Sweeney defeated by a truck driver who spent $153)
Youngkin went so far as to release an ad in which a white mother complained about her son’s high school class reading a classic novel by Toni Morrison.

Democrats don’t even seem to be trying … to chip away at the GOP hold on working-class whites—despite the fact that there are plenty of potential opportunities to wedge them. 
Republicans are clear favorites to retake both the House and the Senate in next year’s midterm elections.
The marginal US electorate swings mindlessly between voting for an unwieldy, weak, entirely ordinary coalition party, and voting for a toxic crime cult, depending on which holds the presidency. Issues and policies seem not to matter. No one knows how to change this, though the crime cult makes the rules into more and more of a ratchet, letting it keep power regardless of the electorate's mood swings. This is a doom loop and we're stuck in it.
The political narratives people tell one another are increasingly just nonsense trying to explain what is not rational. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1456232917424877574

November 3, 2021
“Good morning in America, where Republicans accept their winning election results in Democratic-led states but still don’t accept their 2020 losses in Republican-led states.” https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1455882605375762441
There is a massive irony in a left Democrat writing an angry, critical meta-commentary about “falling into the trap” and then going whole hog for the ridiculous prevailing narrative that made critical race theory toxic, Youngkin won by focusing on Virginia not national stuff, etc. Horse. Shit. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/11/03/this-is-the-morning-after-virginia-isnt-the-whole-story/
Swing Left email about implosion in Virginia: there is no such shape as pear
Trump allies set up a ‘legal fund’ for January 6 White House “rally” organizers, to cover fees for four former Trump aides who have been subpoenaed by the House committee. Republicans  let 650 pawns get charged without a legal defense fund, but four campaigners get charged and all of a sudden in piles money, a former attorney general, etc. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1456019723523698696
In the latest filing from Trump’s lawyers in the 1/6 case; they blame PDF conversion for the typos in their brief. This is what liberal democracy is losing to.
Ohio Republicans unveil their 13R, 2D Congressional maps. The Fair Districts Coalition’s idea? “take a look at the maps in Dave's and zoom in to your own neighborhood. Write testimony specifically saying how these maps would affect your community.” FFS.

Airlines have canceled thousands of flights. Lines at stores — especially drugstores — have grown. Restaurants no longer carry some items, like physical menus. (AYFKM?) The quality of many services has deteriorated since the start of the pandemic — a problem that the NPR show “Planet Money” has labeled “skimpflation.” This deterioration, in turn, is feeding Americans’ dissatisfaction with the state of the economy, as well as with life in general and with President Biden’s performance (OH, IS IT?)

November 4, 2021
Free Speech For People calls for Garland’s resignation

November 5, 2021
“I’ve decided I’m quitting my fellowship. There’s too much COVID, too much death, too many tears, too much anger and now politics in the ICU. I’m tired of watching 90% of the patients die, begging me to keep them alive before I intubate them knowing they’re toast. I’m tired of holding up an iPad so a family can say goodbye. I’m tired of people screaming at me for ivermectin, or peroxide, or plaquenil” https://twitter.com/Vancbromycin/status/1456471304479993862

The gap in Covid’s death toll between red and blue America has grown faster over the past month than at any previous point. In October, 25 out of every 100,000 residents of heavily Trump counties died from Covid, more than three times higher than the rate in heavily Biden counties (7.8 per 100,000). October was the fifth consecutive month that the percentage gap between the death rates in Trump counties and Biden counties widened. (NYT email)

dooooooooooooooom https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/11/08/temperatures-reach-record-levels-in-great-lakes-a-troubling-trend-fueled-by-climate-change

Nov. 6, 2021
lol nothing matters. House progressives fold, vote for corporate infrastructure giveaway, surrender all leverage on everything, claim victory. Bill is inflationary deficit spending, but the lie that it’s paid for is a bipartisan lie, so no one cares about the CBO https://www.factcheck.org/2021/08/senators-claim-infrastructure-bill-is-paid-for-experts-disagree/
Perfect timing on the two year anniversary of Biden telling a fundraiser audience that “With Donald Trump out of the way, you’re going to see a number of my Republican colleagues have an epiphany. Mark my words. Mark my words,” https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1192181187466473472
As well as the two year anniversary of 11,000 researchers warning of "untold suffering" without climate action

Apparently the Build Back Better agenda, after being compromised downward and downward, will now just quietly die in the Senate like everything else, while Democrats just try to bluff us by acting like “the infrastructure bill” is the same thing

November 8, 2021
“Cruz vs Big Bird” ayfkm ffs
Rep. Paul Gosar (R-Ariz.) tweeted a photoshopped, animated video that depicts him killing Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) and swinging two swords at President Biden. https://wapo.st/3EYewjH
Indivisible publishes more than a thousand words about the future of Build Back Better and elides entirely the issue of the Senate https://indivisibleteam.medium.com/next-steps-to-pass-build-back-better-e9ca64602f7e

Reuters tracked down some of the people who threatened U.S. election officials after buying into Trump's false claims that the 2020 vote was rigged. Most made no apologies. "We're just waiting to see when the civil war starts," one said.  https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-election-threats/

Republican Rep. Fred Upton of Michigan received a profanity-laced voicemail threatening his life and that of his family and staff, condemning his vote for an infrastructure bill last week. In the voicemail, obtained by NBC News from his office, a caller told Upton, "I hope you die. I hope everybody in your f------ family dies," while labeling him a "traitor." The Detroit News, who first published the profanity-laced voicemail, reported that Upton has received numerous death threats since his vote https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/gop-rep-upton-releases-death-threat-voicemail-over-infrastructure-bill-n1283664

November 9, 2021
Nonsensical email from Rep. Marcy Kaptur. The infrastructure bill delivers everything. “The Build Back Better agenda is only beginning”—what tf does that mean?
The attempt by House Progressives to claim that they got infrastructure over the finish line is not much better. They took it hostage and delayed it for months—for valid reasons, which I support, which the president implied he supported—but simply rewriting history is not the answer
Democrats/democrats in Ohio: vapid Ohio Capital Journal oped promoting David Pepper’s vapid advice: “Go on the offense with your state rep and senator. Now. Find out whose team he or she is on.” “Push. Back. Now.” GFG https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2021/11/09/ohio-voters-who-care-about-democracy-must-challenge-statehouse-autocracy/
Chip in $7 a month to protect our majority & Biden's agenda, and claim your free MoveOn pin and "Let the People Vote" sticker!
The Office of Special Counsel (the organization meant to protect whistleblowers, not Robert Mueller or John Durham) just released a report finding that 13 senior Trump officials — including Hatch Act recidivist Kellyanne Conway — violated prohibitions on engaging in electoral politics while acting in an official capacity during the 2020 election. The most important parts of the report describe the many reasons why the Official of Special Counsel is utterly powerless to prevent the kind of gleeful flouting of norms that Trump practiced. Several of these amount to admitting that if the President encourages Hatch Act violations, there’s nothing you can do about it. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/11/09/the-office-of-special-counsel-report-on-trumpsters-crimes-toothless-but-useful/
Gosar defends depicting the animated murder of a colleague, saying it was just “symbolic” about a policy fight. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1458207077961281540

We're coming to the point where you're going to need expert witnesses to validate a lot of digital imagery. Image manipulation is now so easy that many imaging devices now do it automatically without even telling us. https://twitter.com/thomasafine/status/1458558845198942208

Scott Gottlieb worries about further politicizing vaccines. "We will literally have governors running for president against this mandate." So: surrender, even on an issue with broad majority support. A new level of loser liberalism. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1458633340735655937

November 10, 2021
Too-typical nonsense. In one day, Rideshare2Vote claims (and new mayor of Cleveland Heights resyndicates claim that) “In Ohio, Democrats turned out and won!  We are starting now to turn out the vote to turn Ohio blue in 2022!” and For Our Future email celebrates that "we got rid of Trump [despite Ohio voting to reelect him] and drove Portman to give up on another term [actually he recognized long odds of winning a GOP primary]" https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1458621007594467328
On Wednesday, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported a 6.2% increase in consumer prices over the past 12 months -- the biggest jump in 31 years. Food prices are up 5%, used cars up 26% and the normally volatile price of gasoline is up nearly 50% over the past year.  https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/14/opinions/inflation-sleeping-monster-wakes-column-galant/index.html

After a 8 months in office, Garland hasn't made any public moves on anything involving the former president, his staff or corrupt cabinet officials who were never charged after investigations by the Office of Special Counsel.  https://www.rawstory.com/annoyed-by-garland-inaction-trump/

November 11, 2021
Omicron was first detected from a sample collected in Botswana on 11 November. Botswana bought 500k doses from Moderna for ~$29 per dose—far more than what even wealthy countries paid. Doses were expected to arrive in Aug. but none had been delivered by Oct. https://twitter.com/zainrizvi/status/1464348016501043224
Trump issues (another) “President of the United States” statement asserting that he has an envoy ambassador and is conducting foreign policy https://twitter.com/freedlander/status/1458820015394861060
Republican states govs sue to block vaccine mandates for health care workers from Medicare. https://themissouritimes.com/missouri-sues-to-block-vaccine-mandate-for-health-care-workers/
A day after holding an anti-vax rally outside an NYC hospital, white nationalist and Holocaust denier Nick Fuentes canceled his livestream show for tonight and told his followers on social media that he has come down sick. White nationalist Nick Fuentes has assured his followers on social media that he doesn't have COVID. He says he got sick from some expensive steak and threw up.
Norm Eisen: “This is one of the most urgent opeds I have ever written (& I have written over 300!) Trump must not be allowed to run out the clock on the 1/6 investigation” [Narrator: but he will be]
“Testify for fair maps!” Wear your shirts and buttons. Join our Tweet storm. Activist-led Honk and Wave events. Ask your Rep and Senator to vote against any rigged map

increases in income dwarf the rise in food costs that have featured prominently in news accounts on inflation—but Leather Apron’s who everyone’s talking about https://cepr.net/getting-high-on-inflation/
inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation inflation 

The Bitcoin price as well as the wider crypto market continues to go up and up in a speculative frenzy, bringing more and more speculators, technologically curious people, and dupes into contact with the pseudo-science of Shadowstats and Chapwood.  https://noahpinion.substack.com/p/inflation-is-up-but-the-inflation

New Post/ABC poll: The percentage of Republicans who view climate change as a serious problem has *dropped* 10 points since 2014, to only 39 percent. https://twitter.com/tzimmer_history/status/1462787888521924616

Death threats, online abuse, police protection: School board members face dark new reality. Two entire committees of Republican members of Congress supported this violence https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1458409274263097348

US women are being jailed for having miscarriages https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-59214544

Trump in interview: the insurrection was chanting hang Mike Pence “because it’s common sense” https://www.axios.com/trump-hang-mike-pence-january-6-audio-4f147245-becf-4766-ac60-7acece6862be.html

November 12, 2021
Bannon Indicted for Contempt of Congress
Steve Bannon is currently hosting his show and talking about latino support for Trump. Meanwhile, the television behind him features a chyron from MSNBC:"BANNON INDICTED..." https://twitter.com/TomDreisbach/status/1459285825271709700
“he is a flight risk” https://twitter.com/TristanSnell/status/1459284822069813252
Ahead of her brief slap-on-the-wrist prison sentence, Jenna Ryan has now pinned a video about Capitol Putsch defendants which includes frame calling Timothy Hale-Cusanelli a "proud American Patriot." Coworkers told the FBI Hale-Cusanelli is an avowed white supremacist who has said Hitler "should have finished the job." https://twitter.com/JordanOnRecord/status/1459243374431641605

Faber and LaRose are claiming that they were (somehow) “completely frozen out” of the redistricting commission’s activities by Matt Huffman, and everyone from the Fair Districts boobs to Sam Wang is going right along with this bullshit exculpatory fiction https://twitter.com/SamWangPhD/status/1459514614287380486

This week’s action and even trace of urgency from judges and the Justice Department felt like something is slipping for Trump—but is it really and would that mean anything—meanwhile it also feels like nothing really works and it all continues going to shit anyway

November 13, 2021
Norm Eisen on Liz Cheney, far-right defender of voter suppression, gerrymandering, oligarchy, etc.: “Badass” https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1459705860607860740

white nationalists are using Amazon’s goodreads site to recruit and promote violent extremism. Goodreads is taking no action to quell this behavior though it’s against their stated community guidelines https://idavox.com/index.php/2021/11/15/goodreads-has-bit-of-a-nazi-problem-inside-one-of-reading-platforms-white-power-book-clubs/

The US Court of Appeals is preventing the Biden Admin from implementing common sense requirements that the workplace & workers be kept safe from COVID. Parroting the language of a Trump fundraising letter, the 5th circuit, the most extreme appeals court in the country, refers to the requirement that people either get tested or vaccinated as a “sledgehammer” that will “decimate their workforces.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1459958245947154439

November 14, 2021
With several self-imposed deadlines already missed over the past few months, Senate Democrats signaled this weekend that debate [presumably meaning formal ritual performed for cameras] in the chamber over the spending bill will likely slip to later November or early December. Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer told his caucus in a letter sent Sunday that the party will "likely" prioritize the National Defense Authorization Act "as we await the House passage of the Build Back Better Act." Schumer had previously predicted that the Senate could pass the bill one week after it's approved by the House. https://www.newsweek.com/democrats-confident-house-will-pass-2-trillion-social-spending-bill-this-week-1649111
Wow. Barrasso declines to criticize Trump for defending chants of “Hang Mike Pence” https://twitter.com/LOLGOP/status/1459888946570223623
In WaPo op-ed, Mark Meadows’ lawyer George Terwilliger says possible solutions to standoff with Congress could include a withdrawal of the subpoena and agreement on written questions. But if no deal can be reached, he says, “the only path to resolution may run through the courts.” It’s worth noting that essentially the same thing has worked, routinely, for Republicans and still has a considerable audience among Democrats and the punditocracy
NATO chief (like NATO, EU, et al.) is stumped about how to respond to hybrid-authoritarian regimes https://twitter.com/axios/status/1460032828196929537

Not only is Biden developing more new oil & gas than even Trump did, his "net zero" plan relies on truly wild scales of unproven tech precisely in order to sustain the fossil-fuel system. https://twitter.com/DoctorVive/status/1459948443980472332
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/biden-climate-gulf-oil-lease-sale_n_618eeb77e4b0b1aee9252872

Europe's energy crunch is giving Putin the upper hand 

Media chasing eagerly after baseless "Durham has proved the Steele dossier was lies which Democrats embraced" narrative  https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/11/19/in-story-purporting-to-reckon-with-steeles-baseless-insinuations-cnn-spreads-durhams-unsubstantiated-insinuations/

An examination of flu shot data suggests that which party people belong to is highly correlated with whether they have or will get a flu shot this season -- something that was not predictive of flu shot uptake the last few years.  https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/14/politics/flu-partisan-divide-analysis/index.html

Public trust in governments running the world's democracies has fallen to new lows over their handling of the pandemic and amid a widespread sense of economic pessimism, a global survey has found. The Edelman Trust Barometer, which for two decades has polled thousands of people on trust in their governments, media, business and NGOs, conversely showed rising scores in several autocratic states, notably China. It also highlighted that business, thanks to its role [taking credit for] vaccines and adapting workplace and retail practices, had retained strong levels of trust globally https://www.reuters.com/business/autocracies-outdo-democracies-public-trust-survey-2022-01-18/

November 15, 2021
Pod people
America (and, in the near future, Earth’s climate) is a hellish nightmare, and liberals are grinning and joking because “it’s finally Infrastructure Week”
This whole thread is like an absolute nightmare. Biden: having the approval of Republicans and bipartisanship are important values; “Senator Rob Portman is a hell of a good guy” https://twitter.com/W7VOA/status/1460353899056046094
Congress won’t do anything that isn’t blessed by the US Chamber of Commerce; Republicans are gerrymandering the country without restraint; even if they weren’t 2022 looks like an inevitable bloodbath; Democrats are trying to put on big smiles and pretend that the infrastructure giveaway to business is a big new achievement; meanwhile Beto is launching a campaign for governor which will lose by 10 points and Leesa is excited about his great message that “We need to elect leaders who help us make progress on the things we agree on, not what divides us” and declares that “the worm is turning” FML https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1460298549443407884
During his arrest, Bannon told press, “I don’t want anybody to take their eye off the ball for what we do every day…We’re taking down the Biden regime.”
“For the American experiment to endure, it is vital to restore full faith and trust in the law's compulsory power.” ha ha not happening https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/16/opinions/steve-bannon-january-6-committee-congress-eisen-aftergut/index.html
Republicans rush out new congressional gerrymanders Monday night, plan to pass it thru committee & full Senate today, thru House on Wednesday
In all, less than 48 hours from when public 1st saw plan to final approval
ACLU Ohio: “It is an all hands on deck moment, Ohio. The fight for #FairMaps is not over.” ayfkm
Julian Castro trying to outdo himself for dumb comments: "This is a show of force and a show of unity." https://twitter.com/KatyOnMSNBC/status/1460346754210189318

It's very possible that Capitol Putsch allies will control the US House in just over a year. America seems entirely open to the possibility. It's the opposite of unthinkable.

“Sure, people were anxious and disgusted and oh-so-sick of everything Trump. But they did not lose hope. Tens of millions mobilized in the summer of 2020 to protest police brutality after the killing of George Floyd, making Black Lives Matter the largest social movement in American history. A few months later, 81 million people defied voter suppression measures and Covid risks to send Trump packing.” An entire year later, the voter suppression is even worse, black lives don’t matter, Trump remains at-large, charged with nothing, and his party is surging back to power.
If these are the best arguments to "keep the faith"—and they are certainly written by informed people capable of insight—the unpersuasiveness makes me even more pessimistic than before
https://lucid.substack.com/p/waiting-for-the-apocalypse-the-unnerving
https://terikanefield.com/are-we-too-far-gone/

Republicans are gerrymandering democracy out of existence and the Democratic world is like BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER BUILDBACKBETTER
The extent to which Democrats have lost the midterms before the midterms have even started—because Democrats did not restore the Voting Rights Act, fix the Census, or do anything about gerrymandering—is underreported https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1460658423222128653
Biden reportedly told Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi that he would pressure moderate Senate Democrats to change the filibuster rules in order to pass a new voting-rights law—right after providing his signature for the giveaway to business which is pretty much the only thing they seem even to want—and oh hey it’s fucking NOVEMBER and this Congress is nearly half over https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1460669705690230786

November 17, 2021
In any other work environment, threats like the ones Rep. Gosar circulated would require that the employer fire him, or bear liability for the violence that might ensure. Punchbowl says that, actually, Democrats stripping him of committee assignments is what demonstrates “the lack of decorum or civility between members.” https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1460987200632496135
Andy Slavitt is puffed up like a peacock about having a nice civil conversation with lying ratfucker Hugh Hewitt, because “we need to get out of our echo chambers”
Democrats’ redistricting org, All On The Line, is “driving calls” today; I got a call offering to “patch me through” to the Ohio House Speaker’s office asking him to reject the gerrymandered districts he has supported at every turn, please. Other groups similarly blasting out meaningless “ACTION ALERTS”
In the Senate, meanwhile, Democrats continue permitting Republicans to sabotage the Biden administration. For the 5th time, the GOP has boycotted a committee vote on Dilawar Syed, who would become the highest-ranking Muslim official in the Biden administration. Syed has been waiting for confirmation for 252 days, the longest of all Biden nominees. (The top seven nominees waiting the longest for confirmation--over 200 days--are all people of color). https://bit.ly/3ckIli7
And The Prospect is popping champagne to toast Pramila Jayapal for the success of her strategy for Build Back Better, despite the fact that “There is still the final hurdle of the always fickle [corrupt and reactionary] Joe Manchin” that everyone basically just pretends isn’t there https://prospect.org/blogs/tap/time-to-salute-pramila-jayapal/
One year ago today Lindsey Graham was melting down as people with corroborating witnesses revealed he had committed illegal election tampering—but no one has charged him with anything https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1328751842994622471
Ohio House Republicans passed legislation Thursday prohibiting schools, colleges, and employers from requiring vaccination from employees and students

Swing Left re: 2022 midterms 
“Take a deep breath with me—we’ve got this!” 
“The first step in our plan was defending the Democratic trifecta in Virginia this year.” Uh yeah 
“Even though we came up short, we saw a historic number of voters turn out for Democratic candidates” [wtaf?]

WaPo article (which I can’t access): Attempted breach of Ohio county election network draws FBI and state scrutiny

November 18, 2021
The Indivisible email recap of the Build Back Better history, so far, is absolutely nonsensical. “How We Got Here” equals two-track strategy, holding the line, then abandoning all that, a big unmentioned plot hole and hey-presto we won by, uh, getting another message bill sent to the Senate to die, yahoo! “President Biden has told us he has 51 votes in the Senate.” Joe Biden bullshits, routinely
The FBI is conducting a wide-ranging criminal investigation into a Trump-boosting Russian group, which announced on November 18th that it was shutting down operations because of federal scrutiny https://forensicnews.net/fbi-investigates-russian-diaspora-group-for-potential-espionage-unregistered-political-activity/
Trump calls Democrats’ budget “Communism” and “the highest level of evil” … history professor is freaked out because Trump is declaring that his political opponents are Communism https://twitter.com/SethCotlar/status/1462110413298962434
Andrew Torba, the antisemitic founder of Gab, campaigned for months to get Congressman Paul Gosar to join his Twitter knock off, which has welcomed neo-Nazis and other white supremacists. Today, Gosar joined the platform.

A sample of 32,315 pro-Rittenhouse hashtag tweets, Nov 19-20, showed 29,609 with disabled geolocation. Of those, 17,701 were listed as “foreign”, but a deep scrub revealed most of those were in Russia, China, and the EU.

Since early November, QAnon supporters have gathered in Dallas at the location where the senior Kennedy was assassinated, claiming that he and his son will reappear and then team up with Trump. YouTube allowed videos pushing the QAnon conspiracy theory about JFK Jr.—which encouraged travel to Dallas—to get hundreds of thousands of views, despite claimed QAnon crackdown https://www.mediamatters.org/google/youtube-videos-promoting-jfk-jr-conspiracy-theory-earned-hundreds-thousands-views-despite

November 19, 2021
“Rule of law,” riiiiiight
After a trial featuring one of the most outrageously biased performances by a judge, ever, a jury finds Kyle Rittenhouse—who, as police did nothing but approve of the white-supremacist terror and incitement that Rittenhouse had traveled to assist in, murdered two people as obviously as could be imagined—not guilty of all charges in Kenosha, Wisconsin https://twitter.com/Andrew_Havranek/status/1461760420079886349
Also today, Judge Mehta: "Those who orchestrated January 6 have in no meaningful sense been held accountable … frankly, conditions in our country don't give me a lot of confidence that this sort of thing won't happen again” https://twitter.com/JordanOnRecord/status/1461790718456913936
“I have never seen anything like this in my 31 years in criminal court.  [Rittenhouse] is a person accused of murdering two people leaning over the judge’s shoulder, with no security in sight. What judges do and say in court matters to juries.” https://twitter.com/MaryMoriarty/status/1461763774508158980
At least three House Republicans have already said they want Kyle Rittenhouse to be their intern https://twitter.com/zackbeauchamp/status/1461793075160928261
Meanwhile, Biden: “I ran on a promise to bring Americans together…”

DoJ says hackers compromised an unnamed media company and tested how to create false news content. People familiar with the matter identified the company as Lee Enterprises, a publicly traded company and one of the largest newspaper chains in the U.S. https://twitter.com/dnvolz/status/1461820104660996101

Anti-vaxxer Robert F. Kennedy Jr’s insane book about Fauci, Bill Gates, “Big Pharma”, the CDC, WHO, intelligence agencies and others colluding to plan, launch, and profit from the COVID pandemic is #1 on amazon’s bestseller list. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1462121181402832911

Right now it seems likely to be five years, tops—and that's the high-end figure—before members of Congress are brandishing AR-15s on the floor of he House. The Republicans are certainly going to want the freedom to bear arms in front of all those CSPAN cameras. Will Kevin McCarthy want their votes for Speaker? Or will he want to be a betacuck. Allies of the Capitol putsch are certain to be in control of the US House soon, very likely about a year from now

"A historically shameful dereliction of duty": former Irish President Mary Robinson's assessment of COP26 https://twitter.com/morningireland/status/1460159274483695616

November 20, 2021
DeWine signs nightmare gerrymandering on Saturday morning, despite “compromise” fiasco negotiated by nonpartisan Fair Districts airheads. Their response: “The rules put in place in 20215 and 2018 need to be enforced through the courts. If [if? if!?!] they are, we will get maps that are better than we have now. [why would you assume that we will]” But, hey, at least “activists sent more than 50,000 postcards” FML
The American Conservative: "The antifascist left smears their 'fascist' opponents with the Nazi and anti-Semitic label. However, fascism and Nazism are not identical." https://buff.ly/3Dwj4NU https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1462204375011663878

Media is just pushing fiction about inflation, now https://twitter.com/MarketWatch/status/1462062684103450624

Facebook knew its hate speech algorithms disproportionately harmed Blacks and other minorities - but kept that info from its own civil rights auditor, new documents show. https://twitter.com/lizzadwoskin/status/1462470730885603336

The Lincoln Project was a corrupt, at-best-useless sham. Democrats are looking to it as a model https://therealdealpress.com/2.0/index.php/politics/884-democratic-super-pac-borrowing-lincoln-project-playbook-for-anti-corruption-campaign

November 21, 2021
Indivisible email: we're doomed ("we’ve got less than a year to overcome massive GOP voter suppression and get as many people out to the polls as possible so we can keep insurrectionist Republicans from taking power.")

Wisconsin Republicans are staging an all-out assault on the state’s election systems, trying to oust, eliminate and bypass the bipartisan WI elections commission and threatening jail for its commissioners so they can take total control for themselves. Ron Johnson admitted his proposal, for the GOP-led legislature to assert control of federal elections without regard for the governor, could lead to a Babylonian Captivity-type situation with dueling election administrations in WI ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
Johnson espouses a “bizarre Constitutional theory,” says the NYT, as though Republicans haven’t sacrificed everything to pack the US judiciary with bad-faith malevolent partisans, all in plain sight

November 22, 2021
The US has been added to an annual list of “backsliding” democracies for the first time, the International IDEA thinktank has said, pointing to a “visible deterioration” it said began in 2019 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/nov/22/us-list-backsliding-democracies-civil-liberties-international
Political scientists: “time is ticking away, and midnight is approaching” https://www.newamerica.org/political-reform/statements/statement-in-support-of-the-freedom-to-vote-act/
Brian Klaas in Washington Post: “I’ve spent the last decade studying authoritarianism and the breakdown of democracy—and I have bad news: the Republican party’s turn to authoritarianism is here to stay.” https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1462857806592323592
Also, three days ago Jennifer Rubin tried to push back against the smudging of Republican extremism under the word “polarization” https://twitter.com/tzimmer_history/status/1462786405583798277
First Omicron case in the U.S. dates back to November 21, days before the variant's existence was announced in South Africa - WaPo https://twitter.com/BNODesk/status/1470645055715225600
“Thanksgiving is just a few days away, and I regret to inform you that there’s a multidrug-resistant salmonella outbreak running rampant in the nation’s poultry industry.”

The FBI along with state and local officials are investigating an attempted breach of election data in Lake County, OH, the Washington Post reported this weekend. The breach occurred on May 4, the day of the spring primary election, and involved a private laptop being connected to the county's servers in the office of Republican John Hamercheck, chairman of the Lake County Board of Commissioners. According to public records obtained by the Washington Post, Hamercheck used his county ID badge to swipe into the office during the six-hour stretch when the attempted breach was made.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/11/22/fbi-investigating-attempted-breach-of-lake-county-election-data-tied-to-republican-commissioner

November 23, 2021
Progressives:
Strategy for Build Back Better seems to be tweets that “today would be a good day for people holding up a thing to voluntarily reverse course” (which worked so well on Trump’s tax returns)
In fact, people are acting like the Senate is going to make improvements and reduce regressive elements of the bill lmfao https://twitter.com/dailyposter/status/1463151638617542658
Celebrating news that The Department of Energy will release 50 million barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to lower gas and oil prices https://twitter.com/RepHuffman/status/1463188726499131394
Jan. 6 committee members claim that the Bannon indictment has coaxed witnesses to cooperate. But not Mark Meadows or Dan Scavino. The two Trump confidants remain unmoved by the fate of the man who was subpoenaed alongside them exactly two months months ago.
My member of Congress’s voice mail greeting still ends with “may 2021 usher in more hopeful days ahead”
Swing Left’s “smart targeting of resources” model was hot garbage in 2020, and today’s email titled “The winning strategy” is all about… smart targeting of resources. “Yes, there are some places where partisan gerrymandering makes Democratic wins challenging, but there are still places where we can make real gains.”
The multiple groups emailing me to “donate now so we can push Build Back Better thru the Senate” prompts extremely cynical thoughts

“The walls are closing in on Trump”—
“I’ll likely be on at some point later today on all the Trump law news (there’s a lot!)” yeah sure Norm
Six months since Guardian essay “Lock him up! Why is repeat offender Donald Trump still a free man?” Trump still has not been charged with anything https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/may/23/lock-him-up-why-is-repeat-offender-donald-trump-still-a-free-man
“Those who said the Trump Org investigation would stop with Weisselberg's refusal to cooperate look, at least partly, prescient.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1463577716700102656

November 24, 2021
“Schumer is with us, and has expressed that he expects the Senate to vote on BBB right after Thanksgiving [defined as] the week of November 29th” Odds of December 4 arriving with no vote? [100%]
Got a fundraising call from the DSCC at 8:15 p.m. the night before Thanksgiving https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1463680901704032256
The act of congressional censure is meant to cast a shadow of disgrace over a lawmaker for politicians and voters alike to see. Instead, by rallying around Gosar, Republican leaders conveyed their implicit support, even as they publicly but vaguely denounced violence. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/paul-gosar-censure-committees-house-aoc-video/

Elites seem to be having this whole argument about “the Steele dossier” and as far as I can tell it’s completely removed from anything remotely real. It’s like a disinformation serpent devouring its own tail in 18 dimensions. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1464324223120330762

Linn Wood vs. General Flynn public feud  https://twitter.com/visionsurreal/status/1464691939509481472

November 25, 2021
Jobless claims fell to a 52-year low yesterday so NY Times runs yet another Biden Inflation! piece on front page today. Historic jobless-claims-low is covered on page B3. https://twitter.com/EricBoehlert/status/1463890594200174602
Eisen on J6committee: “49 subpoenas. Over 200 interviews. And they’re just getting started.” Well they have been at it for four months (after Congressional leaders frittered away six months before that) and will cease to exist in just over a year…

November 26, 2021
fuckit, drinking wine at quarter to 4 today
New Omicron variant identified, freakout follows. 
“what we do know is incredibly concerning”  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/new-concerning-variant-b11529
U.S. to restrict travel from South Africa + 7 other countries beginning Monday. 
Currency, stock, bond & oil traders began the day in near panic—airline stocks are down, Netflix is up. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1464257879590912006
Disease modeling scientist Weiland estimated that B.1.1.529 is 500% more transmissible than the original Wuhan virus. (Delta was 70% more transmissible).
There are preliminary signs that B.1.1.529 is driving a new wave in South Africa. Health officials are looking particularly at a region called Gauteng. In just one week, test positivity rate increased from 1% to 30%. This is incredibly fast.
Omicron cases have already been recorded among travelers in Belgium, Hong Kong, and Israel but the Biden admin is pretending that a travel ban will have any use at all; “Travel bans are not evidence-based: It may seem like travel bans for individual countries are a necessary step, but I cannot stress enough that they do not work.”  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/new-concerning-variant-b11529
“This is Judge Amit Mehta's polite way of inviting lawyers for Meggs and Harrelson to stop submitting bullshit to his docket.  It's not likely to work.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1464342833733718021
W-T-F Canada releases 50 million pounds from maple syrup reserve amid global shortage
sure okay thanks Bill: If you want to understand the coming chaos read this brilliant article

This week Jon Karl of ABC News was asked "Have you started to think about how you would approach the 2024 candidacy of Donald Trump?" He began his replies 
"It's an immense challenge because you're covering— you're covering essentially an anti-democratic candidate." ABC cannot credibly turn to its existing model for election coverage when its chief correspondent has said it: "essentially an anti-democratic candidate." But there’s no alternate model and many incentives against departing from the routine https://twitter.com/jayrosen_nyu/status/1465075749220720649

In Southern California, more than 70,000 homes and places of business were without power as the weekend began

we’re all going to die. All along the nearly 400-mile stretch of Texas’ Gulf Coast, nearly a dozen oil and gas export terminals are slated to come online within the next decade. The export facilities and expansions proposed in Texas could propel the United States to becoming one of the largest oil and gas exporters in the world https://www.texasobserver.org/the-export-boom/

November 27, 2021
Hopeless, nonsensical guff even from a relatively informed and insightful expert: “The Constitution spreads power around.  Checks and balances mean that the government moves slowly. This is good because it makes it harder for an authoritarian to consolidate power. It's those checks and balances and power-spread-widely that stopped Trump.” https://twitter.com/Teri_Kanefield/status/1464630691459600386
Subpoenaed Jan. 6th organizer Ali Alexander released a video this afternoon saying he will comply with the Select Committee's request, notably adding that he doesn't have "money to spend on legal bills" to fight the subpoena. “Often, when right wingers do something like this, new lawyers swoop in out of the blue to help put up a fight.”  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1464918552721375235
the Russian and the Chinese ambassadors publish a joint op-ed against the forthcoming Summit for Democracy https://twitter.com/DrRadchenko/status/1464499182174191625
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/russian-chinese-ambassadors-respecting-people%E2%80%99s-democratic-rights-197165 

The lawyer for two of the Oath Keepers and one of the Proud Boys has been littering the docket with Trump-rally red-meat nonsense all week/weekend. “Not clear what the goal or intended audience is, but it’s certainly not the judiciary.” https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1464703293700071430

November 28, 2021
Marcy Wheeler replies “Right now Republicans see no value in democracy. So long as that continues, nothing DOJ can do will be enough.”
Slavitt, “Now would be a good time for every legislature or governor who thought it wise to pass laws prohibiting mask requirements & other public health measures to undo them. Monday morning.” ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha right

Liberalism poleaxed by frustration
Frustration with inaction broadly justified
A large fraction of it focused on Garland is largely ridiculous https://twitter.com/PamKeithFL/status/1466262898519560192
Counter-contrarian campaign also overshoots, attempting to magic away the entire threat of Republicans continuing assaults by just belittling people who are worried about that for being impatient and somehow manifesting the very thing they fear by expressing their very valid fear.

Meanwhile, Arieh Kovler: “I've consistently worried that the most common path people will take out of QAnon will be believing all the bad stuff deep state traitors, child-murdering Dem elites, rigged elections and fake pandemics. They'll just stop believing the 'good guys' have a plan to stop it.” https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1465442382359543811

November 29, 2021
In the Bubble podcast: How we learn to live with covid ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ https://twitter.com/inthebubblepod/status/1465312137862078466
“I spent a big part of my day talking to genomic and biotech companies as soon we will run out of reagents as airplanes are not flying to South Africa” https://twitter.com/Tuliodna/status/1465389873611915275
Marcy Wheeler: “It took 14 months from the time DOJ opened an investigation into Trump's Coffee Boy and the day he pled guilty to a simple false statements charge.” (That’s kind of the problem, MW) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1465336132275687431
March On email announcing The Lincoln Project's support for Beto may be some kind of The-Assistance singularity
Rep. Ronny Jackson—the former White House physician—claimed the omicron variant is a hoax that Democrats will use to impose new COVID-19 mail-in ballot rules. https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/rep-ronny-jackson-says-covid-variant-is-a-hoax-created-by-the-democrats-to-create-new-ballot-rules/
Indivisible: “it will be a busy week in the Senate” (or nothing will happen, there’s 0 evidence otherwise)
The White House: “President Biden Meets with CEOs to Discuss the Holiday Shopping Season”

COVID-19 has now killed 1 out of every 288 Mississippi residents https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1465881543969181704

Google ad clients are saying over and over: "We didn't know our ads were [on this Steve Bannon project]. We don't like it. We don't want it." It's so clear that Google has long stopped working for its clients. https://twitter.com/nandoodles/status/1465579356298874880

November 30, 2021
ho hum another day…
Vanity Fair: “Trump’s Capacity to Steal the 2024 Election Is Only Growing”  https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/11/donald-trump-capacity-to-steal-the-2024-election-is-only-growing
Ohio’s Secretary of State uses “our elections are secure” forum to kotow publicly to Trump and the Big Lie https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/2021/11/29/election-2021-hamilton-county-board-election-audit-results/8796488002/
Robert Kuttner, who said a few months ago chill out, Build Back Better will get done and let’s be hopeful for voting rights too; “we can do this,” yeah oh well. “We need to fight like hell [how? what does this mean?] to get as much of the Biden program enacted, and then to rally voters who voted more heavily for Democrats in 2018 and 2020 than for Republicans, and can do so again in 2022 once they grasp the alternative. [They haven’t yet after decades, Bob.] And we need some self-discipline on the part of a fractious coalition.”  https://prospect.org/politics/biden-paradox-popular-president-sinking-approval/
Mark Meadows says he’s appearing for voluntary interview on non-privileged topics. Committee says he’s under subpoena and coming in for deposition on any topic it requests. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1465816350224490504
la la land: The Prospect casually refers to "this year’s blockbuster production of Democratic Governance" as though it’s a certain reality
I’m on a CCPC meeting this evening with <20 people and Steve is telling us to “jam Rob Portman’s phones” in support of Build Back Better fml
Our Revolution has completely lost the plot. Email subject line: “the future of American democracy is at stake.” Email content: We gotta pass “Bernie’s budget” (i.e. the Build Back Better legislation)
I end up chiding my Democratic Congressional reps for a ridiculously cumbersome website contact form, and for abetting a corrupt scheme between polluters & money-launderers FML

an internal Facebook memo admitted that the website’s ability to detect disinformation is “basically non-existent” in non-English comments https://apnews.com/article/latinos-misinformation-election-334d779a4ec41aa0eef9ea80636f9595

PRRI poll: as of November, 68% of Republicans support lie that the election was stolen from Trump [essentially, completely stable since February] https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1467847327662710787

Biden was forced to bring back Trump's 'Remain in Mexico' policy by a federal court but his administration expanded who could be eligible for it. “This is going beyond good faith implementation of the court order,” said one former Biden appointee.  https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/hamedaleaziz/biden-remain-in-mexico-expanding

As Desiree Tims said recently on Fox News [above a chyron about how number of House Dems throwing in the towel ahead of 2022 election] state level Republicans are "gerrymandering districts left and right, while Democrats are focused on lowering taxes, expanding preschool, building back better, getting trains and high-speed internet in rural areas....on bringing people together." Uh, yeah. smdh

December 1, 2021
failed state
“Opening @thereidout tonight talking SCOTUS madness with my dude @ElieNYC and the amazing @AyannaPressley and women's health rights advocates @alexismcgill and @AmyHM . And that's before we even get to the @GOP threatening to shut down the government to spread COVID. See you at 7!”
“You may lose some rights, but don't worry you can vote! Oh, they're restricting voting and gerrymandering so some folks votes don't count? Okay! Well, you can protest!  Wait, they made it legal to run over protestors with cars and ppl get away with shooting them? Ok you can uh…” https://twitter.com/ashleyn1cole/status/1466106661785903107
Two whole months after Robert Kuttner confidently declared that Biden’s budget was going to happen, and said “get a grip, enough defeatism, let’s do this,” he writes that democracy has nothing to offer us but an unending struggle for brief respites from repressive capitalism https://prospect.org/politics/capitalism-vs-liberty/
Democratic appointees on the court tried to appeal to radical colleagues’ concerns about the court’s standing. If the justices overturn Roe v. Wade, Justice Stephen Breyer said, many Americans would say, “‘You’re just politicians.’” Breyer added, “That’s what kills us as an American institution.” (This is pathetic beyond words)
et tu Warren? “I’ll be joining @Lawrence  on @MSNBC soon. Hope you can tune in!” https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1466243635029192710
Democratic leadership just baldly lying: “this Senate will vote on the Women’s Health Protection Act to protect abortion rights” https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1466420118183890952
U.S. Congress scrambles to avert government shutdown, as some Republicans balk. Ted Cruz and Ron Johnson are threatening to shut the government down if Biden continues to push for vaccine requirements. (who are they, why does their opinion matter right now, do elections ever have consequences? Only in one direction apparently.) 
U.S. and Mexico reach deal to restart Trump-era ‘Remain in Mexico’ program along border https://twitter.com/KennjiKizuka/status/1466414153162276871
ALEC States and Nation Policy Summit in San Diego attempts to rope in the gullible to join hundreds of illegitimate gerrymandered Republican legislators to support a Koch Brothers rewrite of the Constitution https://www.eventbrite.com/e/academy-of-states-ii-tickets-203907491797
Meanwhile Democratic leaders are celebrating the commencement of Hanukkah

Republican leaders have called Omicron a hoax & are prohibiting common sense masking policies while they have challenged in court the ability even of Medicare and OSHA to keep workplaces & hospitals safe. 

Through the pandemic, meanwhile, the Ohio Hospital Association’s PAC has contributed $13,000 to Republican lawmakers who co-sponsored legislation to ban vaccine mandates from hospitals, colleges, and employers in Ohio https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/02/health-care-pacs-fund-campaigns-of-anti-vaccine-ohio-legislators

State of the supposedly independent 2020 election review being conducted for Wisconsin's legislature. https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2021/12/01/michael-gableman-hires-investigator-who-sought-to-overturn-2020-election/8823272002/
One of the people hired to work as an investigator on the review is the head of a group that sued to overturn the results of Wisconsin's presidential election - twice.
The review is sharing office space with a conservative group that also went to court to try to prevent Congress from counting the 2020 electoral votes. A federal judge said the suit was so flimsy he referred its lawyer for possible professional discipline.
Another staff member spent five years in federal prison for fraud.
The identity of the review's data person is "classified." And two of the people conducting legal work aren't licensed to practice law in Wisconsin.
https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1466410712964685825

December 2, 2021
Schumer on budget: “we're working to get this done.” So encouraging. https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1466448554034139150
Fox News' 5 pm hour -- which is consistently one of the network's most-watched programs — literally runs poll asking “Is President Biden racist with blood on his hands” with only affirmative responses as options. “I've lived in several authoritarian regimes and this is more blatant and over-the-top than many of the state  media propaganda networks in those countries.” https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1466531819193454596
Last night nazis of Charlottesville-riot-infamy instructed thousands of followers to mass-report accounts of 48 journalists, anti-racist activists, + anti-fascist researchers for retroactive "violations" of Twitter's new "Private Information Policy." Some of the targeted accounts are shut down already https://gizmodo.com/fascists-are-already-weaponizing-twitters-new-private-m-1848158469
Right-wing accounts are bragging about making false @TwitterSafety reports against researchers and journalists. https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1466222940979040262
“Under its new "privacy" policy, Twitter locked me out of my account for a May 2019 thread documenting a public Proud Boys rally attended by the GOP Philly mayoral candidate & Capitol riot defendant Zach Rehl.” https://twitter.com/gwensnyderPHL/status/1466460566290145284
Meanwhile, @twittersafety allows @mrandyngo to operate with nearly a million followers while he publishes patently false information about antiracists in repeated, transparent attempts to get people harassed and killed.
Swiss disinformation research group @__investigate__ had their account locked for an old tweet showing a screenshot from a public Telegram chat for dangerous antivax sect Mass-Voll. https://twitter.com/chadloder/status/1466232833815420930
US  State formally declined to comment on reporter’s question about how much the US is spending to lease a new home for our ambassador to Israel. Trump sold the previous residence (to the Adelson family) to help prevent a return of the US embassy to Tel Aviv from Jerusalem. https://twitter.com/nahaltoosi/status/1466474899850027009

As multiple Trump viceroys plead the fifth, I’m reminded of The Italians’ description of how investigations into the nation’s corruption and cabals tend to dead-end in similar fashion
“if people are hoping some damning indictment will save our democracy, they’re investing their hopes in the wrong place, because an investigation into Trump simply will not be rolled out that quickly. Even if Trump were indicted by mid-terms, the Republicans have invested so much energy into delegitimizing rule of law it’s not clear it would sway Fox viewers or even independent voters.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/12/03/ten-things-tv-lawyers-can-do-rather-than-whinging-about-merrick-garland/

Marc Elias: “I recently participated in a panel discussion about voting rights. At the outset, the event sponsor cautioned the speakers not to be partisan in our remarks. For the hour that followed, we struggled to abide by this request.” https://www.democracydocket.com/news/it-is-time-to-admit-that-democracy-is-a-partisan-issue/

Thomas Hobbes’s cynicism in Leviathan seems more and more germane as we watch the most corrupt assault on democracy, the law, and even personal rights play out before us, and democratic government can do nothing besides plod and chew over budget changes https://youtu.be/yZH7tgtXig8?t=57
The worst part about Democrats ping-ponging among several messages—defend abortion access! pass Build Back Better! voting rights! Bidenomics is working! cancel student debt! etc.—is that they manage to look completely impotent and irrelevant on not just one thing but a whole bunch of things.

Ireland: Far-right conspiracy loons stealing  deceased people’s images from http://Rip.ie in propaganda posts.  Lying and saying the person died from vaccine. https://twitter.com/ShonaMurray_/status/1466768247089422336

December 3, 2021
Equality Ohio’s email headed “LGBTQ+ Ohioans should have a plan” is really dark, black humor; the obvious follow-up which springs to mind is “yeah, to get the fuck out of here” and the email’s actual follow-up is “for the event of your death” which just, uh, wow. 
“So for those that do use the tools of science, who mask and vaccinate, the world seems caught in a strange loop.  Things get safer and safer every few days until they seem to take a big step back every few months. That’s the “go for herd immunity” cycle.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1466946686459260932
“hugged my girls, who had their first lockdown drills in preschool, extra tight tonight.” https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1466947774839246850
Indivisible: We’re out of ideas at this point—please just give us money to keep doing the same things

At this moment, the former executive director of the Family Research Council's political arm is on trial for child pornography. If a similarly senior executive at, say, the Center for American Progress faced similar charges, it would be the only thing Republicans talked about.

White family commits mass murder, become fugitives, & media leads w/their smiling family photos. (Black father kills a man who tried to rape his daughter & media leads w/his solo mug shot) https://twitter.com/QasimRashid/status/1467231311488237574

More than 1,000 manatees have died in Florida due to lack of food, and many others are emaciated. In one important estuary, over 90% of the seagrass they eat has died. (Humanity within 10 years tops, probably.)

December 4, 2021
Despite Indivisible reporting that Schumer “expects the Senate to vote on BBB right after Thanksgiving [defined as] the week of November 29th,” it’s December 4 and crickets chirp.
night at the Lincoln Memorial interrupted by demonstrators chanting “reclaim America.“ The crowd gave them the finger and exchanged profanities. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/06/12/three-things-something-truck-ed-this-way-comes/

The CHIPS ACT passed the Senate with Democratic and Republican votes in June. Six months later it’s still stalled in the House with some members wanting to write their own version of the bill instead. https://www.news5cleveland.com/news/national-politics/plan-to-fix-chip-shortage-stalls-in-congress

Out of hundreds of Capitol putsch criminal cases, the FBI cites defendants’ posts on FB, Twitter, Parler. Absent: A public social media site that served as a staging ground for the attack on the Capitol (http://thedonald.win) https://www.justsecurity.org/79446/the-absence-of-the-donald/

Report: Sidney Powell group raised more than $14 million https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1467895505862733828

teve Bannon’s War Room Pandemic Telegram page boosts white nationalist and fascist Patriot Front, links to “Hyphen-Report" website which calls the group’s recent Washington D.C. march “glorious" and describes its own platform as “an assault on jewish (sic) sensibilities.”

When Gosar and others demand that Nancy Pelosi release all the surveillance video from January 6, they may be hoping to learn how to disable security for the next time. https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/12/06/how-one-cctv-camera-was-rendered/

December 6, 2021
LMFAO at the hopelessness of most items in this [Save] Democracy Playbook https://www.brookings.edu/research/democracy-playbook-2021-10-commitments-for-advancing-democracy/
Unless we take decisive action at home, “American democracy will continue to decline” uh yeah https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1467887118622105605
'Good, nonpartisan elections officials are being replaced w/ conspiracy theorists, and the goal is to make it easier to undermine the will of the voters...' - Norm Eisen https://www.cnn.com/2021/12/06/politics/trump-allies-local-elections/index.html
“what we’ve seen over the last several administrations is that isolating [backsliding once-democratic] countries doesn’t really work. It doesn’t get them on the right path. If anything, it solidifies the position of these self-styled illiberal leaders. Nor does embrace work” Yeah some times you’re just fucked https://www.icwa.org/the-cable-podcast-new-democracy-playbook/
"Everything we have overcome this far was truly just the beginning," says Jocelyn Benson. "And it's not hyperbolic to look at 2020 as a prelude to a much bigger, much more significant challenge to our democracy that is looming ahead of us with the 2024 presidential election." 
A senior National Guard official has accused top Army leaders of lying to coverup a damning Jan. 6 timeline — and the Pentagon inspector general of an error-riddled report. https://www.politico.com/news/2021/12/06/jan-6-generals-lied-ex-dc-guard-official-523777
Garland: “I want to again urge Congress to restore the Justice Department’s [VRA] preclearance authority. Were that preclearance tool still in place, we would likely not be here today announcing this complaint.” 
News media cannot stop fellating “NeverTrump” Republicans who adamantly oppose voting rights https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1468430107320754178
Brennan Center joins other groups for asinine play-pretend event about “a 28th Amendment to overturn Citizens United and stop Big Money once and for all” https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1467524634060988423
Build Back Better goalpost-moves again, to “by Christmas” now https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1467981527250358275
White House’s beloved-of-Democrats Press Secretary Jen Psaki”bomb” mocks the very good idea of mailing rapid test kits to every home  https://twitter.com/gregggonsalves/status/1467971789041065984
Defeated corrupt US Senator David Perdue launches a campaign for governor, against sitting governor of his own party, with platform that only he can stop the dangerous Black woman https://twitter.com/Perduesenate/status/1467867767281831938
Trump promptly endorsed former Perdue, who has said he would not have certified Georgia’s 2020 election results

I knew that Democrats’ false pseudo-majority would be poisonous, but it’s the worst kind of gaslighting that the party’s official Twitter accounts (even @SenateDems) are claiming “we are committed to fighting for abortion rights”

Trump "is better positioned to subvert an election now than he was in 2020." https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/01/january-6-insurrection-trump-coup-2024-election/620843/

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the massive lobbying group that represents nearly every major American corporations, will endorse House members who voted to overturn the 2020 election but is drawing the line at anyone who supports paid family leave or action on climate change https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1467905252229881864

December 7, 2021
“There’s a good chance Omicron will outcompete Delta in the United States. This coupled this with the high unvaccinated rate and lab data showing partial vaccine immunity will result in a substantial Winter wave. We’re all exhausted. The scientists. The healthcare workers. The parents. The pharmacists. The teachers. Everyone. But the virus isn’t. And it won’t be until we all take it seriously. [ever]”  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/omicron-were-getting-some-answers
Matt Gaetz at a press conference: if Republicans win the House in 2022, he will move to install Trump as House Speaker https://twitter.com/alexnazaryan/status/1468290308987363329

Sanctions might not be enough to deter Putin. As Anne Applebaum has pointed out, autocracies have endured sanctions in recent years partly with economic aid from other autocracies, including China.

December 8, 2021
The iron is sinking in.
Marc Elias: “How do I feel about the future of American democracy?  Well, the next book I am going to read just arrived [and it’s about Nazi Germany].” https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1468360102734356480
Leesa, too: “I’m of the mind, now, that I should focus on enjoying what’s left of democracy while it lasts instead of beating my head against the wall.  My attention’s turning to What To Do/Where To Go/Plan B C D/When It Falls.” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1468639797535203340
Democracy coalition flashes “BIDEN OUR DEMOCRACY IS CRUMBLING” in huge letters onto Pennsylvania Avenue building https://twitter.com/DFADCoalition/status/1468726480708374529
L4GG email (below) tries to counter despair but just reminds us of the reasons for it
“I can’t take it any more. I’m heading back to Istanbul, to a stable govt” [quote tweets, “Turkish parliament. As the country collapses, a bunch of old men play fisticuffs.”] funny in uncomfortable way https://twitter.com/tonkerrs/status/1468708244617056256
The Supreme Court is hearing a case today that will most likely end with a lot of public money being turned over to the Christian Right. Some of that money is likely to fund anti-LGBTQ hate speech. https://www.vox.com/22807738/supreme-court-carson-makin-maine-school-vouchers-religious-liberty-free-exercise-right-tax
Ohio Democrats’ closest thing left to a leader with a pulse in state government, state House Minority Leader Emilia Sykes, says she’ll quit [probably to run for Congress] and releases a shockingly unreal statement from an imaginary parallel universe: https://twitter.com/karenkasler/status/1468646570623123472
Manchin is carrying a little card with what Democrats have done. He says Dems don’t talk about it enough. https://twitter.com/JakeSherman/status/1468667342959882251

Quoting extensively a Lawyers for Good Government e-mail:
We are living through a time of extraordinary crisis - which means extraordinary action will be required for our country and our planet to come out stronger on the other side. 
Unfortunately, many of us are so exhausted and discouraged from the past five years that we struggle to find the energy to get involved in issues bigger than our day-to-day lives.
We must find that energy somehow.
As a community of lawyers, law students, and activists committed to human rights, equal justice, and good government, we must find the strength to overcome crisis fatigue, complacency, and cynicism. 
Here’s why:
Legislators are erecting barriers to vote in more than half of our states, making it harder particularly for people of color to cast their ballots. 
States and school districts across the country are passing “anti-critical race theory” laws and policies to prevent educators from teaching students the truth about America’s history of racial injustice. 
The federal government is re-starting MPP (“Remain in Mexico”), a program plagued with human rights violations, while also using the premise of COVID-19 to expel migrants at our Southern border and deny them the right to seek asylum. 
The Supreme Court seems poised to end Roe v. Wade and expand its interpretation of the Second Amendment to prohibit limits on carrying guns in public.
And this list barely scratches the surface of what’s happening right now.
But there is good news: [blah blah, typical field-director numbers, not impacts]

If the 20th century was the story of a slow, uneven struggle, ending with the victory of liberal democracy over other ideologies—communism, fascism, virulent nationalism—the 21st century is, so far, a story of the reverse. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2021/12/the-autocrats-are-winning/620526/
Speech: "EU fiddling while the rule of law burns"  https://twitter.com/ProfPech/status/1468990698292756480

Georgia Republicans purge Black Democrats from county election boards https://www.reuters.com/world/us/georgia-republicans-purge-black-democrats-county-election-boards-2021-12-09/

When the Virginia supreme court ordered both parties to produce lists of potential experts to help it draw the new maps, the Democrats proposed three well-known tenured professors with histories of serving in similar roles elsewhere and no direct connections to either political party. In contrast, the Republicans proposed three political operatives — none of whom with advanced degrees —currently working in Republican politics. Though the court rejected the names offered by the Republicans and ordered the party to propose alternatives, this barely registered as the affront to democracy that it was. Instead, to the extent the media focused on it, it illustrated how cunning and ruthless Republicans were, not that they were undermining the system of fair redistricting or the operation of the judiciary. https://www.democracydocket.com/news/defining-democracy-down/

One person after another around the ex-president of the United States says they will refuse subpoenas to testify and cites the right against self-incrimination—and media coverage is all about "the strategy," it's all simply a game https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1468927725792600074

December 9, 2021
The Biden administration will convene a two-day Summit for Democracy, but voting rights advocates and democracy experts say the event is taking place at a perilous moment for democracy in the host nation itself. http://bos.gl/urvrGT4
Biden said in his opening remarks that he’ll hold another summit a year from now. “He should be more concerned with ensuring that American democracy still exists a year from now.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/12/bidens-summit-for-democracy-lessons.html
Norm Eisen: “We are on the road towards a failed democracy. We must act now.”
This evening, Brian Williams signs off from his last show: “Grown men and women who swore an oath to our Constitution, elected by their constituents possessing the kinds of college degrees I could only dream of, have decided to join the mob and become something they are not while hoping we somehow forget who they were. They’ve decided to burn it all down ― with us inside. That should scare you to no end as much as it scares an aging volunteer fireman.” https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brian-williams-signs-off-msnbc-message_n_61b30ac1e4b0bb13fd05658c
TheDemocrats twitter account is increasingly parody: “When Republicans tell you who they are, listen.”
Trump administration chief of staff Mark Meadows turned over to the Jan. 6 committee an email that referred to a PowerPoint calling for Trump to declare a NatSec emergency and have VP Pence delay Biden’s certification. (Not only is this news going to have no consequences, it is probably something which Republicans will actually do several years from now and people will act shocked.) https://twitter.com/hugolowell/status/1468989737490911232
Also, Mark Meadows may not have "properly" stored all Trump era records with the National Archives, the agency indicated Thursday https://www.politico.com/news/2021/12/09/national-archives-meadows-trump-524043
Ohio is one of six states driving a nationwide surge in Covid-19 cases and hospitalizations https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/10/ohios-covid-numbers-are-once-again-extremely-grim
Due to delay in the trees’ leaf cycle [i.e. uncontrolled climate change] Lakewood is extending leave collection through December
This is completely insane, Rep. Marcy Kaptur: “Now more than ever, we need leaders like Bob Dole. He understood that partisanship degrades the promises of the American Dream, and that we must work together to deliver for the common good.” (email)
Senator Shaheen details how Republican obstruction of qualified ambassadors is leaving US with less diplomatic representation in Europe than Russia and China at a critical moment. Senate majority then blames lone minority-party member Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) for blocking them. https://twitter.com/SenateDems/status/1469089146190843907
“The appeals court decision's speed is notable, too. Sixty-eight pages of careful analysis and forceful writing, handed down nine days after oral argument, shows the DC Circuit appreciates the urgency of Congress' inquiry.” https://edition.cnn.com/2021/12/10/opinions/trump-loss-court-of-appeals-republic-gift-eisen-perry/index.html

“After a year or more of remote and hybrid learning, educators say it looks like kids have forgotten how to be together. It's causing lots of verbal and physical negative behavior issues, with no clear end in sight.” https://twitter.com/maddiemitch_/status/1469274079714758667

163,000 people in the U.S. would likely be alive today if they had gotten free and accessible vaccination https://twitter.com/cynthiaccox/status/1469407332861947904

Republicans take away voting rights; “vote them out.” Republicans rig the courts; “we’ll sue!” Republicans make themselves completely unaccountable; “call your legislator now!”

But hey, look on the bright side, a few dozen Starbucks employees will get local-store unions in Buffalo NY, at least until Starbucks closes those stores. WIN! Cheer tf up fuckers! https://twitter.com/jordanzakarin/status/1469017288238112768

What even am I doing at this point

December 10, 2021
WE ARE IN HELL, NETLEY
America observes Human Rights [Which We Are Losing] Day 2021. The practical reality: There's no right to end a pregnancy in Texas, and corrupt hijacked “court” is fine with that.
Rigged illegitimate villain court in Whole Woman’s Health finds a very narrow way to say that abortion providers can get preenforcement review of SB8, but it’s very specific to SB8 and seems to suggest that differently written law would enable states to block preenforcement review entirely. Instead of disincentivizing states from playing procedural games with constitutional rights going forward, partisan Republican hacks have provided a blueprint for doing so. https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1469328513563967491
The Supreme Court’s Texas abortion decision is a disaster for constitutional rights. John Roberts has lost control. We’re not going back to “before Roe”—we’re headed somewhere worse. 
Gorsuch spends like one-third of his SB8 opinion being angry because Sotomayor called him out. Sotomayor accuses Gorsuch of using John C. Calhoun's "nullification" argument that provided the intellectual backdrop to the civil war. And Gorsuch's response, legally, is "Nuh uh, cause you can still sue in state court are that means...uhh... whatever, she's a mean woman." https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1469333719697825799
Approval of U.S. Supreme Court Down to 40%, a New Low https://news.gallup.com/poll/354908/approval-supreme-court-down-new-low.aspx.
The country is in crisis, and 61 percent of its citizens now say the Supreme Court is motivated by politics, not law.
And Democrats will just shrug at the corruption among their own ranks and keep on tweeting & podcasting; Indivisible et al. will say “please donate” as though tickytack donations are yet going to produce meaningful pressure on Senate oligarchs who have consistently proved contemptuous; Lawyers for Good Government says we have the final say, somehow
Trump circuit court judge ruling on obstruction charges, “might (intentionally) save Trump's ass” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1469466184718368770
The Do-Nothing Democratic Congress. Biden [who supposedly had the votes for his budget weeks ago] says he doesn’t know if he can get Sen. Manchin’s vote for Build Back Better with inflation numbers this high [even though it’s anti-inflationary legislation] but he will be speaking to him early next week [as the Senate goes on recess while Republicans burn down America]. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1469384310235009030
House progressives are busy with about another message bill to rub salt into the intolerable misery of this "Democratic Senate" which lets rightwing obstruction block everything. https://www.wbur.org/npr/1062757169/house-democrats-are-introducing-a-bill-to-overhaul-the-clemency-process
But don’t worry, says Biden—sounding like Trump talking about covid—inflation is peaking and will soon turn around
When narrative is king
NY Times sends morning email, subject: “America’s Weak Economy” amid a historic economic boom
NYT Doomsday inflation story today used as its big a-ha anecdote the fact that a pizza joint in Brooklyn raised price from 99 cents to $1.50 https://twitter.com/BLStrangfeld/status/1469370816760532999
Washington Post declares “White House officials grow exasperated by media coverage as public sours on Biden economy, rising prices” https://wapo.st/31SgVxW
Even the well-meaning people have brain worms
Sen. Brian Schatz is tearing his hair out because 17th “discovery” that Republicans attempted to overturn the 2020 election is not wall-to-wall headline news  https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1469237226831761408
Marcy Wheeler: “Trump has hijacked the entire Republican party” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1469217702925541378
Civil rights attorney still repeating myth that Republicans don’t choose to destroy legitimate government, but they’re just a-skeert ‘a Trump https://twitter.com/DaveSecrest1/status/1469087899081609220
Meanwhile in Cleveland, OH, Lee Weingart files for County Executive as a Republican and local journalists, progressive activists, are online sharing their admiration of his hustle and music tastes fml https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1469344618319949833
A Rockwood MO school bus driver says a police officer in uniform got on her bus this morning and threatened to report her to the state’s psychotic AG for asking kids to wear mask - which the district says is a federal transportation requirement not their rule. https://twitter.com/CaseyNolen/status/1469377113346215943
The US Postal Service is suspending international mail acceptance for certain destinations including Australia & New Zealand due to impacts related to the COVID-19 pandemic and other unrelated service disruptions. https://about.usps.com/newsroom/service-alerts/international/welcome.htm?_gl=1*1t5t5wp*_ga*MTc0NzcyNTM1MC4xNjEwMjg5MjMy*_ga_3NXP3C8S9V*MTY0MTE3OTk2NC40LjEuMTY0MTE3OTk4MC4w

This is where we have ended up two years after a Democratic primary in which 
Biden and future Biden cabinet appointee Buttigieg pitched voters on their ability to unite Congress and bring Republicans aboard to pass their agenda. Actual Republicans and Capitol Hill veterans openly pointed out that this was nonsense. https://twitter.com/sahilkapur/status/1204044117585616897
Biden’s campaign adopted “beat Trump like a drum” complete with drum emoji as a gimmick
Under the most dangerous Republican administration in history, Joe Biden also worried about Democrats winning too heavily. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/nidhiprakash/joe-biden-hunter-biden-questions

After a news cycle of ridiculous online-left hollering about the latest “discovery” that Republicans sought to overturn the 2020 election, a few note that the obvious has been staring us in the face and minute-by-minute reporting does more to obscure than to inform.
https://twitter.com/qjurecic/status/1469477603375468545
“I'm a little worried that the January 6 coverage is taking on the same features of reporting on Mueller: a barrage of confusing details that obscure rather than illuminate the big picture” https://twitter.com/zackbeauchamp/status/1469385447663190024
“whatever the committee finds, it’s hard to see it substantially altering the political landscape” https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/12/january-6-committee-investigation/620973/

Inflation waaaaah hey check back around March? https://twitter.com/DeanBaker13/status/1469311696653094912
demand is likely to wane for big ticket items, which people don't buy every month. TV price have fallen sharply in last 3 months, appliance prices (which do not include TVs) down slightly last two months
Cars are still huge factor driving inflation, factories are getting back up to speed, but may be a few more months before this pushes prices back down
seems likely that monthly inflation (not YOY) will be sharply lower in December and future months
Energy prices in CPI are lagging world prices, almost certain to be sharp negative (lowering inflation) in Dec

I guess we at least get occasional slapstick comic-relief amid this nightmare dystopia: Efforts to replace striking Kellogg's workers has been disastrous, workers say. Scabs wreaked havoc on the factory, most cereals are not being produced, and a delivery train went off the track yesterday. https://twitter.com/MorePerfectUS/status/1469417376231866375

The secretive Customs and Border Protection division, which still operates today, had few rules and routinely used the country’s most sensitive databases to obtain the travel records and financial and personal information of journalists, government officials, congressional members and their staff, NGO workers and others. https://news.yahoo.com/operation-whistle-pig-inside-the-secret-cbp-unit-with-no-rules-that-investigates-americans-100000147.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw&tsrc=twtr

The past 72 hours felt as awful and hopeless as any point during the entire Trump administration, maybe more so 

Monster “large wedge tornado” storm. 
Also, there have been more than 7,000 major natural disasters in the last 20 years. That’s nearly double the number of disasters from the two preceding decades. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/14/the-tornadoes-will-come-again-and-the-worker-is-in-the-path

December 11, 2021
After Hurricane Harvey hit Texas, Rand Paul literally shut the government down when Congress tried to pass a disaster relief bill. But when Kentucky faces disaster it’s “move expeditiously.”
Biden, of course, promptly acts his role. “When they go low, we go high.” FML
“I had a conversation w/ a friend about the pressure to have more kids & not feeling ‘ready.’ At some point she asked, ‘what if you got pregnant right now?’ The highest court in this country has now made conversations like these dangerous. Friends and random bystanders now have an incentive to probe into private topics, monitor women's behaviors, and sue them based on their healthcare choices.” https://twitter.com/HannahLebovits/status/1470039439846039554

Trump's "media company" is currently valued at $2 billion. It has no product, no customers, and no revenue.  https://twitter.com/JuddLegum/status/1469693163262685187

Several Republican states have in fact passed or are passing laws allowing prior infection with COVID to count the same as a vaccination https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1470104709767720962

December 12, 2021
An arena in South Dakota is holding a “Dash for Cash” where teachers get on their knees and fight for one dollar bills that they can use for classroom supplies while spectators watch and cheer. https://twitter.com/NoLieWithBTC/status/1470141286502080519
Lawrence Lessig: Why the US Is a Failed Democratic State
Indivisible turns five.
A couple of weeks ago, the ever-insightful Michelle Goldberg wrote “The Problem of Political Despair,” describing the problem as her sense and fear that many previously-engaged folks are giving up and tuning out. Trump is out of office, Congress is in its lethargic slog, and the GOP continues to fall down that ideological cliff it jumped off years ago. The filibuster. Manchin and Sinema. The lack of legislative momentum. The voter suppression. The gerrymandering. The looming threat of a coup in 2024. It’s so much. It’s too much. [yes, it is] Why engage? What does it even matter if we do?
The problem with political despair is that it’s easy, alluring [no, it isn’t]
Our opponents will change, our challenges will shift, and our strategies and tactics will have to evolve [they haven’t yet]
Also a print letter sent a week or so ago begins “progressives have been able to achieve historic progress in the first two [sic] years of the Biden Administration. We’ve helped achieve an inclusive recovery. We’ve advanced democracy reform.” WTF?!?!?!
Working Families Party: “There will always be midterm headwinds. There will also always be incredible opportunities to elect working people up and down the ballot who will deliver for us.”
DOJ has been wading thru Rudy's phone contents since April. [To what purpose?] In addition to DOJ investigations, we know that: 1) GA is investigating the GA call (and can share info w/DOJ); 2) DOJ is investigating Sidney Powell; 3) FBI took a renewed look at QAnon after Jan 6 [and four, none of this is going to solve the real crisis] https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1470060203693559809

Growing sense of d/Democrats, probably recognizing at some level or other that we’re stuck in a corner and paralyzed by divided agendas, inevitably turning frustration upon one another

The difference between anticipating a wave this winter with a strong tool to fight it vs last winter when we didn’t is night and day. Or it should be. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1470482597549649924

Mark Meadows used his private email to plan a coup. Hillary Clinton used hers to plan her daughter’s wedding. The New York Times only cared about the latter. https://twitter.com/KaivanShroff/status/1470444487419777033

December 13, 2021
The Morning NY Times email is a frank, direct, lucid of “America’s anti-democratic movement” which is simply the Republican Party
WaPo Editorial Board: What the pandemic disaster teaches for next time. Masks, sure, but also trust. [sure, right] https://twitter.com/PostOpinions/status/1470559947154993154
“We’re heartbroken. We’re overwhelmed.” Minnesota hospitals take out full-page ad in Star Tribune, pleading with residents to get vaccinated and boosted and take other steps to protect themselves. https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1470473227956850688
Elon Musk, a billionaire fraud who has been found guilty of illegal union-busting by NLRB is TIME's Person of the Year.
At least 48 lawmakers and 182 top aides have violated the STOCK Act, a federal conflict-of-interest law, Insider's analysis found. (Presumably no FBI investigations or charges will follow.) https://www.businessinsider.com/financial-conflicts-congress-members-rated-2021-12
Likewise, another “Trump administration violated federal law” story which will only reinforce cynicism that lol nothing matters https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jasonleopold/trump-administration-broke-law-silenced-staff-covid
Oh, as though the fair districts leaders in Ohio didn’t already look incompetent: https://twitter.com/Alex__Ebert/status/1470517325749268492
Email received 12/13/21: “DNC just announced that we’re investing $20 million in states to ensure Democrats win in 2021 and 2022”

Democrats are almost universally vaccinated; among Republicans it's one-in-two https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1471163346191798272

“What’s utterly remarkable to me is that useless horse race reporting and both sides-ism remain a central feature of DC journalism, even though reporters literally texted the White House to save their lives from violent thugs who were sent to the Capitol…by the White House” https://twitter.com/brianklaas/status/1470762773000896520

AP invests in a massive review of “every potential case of voter fraud in six disputed [by Trump] battleground states” and concludes that even if all of the allegations were correct [they are not nearly so] and if all of the disputed ballots benefitted Trump [they would not] it would be much too little to tip the election result. What is the point of this exercise?  https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1470875528034988040

December 14, 2021
WHO: “Omicron is spreading at a rate we have not seen with any previous variant”
“Health Systems are weaker now than they were a year ago. Sometimes you can get up after the first punch, but it's very hard to get up after the second and third. ... We're relying on health workers in the health system that have been weakened by this response"
Number of Covid deaths in the US reaches 800,000, the highest reported toll of any country
for the moment, it seems that all three branches of government — prosecutors charging obstruction, judges affirming the viability of the application, and senior members of Congress as part of the January 6 investigation — agree that the events of the day may amount to obstruction https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/12/14/finally-everyone-is-talking-about-trumps-obstruction-on-january-6/
Another court recognizes (after bullshit delay) the clear law that the House gets to see Trump’s tax returns. (While the Trump judge is at it, he preemptively scolds Richard Neal if he publishes the returns as Trump himself promised years ago he would do, rather than e.g. scolding Trump for wrongly trying to use the courts to enforce his betrayal of a public commitment.) Meanwhile, the House has been requesting these returns since early 2019. Trump is more than 3/4 of the way to successfully slow-walking the legal system into voiding a completely legal request from Congress (unless Democrats defy all odds and retain House into 2023). https://twitter.com/willhardyj/status/1470884847107387413
Brainworms are an incurable epiDemic
Biden pleads for Congress to act on gun control as he marks 9th anniversary of Sandy Hook shooting. In a video message, the president expressed his sympathies to the families of the 2012 shooting and said it is “darn frustrating” that Congress has not yet acted on gun control measures. FFS https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1470914205184372736
Whereas woke Raphael Warnock asks if the “bipartisanship” demands the sacrifice of liberty—while saying he firmly believes in “bipartisanship” FML https://twitter.com/SenatorWarnock/status/1470884361222373385

Amy “Boomer” Berman Jackson: “The bounds of decency need to be enforced. They cannot be normalized by adding LOL at the end." ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Republicans acting like they have secrets which would actually matter to anything if exposed, which is weird because lol nothing matters
Multiple “don’t provide record of my comms to investigators” lawsuits from John Eastman: “the legal equivalent of flop sweat” https://twitter.com/AkivaMCohen/status/1471103577875750923
Mark Meadows is seemingly admitting that he destroyed evidence, which if so was assuredly destroyed intentionally https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1471141583315783692
No doubt “the walls are closing in on Trump/world, for real this time” 

NSO Group is one of the highest-profile providers of "access-as-a-service", selling packaged hacking solutions which enable nation state actors without a home-grown offensive cyber capability to "pay-to-play", vastly expanding the number of nations with such cyber capabilities. Now behind one of the most sophisticated exploits Project Zero has ever seen. Moreover, this kind of capability was previously only seen with top tier cyber powers. https://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2021/12/a-deep-dive-into-nso-zero-click.html
December 15, 2021
Elizabeth Warren publishes op-ed saying “Congress must expand the Supreme Court.” Same Warren, in 2019, read the complete Mueller report and said Congress must impeach Trump; Congress did not do so at the time and within the next two years, Trump committed huge further abuses of power, culminating with inciting an insurrection which had most of Congress hiding in fear for their lives as Trumpkins invaded the US Capitol bent on murder. (Congress also did, too late, impeach Trump twice.) Presumably institutionalists will again ignore Warren and again learn too late that she’s right, to our cost.
DHS’ top counterterrorism official says foreign govts are persistently & increasingly pushing misinformation campaigns that commingle w/ existing extremist narratives to sow discord in America https://twitter.com/SeamusHughes/status/1471240169034506248
After a full day of silence, the hosts of Fox News finally quit ignoring the panicked January 6 text messages recently revealed; the excuses are further proof that they don’t lie because they are trying to fool anyone. It’s about training the audiences to be gaslighters, and to stomp out truth as the threat to fascism that it is  https://www.salon.com/2021/12/15/fox-news-passes-loyalty-test-its-about-more-than-lying--its-about-teaching-how-to-lie/

Back in 2017, more than 40% of Republican voters were shameless enough to parrot the "Trump's crowd was bigger" line, even when they were being embarrassed by pictures that showed otherwise. The situation has only gotten worse since then. Now 7 out of 10 GOP voters will tell a pollster they believe the Big Lie that the 2020 election was stolen, even though their actual behavior indicates they do not believe this at all. https://www.salon.com/2021/12/15/fox-news-passes-loyalty-test-its-about-more-than-lying--its-about-teaching-how-to-lie/

Tax returns show the 85 Fund—a Leonard Leo-tied "dark money" group behind Honest Elections & Judicial Education Project—got at least $50 MILLION in 2020 grants after rebranding to push new voting laws & spread Donald Trump's 2020 election fraud claims https://crp.org/dcml

Bad news from Antarctica: Ice shelf holding back keystone Antarctic glacier within years of failure https://www.science.org/content/article/ice-shelf-holding-back-keystone-antarctic-glacier-within-years-failure
Ice-skating rink in Cleveland can’t get up and running because 60-degree highs keep coming even in mid-December https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/16/is-the-halloran-ice-skating-rink-open-yet-yes-and-no
Environmentalists say climate provisions in Biden’s centerpiece social spending bill are being “dismantled.” The latest to go: a permanent ban on new drilling off the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. https://nyti.ms/326O49H

December 16, 2021
Massive covid case wave building in Ohio, definitely including Cleveland https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/17/cleveland-covid-19-spike-real-bad-getting-worse-a-week-before-christmas
Ohio Department of Health update: Dr. Gordon says staffing is the thing that's keeping medical leaders up at night. There just aren't enough people to take care of all of the sick people in his facility. https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1471515566049566723
Schumer: “The fight to protect voting rights is far from over in the Senate.” Meaning, what? Is he confirming that any accomplishment remains far, far away?
Biden DOJ has pulled out of negotiations to financially compensate families separated by Trump admin https://twitter.com/jacobsoboroff/status/1471547058561511426
“It's enraging to watch them do this stuff, constantly protecting their right flank on immigration to zero tangible political benefit and massive human harm.”

Even among progressive reformers, the message to elected Democrats is… what? Voting rights now! Build Back Better now! Both now! No hold up Build Back Better for more stuff and pick a fight over absurd rules of “budget reconciliation” game. [et tu, Liz?] No just get rid of the filibuster which would dispense with said game entirely. We mean, “reform the filibuster.” Cancel college debt! We demand more message bills! FML https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1471865140748460034

The Republican Party has pledged to pay $1.6 million of Trump’s private legal bills (that’s 10 times more than was previously known) https://twitter.com/Fahrenthold/status/1471611734226083844

Steve Bannon, obviously confident that he is above the law, is blowing off Trump appointee Carl Nichol's order that he meet and confer with the government about his contempt prosecution. 

December 17, 2021
AOC [who onstage at convention encouraged progressives to trust that we could make progress with Biden]: “To secure votes for the Infrastructure Bill, Biden himself came to House Progressives & told us he was putting his credibility on the line to deliver Build Back Better if CPC voted for infrastructure. They trusted him. [That was dumb] I didn’t think he could promise the Senate. He promised anyway. [He was bullshitting as he often does] It’s time for him to deliver. [¯\_(ツ)_/¯]” https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1471928978961219587
Ohio governor is deploying more than 1,000 national guard troops to Ohio hospitals ahead of a busy holiday season that could swell the number of COVID-19 patients. …  the state faces a sobering reality: More people have died of COVID-19 this year than last despite widely available and effective vaccines. https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/17/gov-dewine-deploys-national-guard-to-hospitals-as-covid-deaths-surpass-2020
The COVID vaccination rate among the Air National Guard is around 93%. But the vaccination rate among Ohio’s Army National Guard is around 53%. Adjutant General Major General John Harris Jr. said that means almost half can’t be deployed on hospital missions https://twitter.com/GChristCLE/status/1478375100906983429
Swing Left in 2021: “We kept building grassroots infrastructure, despite setbacks in Virginia, threats to democracy and reproductive rights, the insurrection and an increasingly extreme GOP, and yet another school shooting. [Another year of such building and we should be well-done.]” (email)

The head of the republican is party is spewing vile antisemitism, Merry Fucking Xmas https://twitter.com/BillPascrell/status/1471940390571986953

December 18, 2021
Senate goes on recess til 2022, Democratic leaders’ Christmas message is “fuck you, suckers” https://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2021/12/02/200-groups-call-senate-delay-recess-pass-voting-rights
Bait-and-switch, success. US Chamber ftw.
Democrats congratulate themselves on using recess as a “carrot” to overcome Ted Cruz “hold” on nominations (which is only possible because they permit him the power to impose “hold” in the first place) https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1472243564302249995 + https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1472229537308102660
Also Democrats bragging about judges who will all be stuck with controlling decisions handed down by an extremist Supreme Court about which they’re doing nothing https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1472274661824241677
Supposed national activist group Indivisible has been repeatedly asking people to tweet at @WHCOS and about five or six of us appear to be doing so  https://twitter.com/search?q=(recess%20OR%20build%20OR%20voting%20OR%20rights)%20(to%3Awhcos)%20until%3A2021-12-18%20since%3A2021-12-05&src=typed_query&f=live
House Progressive Caucus leader’s response: “This [a replace-lead-pipes program] is how we Build Back Better.” https://twitter.com/RepJayapal/status/1472250314497527819
Even Bill Pascrell is putting more effort into attempting to make “Biden Boom” a thing than into denouncing Senate obstruction
But at least countless StillWithHer DemForce type shallow tits will always have their smug moment reveling that it was finally Infrastructure Week
NY Times: Map by Map, G.O.P. Chips Away at Black Democrats’ Power [apparently Democrats are okay with that though; vote for Biden here’s your result, hope you’re happy Jim Clyburn]
The Netherlands has announced a strict lockdown over Christmas amid concerns over the Omicron coronavirus variant. Non-essential shops, bars, gyms hairdressers and other public venues will be closed until at least mid-January. Two guests per household will be allowed - four over the holidays. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-59713503
While in US: “lmao when last year we were in lines at grocery stores and now we’re in a worse place than before yet no rules at work for anyone and just living on the damn edge.”  https://twitter.com/ejt0011/status/1472331058091864067

Very bipartisan consensus that America is doomed https://twitter.com/search?q=%22america%20is%20doomed%22&src=typed_query&f=live

Remember when people literally overloaded the Capitol Hill switchboard to save the Affordable Care Act? Now it seems like not even one percent as many people will bother acting to save democracy.

Economist cover: "The threat from the illiberal left" ayfkm

celebrating the holidays again with our new tradition of last minute canceling everything (Including a just country)  https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1472597140820090888

epidemiologists etc. are increasingly reciting prayers for miracles as their recommendations, saying e.g. "wear n95 everywhere" when most people won't mask at all, even the rest don't make distinctions among one type vs another, and we still just pretend that unmasking to eat or drink doesn’t count https://twitter.com/DrTomFrieden/status/1472030928277057537

December 19, 2021
Fire-drill Sunday. For the 11th time or so, this year, Manchin gives away that he will not vote for any legislation without Republican permission, confirming yet again the total crippling of the 117th Congress, Biden’s presidency, and American democracy. wheeee
After nearly a year of child-tax-credit direct deposits, spiking an extension will effectively be a big working-class tax hike
It’s also worth noting, probably, that while child-tax-credit has been very effective as poverty-reduction policy, it has been a complete flop as popularity-increase policy (partly because people just don’t believe the facts about who supported it & opposed it) 
Daily Shit Show, US version: “reporting that Manchin didn't have the guts to tell the WH prior to this” [although he has basically been making it plain enough, all year] but instead made Fox News Sunday his first stop
The concurrent message emailed from democrats.org? “Sign this holiday card for President Biden and Vice President Harris”
Everyone calls it unjust that “one lone senator” can derail the president’s entire agenda, yet he is actually doing so as part of a 51-senator majority, the rest of whom are the Republicans Biden told voters are perfectly okay, reasonable people, and he can work with
Why doesn’t Biden make up for JM’s opposition by getting Rob Portman’s support? “Senator Rob Portman is a hell of a good guy,” so what’s the problem?
Manchin in his statement says Build Back Better moves the economy too quickly away from the fossil fuel industry. 
Julian Castro’s word-for-word reaction: “Time for Biden to go from Don Tommasino to Don Corleone.” y i i i i i k e s https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1472621411890049024
Can’t wait to hear how it was ridiculous for progressives to build up expectations so unrealistically high in the first place when a) this was Joe fucking Biden’s agenda and b) he and all the Dem leadership insisted over and over and over “we’re going to get this done”
“A Christmas request for fewer stories on what Manchin’s announcement means for Joe Biden and more on what it means for families who will lose the child tax credit they’ve come to depend on.” ha ha sure, right https://twitter.com/matthewamiller/status/1472587805935259648
Fuck it, who cares any longer. “Senator Manchin is known for this sort of posturing, and this isn’t our first time dealing with pushback from him during bill negotiation processes. Still not sure? [Monday] afternoon, Politico reported that Manchin and President Biden met this week and agreed that negotiations will continue.”
Reminders
June 25, Sen Jerry Moran wavering in his support of the bipartisan infrastructure deal.  He wants assurances from Manchin and Sinema that they will oppose reconciliation for him to stay onboard https://twitter.com/elwasson/status/1408478816079646722
As Indivisible observed: McConnell has GOP voting for the bipartisan bill because he thinks it will make DINOs less likely to support a reconciliation bill (or rules reform). Meanwhile, Biden and Dem leadership seem to believe the opposite will happen. They can't all be correct.
August 25, House votes for budget; my comment “Looks to me like a step toward running out the clock, attempting to force the precious "bipartisan bill" ahead on its own, and unravel the ridiculous ‘two-track’ scheme which so obviously is and has always been an unstable construct of contradictory promises.” https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1430522093767114753
Remember all the dumb fucks declaring victory because of some “framework” allegedly agreed at one point? And before that, celebrating the collapse of the two-track scheme because “Pelosi wins again ha ha”
November 15, Schumer told his caucus in a letter sent Sunday that the party will "likely" prioritize the National Defense Authorization Act next
Cleveland-area hospital systems (some, but not all, of which permit staff to be unvaccinated) run full-page newspaper ad pleading with people to get vaccinated  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/20/cleveland-hospitals-take-out-full-page-plain-dealer-ad-begging-public-to-get-vaccinated-as-covid-patients-fill-beds

On Monday 12/13, I Priority Mailed my passport renewal all the way to Philadelphia—I could drive there and back in a day—it made it to Philly by 2 a.m Tues. This weekend it was still listed online as “in transit, arriving late”  though on Monday usps.com updated to say it had been delivered Thursday

COVIDPALOOZA
Andy Slavitt: 'It's going to be a surge like we haven't seen before'
CNN has closed its U.S. offices to nonessential staff "out of an abundance of caution," citing a surge of cases.
COVID outbreaks in the NFL, NBA, NHL and college basketball are disrupting schedules, with some teams postponing games or pausing their seasons.
Multiple had-all-three-shots US senators just tested positive
Only about one in six Americans have gotten a booster, according the CDC.
Meanwhile Cleveland is a hotspot and I have an entirely unnecessary in-person meeting Monday morning at a public, indoor, mask-free space (café)
Kristine cancels Solstice party bc so many people have been calling in sick from her (fully vaccinated) workplace
The Lancet: "The USA provides a potent demonstration of the structural barriers and stymied progress in COVID-19 that can originate from political obstacles to health." https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02790-2/fulltext

We're all fucked in this together. 

December 20, 2021
Euclid Public Library got a shipment of 1,000 Covid tests this morning and were cleaned out by 2 p.m. https://twitter.com/SceneSallard/status/1473104945264087047
Does anyone still believe there’s any meaning in Schumer’s “Dear Colleague” letters? [One suspects he will still be publishing about an intent to move forward aggressively five minutes before handing the gavel back to McConnell] Believe in anything to do with Congress? In anything?

“The walls are closing in on Trump” pronouncements began more than five years ago and people including Guardian journalists are still serving up this foolery as “exclusive” and “breaking” news  https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1473111509463142401

A Russian invasion of Ukraine is highly likely. And there is likely little the West can do to stop it. [Mainly because Western governments, having let fossil fuel money continue to buy them, have therefore remained in hock to fossil fuels—decades after they should have beaten the addiction—and will prioritize Russian fossil fuels over alliances, democracy, etc.]

Omicron continues to show its colors across the globe with case rates surging far beyond what we've seen with any previous waves, like in Denmark and the UK https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/omicron-update-dec-22
If you’re in Cleveland and you feel like everybody you know is testing positive or getting exposed…that’s because we are at 3x the case rate we have ever seen before.  https://twitter.com/rebecca__maurer/status/1473715506091905038

In North Carolina (where, like Ohio, one of the Republican judges intends to sit inappropriately for litigation against his own father), Republican Dallas Woodhouse is relentlessly attacking the state supreme court, just because they might enforce their ethics rules and disqualify Berger Jr. Also threatening to impeach them and slow-walk a trial. https://twitter.com/BillyCorriher/status/1473719120579469316

December 21, 2021
Ohio Department of Health reports 12,502 new COVID cases, highest 'true' daily count so far https://on.wews.com/3ecuv2r
Cleveland Public Library system is closing, going to pick-up only until further notice

December 22, 2021
“A teacher friend tells me they are practicing an ‘adjusted’ active shooter scenario today so the kids don’t huddle too close together and spread covid. ‘Spread out instead of piling in a corner.’” https://twitter.com/dlberes/status/1473657874027098127

a key circle of Capitol Putsch defendants--think of them as the Enrique Tarrio and Roger Stone firewall--are pursuing a bozolaw strategy. Like Sidney Powell 2.0, but across about 50 defendants. They're not pursuing a sound defense strategy and often their filings are incompetent, but they have the effect of undermining the very principle of rule of law, like Bannon, but on cases that are more central to the general prosecution https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1474363890813255687

Many are warning that over the past year, that "big lie" of a stolen election has grown more entrenched and more dangerous.  "I've never been more scared about American democracy than I am right now, because of the metastasizing of the 'big lie,' " says election law expert Rick Hasen, co-director of the Fair Elections and Free Speech Center at the University of California, Irvine. 
The most interesting and the most distressing thing about American news coverage right now is that we don't treat the end of democracy in America as the story. That is the story." says Tim Snyder
https://www.npr.org/2021/12/23/1065277246/trump-big-lie-jan-6-election

December 23, 2021
Scientists have found three variants of COVID-19 within deer in Ohio, according to a study published Thursday. Of the 360 deer tested, about 35% were positive for genetic material from at least three different COVID-19 strains. https://www.cleveland19.com/2021/12/23/scientists-find-covid-19-35-deer-sampled-northeast-ohio/

Hundreds of canceled flights amid omicron surge https://twitter.com/petemuntean/status/1474192146966237189

December 26, 2021
As 2021 ends, the lawyer who successfully argued Roe v Wade dies https://www.huffpost.com/entry/bc-us-obit-sarah-weddington_n_61c8fc2be4b0c7d8b89c088a

I feel increasingly dumb for ever taking MoveOn.org seriously. In the latest email (to which no less than Robert Reich appends his name), they just discovered… in December 2021… the importance of the secretaries of state for elections. GFG.

December 27, 2021
Biden: “There is no federal solution [for covid]. This gets solved at a state level.” This is the opposite of his repeated campaign message. https://twitter.com/WaitingOnBiden/status/1475533255361372164
Kodiak, Alaska hit 65 degrees today, 20 degrees warmer than their previous record. Not their average. Their record. https://twitter.com/MatthewCappucci/status/1475643751485911040

CDC in disarray also
https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-dec-28
https://twitter.com/aaronecarroll/status/1477798484610883584
https://twitter.com/ericopinion/status/1476248748670033925
https://twitter.com/angie_rasmussen/status/1476219513968365571
https://twitter.com/DrEricDing/status/1476603998299897872
https://twitter.com/ashishkjha/status/1476203116865409033

December 28, 2021
Trump on Tuesday endorsed Alaska Gov. Mike Dunleavy’s reelection bid, but only on the condition that Dunleavy doesn’t back Sen. Lisa Murkowski in 2022.

Ohio hospitalizations are 105% of what they were for last winter https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-dec-28

December 29, 2021
U.S. reports 484,377 new coronavirus cases, setting world record https://twitter.com/BNODesk/status/1476366983612579844
CDC now shows every U.S. state as having high levels of COVID-19 transmission
Dan Pfeiffer emails on behalf of the DNC: “We’ve passed the American Rescue Plan without a single Republican vote and the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law” literally in one sentence booing Republicans for being unreasonable and promoting their cooperation as an important Good fml
Elizabeth Warren won’t stop sending tweets which begin “xyz prices are skyrocketing.” https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1476327168833581056

There are 250,000 recorded daily infections now. Actual estimates are that it’s actually about 4x higher counting for rising test positivity, test shortages & at home tests. IHME projects well over 1 million/day
There are currently 5,356 COVID-19-positive patients in Ohio hospitals, a pandemic record https://twitter.com/JMBorchardt/status/1476252898749206532
The Texas National Guard has been called to 4 of the state's youth prisons because so many of the regular staff have covid. https://twitter.com/keribla/status/1476211757408473088

Conner Eldridge, an Obama-era prosecutor, said that nearly a year after Jan. 6, he isn't aware of much meaningful progress organizing against right-wing extremism

Federal Judge McFadden repeatedly states, in advance, that he’s going to sentence insurrectionists, who share his political views, leniently https://www.emptywheel.net/2021/12/30/trevor-mcfadden-uses-stormtroopers-to-justify-a-promise-to-let-jan6ers-off-easy/

December 29, 2021
Marjorie Taylor Greene repeats support for the idea of “national divorce” and liberal Twitter sneers and rolls its eyes, apparently preferring to keep 10s of millions of radicalized enemies locked in here with us https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1476544765240004610

States are governments are, courtesy of 1996 “welfare reform,” hoarding $5.2 billion in welfare funds even as the need for aid grows  https://www.propublica.org/article/states-are-hoarding-52-billion-in-welfare-funds-even-as-the-need-for-aid-grows

December 30, 2021
Marshall Fire near Denver; over 600 families lost their homes. The area has had almost no precipitation for weeks, and there were winds reported from 50-110mph.
“Boulder County Fairgrounds open for large animal evacuation--please enter on Nelson Rd by Humane Society to avoid COVID testing traffic.” https://twitter.com/BoulderOEM/status/1476644796479549442
“Today I told two patients with metastatic colorectal cancer I have to postpone their liver resections next week. One broke down and cried into her arms. I feel like I failed them.”
Rep. Eric Swalwell: “A man DM’d I should be shot. For my family’s safety, I asked Twitter for help ID’ing him. When Twitter fell short (thanks for trying!) I asked the guy his name (stringing him a bit) & why he threatened me. Meet Jeremy Marshall who told me he was radicalized by Tucker Carlson” and Joe Rogan. https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1476656944899403777

Rapid expiration dates and a lack of storage facilities left lower-income countries with no choice but to reject more than 100m vital doses of Covid vaccines distributed by the global Covax scheme in December

The nation’s biggest companies have steadily ramped up their donations to GOP lawmakers who voted against certifying the 2020 election results, largely ending the giving freeze instituted following the Capitol riot. https://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/business-a-lobbying/585637-gop-election-objectors-rake-in-corporate-cash

At least eight states in 2021 passed laws restricting educators' ability to teach accurate U.S. history  https://twitter.com/SchottFound/status/1480553273803296768

As nationally known Democrats continue to report positive covid tests, a not-so-mysterious gap exists with no Republican reports of infection and Ron Desantis is in hiding somewhere https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1477045286212100098

December 31, 2021
Wearing masks outdoors mandatory in Paris starting Friday
Today marks the highest daily record of probable and confirmed cases of COVID in Ohio since the pandemic began. https://twitter.com/joingles/status/1477017659451531266
“Cuyahoga County is experiencing an unprecedented surge in COVID-19 cases and our medical systems are sadly suffering the effects. Over the last 7 days, our case rate has been over 17 times the CDC threshold for high transmission and our positivity rate has reached 34%” https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2021/12/31/cuyahoga-county-health-commissioner-urges-against-new-years-eve-gatherings-as-local-covid-numbers-spike

As 2022 begins, my friends are openly voicing despair
“My life is literally perfect, I have everything I've ever dreamed of, I'm married to the love of my life, our son is perfect, my horses and dogs are what I've always wanted, my partners and friends are the best, and even with all of that 2021 has been so bad I'd rather be dead” https://twitter.com/MK_McMaster/status/1477116299633430528
“My mom was one of the two people I loved most in the world, ever. And tonight I'm missing her a lot. But also... also I wouldn't wish the last 11 years on her.” https://twitter.com/ruthbrarian/status/1477115632948846592
“More and more people I know are struggling. Some because of the pandemic, but most because of they're coming up against problems that are exasperated by so many resources going to the pandemic. Health treatments are delayed for months or even indefinitely because doctors, nurses, hospitals, etc. are all at capacity. Necessary home and/or appliance repairs being delayed because of supply chain issues. Loss of income because they were laid off after their employer closed up due to a year+ of lower sales. The social safety nets we saw Trump trying to dismantle are merely a handful of loose threads at this point. I find myself donating to friends' GoFundMe campaigns to help pay their medical bills.” http://www.kleefeldoncomics.com/2022/01/a-special-new-years-message.html

Democracy advocates start 2022 essentially pretending that 2021 did not occur: it’s all on the line, we must act, help us do all the things we already did to no result over the past year! 

Honestly how much difference is there between Trump’s dismissals of covid “it will go away on its own, just like a miracle” and promises that “supply chains will clear up, the inflation will go away, the pandemic will get better, accountability will arrive,” etc., etc.

Within a week of suggesting the taboo subject of "national divorce" MTG got permabanned from Twitter

“at the Children’s hospital here in New York this weekend … literally every child we are operating on or seeing is COVID positive.” https://twitter.com/drchethansathya/status/1477623829098864645

January 2, 2022
Indiana life insurance CEO says deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64

January 3, 2022
American Enterprise Institute tries to head off pro-democracy legislation with a reassuring, reasonable bothsides-y op-ed in which Republican lies about voter fraud are recognized as fantasy, but voter suppression is also described as fantasy. https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1478173230955483144
Related, conservative and right-wing outlets like Cato are suddenly endorsing a very small bill that would reform the Electoral Count Act
~100,000 patients with Covid in US hospitals today, rising quickly
Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court judges voted to postpone all jury trials until at least Feb. 4 due to surging Covid cases in the region https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2022/01/04/cuyahoga-county-common-pleas-jury-trials-on-pause-until-february-due-to-local-covid-surge
Mark Morelli visits Ohio Metropark in winter: “Noticed buds already popping.”  https://twitter.com/MarkMorelli/status/1478121182104899585
“After another devastating year, it’s clear that Californians can’t keep trying to ‘fight’ wildfires. Instead, they need to accept it as their new reality.” https://www.propublica.org/article/californias-forever-fire

“I’m worried that if [when] Republicans win in the midterm elections that voting in this country as we know it will be gone,” says Rep. Eric Swalwell. “This is not only the most important election, but if we don’t get it right, it could be the last election.”

We are starting to see the highly transmissible variant impact almost everything else in our community, too: food supply (agriculture, grocery stores, truck drivers), travel (air, train, bus), essential services (healthcare, emergency services), and education (teachers, bus drivers).  Another example is education disruption. Burbio, a database of K-12 schools across the nation, just updated their data and found the 2022 year isn’t off to a great start for schools. Many schools in places like NYC are closed this week due to staffing shortages. Schools in Seattle are delaying reopening so students can test for COVID19 before returning. Others, like schools in Atlanta, are temporarily going virtual. Schools in Iowa were cancelled because of lack of bus drivers.  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-jan-4
More than 3,000 U.S. flights were canceled on Monday by evening ET, and another 5,600 were delayed, according to tracking service FlightAware. That is in addition to the more than 5,300 U.S. flights that were grounded over the weekend. The situation has left travelers stranded, some for days, in cities far from home https://laist.com/news/thousands-of-airline-passengers-are-stranded-heres-what-to-do-if-youre-one-of-them

January 4, 2022
Desantis today is adopting Trump’s “we gotta slow the testing down” policy, claiming that people are sitting in line for hours for tests because they are hysterical and “will just go out and get tested [and stick a fucking wand up their nose] all the time” for no reason.
Yet, tbh, CDC remains in disarray https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/a-quick-note-on-masks-and-cdc-guidance
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2022/01/cdc-new-isolation-guidelines-confusing/621192/
https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1478499513853693961
https://twitter.com/PodSaveAmerica/status/1478569602724491264

Teachers, parents, and childcare workers all angry at one another over what to do with the contagious af kids https://twitter.com/lula_reh/status/1478693558240657412

At least 163 Republicans running for statewide posts with authority over elections embrace Trump's false claim that the 2020 election was stolen https://twitter.com/eilperin/status/1478868837869232129

January 5, 2022
Here comes the cavalry, no for real, ha ha
Garland gives anodyne statement about investigations, hinting that even the DOJ’s best is going to need help
Indivisible says “it’s finally happening” though
A Guardian email, perhaps the most ludicrously, asserts that “US democracy is under attack – and the media is finally waking up” lmfao
Jimmy Carter in NYT: I Fear for Our Democracy
Matt Fuller: “A year later, one thing is clear: Nothing has changed. [Including journalism, including my own. Oh well!]” https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-real-tragedy-of-jan-6-is-that-its-still-not-over
“Here we have it. Months in the making, a full Maricopa County breakdown/analysis of Cyber Ninjas claims of 50,000+ questionable ballots.” I’m not sure what is the point of these exercises. https://twitter.com/JenAFifield/status/1478827405561139202
You’ve got to have a laugh: There's a struggle right now on the same forums that helped plan the Capitol attack last year. They're just as violent, but dejected over Trump's admission that he got boosted. They were expecting support during his speech tomorrow. Now that's canceled. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/far-right-forums-thrive-capitol-attack-stumble-trump-riots-legacy-rcna10412

Colloidal silver, one of the oldest faux cure-alls, has made an unsurprising comeback in the pandemic age.  https://www.vice.com/en/article/88g85x/covid-19-is-bringing-back-one-of-the-oldest-and-strangest-fake-cures

At least seven historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) across the United States received back-to-back bomb threats this week, forcing students to evacuate or shelter in place while authorities investigated. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/jan/05/hbcus-bomb-threats-us-colleges-universities-investigation

https://www.citizensforethics.org/reports-investigations/crew-reports/the-corporate-insurrection-how-companies-have-broken-promises-and-funded-seditionists/#companies-leading

January 6, 2022
Today just underscores that America is not going to choose democracy over the Republican Party. Elites aren't willing to lead away from it, and fwiw I don't think plebians are willing to be led. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1479219441191768067
One year after the Capitol putsch and, let us not forget, Trump’s (and Graham’s) known ever since push for a corrupt, false election result in Georgia, neither has even been charged with anything https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/may/23/lock-him-up-why-is-repeat-offender-donald-trump-still-a-free-man
One of the Oath Keepers who was present for the putsch is also the chair of the Wyoming Republicn Party https://www.thedailybeast.com/liz-cheneys-wyoming-nemesis-is-an-oath-keeper-who-was-at-capitol-rally
“…even beginning to understand this thing is, quite literally, a full time job, even for those of us with the luxury of living an ocean away. To have something that poses such an obvious risk to American democracy remain so unknowable, so mysterious — to not be able to make sense of the mob that threatens democracy — makes it far more terrifying.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/01/06/january-6-is-unknowable/
brain worms
NYT Morning email: “Republicans for Democracy.” god help me the idiocy.
The idiocy. https://twitter.com/NMSOSMaggie/status/1479145718845620226
GFG. “Bipartisan leaders in Congress, and the state and local officials who oversee our elections, have been fighting the ‘Big Lie’ [without any success] for more than a year. They are demanding action from all levels of government, and timely interim truth-telling can help.”  https://www.cnn.com/2022/01/04/opinions/january-6-commission-accountability-eisen-todd-whitman-lydgate/index.html
Learned helplessness (see replies) https://twitter.com/ngpaction/status/1479188676341121027
Mad: “…since Trump began his authoritarian makeover of the Republican Party, three others—Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania—have elected Democrats as governors, lieutenant governors, and attorneys general. It’s reasonable to suggest they could retain all those positions in 2022. [whaaat?] And in two of those states, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, Republican US senators could be replaced in [sic] by very progressive Democrats. That’s not guaranteed. Midterm elections are hard for the party in power. But the prospect terrifies Republicans who know the arc of history is bending against them.” https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/democracy-fight-2022/
Foolery https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1479565059445641216
Sheer-drop graph lines in January 2021 reveal that the putsch imploded other prominent Republicans’ standing with the rank and file, while leaving Trump’s intact, and a year later the results persist https://twitter.com/leedrutman/status/1479554198610063367
he Proud Boys street gang hasn't faltered a bit since Jan. 6. On the contrary, they've gotten worse, and they've ramped up their events. https://www.vice.com/en/article/z3n338/what-the-proud-boys-did-after-jan-6
A Cobb County GOP committee is holding a Jan. 6 program and candlelight vigil for the “J6 patriots” in the violent mob that overran the Capitol.  https://twitter.com/bluestein/status/1477750541564497920
Michigan’s successful antigerrymandering reform’s first maps are being sued by everyone, including by Black Democrats who complain that their votes aren’t packed into fewer districts https://www.democracydocket.com/alerts/lawsuit-filed-against-michigans-new-legislative-and-congressional-maps/

tbqh, it feels like the Black political tradition of focus on having and being in some seats at the table as more interesting than being in the majority is substantially shared throughout Democratic politics. Maybe it’s a tradition which made sense, and delivered value, once, for the Black community. 

It feels like the (nonfascist) Very Online get it, to a large degree. But the same Very Online recognized that Joe Biden is a bullshitting dotard, e.g., and said “don’t rank Adams” for NYC mayor.

January 7, 2022
CDC Friday-night-news-dumps a report that COVID significantly increases risk of children developing diabetes, after saying it was safe to be in school all this week because “COVID is mild for kids” https://twitter.com/t_NYC/status/1479706586553663491
In today’s Supreme Court case, lawyers who have COVID and aren’t allowed in the Supreme Court building are arguing that other people should have to go to work with unvaccinated/untested people. https://twitter.com/choo_ek/status/1479519268660150272
the largest Republican state party's official Twitter account dedicating itself to offending and antagonizing for its own sake (plus bonus rejection of simple and effective protective measure during a dangerous pandemic). https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1479600174142005248

St. Louis is now averaging more new cases than the entire state of Missouri did at its worst peak in fall '20 https://twitter.com/chrisprener/status/1480368941868400641

Lufthansa group confirmed that 18,000 flights had been flown empty to keep airport slots https://www.airlive.net/lufthansa-group-confirmed-that-18000-flights-had-been-flown-empty-to-keep-airport-slots/

“I keep randomly scrolling shopping sites for something that's going to appease the dread, rage & fear of a massive pandemic disabling millions of Americans and killing toddlers while the empire falls, but turns out that's the one thing you can't buy” https://twitter.com/ECMcLaughlin/status/1480671918227218434

January 9, 2022
Cowards die many times before their deaths
"We need a Plan B for democracy. Plan A was to pass H.R. 1 and the John Lewis Voting Rights Act. Neither bill, as of now, has a path to President Biden’s desk… I fear denial has left many Democrats stuck on a national strategy with little hope of near-term success. In order to protect democracy, Democrats have to win more elections. And to do that, they need to make sure the country's local electoral machinery isn't corrupted by the Trumpist right." Ezra Klein in NYT (quoted in email from Run For Something which says, surprise, giving money to them is the solution to this catch-22 [spoiler: it isn’t])
But, actually, “It's still cancel student debt” https://twitter.com/WorkingFamilies/status/1480196425564762124
On Sunday, Fox News aired an interview in which Dr. Pierre Kory directed viewers to consult the Critical Care Alliance’s “MATH+ hospital protocols” for drugs they should take to prevent or treat COVID-19 — and according to those protocols, “first line” therapy for hospitalized patients should include “dual anti-androgen therapy,” specifically drugs like spironolactone and finasteride. Finasteride and spironolactone are feminizing drugs that are commonly prescribed as part of hormone replacement therapy for trans women https://www.them.us/story/spironolactone-covid-19-hrt-fox-news

Russia Airs Jan. 6 spectacle featuring Ashli Babbitt’s mom, The host of the state TV special took to the halls of the Capitol building to deliver a conspiracy-fueled extravaganza on Russian airwaves. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1480671971209850882

Still: All case projections have the U.S. peaking mid-January. There are also several hard indicators showing that we will peak soon [Once we reach that point, we still have a 3-4 week window for hospitalizations and deaths to peak.] https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-jan-10

January 10, 2022
Hearing in civil liability suit against Trumps, for January 6. “This was a dry run for the cases the TV lawyers claim will be so easy, in front of one of the judges who knows Jan 6 at its worst, and he says it's close call.” Also, this is the judge who said so powerfully three months ago that “That kind of conduct needs to be deterred” but he was dismayed by the failure to do so. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/01/10/after-six-hours-on-suits-against-trump-the-only-clear-thing-is-don-jr-is-in-the-clear/
The prosecutor weighing whether Donald Trump and others committed crimes by trying to pressure Georgia officials to overturn Joe Biden’s presidential election victory said a decision on whether to bring charges could come as early as the first half of this year. This is an investigation into some phone calls among three or four people, made an entire year ago. What can one spend 18 months investigating, here? https://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/fulton-county/fulton-da-investigating-trump-closer-decision-charges/P7KZXR7IVFFTHN65BFYM7PLLNE/
At least we can go buy union Starbucks in [one or two places in] this fascist dystopian nightmare 

GOP argument against voting rights bills - “federal takeover of elections” - is same one southern segregationists made against Voting Rights Act of 1965. Also, their beloved Trump's lawyer said on Monday that Trump’s criminal calls to Georgia were part of his duty as President to oversee State elections. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1480946495989952514

it'd be easy to say that the conspiracy [Ray Epps in this case but it hardly matters] is "debunked" & dead but it's already accomplished what Tucker/Darren Beattie surely wanted it do, which was to muddy the waters and confuse people about Jan. 6 [or anything else]. https://twitter.com/letsgomathias/status/1481011535367524353

January 11, 2022
Wall Street Journal op-ed literally advocates speeding the spread of Omicron https://twitter.com/angie_rasmussen/status/1481260689943498755
HHS: New pandemic high in COVID-19 hospitalizations with 146,000 patients hospitalized.
NSA, CISA, et al.: “State and NSC are in Geneva right now trying to keep the Russians out of Ukraine, but in case that doesn’t work, you might want to prepare for badness and here’s how Russian cyber operators do business…” https://twitter.com/C_C_Krebs/status/1480967928862412800
There have been more than 200 civil wars since WWII — and the conditions that triggered those conflicts are now present here in America. Professor/Author Barbara Walter joins me on today's podcast. https://bulwarkpodcast.thebulwark.com/p/barbara-walter-is-america-at-risk?utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web&utm_source=direct
Mobilize the Vote Ohio: “With your help - We’ve got this!” Mad.

National “covid testing company” scam under investigation https://www.newsweek.com/nationwide-covid-testing-company-investigated-people-brand-scam-1667909

celebrities actively scamming their fanbases with bespoke NFTs/crypto. “It's like those old WWF news hotlines that charged 9-year-olds $2 a minute, but at 1000x scale, during a pandemic, and adults are falling for it.” https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1481096846042746880

More than half of “inflation” price increases are just profiteering, plain and simple https://mattstoller.substack.com/p/corporate-profits-drive-60-of-inflation
Fed Chair Jerome Powell reluctantly admitted it on Tuesday https://twitter.com/MorePerfectUS/status/1480948395686596609

Way too many participants in the conversation about democracy are just diverting oxygen toward a brainwormy obsession with making sure that presidential elections will be overturned only in familiar, predictable, legal ways.

January 12, 2022
Ohio Republicans’ lawless redistricting struck down by one, age-limited vote
Chief Justice Maureen O'Connor writes she agrees fully with the Democratic justices' opinion, but adds a description of an action she says voters can take to reduce partisanship of redistricting process. “I’ve never seen something like this in a legal opinion.” https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1481385697021935616
“By judicial standards, there's quite a bit of rancor in these decisions.” https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1481397133190307844
In the state of Texas it is now illegal for any public official to promote voting by mail. https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1481278997568892935
Democrats have released their final bill to fight voter suppression and prevent future election subversion [until it is served up again under another name-change] https://www.democracydocket.com/news/the-new-voting-rights-bill-is-the-law-we-need-right-now/
NYT The Morning email: basic bare-minimum protections of our already compromised and shitty democracy are “ambition” gfg
“if election officials fail to accurately count and certify election results for president, Senate, or House, there is a clear right to challenge that failure in court. And, the new law will require that case be heard quickly and under a favorable standard of review [by a dishonest, corrupt rigged federal judiciary, i.e. ‘The Supreme Court backstop’]”
Republican US Senator: "I don't care how many candlelight vigils and musical performances you have from the cast of Hamilton, you're not going to convince most normal and sane people that our government last year was almost overthrown by a guy wearing a Viking hat and speedos."
“We are warning that genocide could very well happen in India,” said Genocide Watch president Gregory Stanton in a U.S. congressional briefing on Jan. 12.  https://www.vice.com/en/article/jgmjd8/stanton-rwanda-genocide-prediction-india-muslims

“The whole ‘well, coup isn't QUITE accurate’ and ‘insurrection is TECHNICALLY off’ conversation is about turning 1/6 into a Rumplestiltskin whose name you have to guess before you can try to stop it. It's a dumb game.” https://twitter.com/BenjySarlin/status/1481657210396577797

Congressional Republicans—including minority leader McCarthy, and Jim Jordan who repeatedly insisted that he had nothing to hide—are refusing to answer any questions from the House Select Committee. The committee "wants to know if Trump hinted or even somehow indicated to McCarthy — or others — that his calling off of the rioters was in some way contingent on Republicans subverting or delaying the electoral count."
Also, the RNC has told the Commission on Presidential Debates that it's preparing to require presidential candidates to refuse to take part in those debates. [This on the same day that Princess Wannabe McCain had a big tantrum about the importance of debate, as an excuse for continued obstruction.] https://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1481665695322681350
It doesn’t matter. Voters will empower Republicans in a big mindless red wave election. Roll tide.
Biden approval rating is digging to lows never reached by Trump.

January 13, 2022
Another day of fucking bullshit drama, and Indivisible is basically embedded in the bullshit:
“I don’t know what’s going to happen”
“together, we will succeed.”
“…last night's news about a bill related to NASA and how it's going to help us get democracy reform passed…” AYFKM
Even Marc Elias is swallowed up by the lunacy, including similar language in his own email: “Things are moving quickly on Capitol Hill this week. Confused about how a NASA bill became a voting rights bill overnight [no, Marc, no one should care about this nonsense-squirrel], and what the Senate strategy is exactly? [I think the only strategy in the US Senate is that of the majority which wants to obstruct everything, divide and distract with constant nonsense, keep politics poisoned and broken, and continue asset-stripping America]”
Vice President Harris to Americans who can't find a COVID test: "Google It [...] I mean, really, if you want to figure out how to get across town to some restaurant you heard is great, you usually do Google to figure out where it is." https://twitter.com/jasondashbailey/status/1481774341704536067
Ohio governor’s office asked when the governor will reconvene the Ohio Redistricting Commission. The response: “That is a legal question I cannot comment on at this time.” No it isn’t. https://twitter.com/KatyAShanahan/status/1481794042325192704
Cult priest Tucker Carlson gives a friendly interview with a January 6 participant newly charged with sedition (he gives many friendly interviews to such persons including, repeatedly, this guy) https://www.mediamatters.org/tucker-carlson/tucker-carlson-repeatedly-hosted-oath-keeper-charged-seditious-conspiracy
To all apperaances, FBI let Brandon Straka bullshit them and based on that, he scored a ridiculous plea deal https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/01/14/one-mans-flourish-is-another-mans-seditious-conspiracy-dojs-typo-and-the-brandon-straka-plea-deal/
“But in the past decade, America has undergone seismic changes in cultural and economic power that have created a fertile breeding ground for political violence. Brennan Center Fellow Michael German, a former FBI special agent and expert on domestic terrorism, discusses the dangers with Barbara F. Walter, author of the new book How Civil Wars Start And How to Stop Them.”
NY Review of Books: “Many liberals worry that the Democrats are doomed. But Biden can still rebound.” It’s now so bad that even the punditry can’t do Dems-in-disarray all the time because there’s just nothing remotely contrarian about it

Ron DeSantis has offered cash bonuses to unvaccinated police officers who quit or are fired from police forces in other states. Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas and Tennessee have changed their unemployment insurance rules to allow you to receive benefits if you quit your job because you didn’t want to get vaccinated. 8 Republican governors including Abbott of Texas and DeSantis of Florida have banned mask requirements in schools. 24 state AGs even filed lawsuits to prevent the federal government from requiring workplaces to be safe. 20 sued to prevent hospitals from requiring staff to be vaccinated. Etc.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1481824157583044610

Hannah’s TL with too much wisdom:
“the reality is that those causes are so complex that I doubt we are tackling them well, at all”
“Some people engage in trending issues, want to be applauded for suddenly noticing it’s an issue, and then walk away as soon as it’s out of headlines. It’s all performative.”
“if your only engagement with this issue has been a couple of tweets and a ‘we are doing so much good work in this area’ op ed, and you aren’t still dealing with the fall out, maybe some of us were right when we called you out”

January 14, 2022
Democrats don’t actually want to win, ever, continued: White House Friday evening news-dumps the announcement that they will distribute a billion free tests & ship them to you.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1482097229280137216
British press is multiple days into wall to wall coverage of a party during covid while America charged ten people with sedition yesterday and it is minor third-tier news
Marc Elias email subject unintentionally revealing: “A democracy, if the Senate can keep it.” The US Senate was always intended to be the complete opposite of a guardian of democracy.
Indivisible by contrast is just embedded with the nonsense for a second day in a row: “senators are cancelling recess and this Tuesday will take up rules reforms in our final [riiiiiiight] showdown for getting the filibuster out of the way and passing voting rights legislation. (For those who’ve been following along, the Senate has pushed their planned timeline back a day because of a few positive COVID-19 tests and upcoming winter storms in D.C. [This is risible]) Democrats in the House and Senate are working through a new tactic [gfg] to get the provisions in the Freedom to Vote Act and the John Lewis Voting Rights Act to the floor of the Senate. But one thing hasn’t changed -- none of these provisions have a chance while the filibuster still stands. [Then what is the point of a ‘new tactic.’]”
While we’re at it, this whole notion of “keeping the filibuster but making a carveout” is absolute dishonest nonsense, and everybody everybody is in on it
Darren Beattie, the Steve Bannon ally who has pushed conspiracy theories about Jan. 6, has apparently been sitting on a federal board as a presidential appointee all this time. He posted a letter today suggesting Biden admin is now kicking him off. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1482103842489704454

Sen. Josh Hawley R-MO complained aobut a Senate resolution passed last week which honored the US Capitol custodial staff for cleaning up after the January 6 attack. Hawley said it was wrong to say the attack was "perpetuated by 'violent insurrectionists.'"   https://bit.ly/3nABOWN

~50% of Americans were infected by Omicron in 10 weeks. (Which is completely mindboggling. We’ve never seen a virus burn through a population at this rate. As a comparison, the flu infects 10-20% of a population in a span of 20ish weeks https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/xe-and-why-we-may-want-omicron-to?s=r

January 15, 2022
The billionth Covid-19 vaccine as part of the global Covax scheme was delivered in Rwanda on Saturday night. That’s about an order of magnitude short of what it ought to be.
Thanks to Texas’s industry-written gun laws, a British citizen was able to fly to the US and buy a gun, which he used to terrorize a synagogue today.
“Hey Dems, you know that shit you’re afraid Republicans will do when they get into power, they are already doing it.  Make a move. You’ve got nothing to lose.” https://twitter.com/EllenBarkin/status/1482369373868277761

The tanking of Boris Johnson, now as opposed to almost any time before now, is just wtf https://twitter.com/YouGov/status/1483420224288346114

January 16, 2022
“Senators will be back at the Capitol in just two days, and we have a commitment that they’ll be voting on rules changes -- no matter what certain rogue senators say publicly to try to avoid putting their name to a vote” smdh

“Replacement Theory” has gone from white supremacists marching in the street to the Republican mainstream including third-ranking House Republican Elise Stefanik https://americasvoice.org/blog/from-radical-fringe-to-gop-mainstream-replacement-theory-is-now-central-organizing-principle-of-the-republican-party/

January 17, 2022
MLK Day 2022; dozens of books written by Black authors are being pulled from school libraries under the pretext that they’re teaching ‘critical race theory.’ Most of the books don’t teach critical race theory but are written by and about people of color. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/nbcblk/book-bans-schools-are-catching-fire-black-authors-say-uproar-isnt-stud-rcna10228?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_blk
In Virginia, new Republican governor issues an executive order for the Attorney General to conduct an investigation that reaches provided-in-advance conclusions; also he is intimidating the Loudoun County school board into complying with his mask mandate rescission, even though all neighboring counties intend to defy the "order." https://twitter.com/KagroX/status/1483149507051368451

On immigration, “Biden has delivered the worst of all worlds: inhumane, immoral, potentially illegal policy—and bad-faith political blowback about ‘open borders’ all the same.” https://twitter.com/JulianCastro/status/1483636706016473091

Grifter-lawyer John Pierce is representing everyone firewalling Joe Biggs; the DOJ seems indifferent to this https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1483496016292847618

“it’s clear that a vaccine-only approach isn’t going to get the United States out of this pandemic” and that nothing else will either https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-jan-18

January 18, 2022
Democracy’s (latest, moving-target) “big day” is a nothingburger, just like Martin Luther King Day and every other alleged showdown that was finally going to happen. All of this, just like Norm Eisen’s confident forecasts that it’s going to happen, was tripe: “senators are cancelling recess and this Tuesday will take up rules reforms in our final showdown for getting the filibuster out of the way and passing voting rights legislation. Democrats in the House and Senate are working through a new tactic to get the provisions in the Freedom to Vote Act and the John Lewis Voting Rights Act to the floor of the Senate…” NONSENSE
DOJ says some photos of Mike Pence "from the official White House photographer" are not in the government's possession. The Presidential Records Act requires that all records including “photographs” be turned over to the National Archives at the end of each administration. This includes Vice Presidential records. https://twitter.com/PeteSouza/status/1483480530540761089
“BREAKING: Conspiracy theorists, including Jeffrey Prather, played a crucial role in mobilizing Trump supporters to swarm the US Capitol during the January 6th insurrection.” How is that a discovery? https://twitter.com/jordangreennc/status/1483509057617080320

House Democrats, who voted almost uniformly to force-inject into the Pentagon an even larger budget than requested, are performing oversight theater about how contractors very intentionally rip off the public through defense contracts https://twitter.com/ddayen/status/1483829818261004297

US Supreme Court has found time to issue two non-denial denials about Neil Gorsuch being a maskhole, but is still enabling Trump's latest attempt to hide his crimes.

“Within the next few days, we will finally get every senator on the record with a vote on whether a less-than-50-year-old procedural rule is more important than our democracy” I mean they have already gone on the record with their views about this, very clearly

January 19, 2022
Democracy FTL and another day of nonsense
Senators are “holding the floor”
Biden gives rambling, hopelessly-at-sea press conference
Organizations’ message is “we left it all on the field [so I guess that at least we get a participation trophy as consolation for losing democracy]” and  “oh well, Republicans are going to get away with rigging the elections for now; vote them out!”
“If Dems fail to reform filibuster to pass Freedom to Vote Act, GOP will retake power through voter suppression, gerrymandering & election subversion and use that power to overturn future elections. Don’t say you weren’t warned” (October 2021)
But hey, Tish James said something, and Congress can get some documents, so Republicans’ house of cards is probably all going to collapse any day now

Democrats (including multiple adults whom I know personally) are actually going to fight a primary campaign to see who loses to Jim Jordan by 15 points

5G fiasco: In the US, it’s just pure madness. Either regulatory authorities completely failed here, or the structure of the regulators just isn’t set up to properly handle this situation. Either way, it’s bad, and now we’re up against this deadline where everybody is pissed off. https://crankyflier.com/2022/01/20/an-attempt-at-explaining-this-5g-mess/

After the final collapse of Democrats’ press for voting-rights legislation, Rolling Stone spent months deconstructing it. No surprises: Biden was unhelpful when not absent (which was often) and holdout DINOs in the Senate were extremely unlikely to get onboard but strung people along dishonestly https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/joe-manchin-biden-filibuster-voting-rights-1334582/

January 20, 2022
OK, new plan: same as the old plan which already failed, but everything much more difficult this time (being honest, it’s more like Democrats’ plan is to be so hapless that Republicans can’t steal elections, because you can’t steal what voters legitimately give to you)
“Yesterday was a big step back in the Senate for fighting the fruits of big lie. But ironically it was a big step forward in the Supreme Court and in the House 1/6 Committee.” Oh well that’s alright. 
Lindecke: “Yeah, this thing I read last night was very pessimistic. Not quite prepper but anytime someone says "grow your own food, think about your own self defense"
Sarah Kepple is sweet but delusional: “I would contend that [Ohio is] a purple state that has been gerrymandered to red!” Purple states voted for more than one Democrat in 2018 honey.
Swing Left is right on cue telling us “we need to expand the Democratic majorities” wow what a clever insight why didn’t we think of that before lmfao
Stacy Abrams is one of the only people who sounds even credible today and I still expect she will lose in a blowout

Republican-led state legislatures have in the past year introduced over 262 election subversion bills in 41 states with 32 becoming law across 17 states ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ https://protectdemocracy.org/project/democracy-crisis-in-the-making/#section-3

Kabuki Congress. Grown-ass adults get up, put on suits, go spend the day in a broken, sabotaged faux-legislature doing a lot of talking to no result—then tweet a photo of their school pageant and say "we're helping!" https://twitter.com/SenOssoff/status/1484652487835586561

Germany is blocking NATO ally Estonia from giving military support to Ukraine

“India Shining,” US edition. Biden’s inaugural committee will mark the first anniversary in office by blanketing airwaves with a Tom Hanks-narrated video promoting a recovering, resilient America. https://www.mattkuhns.com/2022/01/new-wild-west/

January 21, 2022
Biden's one-year anniversary press conference coincided with new polling showing Biden getting the worst rating of any first-year president except for Donald Trump. https://www.cnn.com/2022/01/19/politics/poll-of-polls-biden-approval-one-year/index.html
Again, it’s so bad for Biden that (occasional) contrarian “it isn’t as bad as all that” takes show up someplace like CNN https://www.cnn.com/2022/01/21/opinions/joe-biden-first-year-is-not-a-failure-powers/index.html
It should not be news that someone is complying with a subpoena. Unfortunately in the Trump era it might be. (Also, it still feels like this is the Trump era) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1484676773996605441
We are also still doing “BREAKING” “SCOOP”s about stuff the Trump administration considered doing, rather than dwelling for any length of time on what actually has happened and is happening trib.al/nwghpjL
RAND "experts" who advise the White House wrote in Foreign Policy that "The Ukrainian military... poses little deterrent threat to Russia; provision of U.S. weapons can do nothing to change that." https://twitter.com/Kasparov63/status/1504531116648194052

US Senator Ted Cruz keeps insisting the Jan 6 insurrection was an FBI false flag operation—and maligning an actual Trump supporter in the process. https://twitter.com/MaxBoot/status/1484567351454576641

Behind closed doors, Justice Clarence Thomas’s wife is working with many groups directly involved in controversial cases before the Court. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ https://twitter.com/JaneMayerNYer/status/1484497713735651332

January 22, 2022
Washington Post runs “infographic” just boosting Russian propaganda https://twitter.com/adamrangpr/status/1484989388463525889
The co-chair of the MI Republican Party is mocking the state’s first Black Lt. Gov, calling him a scary man who makes babies cry.  https://twitter.com/VotePulver/status/1485034485158658050
Complete fiasco of Ohio redistricting system continues. Journalism keeps going back to the people who co-created it and convinced themselves and others that it would work, and deferring to those people as experts to comment.

This weekend: 1. scientific confirmation that vaccines reduce dying by 68X; 2. 10th deadliest day of the pandemic showing we have too many unvaxxed; 3. huge antivaxx rally Sunday in DC https://twitter.com/dr_kkjetelina/status/1484927511167475717

January 23, 2022
NY Times front page: “Jan. 6 Marchers, Still Defiant, See It as Day One of Movement.” https://twitter.com/SollenbergerRC/status/1485414762326470660
At the antivaxx rally in DC, RFK Jr. says that in the future "none of us can run and none of us can hide" because of Bill Gates' satellites and also 5G, unlike... the Holocaust. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1485366164805066752

A new WaPo op-ed is literally, not ironically, titled “The legal walls are closing in around Trump” about five years after people started saying this (he has yet even to be charged with anything)

We’re just waiting passively and impotently, for Russia to take another big bite out of the world. No one will stand up to this, because of fossil fuel addiction. FML https://twitter.com/DAlperovitch/status/1485241734925897728
People can game out every pointless step of posturing at the UN in advance https://www.justsecurity.org/79938/guide-to-the-chess-game-at-the-united-nations-on-ukraine-crisis/
“Russia has nothing that anyone wants, except for fossil fuels.” Which wouldn’t need to be an indispensable commodity in 2022 except that generations of policy choices have actively sustained modern economies’ addiction to fossil fuels, rather than kick it and reduce the wealth and power of fossil fuel barons
Russia has alerted Ireland that they plan war games off Ireland's coast—in what appears to be the waters above some of the most important cable landings in the world. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1485734570532249604
There’s little evidence that without the United States, European powers can deter Moscow or lead their way out of a major crisis. The European Union is nonexistent in the conversation, begging for relevance. https://warontherocks.com/2022/01/putins-wager-in-russias-standoff-with-the-west/

Reagan's former adviser Suzanne Massie received her Russian passport. In a press conference with TASS, Massie accused the U.S. Congress of "using" Russia-related issues for their own unnamed goals & praised Russia for being stronger than it was in the past. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1485805513623416836

If I punch an extended fragment of a rant from The X-Files into a search engine, the whole first page of results from 2022's internet is all news or not-intentionally-ironic commentary. https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1485625715185926144

January 24, 2022
Biden’s “Competition Council” is doing some modest good, yet it’s less of a solution to sabotage within Congress than it is a demonstration of how weak the state now is; instead of corporations lobbying our government, our government is now reduced to lobbying corporations https://twitter.com/BharatRamamurti/status/1485632381256142852
The liberal order adrift at-sea
As liberalism faces the most aggressive assault in generations, America’s elderly president is unable to control his temper; today called Fox News' Peter Doocy a "stupid son of a bitch," mocking his question about inflation. (Center-left responses: “ha ha hell yeah he deserved it, it’s the truth” for a few hours, then when Biden apologizes it’s “very gracious, real maturity, true class!” yep yep yep)
US Congressman: “My office is now getting calls from folks who say they watch Tucker Carlson and are upset that we're not siding with Russia in its threats to invade Ukraine, and who want me to support Russia's ‘reasonable’ positions.” https://claireberlinski.substack.com/p/dezinformatsiya-in-the-21st-century?utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email
The current Russia-Ukraine conflict is perhaps the last major European security crisis in which the US will lead the response. Now, it seems as if no one will lead the next one. The As German Ambassador to the United States Emily Haber warned her government in a cable, Germany is increasingly seen in Washington as a pacificist free-rider on the US security order. https://ecfr.eu/article/dont-mention-the-war-in-ukraine-germanys-deteriorating-image-in-washington/
Judge seems open to release of Oathkeepers’ founder Stewart Rhodes. Seems to buy defense arguments that year-long delay in charges undermines government’s claims he’s an ‘immense’ danger https://politi.co/3KFXsCB
Right up through his sentencing hearing, AUSA is still buying Brandon Straka's absurdly insincere claim of remorse. She also buys his fundraising for cops. Court sends Straka home for three months (where no doubt he will continue his antidemocracy grifting) and after that it’s a pure walkout https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1485647515785564163
The fascist counterrevolution will be podcasted. “We have a lot of fun discussing the un-fun threats we are facing.” Great, guys. https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1485471271131365377
Liz Warren: Now’s the Time To Raise Hell on Student Debt Cancellation  https://www.teenvogue.com/story/student-debt-cancellation-elizabeth-warren
People still seem to think that there is any utility in trying to disprove the lie “about how the Capitol rioters were just tourists and how they even stayed in between the velvet ropes” https://twitter.com/ryanjreilly/status/1485735613416587268

Without quite putting it this way, Katelyn Jetelina essentially says that we might in theory be able to usher the covid pandemic out of our lives sooner rather than later by doing a laundry-list of things not a single one of which is likely to happen FML https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/what-now-how-pandemics-end
Can-kicking: “With experts estimating that the Omicron case surge will peak in mid-February, Dr. Fauci expressed optimism that 2022 could bring the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.” https://www.ktvu.com/news/fauci-offers-long-term-view-on-covid-19-the-worst-may-be-over-in-terms-of-omicron

The International Monetary Fund has sharply cut its growth forecast for 2022 with a warning that higher-than-expected inflation and the Omicron variant have worsened the outlook for the global economy.
Dean Baker still insists this is too pessimistic, but… https://cepr.net/is-the-u-s-economy-operating-above-its-capacity/
(Bottom line: chances that high costs will tumble, job and income growth will surge anew, and a Biden Boom will save democracy in November look similar to the chances that aliens will save us. By most standards, 2021 was a historic economic boom year, and people hated it and Biden.)

January 26, 2022
In a lot of ways, the whole Turner vs. Brown special election for Congress was a Great Exposition of the rot and pointlessness all over American politics at this point. So an attempt to repeat it is, of course, the least surprising thing ever. https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/08/oh11-and-truthiness/
Republican US Senator Grassley says "I agree with what you said" to a man who said the FBI and Capitol Police were "complicit" in Jan 6 and called those who've been charged "political prisoners". 

At least 100,000 “ghost flights” could be flown across Europe this winter because of EU airport slot usage rules https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jan/26/airlines-flying-near-empty-ghost-flights-to-retain-eu-airport-slots

After falsely denying it as recently as Monday, Russia is dispatching a submarine along with other warships headed toward a major nexus of undersea communications cables (and the rest of the world just continues twiddling its thumbs) https://twitter.com/gavreilly/status/1486379953822355468

Zelensky is mad that US rhetoric over Russia is causing panic & economic turmoil, while Biden and his advisers have been annoyed by Zelensky's public downplaying of the threat and thinly veiled jabs at POTUS https://www.cnn.com/2022/01/28/politics/us-ukraine-biden-zelensky/index.html

January 27, 2022
The Texas State Board of Education just picked Stephen Balch to revise social studies standards.  He’s a conspiracy theorist who called Biden’s election a “literal coup” and pushes White Replacement Theory. https://twitter.com/jamestalarico/status/1486737340475265027
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Fox is running an image of George Soros clutching a wad of cash https://twitter.com/K8brannen/status/1487070241788239876

The US Supreme Court: “the country's most powerful, least accountable institution” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1486715746784661511

Future US President (or cabinet secretary at minimum) Ron DeSantis: With a plethora of scientific approaches that do work, he seems to promote only the solutions that don’t. He is also paying people not to get vaccinated, is firing people for promoting vaccines, allows his surgeon general to go unmasked around cancer patients, & threatens anyone making a reasonable effort to keep schools or businesses safe.  https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1486794484696313856

January 28, 2022
Buttons busting with pride at his first ever Attorney General opinion, the Republican twat voted in because a bunch of voters are just knee-jerk morons says that Virginia state universities cannot mandate the COVID-19 vaccine as a condition for enrollment or in-person attendance. (Virginia requires that college students have several vaccinations.) https://twitter.com/benwakana46/status/1487078318683959296

I literally can believe that Republicans are attempting—and everyone else is letting them succeed—in ginning up another culture war fight over a zero-consequence appointment of one Democrat to replace another on the 2/3 Republican supermajority US Supreme Court. FML, enough of this drivel https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1487452797004042247
The Republican Party continues to function as mainstream media’s assignment editor abcn.ws/3KVld9R
It doesn’t even matter that the story which Republicans have assigned the press to gin up is inherently stupid https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1487813340172886024
GFG https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1487817117994995717

The past week or two featured a recurring feeling that all kinds of events are happening a year late, as though everyone just slept through 2021
Fulton DA requests special grand jury for Trump solicitation of election fraud (which happened more than a year ago)
Biden admin is shipping free at-home rapid tests
Federal prosecutors are reviewing fake Electoral College certifications that declared Trump the winner of states that he lost
Breyer announces retirement, etc.
My post “Groundhog Day Politics” from nearly a year ago seems word-for-word like I might have just written it. https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/02/groundhog-day-politics/

January 29, 2022
Trump calling for riots if he's arrested https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-massive-protests-prosecutors-041157597.html 
At Trump’s “rally,” Greg Abbott realizes that the only way to keep the MAGA crowd from booing him is to just keep saying, ‘Donald J Trump’ over and over again. So he does. https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1487586938655850496
My Twitter feed is just one after another emptyheaded liberal regurgitation that “well, we have facts and fairness, so we’re going to show them!!! #RESIST”
https://twitter.com/tricoter/status/1487297528626393090
https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1487447195934769152
https://twitter.com/_kathymnewman/status/1487074330672513028
https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1487263960202203140
It’s like children and it never stops
Maybe if we reshare an article and photo of a 95-year-old WWII veteran who has never missed an election but might have to because of Texas voter suppression a few more times…

January 30, 2021
Last night the former president—and unchallenged leader of a major political party—publicly committed blatant obstruction of justice by proposing to pardon the participants in a violent attempt to keep him in power after he lost the 2020 election. This morning, the news is struggling to compete against a ludicrously bad-faith manufactured controversy over Joe Biden nominating a Supreme Court nominee.
America is now in this bizarre space where the culture can’t quite yet shrug at something like this, entirely, yet all of the performances of shock and concern have been performed so many times to no effect
It would almost be funny how the only thing capable of challenging Republicans’ mind control of US media is Trump continually erupting with random distractions, except that the overall situation is very pathetic and awful
It is chef’s-kiss perfect that this same morning, Margaret Sullivan has a big sad published in the Washington Post about how America’s poor unappreciated free press is in peril, not only because of rightwing attacks but specifically because of increasingly receptive courts which Republicans have packed with illiberal partisan operatives using exactly the kind of double standards and limitless bad faith which the poor unappreciated free press is enabling and empowering right fucking now https://www.washingtonpost.com/media/2022/01/30/media-trump-war-palin-fox-new-york-times/

Russia's state TV has a message for Trump:  “Donald, we're waiting for you and are ready to elect you again." https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trumps-mega-fans-in-moscow-declare-theyre-ready-to-elect-him-again-in-2024

January 31, 2022
bomb threats disrupting HBCU campuses across country
America’s senescent and adrift-at-sea democracy institutions send a letter to the Biden administration demanding: a talking shop which includes all of them. https://www.citizen.org/wp-content/uploads/Coalition-Democracy-Letter-1.31..pdf
Ukraine’s government has reportedly thwarted a January-6-type insurrection https://twitter.com/pwnallthethings/status/1488106046996586499
Watching the UK thrash and struggle for what to do about its own malevolent narcissist clown king is, especially today, like some kind of baroque play-within-a-play. This thread in particular https://twitter.com/labourlewis/status/1488239852210511874
In a healthy democracy Boris Johnson would by now be a former PM. The fact he's still in post - having lied to Parliament and the public last year - tells us we have a problem that goes beyond his personal qualities as a political leader, to the heart of our failing democracy.
The power to hold the Prime Minister to account for his actions is now in the hands of the damaged institution of the Metropolitan Police - which has finally and belatedly started investigating - and Tory MPs who have the cover of the 1922 committee.
Right now, the government is using their power to make sure the public has none – whether that is through attacks on our voting system and the independence of the judiciary, or the hollowing out of the right to protest, the right to vote, citizenship rights, and our human rights.
Boris Johnson should go. But this issue goes far beyond the integrity of the PM or even his government. Until we undergo a programme of democratic renewal, we’ll be stuck with a system that has proven itself unfit for the challenges we face now and in the coming century.
This too: “We can barely remember now the number of lies & scandals” of Boris Johnson, says Rory Stewart. “There probably have been a dozen things over the last two years that would have led any normal PM to resign.” https://twitter.com/amanpour/status/1488213504540696580
Kentucky Republican Thomas Massie has been privately reprimanded (ffs) by GOP House leadership after he tweeted a quote from a neo-Nazi pedophile. https://twitter.com/TravisAllen02/status/1488240570560569349
Actual Innovation Ohio email today: “This week, I went on Fox News to push back against Republican attacks on voting rights — and I got to shout my Ohio pride at the same time! Some Republicans have tried to shift the conversation away from crucial issues like voting rights by mocking President Biden for simple joys, like enjoying Ohio's own Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams in the winter.  Well I’m from Ohio, and we eat ice cream all year long — while Republican extremists cheat all year long.”

Child poverty numbers spiked from 8.9 million in December, to 12.6 million in January, because Senate oligarchs want the child tax credit to expire. https://twitter.com/WillVandenberg4/status/1494690739766370309

February 1, 2022
For a second day in a row, several historically black colleges and universities across the US have cancelled or postponed classes due to bomb threats https://twitter.com/AnaCabrera/status/1488492848177680388
Ohio Governor Mike DeWine released a new set of district lines for the State Board of Education. The districts, based on state Senate districts invalidated by the Ohio Supreme Court, are a blatant attempt to gerrymander public education and institutionalize white supremacy http://www.honestyforohioeducation.info/gerrymandering.html
Western media is dutifully running headlines about “Russian security concerns” as though this is even any kind of legitimate concept rather than just pure disinformation

Chattanooga’s public school system teaches a for-credit program during school hours called “Bible in the Schools.” An animated video showed in class, produced by the Bible Project, showed a forked road, with Christianity represented by light, sunshine, and color on one side, and all other global religions as storms, darkness, and shadows. The teacher wrote an English transliteration of the Hebrew name of God on the white board and told her students, “If you want to know how to torture a Jew, make them say this out loud.” https://twitter.com/DanWool/status/1490125043053076483

February 2, 2022
The every-word relevance of my “Groundhog Day Politics” blog post from a year ago is unsurprising if still discouraging in the extreme https://www.mattkuhns.com/2021/02/groundhog-day-politics/
Today is candidate-filing-deadline in Ohio, despite the fact that district maps are still up in the air, a cart-before-horse absurdity which demonstrates a lot about how inaccurate it is becoming even to speak of “a system” at all https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1488935260360433668
Also today, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court just takes over PA redistricting https://twitter.com/adambonin/status/1488960587736485888
House committee subpoenas phone records from AZ GOP Chair Kelli Ward & husband.  They've sued to block release. Case is assigned to Federal Judge Susan Brnovich, wife of the Arizona AG under fire for failure to act on GOP election review. https://www.politico.com/news/2022/02/02/jan-6-committee-subpoenas-arizona-gop-chair-00004903
Meanwhile, UK government says devolved authorities do not have to follow international law https://twitter.com/DavidHenigUK/status/1488990735210848260

A cube made from $11.7 million worth of solid gold is sitting in Central Park—and has its own security detail: https://bit.ly/32So5U1
Jeff Bezos ordered a massive yacht so huge that he’s getting Rotterdam to dismantle a historic bridge for it (the city’s mayor subsequently denies this)
30,000 without power in Texas. Failed-state

“As President Biden's poll numbers fall with Black voters” https://cheddar.com/media/rep-ayanna-pressley-wants-biden-to-deliver-legislation-student-debt-relief-for-black-voters

In Israel, ousted far-right head of state, facing prosecution for corruption, introduces “improper spying” counter-charge; very much a disruption gambit deployed by Trump before, and again a week or so later https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/feb/03/israeli-police-may-have-hacked-phone-of-key-witness-in-netanyahu-trial-spyware

February 3, 2022
Biden met at WH last night with Pelosi, Schumer, DCCC & DSCC chairs in “extensive midterm planning session.” The next morning, Biden thanks Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell “for being my friend” during National Prayer Breakfast. “You’ve always done exactly what you’ve said. You’re a man of your word. And you’re a man of honor.”

Ukraine crisis update: “still all depressingly consistent with both Russia and the West seeing mid to late Feb as the time where everything goes to shit.”  https://twitter.com/pwnallthethings/status/1489375104798801924

Now inarguable that Ginni Thomas and her spouse—a Supreme Court Justice—are both constantly engaged in partisan politicking
https://twitter.com/JaneMayerNYer/status/1489650866772754436
https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1489680951189901314

Hungary’s rightwing government vetoes admitting Ukraine to NATO cyber-defence program https://twitter.com/InnaSovsun/status/1489557852075220992

February 4, 2022
Official RNC statement says fraudulently attempting to invalidate 2.8M votes is "legitimate political discourse." https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/02/04/shes-no-angel-josh-dawseys-nice-little-old-lady-suspected-of-crimes-to-steal-an-election/
“if you believe that the GOP has hatched a plan to win 2024 by stealing the election at the state level, [today’s Mike Pence] statement is a key foundation for that.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1489710056186728458
Just last month, Daniel Goldman (a lead counsel for the House impeachment inquiry) signed a letter along with more than 1000 other DOJ alums praising Garland for conducting a "meticulous" investigation and promising to follow the facts wherever they lead. Now he's accusing DOJ of conducting no investigation at all. https://twitter.com/StephanieJ_DC/status/1489746263113404417
“Most people got into healthcare because they wanted to help people and make a difference, and I think at this point, it’s just broken beyond repair,”  https://www.theguardian.com/society/2022/feb/03/us-coronavirus-healthcare-system-providers

The labor market has now unwound that entire source of worker insecurity that was so persistent after the Great Recession ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ https://twitter.com/jc_econ/status/1489606396387676177

Quite a week for the Big Lie
Trump floats pardons for January 6
RNC resolution further mythologizing January 6, and intensifying opposition to investigating
GOP assertions that investigating Jan 6 will lead Democrats to retain the House https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1489904594130026501
Pence rhetorical groundwork for future election theft
Liberalism’s as-such leadership still at sea, as usual
Also Britain’s parallel super-weird-and-meta muppet version of events

February 6, 2022
Attack on the methods of the J6 Committee on the front page of the NY Times print edition. The report doesn’t understand Iran Contra (a Joint Committee), holds the faux Benghazi inquiry up as a model, and never mentions Watergate https://twitter.com/JohnWDean/status/1490431794323152899
Among further reasons this story is absurd (including that they're horrified J6 is using terrorism fighting tactics in an investigation of a terrorist attack), they also seem amazed that an investigation w/Liz Cheney in a prominent role understands how bureaucracy works. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1490464273662894087
“Macron says a deal to avoid war is within reach” even though Russia keeps insisting that it won’t invade Ukraine (which is bullshit but proves that Russia any “deal” with Russia will be worthless)

Until something resets the current status, the contempt prosecution of Bannon is far more useful to Bannon as a means to monitor the ongoing investigation into him and his co-conspirators than it is for DOJ https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/02/07/why-to-delay-a-mark-meadows-indictment-bannon-is-using-his-contempt-prosecution-to-monitor-the-ongoing-january-6-investigation/

February 7, 2022
British Police rescue Labour leader Keir Starmer from anti-vaxxers shouting ‘traitor’ and ‘Jimmy Savile’ days after PM’s smear of Starmer in parliament
observing British politics from the US is simply getting way too much like being in a play which includes an ongoing self-referential puppet-play version of itself
The mayor of Canada’s capital has declared a state of emergency, AP reports, as protesters opposed to Covid-19 restrictions continued to paralyse Ottawa’s downtown.
“A professor I know asked their college class today how many Americans died from COVID in January, and some students guessed ‘a few hundred’. The highest guess was 2,000. The correct number is 60,000.” https://twitter.com/paix120/status/1490883047830732802
Trump appointees allow Supreme Court to reverse lower court ruling against Alabama Republicans’ racist gerrymandering https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1490811922987601924
Peter Thiel is resigning from Facebook’s board because apparently even this is not active enough promotion of disinformation and political immolation https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1490802346128990209

February 8, 2022
House Republicans are ginning up a disinformation campaign to claim that “actually Nancy Pelosi was responsible for January 6.” https://www.axios.com/gops-shadow-jan-6-committee-targets-capitol-police-negligence-2d0b3b4a-a4b4-4191-bda6-e44405a82f1b.html
https://twitter.com/dfriedman33/status/1491162963981774848
On the same day, McConnell and a handful of senators attempt some disapproving-distancing remarks to the press https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1491142220862439425
Rep. Joyce Beatty: “Today, while heading to the House floor for votes, I respectfully asked my colleague Rep Hal Rogers to put on a mask while boarding the train. He then poked my back, demanding I get on the train. When I asked him not to touch me, he responded, ‘kiss my ass.’” https://twitter.com/RepBeatty/status/1491139319251505155
Rep. Cori Bush: “Just last night, I was yelled at and personally attacked by Republicans while trying to do my job managing the House floor as Speaker Pro Tempore.”  https://twitter.com/CoriBush/status/1491176322684833793?s=20&t=lRtwOXMLUMnmGVCB-G8NKQ
Meanwhile, the Black Caucus has decided to blame the DOJ for not protecting voting rights, and provide cover for the Republicans and righting Democrats who have shredded voting rights laws and/or obstructed their restoration https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/democratic-lawmakers-urge-us-doj-step-up-legal-efforts-over-voting-rights-2022-02-08/

The “alliance of autocracies” remains informal for now. But it is real, and it extends beyond China and Russia to include other countries — like Hungary, Turkey and Venezuela — that work together to minimize the effect of economic sanctions and diplomatic pressure. https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1491514673761509378

“Opportunity Zone” tax break supposedly to help poor neighborhoods has become a bonanza for wealthy investors — and crypto millionaires want in. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cryptocurrency-opportunity-zones_n_6203f0f1e4b039350e6d60fa

Biden’s Commerce Department is lobbying against EU rules to rein in Big Tech

February 9, 2022
On Wednesday, Massachusetts, Illinois, New York and Rhode Island joined California, Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey and Oregon in lifting mask mandates for some public places. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/feb/09/us-mask-mandates-covid-omicron-democrats-cdc
Democrats are shifting into direct "we're loooosing" fundraising pitches
Email from actual state Democratic Party of Arizona: “A new poll shows voters favoring the AZ GOP by 4 percentage points this November, a huge swing from the last polling that showed strong leads for AZ Democrats! It’s clear that Trump's January rally had the intended effect” Why did I give money to this clown show. How can we take seriously any of this foolery
A Kansas Republican Representative who said he doesn’t trust the COVID-19 vaccine a few months ago has been missing all session. He’s now been brought into the Statehouse sick & on oxygen so that he can help override the Congressional Redistricting veto. https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1491483273582759941
The cluelessness of Democratic leadership, demonstrated today by octogenarian Pelosi: “"They seemed to have reached rock bottom with their statement that what happened on January 6th was normal political discourse...legitimate political discourse...Take back your party from this cult." https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1491979469149687808
Trump’s former OMB director calls Chambers of Commerce “anchors” weighing down the GOP.  https://wng.org/opinions/chambers-of-commerce-are-crippling-the-republican-party-1643975146
In Ohio lawmakers join in a bipartisan “Who Dey” as members of the House talk about cheering on the Cincinnati Bengals this weekend in the Super Bowl

Corporate earnings reports are literally bragging about hiking prices while hiding behind "inflation." https://twitter.com/owenslindsay1/status/1491776417700491266

February 10, 2022
Trump illegally destroyed tranches of documents throughout and since his presidency… reaction (with help from Maggie and NYT) is big yuks at potty humor https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1491787889365053441
“Trump’s broad power as president over classified info seriously complicates any criminal probe into the alleged mishandling of docs.” Yet Democrats have controlled the House Senate and White House for a year and Trump’s own tax returns remain locked in a vault
A Virginia deputy attorney general resigns after revelation of Facebook posts praising Jan. 6 rioters, claiming Trump won election https://twitter.com/PostRoz/status/1491845196170108929

America is drowning in for-profit bullshit disinformation, part 152,679 https://www.thedailybeast.com/free-crack-pipes-myth-rooted-in-false-free-beacon-report

A successful Shasta County recall election backed by militia members, far-right extremists and conspiracy cranks officially succeeded

Read more at: https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article258071928.html#storylink=cpy

Beijing acknowledges Moscow’s actions toward Ukraine as "legitimate" https://twitter.com/jmhansler/status/1492342570038484994

February 11, 2022
American citizens in Ukraine are encouraged to depart “immediately,” National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan says. https://cnb.cx/3gDGK99
Fox News coverage of the Canadian “truckers protest” has exceeded 10 hours through yesterday as the network's hosts start explicitly pushing for a U.S. version [the “truckers”—few are actual professional drivers—are calling for the government to be overthrown] https://www.mediamatters.org/coronavirus-covid-19/fox-news-goes-all-promoting-anti-vaccine-mandate-canadian-truckers
Obviously af, “They see this as a chance to create an economic crisis that they can blame on Biden.”
Facebook is allowing fake truck convoy pages to proliferate just like they did with the Russian "Trump" pages in 2016. https://twitter.com/PiperK/status/1490495566475939843
Facebook groups tied to American offshoots of Canada’s “Trucker Convoy” are being run by fake accounts tied to content mills from Vietnam, Bangladesh, Romania and several other countries, the company confirmed to NBC News on Friday. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1492253044704116738
The FEC just now says that in 2016 it found reason to believe Ron Paul's 2012 presidential campaign knowingly & willfully took an illegal corporate contribution (part of a larger endorsement bribe scheme). But the FEC never took enforcement action.  Involves the same convicted campaign staffers who got a Trump pardon in 2020. https://twitter.com/SollenbergerRC/status/1492246762458947586
Biden is moving to split $7 billion in frozen Afghan central bank assets between 9/11 victims’ families and humanitarian aid in Afghanistan. The offensive and self-defeating set of moves is expected to be announced on Friday. https://twitter.com/iyad_elbaghdadi/status/1492111766385528832
“A country without central bank reserves is on a road to economic collapse. By confiscating these reserves, the US government is guaranteeing this collapse, and the resulting widespread death and mass migration.” https://cepr.net/press-release/human-rights-watch-humanitarian-groups-at-senate-call-for-change-in-us-policy-in-afghanistan/?emci=cded31c5-0797-ec11-a507-281878b83d8a&emdi=d40edf21-0b97-ec11-a507-281878b83d8a&ceid=4607788

Songs that claim Covid-19 is fake and describe the vaccines as “poison” are being actively promoted to Spotify users in playlists generated by its content recommendation engine. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/feb/13/dont-take-the-damn-thing-how-spotify-playlists-push-dangerous-anti-vaccine-tunes

“Why is Putin menacing Ukraine” he wants to retake Soviet empire, no it’s “security concerns,” or he can’t afford a successful democracy next door, or he hates all democracy, or who fucking cares why

NATO governments have very effectively painted themselves into an economic corner, in which sanctions could easily be more painful for them than for Russia with its minor corrupt economy https://twitter.com/DAlperovitch/status/1492603414169239555

February 12, 2022
There is some kerfuffle, based on absolute nonsense from John Durham, lighting up the rightwing noise machine so ofc mainstream media acts obliged to amplify https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1492870201892818957
https://twitter.com/IntemperateUnd/status/1492930007265525761
https://twitter.com/chetramey/status/1492907778813296642
False claims went from “sleuths” who spend much of their time spinning Durham’s conspiracy theories, through Techno Foggy (a self-described lawyer who has for years interacted openly with lawyers like Sidney Powell and Billy Barr’s spox Kerri Kupec), to Jim Jordan’s staffer to Ratcliffe to Mark Meadows to Kash Patel to Trump. Every single one of these current and former officials have played a central role in these investigations; none is a “third party.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/02/19/john-durham-accuses-one-of-his-key-fact-witnesses-sergei-millians-twitter-account-of-misinterpreting-facts/

“Old normal is gone! It’s not coming back. Welcome to new normal. Adjusting is painful, but doable. We suffer more when we don’t acknowledge loss.” https://twitter.com/alindguzik/status/1492611936890101760
With so much, particularly American liberal democracy, it now seems like a perpetual loop of 1. this is bad! 2. we must make a do-or-die effort to undo it, 3. huh things are getting even worse, 4. begin again from (1) and pretend 2-4 didn't happen yet

February 13, 2022
Russia's state TV is hard at work ratcheting up tensions, accusing Ukraine of "atrocities" against the Russians in E. Ukraine. RT's head Margarita Simonyan pretends to ugly-cry & says that Russia has no choice but to intervene before Ukraine builds concentration camps & starts gassing people. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1492973389971173382
Russia's state TV concludes the anti-Ukrainian, anti-American monologue/war cry of RT's head by showing a clip of Marjorie Taylor Greene’s embarrassing "Gazpacho Police" flub. Host and panelists point out that the world is currently being ruled by stupid people. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1492988824540094465
Indivisible email, tldr version: “yep, the cupboard is bare, but we will never confront that.” Yay us! And we’re so gonna primary tf out of Enema in 2024 wheeee https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1492909065730772994

60% of Ohio GOP primary voters say 2020 election was stolen https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2022/02/14/poll-60-of-ohio-gop-primary-voters-say-2020-election-was-stolen

Democrats are apparently spending the week doing obsolete barnstorming events to puff their infrastructure bill signed into law almost a year ago, and emphasizing “bipartisan” at every stop. At some point, while you may be entirely right that it’s abhorrent how Republicans won’t break from Trump, you won’t break from Republicans so where are your grounds to damn them for complicity?

February 14, 2022
Happy Valentine’s Day Dumpy:
Trump’s accounting firm has told the Trump Organization that the former president’s “Statements of Financial Condition” from 2011-2020 can no longer be relied on. Mazars USA says they base this on the AG’s investigation, their own internal investigation, and additional info. Mazars says as a result of their decision regarding the financial statements they will no longer be doing work for the Trump Organization. [Again, the feeling that some appropriate things are happening just after an inexplicable year’s delay.] https://www.nycsouthpaw.com/p/mazars-noisily-fires-trump?r=y3y8
That evening: Felon Paul Manafort was on Hannity with Conway and Meadows. “That’s like a 4-alarm fuckery fire. Trumpworld is pulling out all the stops” https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1493442101811499008
“Just-released memo from Joe Biden pollster John Anzo identifies the winning message for the 2022 midterms—making the wealthy & corporations pay their fair share.” ayfkm https://atfactionfund.org/anzalone-memo/

The weeklong Disruptor operation that shut down the Ambassador Bridge cost the auto industry nearly $300 million, according to an economic research group.  https://www.clevescene.com/scene-and-heard/archives/2022/02/15/auto-industry-lost-nearly-300m-in-wages-production-from-weeklong-canadian-protest

None of the firms lobbying in DC for the Nord Stream 2 pipeline are registered as foreign agents. That might surprise people, given the intense focus on the pipeline as an extension of Putin's foreign policy. There's a strong case that the firms lobbying against sanctions on the pipeline, BGR, Roberti Global and McLarty Inbound, under the letter of the law, should register under FARA. But they can avoid doing so, because foreign lobbying disclosure laws stink. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2022/02/nord-stream-russia-germany-ukraine-lobbyists-fara/

February 15, 2022
Tuesday of Ukraine Crisis Crunch Time Week: invasion looks less and more likely at the same time
“Putin is not done with Ukraine—merely inconvenienced by the whole world watching every move of his armed forces.” https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1493633734469464067
A LIVE! remote of pillow delivery by a bat-shit crazy huckster to militant protestors by a right-wing streaming service is pretty much where we’re at, America. https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1493655641075949574
The party in charge of Ohio government is, in complete bad-faith, flagrantly disregarding voters, the state constitution, and the Ohio Supreme Court; the Columbus Dispatch Senior Editor is fully aware of this and… snarking about it from his personal Twitter account https://twitter.com/darreldrowland/status/1493612632422723586
Supposed adult, intelligent Senate Dems, including Brown and Biden, keep trying to tell us that Republicans are holding up needed appointments with obstruction in a Senate which Republicans don’t control
Raskin on Rudy Giuliani meeting with the Jan. 6 committee: “We expect him to cooperate. [I hope he expects exactly the opposite and simply means “this slippery son of a bitch has run out of any legal protection for the lies and obstruction which will be his first resort].” https://twitter.com/allinwithchris/status/1493758374810296320
As though it isn’t bad enough that under putatively Democratic government, we’re going backward on democracy, on inequality, on abortion rights, etc.—now Democrats want us to go backward on climate also with a gas tax holiday FML https://twitter.com/LeesaBrown/status/1493645827335667715

Fascists: recruit the usual racists and yahoos for rolling insurrections to sabotage economy and government. Media: “anti-vaccine trucker convoys.”

February 16, 2022
“Building a Working Families Majority in 2022,” a national organizing call hosted by India Walton, the person who, as the Democratic nominee for mayor in Buffalo NY, lost to a write-in opponent
Indivisible: well, shit, the Senate is hopeless so we give up; let’s turn out same-as-ever advocacy tactics on Biden instead
Canada's major banks: RBC, CIBC, Scotiabank, TD Bank, BMO all affected by a mysterious, hours-long outage. https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/canadas-major-banks-go-offline-in-mysterious-hours-long-outage/

Vigilante “canvassers” are on the loose in MI buff.ly/3gOIfBN

Support for indoor mask mandates has tumbled rapidly since January; chuckleheads continue to say “these policies are popular, why are leaders abandoning them”  https://twitter.com/bhrenton/status/1494072022548332544

Americans' satisfaction with "the way things are going in U.S." is near a 40-year low. Americans' satisfaction with "the way things are going in personal life" is near a 40-year high. https://twitter.com/DKThomp/status/1493945613762899975

February 17, 2022
shelling of a kindergarten in Ukraine by pro-Russian forces; Kremlin responds with lies that Ukraine is the aggressor 
co-chair at the European Council on Foreign Relations: “When heavy artillery is used it’s as a rule under direct [Russian] command rather something by local hotheads,”
One Western official concluded: “I’m not saying this is a pretext, but I didn’t say it wasn’t a pretext.”
The shelling appears more aggressive than the usual tit-for-tat in the Donbas; it follows the Duma vote to recognize Donetsk and Luhansk as independent nations and yesterday’s claims of genocide & mass burial sites.
Russia has expelled US Deputy Ambassador Bartle Gorman from the country. Has accused the US of ignoring its core demands on security for hegemony and threatened “a military-technical” response in a letter to Washington issued on Thursday.
Western officials believe Russia is at the point where nearly half of all Russian combat forces “are now within 50 kilometres of the border of Ukraine”.
NY state court hearing on the NYAG's motion to compel testimony from former president Trump, Don Jr., and Ivanka, who've all moved to quash their subpoenas. 
Trump attorney Habba keeps  speaking to the Judge as if he's an opponent on a cable news panel https://twitter.com/petersagal/status/1494344076333879298
Another Trump lawyer, the former president's criminal attorney Ron Fischetti, is also banging his fist on the table rather than saying anything new.  Fischetti outlines a pithy rule for Trump testifying: "He gets immunity for what he says, or he says nothing!" https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1494341151427604482
The judge said that Trump's arguments were like 1984 or Alice in Wonderland https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1494698291094822917 
Trump refinanced Trump Tower, taking out a $100 million loan. The financing came from a bank whose CEO has contributed to Republican campaigns, including Trump’s https://www.forbes.com/sites/zacheverson/2022/03/09/trump-refinances-100-million-mortgage-on-trump-tower-with-a-bank-headed-by-a-political-supporter/
Joe Biden is spending the day… in Ohio, announcing an investment of $1 billion from the [ugh fml] “Bipartisan Infrastructure Law.”

corporate profit margins are the highest they've been in 70 years https://www.npr.org/2022/02/13/1080494838/economist-explains-record-corporate-profits-despite-rising-inflation

February 18, 2022
Another day preoccupied with the Disruptors’ global war against democracy
The Kremlin and its surrogates are claiming that after 8 years of not invading occupied Donbas, Ukraine waited until more than 150,000 Russian troops were stationed at its border to do so -- with chemical weapons https://twitter.com/IntelCrab/status/1494741538265518089
Ukrainian intelligence report: Russian special forces have placed numerous explosive devices around the infrastructure of Donetsk in hopes of destabilizing the situation.
870 ceasefire violations today across eastern Ukraine recorded Friday. (You have to go back a LONG time to find numbers like that.)
Major pipeline kablooey. Rapidly “inspected” and declared sabotage in the middle of the night. Riiight. https://twitter.com/konrad_muzyka/status/1494806866584551424
Russia's state media immediately (and baselessly) placed the blame for the gas pipeline explosion in Luhansk, Ukraine upon the Ukrainian military https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1494793700635029507
Russian media is also inaccurately reporting what pipeline they blew up  https://twitter.com/NotWoofers/status/1494806137765613568
pro-Russian proxy states in eastern Ukraine announced a mass evacuation of citizens to Russia on Friday evening https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/feb/18/pro-russian-separatist-order-mass-evacuation-eastern-ukraine-fear-moscow-seeking-create-pretext-invasion
AP: both the LNR and DNR announcements about evacuations were apparently recorded on Wednesday. https://twitter.com/ZekeJMiller/status/1494761615476109319
In Donetsk, local residents very confused and angry about the forced evacuation. Many say nothing is actually happening. What you see is staged. https://twitter.com/ChristopherJM/status/1494727959328043009
LPR authorities report, later, the first bus leaving Antratsyt to Russia. Only 11 people were on the bus. https://twitter.com/NotWoofers/status/1494804171027107840
People were even offered money for to get on the buses for staged evacuations (and boobs claim oh, this was simply compensation to help refugees) https://twitter.com/larisamlbrown/status/1494802118011768838
In the social media groups in DNR one hears fear, cynicism, humor, tiredness. Some people worried about getting on buses as Russians might bomb them as casus belli https://twitter.com/peterpomeranzev/status/1494708240424357894
This “evacuation” is a complete fiction https://twitter.com/Karmabash/status/1494808150653947910
they are just doing the exact stuff Blinken predicted https://twitter.com/mathieuvonrohr/status/1494784705706835973
America, just ahead of a massive attack on an ally which will be very difficult to respond to effectively: 
The President has signed the continuing resolution keeping government funded for four whole additional weeks. Nine and a half hours before the deadline hit
The Senate then left for its latest recess without passing any measure that would slap sanctions on Russia if it invades Ukraine. https://rollcall.com/2022/02/18/senate-starts-recess-without-taking-action-on-ukraine-russia-crisis/
In a remarkable, 112-page ruling, Judge Mehta said Trump essentially entered into a "tacit agreement" with the Proud Boys and Oath Keepers, sending a rally crowd he knew included violent elements to the Capitol. https://www.politico.com/news/2022/02/18/trump-january-6-lawsuit-00010249
Ohio Republicans continue their effort to nullify the Ohio Constitution and Supreme Court
One of Democrats’ two biggest counties in Ohio has just appointed Karolyn as its county party executive director
The Princeton [against, supposedly] Gerrymandering Project has persuaded Democratic-controlled New Jersey to gift fair maps to Republicans, while Republican-controlled states are mercilessly packing and cracking Democratic voters into oblivion 

It’s sad to me that Elizabeth Warren—who inspired us with a vision of big ideas which might actually redeem our tailspin into broken toxic kleptocracy—is now reduced to touting her “bipartisan bill to ban individual stock trades by members of Congress”

Russian stooges wanted so much to avoid actually blowing up the DNR militia head’s expensive UAZ Patriot, they put its number on a different old UAZ worth a thousand bucks https://twitter.com/TadeuszGiczan/status/1495015587873009667

February 19, 2022
NATO leaders are posting selfies from Munich, while Russia manufactures a war
Also, Germany and Ukraine are both challenging US predictions of a Russian invasion [that aged poorly] https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1495226300545523715
Republicans are actively telling outrageous lies to fortify partisan identification of Ukraine as bad https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1495402982627852293
Jean-Luc Brunel, agent who allegedly procured girls for rapist Jeffrey Epstein, found hanged in Paris jail cell https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-60443518

Latest theory is that we’re going to witness a live-action Russian remake of Wag the Dog. whatever https://twitter.com/MarkUrban01/status/1495401529226018818

The way that conversation about the Russia crisis passes right around the intentionally engineered corrupt kleptocracy in America is very frustrating.
The richest country in the world should not feel the least concerned about economic pain from sanctioning a shitty middling petrostate. America has all the resources and then some to ensure that working Americans experience trivial shortages and other economic disruption, at most. But Republicans have intentionally poisoned politics and crippled government.
Russia’s “elite cyber capabilities” are supposedly the boogeyman, but America’s defense budget is incalculable by Russian standards; why does that money all go to enrich corrupt hardware contractors, rather than to build American cyber capabilities which could squash Russia like a bug?

In the world of Russian internal propaganda, the same experts that for months advocated Russia’s intervention in Ukraine now theatrically plead with European leaders: “Stop Zelensky! Stop Biden!” https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1495423647237947392

February 20, 2022
“Leaving Moscow after 5 d of intense conversations. Early in the week most people were hopeful about signs of deescalation. [but with incompatible ideas about who was going to back off] Moderates thought Kremlin was calming down. [fools] Hawks believed RU would get what it wants merely by mil posturing. [sadly not that unreasonable, but wrong] This changed in past 2 days.” https://twitter.com/SabFis3/status/1495391517459972097
Ukraine’s Defense Minister: Ukraine intelligence reports that civilians "evacuated" from the occupied Donbass are traveling back by themselves as they are not offered accommodation and food in Russia.
Newly unsealed court records show Ukraine oligarch moved billions through US banks as he and his partners amassed a US real estate empire. https://www.post-gazette.com/news/crime-courts/2022/02/20/Ihor-Kolomoisky-US-banks-warren-ohio-steel-plant-ukraine/stories/202202200063
My friends continue acting like it matters which Democrats lose statewide races by double digits in November. Tristan now personally wants to run for Congress. 
Trump says his accountants were “broken by radical left racist prosecutors.” https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1495510894998085643

In opinion polls, Republicans consistently prefer Vladimir Putin to Joe Biden https://twitter.com/MarkJacob16/status/1495908939745136641
https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/02/23/putins-playmates-remind-trumpsters-theyve-been-trained-to-love-putin/

February 21, 2022
Russia to invade Ukraine https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/christopherm51/russia-troops-ukraine-ordered-putin/
Putin has declared the Minsk agreement dead and denied the territorial independence and sovereignty—indeed, the very existence—of Ukraine. (Both things were core tenants of China’s [alleged] approach to the crisis. Putin has blown both to bits [but oh well].) 
Putin says it was "madness" that national republics were given the right to leave the Russian Empire. https://twitter.com/markmackinnon/status/1495832401305612297
“I just can’t believe I’m watching this. You half expected Putin to feed Naryshkin and Mishustin to the sharks when they tried avoiding saying they supported recognizing the DNR” https://twitter.com/maxseddon/status/1495780125593554950
A key prosecution witness in the criminal case against Navalny turned against the prosecutor and said the case is trumped up and he was forced to testify against the politician"under pressure" https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1496044499315081216
Colombia’s top court decriminalized abortion, making it the third major Latin American country to allow access to the procedure; the United States’s top court is poised to do the opposite
CDC director: "the Scarlet Letter of this pandemic is the mask" https://twitter.com/mattbc/status/1497036328961298434

In a comment echoed to me by analysts in other states, political scientist Richard Murray, a senior researcher at the Hobby School of Public Affairs at the University of Houston, described last year’s Texas state legislative session as “the most extreme session in modern Texas history. I’ve been here since 1966 and nothing was comparable in all of those years.” https://www.cnn.com/2022/02/22/politics/republicans-civil-liberties-abortion-voting-race/index.html

American information infrastructure is hopelessly broken. https://presswatchers.org/2022/03/when-the-public-thinks-up-is-down-its-time-to-rethink-coverage/
the country saw stunning, record job growth in 2021
35 percent of voters believe jobs were actually lost.
An additional 21 percent didn’t know one way or the other. 
Only 28 percent said, correctly, that jobs were created. Less than half of those — only 12 percent — knew that it was more jobs created than in any other year in history.

February 22, 2022
Neo-Nazis in Rhode Island interrupt a book reading at a nonprofit community library https://twitter.com/davenewworld_2/status/1496102690723708940
Putin gave his stammering spy chief a public tongue-lashing; at this point it’s less and less likely that he’s getting an accurate intelligence picture and the risk of serious miscalculation is probably increasing fast

We are losing about 2,000 Americans per day to a vaccine preventable disease.

Republicans are trying to neutralize state supreme courts simply because those courts are ruling against their gerrymandering https://www.registercitizen.com/news/article/Republicans-eye-state-courts-as-next-political-16946324.php

February 23, 2022
Greg Abbot has officially directed Family and Protective Services to begin investigating all trans children in Texas and prosecuting their parents as child abusers. He has also instructed all teachers, doctors, and caregivers to begin reporting any trans students they see. https://twitter.com/ErinInTheMorn/status/1496511215719399431
Russian intelligence services and agencies have either gotten ridiculously sloppy or want to show the world they are emboldened and don’t care. [Occam’s razor?] The emergency request from Putin’s puppets sent hours ago is dated 2/22. All the “live videos” over the past few days were prerecorded https://twitter.com/OlgaNYC1211/status/1496618063013240837
Ohio Republicans’ official filing of why the state Supreme Court should not hold them in contempt is an almost astonishing list of new acts of contempt https://twitter.com/jake_zuckerman/status/1496528509854007301
The Squad, to Ukraine: drop dead. https://twitter.com/NicholsUprising/status/1496642721758470147
“The walls are closing in on Trump,” suuuuuure: 
The two prosecutors leading the Manhattan district attorney's Trump investigation resigned today amid a monthslong pause in its grand jury presentation. The prosecutors, Carey R. Dunne and Mark F. Pomerantz, submitted their resignations after the new Manhattan district attorney, Alvin Bragg, indicated to them that he had doubts about moving forward with a case against Mr. Trump, sources said.
Pomerantz argued that not seeking charges against Trump was "misguided" and "contrary to the public interest." https://mailchi.mp/democracy21/wertheimers-political-report-trump-dodges-serious-threat-of-criminal-indictment
“Mark Poemerantz, a very seasoned and respected pro, in particular brought in to the DA's office to lead the charge, and just can't see his walking away absent serious roadblocks put up by new DA Bragg.  Something is really funky here.” https://twitter.com/harrylitman/status/1496595255625322496
Alternate interpretation: this was always largely a PR effort by Cy Vance with a dash of magical thinking. https://twitter.com/eisingerj/status/1496586264304357376
Maybe it has been over since last July. https://twitter.com/danielsgoldman/status/1410759412721995776
Trump has apparently dodged perhaps the most serious legal threat he has ever faced https://mailchi.mp/democracy21/wertheimers-political-report-trump-dodges-serious-threat-of-criminal-indictment
Trump: “Putin is smart. He's taken over a country for $2 worth of sanctions. I'd say that's pretty smart." https://twitter.com/dabbs346/status/1496647138738159624
Boris Johnson attended a secret Tory fundraising dinner attended by at least one donor with Russian links on the night Putin invade Ukraine https://twitter.com/HarryYorke1/status/1505247361613844483

Massive Russian butchery in Ukraine begins overnight
It’s the end of the age of globalization — and the beginning of a new age of war, conflict, and chaos. One model of world order, of how to organise the world, a system of political economy that stretches across it — all that is now coming to an end. https://eand.co/the-end-of-the-age-of-globalisation-and-the-beginning-of-the-age-of-war-81b80cba8bd6

Many former EU leaders taking Russian cash https://twitter.com/jsrailton/status/1496885266019196930
https://twitter.com/spignal/status/1496748979006156800
https://www.ft.com/content/f6b5a49e-9bdd-495e-83e3-5508c0130651?shareType=nongift

Russia arguably did in fact plan and put into effect what was entirely intended to be a primarily psyop “special military operation” and not intended to defeat an organized fighting army https://twitter.com/kamilkazani/status/1499395415644409858

I think we can rule out a “Biden Boom” [or anything else] lifting Democrats through midterms.

February 24, 2022
Russia is committing barbaric mass murder https://twitter.com/ChristopherJM/status/1496989555739746304
Not a great initial response.
Germany, Italy, Hungary and Cyprus are blocking a decision to disconnect Russia from the SWIFT network. https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1496886660440932352
Biden, perhaps in response to European complaints, has announced American sanctions which would be severe except for an enormous carveout which makes them meaningless https://adamtooze.substack.com/p/chartbook-86-about-those-sanctions?utm_source=url
Europe taking the same toothless approach
Biden resorts to impotent admonishment against oil companies profiteering https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1496948872429506581
In a video conference call, Ukraine President Zelensky told EU leaders: "This might be the last time you see me alive" https://twitter.com/BarakRavid/status/1497214423756197889
FML
When the invasion of Ukraine began on February 24, the CEO of EOG Resources — the largest holder of approved but unused drilling permits on US public lands — announced it would hold back production growth, in line with its industry peers. Just days before that, the CEO of Devon energy — the second-largest holder of approved but unused permits — announced it would focus on “more dividends, less growth” in 2022 https://westernpriorities.org/2022/03/by-the-numbers-oil-industry-awash-in-permits-leases-while-pushing-for-more-drilling%ef%bf%bc/

February 25, 2022
Barbarism continues 
one of the world's most historic Jewish communities put to flight during the Jewish Sabbath while the Russian army hunts down Ukraine's Jewish president https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg/status/1497244645759361034
Reports that Russia plans to threaten killing the family members of Ukrainian soldiers https://twitter.com/lrozen/status/1497248686686052381
“China abstaining rather than voting with Russia on the UNSC resolution on Ukraine may look like a cop-out. It's actually kind of seismic. Beijing is reeling with what Russia has done [On the other hand] If China's abstention is a notable surprise, India's abstention is a nasty shock for Western leaders seeking a closer alliance. As for the abstention of UAE: The West has turned a blind eye to Emirati war crimes in Yemen for sake of ‘close ally’ - but for what?” https://twitter.com/scribblercat/status/1497344673077252104
On Russian TV: Trump calling Putin a genius, Mike Pompeo praising the Russian president, Tucker Carlson repeating Putin’s talking point. https://twitter.com/FridaGhitis/status/1497362763252908038
SCOTUS nominee, whooo, who fucking cares; the Democratic appointees to that kangaroo court might as well be the Georgia Peanut Gallery. Loser liberalism at its finest.
DC judge notes that it looks like John Durham's charges could have been written by a now-sanctioned Russian bank, "in some way." https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/01/john-durham-and-newly-sanctioned-alfa-banks-filings-almost-like-they-were-written-by-the-same-people/
7 U.S. lobbying and PR firms have now parted ways with 10 Russian clients in the wake of U.S. sanctions.  https://trib.al/e44fYuG
The American “trucker convoy” that left California days ago say they were gifted 25k gallons of gas in Kingman, Az., but are hungry for cash donations. On Ukraine? "Biden can't fight on two fronts, the convoy for freedom now has free ride in USA!” https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1497202898802991107
More and more postings online like this: “Every day, the south gets more and more hostile to anyone who isn’t a Christian, cishet, white, able-bodied man. I’m a queer, trans, disabled Jewish person. I need out.” https://twitter.com/Quiara/status/1497295676748742659
One of the nation's top authorities on judicial ethics calls the conduct of Ginni Thomas, the wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, “reprehensible.”

Now it’s like the bad, amateurish fiction author scripting our “reality” is also moonlighting for Russia’s propaganda effort https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1497558840606400516

There’s new CDC guidance again, and it’s probably, again, poor in quality and even poorer in presentation, but I only know about it from hyperinformed people shouting on Twitter about how the volk will react inappropriately to encountering the new information… a questionable assumption.

February 26, 2022
on a quiet Saturday afternoon when no one is really paying attention, Frank LaRose orders Ohio's 88 county election boards to use the newest  illegal GOP gerrymanders as they prepare for a May 3 primary. Sources say, behind the scenes, LaRose has been pressured by Republicans at the Statehouse to do this for some time https://twitter.com/howardwilkinson/status/1497707583745966087
DSA reaffirms call for the US to withdraw from NATO https://www.dsausa.org/statements/on-russias-invasion-of-ukraine/

Russia “nuclear posture change”—but don’t worry, this is obviously calculated bluffing. https://twitter.com/pwnallthethings/status/1497937975153414148

CIA director provided a vital piece of intelligence that helped Ukraine significantly in the first days of the war: He warned that Russian forces planned to seize Antonov Airport in Hostomel... and use it to fly in troops for a push to take Kyiv. https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1510274616824152066

February 27, 2022
Western intel predictions varied, and even most optimistic said Kyiv would fall within 2-3 days. But the out-matched Ukrainian military is putting up a valiant fight to defend the city… https://twitter.com/timkmak/status/1497892653236686858
…But things are likely to get much worse, and soon. Kyiv is encircled now. https://twitter.com/DavidPriess/status/1498016028722438145

US and UK are both cutting off covid-study funds rather than boosting them https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/feb/21/covid-cost-cutting-will-put-blinkers-on-our-best-covid-research

February 28, 2022
Today, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released its most damning report to date on the effects of climate change, stating there is NO TIME TO WASTE. The window is [always] closing to preserve the [sliding definition of the] world as we know it.  Even now, the heating of the climate is causing potentially irreversible damage, rendering many areas of our planet uninhabitable. 
DoD and DHS are pressing hard for Congress to end the continuing resolution and get a budget passed. “There is no way for our national security agencies to be nimble enough to support Ukraine if they are operating on the 2020/21 budget.” https://twitter.com/ChrisMurphyCT/status/1498477867382018049
Kharkiv under intense shelling by Russian artillery. Civilian objects targeted. Preliminary reports indicate dozens of casualties. Looks like revenge for resistance. https://twitter.com/olgatokariuk/status/1498258804345085953
Ukraine's interior ministry says dozens killed, hundreds of injured civilians after massive GRAD shelling of Kharkiv while negotiations are ongoing https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1498262958287302658
Trump calls the US a ‘stupid country’ and praises Putin as ‘smart’ in latest Ukraine comments https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/trump-putin-cpac-speech-ukraine-b2024210.html

Very weird shit happening on Facebook, including a complete revolution in the top 10 posts (which are usually 80% rightwing content) since the start of international efforts to isolate Russia  https://twitter.com/edroso/status/1498692305880035332
A shit-ton of covid misinformation has vanished as well https://twitter.com/nickmmark/status/1498672174055497729
https://twitter.com/edroso/status/1498692305880035332

Prices trends: ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ Overall, the Consumer Price Index is up 0.8 percent in February, 7.9 percent year-over-year. The core is up 0.5 percent, 6.4 percent year-over-year. February data indicate supply chain issues are still huge. The war, and the resulting rise in energy and other commodity prices, are creating huge uncertainty going forward. Disruptions also will complicate supply chain problems.  https://cepr.net/prices-2022-03

Over the last decade, the United States and the European Union have poured tens of millions of dollars into fighting Russian disinformation. They funded academic research, backed fact-checking initiatives, held countless conferences and created a new generation of information warriors. It didn’t work. https://www.codastory.com/newsletters/ukraine-information-war/

The Biden “administration’s foreign policy looks like Trump’s in a lot of ways, from ramped-up expulsions of refugees and other migrants from Haiti, to ever-more lethal sanctions, like those against Afghanistan. The Biden administration also continues to support a Saudi-led military intervention in Yemen that is causing mass starvation, despite strong bipartisan congressional opposition to US involvement.” https://cepr.net/report/sotu-2022/?emci=1d6cd3a0-7e99-ec11-a507-281878b80eda&emdi=4975aa02-8099-ec11-a507-281878b80eda&ceid=4607788

March 1, 2022
Russian missile strikes on the central Freedom Square and residential districts of Kharkiv
Blinken says today that Russian strikes "are hitting schools, hospitals & residential buildings. Civilian buses, cars, and even ambulances have been shelled. Russia is doing this every day -- across Ukraine."
NY Times The Morning email subject “A bad start for Russia” probably spells disaster for Ukraine
Are other European countries transferring fighter planes to Ukraine? No? Or did they already? What report is accurate? Is there intentional misdirection at work? https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1499083675463467009
What passes for liberal democratic leadership in America remains in la la land
“State of the Union 2022” an irresponsible, infantile and infantilizing pairing of worthy aspirations with total refusal to confront the evils which have stood and will continue to stand immovably in the way of those aspirations
Countless adults weeping at all the “bipartisan applause for the speech” fml https://twitter.com/marykbruce/status/1498844685439279113
Secretary of Defense Chief of Staff: “I’m proud of the American bipartisanship tonight on Ukraine. If Putin can thinks he can divide us and our allies on our core principles of liberty, sovereignty and democracy…he can think again.”
Rep. Kaptur: “Honored to a lead the House of Representatives in standing in strong, bipartisan support for Ukraine.” [i.e. provide Republicans a photo op to launder their records instead of holding them accountable] https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1499003474805149696
Et tu, Warren https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1499013066033221635
RoevWade moment … as the camera pans to Barrett, who may author the opinion overturning Roe https://twitter.com/LevinsonJessica/status/1498855749270736899
Texas has begun investigating parents of transgender children for possible child abuse for providing them with gender-affirming care https://twitter.com/jdavidgoodman/status/1498710608958611460

Essentially, the West took down Russian finances in one day https://twitter.com/anders_aslund/status/1499008256978653188

Trump is now 43-0 against the Federal Election Commission on alleged campaign finance violations. None of the Republican commissioners have ever voted to act against him, even when their own attorneys say he broke the law. https://www.thedailybeast.com/donald-trump-is-now-miraculously-43-0-against-partisan-fec

March 2, 2022
Joshua James, the Oath Keeper who provided “security” to Roger Stone the morning of January 6 and who later plotted with Stewart Rhodes, just pled guilty to seditious conspiracy and obstruction. 
The key takeaways are: 1) seditious conspiracy plea means, henceforward, we can legally describe January 6 as such, 2) that James is cooperating with prosecutors. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/02/its-official-january-6-was-sedition/

Trump’s final seniormost Pentagon official (McGregor) is openly taking Russia’s side in the invasion

Another reminder that Ohio state government is a crime cartel https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2022/03/02/ohio-house-wont-release-texts-between-house-rep-and-indicted-ex-speaker/
Also, a judge who oversees utility cases was involved in writing a coal and nuclear bailout now at the center of what prosecutors have described as the largest public corruption case in Ohio history. 
That same judge, Greg Price, is presiding over multiple regulatory cases in which a government watchdog agency is trying to investigate that same corruption. His orders, spanning 18 months, have blocked investigations into a utility at the center of the scandal on multiple fronts.  https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2022/02/28/ohio-judge-helped-write-a-bailout-that-led-to-arrests-now-hes-blocking-outside-probes/

Democrats won’t fucking stop complaining that Republicans (who don’t have a majority) are holding up Biden’s nominees #loserliberalism https://twitter.com/SenateDems/status/1499479701844283404

March 3, 2022
“Yeah at this point I just tossed my 2022 bingo card out the window like a frisbee” https://twitter.com/Yokimarii/status/1499460965741608962
Macron fears “the worst is yet to come” after his phone call, initiated by Putin. Putin said he was determined to take control of the whole of Ukraine. https://twitter.com/BillNeelyReport/status/1499390609324347394
Video verified by The New York Times shows the bombardment of Chernihiv, Ukraine, on Thursday. As smoke cleared from the attack — which hit near apartments, pharmacies and a hospital — people are seen running in the street. https://nyti.ms/3sE87XD
Russian attacks have set off a fire at Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant, the largest in Europe, according to a Telegram post by the mayor of a nearby town.
As of this morning 874,000 refugees from Ukraine have fled. 453,000 have entered Poland. Source says that by EOD it’ll probably be much more than that. https://twitter.com/valkipnis/status/1499039556129247232
Proving that American journalism’s commitment to bothsides-ism is unstoppable and limitless, Washington Post reporter bothsides the Russian invasion of Ukraine https://twitter.com/drewharwell/status/1499358293650821120
Gov. Kim Reynolds is now signing the law banning transgender women and girls from competing in female sports.
“I’m so burnt out. Working in abortion care is unsustainable right now. I will likely lose my job within the next few months.” https://twitter.com/colleen__may/status/1499420981118619652
TV producer for Russian oligarch charged with violating Crimea-related sanctions. Jack Hanick, Sean Hannity's former director, is a friend of Paul Manafort. The oligarch, Konstantin Malofeyev, is connected to all kinds of disruptors on both sides of the ocean. https://go.usa.gov/xzj82

“Most Russian journalists I know personally have now left the country as the government cranked up censorship to pre-Perestroika levels. This week the iconic independent radio station Ekho Moskvy, which has been broadcasting since 1990, was dissolved. Newspapers are shutting down. The BBC is going back to old-school shortwave radio broadcasting in Russia.” https://www.codastory.com/newsletters/ukraine-information-war/
https://twitter.com/b_judah/status/1499839639926063120

three members of the delegation attending the peace talks between Ukraine and Russia on the night of 3 to 4 March 2022 experienced symptoms consistent with poisoning with chemical weapons. https://twitter.com/bellingcat/status/1508463513013997580

To prosecute Trump, you probably need to meet [unfit partisan hack Trump appointee] Dabney Friedrich's current standard of corrupt—which should be an unacceptable outrage. On Thursday, this same Trump judge invited insurrectionists to use the court as a platform for more disinformation and conspiracy bullshit, this time promoting the excuse that “the video evidence of Republicans committing crimes is deep faked” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1499438055333236738

So far nobody has sanctioned:
1. Roman Abramovich, the oligarch closest to Putin.
The U.S. drafted a set of sanctions to punish Roman Abramovich. But Zelensky asked Biden to hold off on sanctioning the oligarch, who might prove important as a go-between w/Russia in peace talks. https://twitter.com/rebeccaballhaus/status/1506675508154671114
2. Putin's two daughters, & mistress Alina Kabaeva.
3. Leonid Mikhelson
4. Iskander Makhmudev
5. Putin's four cousins who hold his money

Supposedly, western business has massively divested from Russia this week, yet who can trust that after American corporations’ false pledges to stop donating to Republicans who voted to overturn the 2020 election

March 4, 2022
Biden won’t stop pushing for Americans to resume daily commutes, even as we enter an oil crisis FML https://prospect.org/infrastructure/housing/why-is-biden-pushing-people-back-to-the-office/
“the January 6th Committee […] lawyers are misunderstanding the structure of obstruction (the one DOJ is pursuing may work better) I’m convinced not just that Trump could be prosecuted for obstruction, but that DOJ has been working towards that for some time. But I’m not convinced the current January 6 theory would survive.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/04/the-error-that-betrays-insufficient-attention-to-the-obstruction-standard-in-the-january-6-eastman-filing/
Alfa Bank is abruptly dropping the Durham-mirroring lawsuit. (This is a sudden turnaround: the lawyers recently asked the court to extend the case to July, and the judge hadn't ruled on that motion yet. https://twitter.com/charlie_savage/status/1499859823982227457

An insubordinate anti-vaxxer is currently the commanding officer of a guided-missile destroyer. Navy leaders won't deploy the warship while he's in charge—they don't trust him. But a judge won't let them reassign him, citing his "religious freedom." https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2022/03/covid-vaccine-judge-navy-warship-religious-freedom.html

“Double fucked. That’s Russia’s economy. A wide swath of Russians have no idea how big and bad this fucking will be thanks to Putin’s suffocating grip on media which has only tightened in the last two weeks.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/04/world-war-of-economic-attrition/

The Russian government and major supermarket chains have agreed to restrict the amount of food staples sold to each customer in an effort to limit hoarding. Meanwhile, American government is basically incapable of managing the economy regardless of need, and instead it’s a war profiteers’ paradise

March 5, 2022
Zelensky has a Zoom call with Republican senators; not only did they all condone Trump’s attempted extortion and fucking over Ukraine for Russia’s benefit, more than one of them posted a screenshot on Twitter after specifically being asked not to share images of the call [in fairness I’m not sure wtf Zelensky expected here] https://twitter.com/jblake1059/status/1500171798775742464
Douglas MacGregor, nominated by Trump as ambassador to Germany; appointed by Trump as sr advisor to the Secretary of Defense, says Russian forces have been “too gentle” and “I don’t see anything heroic” about Zelensky.

March 6, 2022
Russian soldiers are deliberately killing Ukrainian civilians trying to flee. https://twitter.com/ewong/status/1500491124116500486
A few journalists decide to take one day to revisit the fact of Republicans’ enabling of Putin (tomorrow, back to access journalism and the usual obfuscation)
https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/06/politics/trump-putin-ukraine/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/media/2022/03/06/putin-information-war-trump/
YET AGAIN simultaneous events in British politics feel like parallel super-weird-and-meta muppet version. “we have been trying to tell story not just of Boris Johnson's KGB and other Russian links FOR YEARS” https://twitter.com/carolecadwalla/status/1500562989816197124
There are thousands of people, including the VP and five cabinet members, preparing to cross the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma to commemorate Bloody Sunday and to once again demand a refreshed Voting Rights Act (what is this meant to achieve, whom is going to be persuaded? Is this anything besides cargo cultism?) https://twitter.com/Sifill_LDF/status/1500577392120717315

Red Cross: the evacuation route from Mariupol is mined

Reuters: “Russia's invasion of Ukraine has dashed any hope U.S. consumers might have had for relief from ‘sky-rocketing’ inflation [i.e. corporate price-gouging], with gasoline prices in the last week surging by the most in nearly 17 years and costs of other goods like food ready to march higher [be hiked even more by profit-pocketing corporate parasites] as well.”
The best option for bending down price pressure is putting a hammer down on America’s grossly inflated healthcare costs—but of course even a limited measure to lower prescription drug prices is DOA https://twitter.com/KahaariKenyatta/status/1500916093510160397

Meanwhile, the overlap is 100% between people complaining loudest about gas prices and the people who drove big trucks with very low mpg across country just to drive in circles around the DC Beltway

March 7, 2022
Ukraine just killed Gen. Maj. Vitaly Gerassimov, chief of staff of the 41 Army. At Kharkiv. 
“we must keep cheering on UKR to resist, but we must begin to accept that even though some RF is twisted into knots, they still have a lot of force available and time is likely on their side [or is it] if they are will to endure the punishing sanctions [are they, can they?] and casualties”
Trumpist judge Carl Nichols becomes the first federal judge in DC to dismiss DOJ's central obstruction charge in a Jan 6 case, and cites two Trumpist supreme court judges in his ruling. (Ten other DC judges had upheld the charge.) Nichols basically argues that intimidating Congress by assaulting the building is not obstruction of what he concedes is an official proceeding  https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/08/judge-carl-nichols-upends-dojs-january-6-prosecution-strategy/
“Nichols’s ruling is hardly dispositive. It follows a somewhat tortured path to reach a nonintuitive result given the plain text of the law. His reasoning has also been rejected not just by ten of his colleagues, but also, as he acknowledged, by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in a non-Capitol riot case.” https://www.lawfareblog.com/justice-department-faces-setback-capitol-riot-cases
Zia Faruqui in Lucas Denney hearing: Government chose to charge the largest case in history. If they don't have the resources to do that, they can't do that. Faruqui is very seriously considering dismissing Denney's brand new indictment with prejudice. What happened with Denney is there was a delay in transfer (not all that surprising) but then after he arrived in DC, nothing happened for 30 days. It's a colossal fuck-up, especially for a pretty key defendant. (But it probably didn't help that Pierce has totally lost track of his own clients.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1500915556576342018
In closing arguments at first Jan. 6 trial, Guy Reffitt's defense attorney William Welch says "people say outrageous things," and as example quotes both President Trump and Rudy Giuliani on day of riot.  https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1500949900510568448
Supreme Court Republicans—today, Alito in dissent—cannot quit citing elements of Bush v. Gore in support of highly contested propositions, despite the express instructions of the conservative judges who decided Bush v. Gore https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1500960867529207810
“I'm seeing a lot of law profs make clever arguments about how the independent state legislature doctrine could be applied in a principled way to reach good outcomes, and I'm afraid my good friends in the legal academy don't get it.” https://twitter.com/imillhiser/status/1501225850221608961
Me, on Sunday: “tomorrow, back to access journalism and the usual obfuscation.” Today, multiple puff piece “interviews” with Bill Barr; Axios signal boosts a Trump letter full of lies; the first sentence of a story about redistricting rulings places it in horserace context, etc. FML https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1500886826894168070
Republicans launch their first Spanish-language propaganda network, “while Democrats are message testing Facebook ads they maybe might buy in October.” https://nbcnews.to/3Mw9zmU
Florida Surgeon General says Florida's Department of Health will recommend against COVID-19 vaccines for "healthy children."
“i've been getting a lot of "why is keffals so serious shes a funny twitter person". we are in a life or death struggle for trans people and i cannot sit idly by and just make jokes as our right to dignity, healthcare, and a life worth living is taken from us.” https://twitter.com/keffals/status/1500981584782102540
Republicans warn Justice Department probe of Trump would trigger political war AYFKM http://hill.cm/2ARwCLG

New York City tenants are discovering their rents are being raised $500, $800, $1000. “My rent here in the Maryland suburbs just went up $450. My leasing office told me it is ‘to meet the market.’” https://twitter.com/TwoLemonades/status/1501194854403133441

It will only take two student complaints to terminated a tenured faculty member at the University of Tennessee with passage of latest anti-intellectual legislation https://twitter.com/Monica_Black_/status/1501537018119172096

Russia’s economy has weeks, not months. The speed of the downturn could accelerate if more economic sanctions are brought to bear; the UK hasn’t made much if any genuine effort to constrain the Russian oligarchs which own Boris Johnson and the Conservative Party. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/07/the-pointy-end-of-attritions-stick/

Russian-owned comic-puppet UK government. https://twitter.com/RussInCheshire/status/1501183970326765570

Russian public opinion seems at least as rationally responsive to reality as American public opinion and potentially more so https://twitter.com/PopovaProf/status/1501053684209557506

March 8, 2022
Biden launches (d)emocratic governance on kamikaze run in support of Ukraine; yeehaw 
Biden: "We're banning all imports of Russian gas, oil and energy,"
Oil and gas industry warned against "excessive price increases or padding profits." riiiiiiight
Senate Democrats are watching closely — and already working on a windfall profits tax. lmao
Fitch downgrades Russian credit rating to imminent default. 
Russia is exacerbating humanitarianism catastrophe in Mariupol, small towns Bucha, Irpin near Kyiv. There's no electricity, heating, food and water. People melt snow to drink. Hospitals destroyed by airstrikes. The West still hesitates to provide jets (i.e. no one wants the jets to come directly from them) https://twitter.com/olgatokariuk/status/1501438517817360385
Florida reimposes “don’t ask don’t tell” except it is not a guideline https://twitter.com/AdamWeinstein/status/1501194782856601600
Gov. Mike DeWine appointed a former lawmaker to a state board that oversees political campaigns who has publicly amplified The Big Lie. https://www.clevescene.com/cleveland/dewine-appoints-former-lawmaker-to-elections-board-who-hyped-up-2020-voter-fraud-claims/Content?oid=38529738
League of Women Voters Ohio: the GA/ORC should still be solely in charge of congressional redistricting. FML.
“I’ve been expecting and predicting this [Proud Boys] indictment since December 28. But for the life of me, I’m not sure where DOJ expects to go from here. … feels really dispersed, and the prosecution team … has a far harder caseload than the significantly larger team on the Oath Keepers.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/08/questions-about-the-proud-boys-superseding-indictment/

Joro spiders are predicted to colonize much of the southeast US https://twitter.com/MollyJongFast/status/1501568586422308868

Indivisible: “Election Day is eight months from today. That means eight months to do the work to protect and expand Democratic majorities, send strong progressives to D.C., and enable President Biden’s priorities. It means eight months of texting, phonebanking, events, canvassing, ad buys [none of this shit will move the needle] and more.”
Also, we’re launching “Let’s Go Joe” to officially mark our deterioration into a fucking cartoon

Chinese state-run broadcaster CGTN is paying for digital ads on Facebook targeting global users with briefings & newscasts featuring pro-Kremlin talking points about Russia's invasion of Ukraine after Meta banned Russian state media ad buys https://www.axios.com/chinas-state-media-meta-facebook-ads-russia-623763df-c5fb-46e4-a6a8-36b607e1b672.html

EU natural gas import from Russia has been quickly growing since the beginning of March https://twitter.com/kamilkazani/status/1501695268554690561

The WHO says there have been at least 18 attacks on health facilities in Ukraine since the start of the invasion

March 9, 2022
Russian military has made progress in advances on Mikolaev, over 100 (km?) from Odessa, and to just outside of Kharkiv. https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1501594460521742338
The only electrical grid supplying the Chornobyl NPP and all its nuclear facilities occupied by Russian army is damaged. CNPP lost all electric supply. https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1501531157510426625
Russia bombs the hell out of maternity hospital today.
Or Ukraine is hanging tough anyway https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1501652236488916996
Russia is disintegrating? who knows https://twitter.com/kamilkazani/status/1501705080529108992
Russia’s main political talk show hosted by notorious propagandist Soloviev: Two hardcore pro-Putin guests - Shaknazarov and Bagdasarov - acknowledged the impact of sanctions, military failures, and called for an end to the invasion. These two could not say it spontaneously. This show is pre-recorded and carefully orchestrated. Which means that these discussions were approved and permitted. https://twitter.com/MaximAlyukov/status/1502337993012658177
U.S. officials are concerned Russia could be preparing to use chemical or biological weapons in Ukraine after the Russian Ministry of Defense said Ukraine may be planning a false flag chemical weapon attack https://twitter.com/selectedwisdom/status/1501660206891208712
Meanwhile: screaming at the West/world because people are angrier at it than at Putin fml
Also meanwhile, there is no situation so dire, no opportunity for unity so compelling, that centrists won't poke the rest of Democrats’ coalition in the eye in order to e.g. relitigate a primary which they won. A sore winner fixation verging on the psychotic. https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/biden-answered-the-3-a-m-call/ar-AAUMXEa?li=BBorjTa
https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1501603567689297920
https://twitter.com/fred_guttenberg/status/1501528442449321994
(Of course the next day I’m getting shit on from the left for being a squish and an appeasenik, gotta love the Democratic Party)
In hearing about HB6 corruption litigation, Judge John Adams: "who paid the bribes?" "I am ordering you to give me a direct answer"  "Who are they? A direct answer calls for specific names" After the attorney wouldn't give a name, the judge got angry and ended the hearing, saying “no one has had to suffer the consequences" 
Ohio Republicans manage, through trampling the rules, to extend the deadline for overseas military to return their ballots. This “fix” cuts 16 days for those in active service overseas to request, receive, and return their ballots. 
Lindecke: “I am thinking about that a lot lately... at what point do I tell the wife ‘It's time for you and the kid to head to the Philippines for a while’”
(I think about refugees still trying to come to this country, and I understand that of course; I also think "at what point are we no longer reducing the net danger for the ones who are queer.”)

Both new COVID cases and hospital admissions are rising again in England. Just how bad this is remains to be seen. But trying to work out how worried we should be (if at all) requires some understanding of why it's happening, and honestly ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ https://twitter.com/VictimOfMaths/status/1501511605317734407

7 out of 7 Congressional generic ballot polls taken in the last few weeks have Dems up ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
I can’t help thinking about the fact that a lot of Facebook disinformation went poof during this period of time
 
Russian state propagandists called for Putin to end the “special military operation” before “frightening” sanctions destabilize his regime and risk civil war in Russia. https://www.thedailybeast.com/even-russias-state-tv-admits-ukraine-disaster-has-putin-in-trouble
Russia also preparing to seize every foreign-owned asset left in the country https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1502060450149806089
Putin appears to be truly unhappy with the FSB in Ukraine: he attacked the 5 Service SOiMS (FSB's foreign Intelligence branch). Sergei Beseda, head of the Service, and his deputy Bolukh, head of the DOI, placed under house arrest, according to rumor. Beseda and Bolukh are as high as it gets. Beseda was literally in charge of Ukraine intel. Bolukh additionally in charge of disinformation. https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1502227866540515328

Black people, Latinos and Native Americans were left out of the 2020 census at rates higher than a decade earlier, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates in a new data quality report. https://n.pr/35HTPg6

March 10, 2022
Today on the Eastern Front
Russia systematically attacks nuclear facilities in Ukraine. Russia has just attacked the Kharkiv Institute of Physics and Technology. There is an experimental nuclear reactor there.https://twitter.com/maria_avdv/status/1502008876631216129
it looks like Russia is bringing its puppet state Belarus into the war directly/actively
And on the disinfo front
Russian government is directly pumping disinformation onto Twitter with no oversight. (Russian embassies are reduced to shitposting on Twitter.) https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1502046191265230859
“One reason this BW false flag is so important is bc it allows key influencers who couldn't overtly support the massacre -- Tucker, Hannity, Greenwald, plus China -- to propagandize for Putin w/o totally trashing their brand” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1502278460366020611
Russia’s Defense Ministry has accused Ukraine of using U.S. money to create and develop biolabs that experimented with … coronavirus samples from bats. Moscow is now suggesting that Ukraine weaponized fucking COVID. https://t.me/rian_ru/152442
Again, directly incorporating QAnon conspiracy content into its propaganda efforts. https://twitter.com/ariehkovler/status/1501938607279390729
Russian-owned comic-puppet UK government announces sanctions on Dmitri Lebedev; posts photo of Dmitre Medvedev https://twitter.com/TobyonTV/status/1501882168146079747
Mike Flynn pleads the Fifth; takes the occasion to publish a long bullshit rant, and media dutifully signal-boost the crook’s rant
The Lincoln Project has been completely exposed as nothing but a fucking scam, and white liberals—even self-declared disinformation experts—won’t stop seeing what they want to see instead https://twitter.com/upine/status/1502034058305441811

One-third of all US child deaths from Covid have happened in the past two months https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/mar/11/us-child-covid-deaths-omicron-surge

WaPo: Fox News's news side, long subjugated to the opinion voices, is trying to gain a foothold of reality in the coverage of Ukraine. The opinion side — read: Tucker — is fighting back. And almost certainly going to win.

Over the course of the first 13 days of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, civilian deaths have risen steeply. There have been multiple, verifiable incidents of cluster munitions being used in urban areas. https://www.bellingcat.com/news/rest-of-world/2022/03/11/these-are-the-cluster-munitions-documented-by-ukrainian-civilians/
Ukraine’s count: 1582 dead civilians in 12 days in Mariupol https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1502357027934416897

March 11, 2022
Democrats finally pass a budget. In: earmarks, reauthorization of VAWA. Out: covid funding. 
mayor of Melitopol (controlled by RU troops for several days) was kidnapped from a crisis center, where he continued to govern the city https://twitter.com/Mariia_Zolkina/status/1502306362960850949
Ukraine, Ostriv district: Russians are canvassing the residential areas and arrest the locals related to SBU/Police/TerDef/volunteers. Where they are failing in making a blockaded Leningrad out of Kherson, they have started making a concentration camp. https://twitter.com/kherradio/status/1502241215651135488
“More and more reports from Ukrainians in occupied territory about Russian soldiers begging for food. While Russia's army notorious logistical incompetence may be part of it, it appears like soldiers - or their bosses - are also selling  rations on the Russian black market.” https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1502368064695934979

I'm kind of curious in a morbid way where America's fiscal situation is headed. The right has basically adopted the position that capital should not be taxed. (In fact it should be enabled to suck ever more money out of the economy.) The center-left spectrum seems incapable of reversing the tax-exemption of capital. But it is increasingly comfortable with increasing spending, and cutting taxes for the middle/working classes. Cuts to services (for anyone but the most needy) seem like political dynamite. Where does this lead? https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1502464432940716039

“RU did not expect as many as they've seen (killed, wounded, deserted, captured). These are larger than what's being reported. RU also didn't likely predict 3 key generals KIA in one week (with more replaced back in Moscow). The announcement of thousands of paid Syrians mercenaries joining the fight is a head scratcher to me.  As is the limited missile attack on Lutsk. No military advantage in either, and there could be significant downsides to both” https://twitter.com/MarkHertling/status/1502667863760547844

March 12, 2022
“First time I’m seeing reports/analysis that attacks by Ukraine are forcing Russia to shift its resources to defense.” https://twitter.com/saletan/status/1502820165293072391

Tucker Carlson is authoritarian governments’ go-to propagandist
Mother Jones has obtained Russian government memos sent to pro-Putin media outlets telling them "it is essential" they feature Tucker Carlson in their coverage of the invasion  "as much as possible." https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2022/03/exclusive-kremlin-putin-russia-ukraine-war-memo-tucker-carlson-fox/
Tucker Carlson is being aired on Chinese Communist Party TV to support conspiracy theories against Ukraine and pro-Russia https://twitter.com/DanielDiMartino/status/1502522781363326979

The ownership of Britain’s ruling Tory party (and arguably much of the whole English political class) by Russian oligarchs is one of those things which has been in front of people for years and years, and each “scoop” bumps up against the problem of a system captured by the bamboozle https://bylinetimes.com/2022/03/12/boris-johnson-evgeny-lebedev-russia-ukraine-kgb-evening-standard/

“the scale and extent of Russian atrocities in Kyiv region over the past 2 weeks… It's unbelievable. It's not just Irpin, Bucha, Hostomel, Borodyanka etc. Dozens of smaller villages were completely terrorized, cut off, people were executed.” https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/mar/13/tanks-bombs-shootings-ukrainians-describe-russian-takeover-of-villages

Aeroflot continues to operate only local flights after losing airworthiness certificates https://twitter.com/GDarkconrad/status/1503053962236383234

“i’ve seen a few studies saying as many as 1 in 3 people experience psych symptoms months after having COVID” [okay but also: this is America is that really so different from before anyone had covid]

March 13, 2022
Trump said there is "a lot of love" behind Russian President Vladimir Putin's efforts to make "his country larger" on Sunday, and said of the USSR that "You could see it was a country where there was a lot of love" https://www.newsweek.com/trump-says-lot-love-behind-putin-wanting-make-his-country-larger-1687555
Russia asks China for military assistance in its invasion of Ukraine. https://on.ft.com/3q2Nrqr
US Sunday Shows: Bill Barr’s ongoing dishonesty tour; Graham and other Republicans going all-in with “actually Biden is pro-Putin” projection; etc.
Russian naval forces have established a blockade of Ukraine’s Black Sea coast https://twitter.com/johnkonrad/status/1503178863228162048
Ukraine’s armed forces are launching counter-attacks against Russian troops in Ukraine’s southern Mykolaiv region and eastern Kharkiv region, Interior Ministry official Vadym Denysenko said in an interview on national television on Sunday.
Evening Standard and Independent both published stories overnight following Times scoop that MI6 had concerns about Evgeny Lebedev a decade ago. Now both appear to have disappeared: one piece is a dead link, the other leads to Lebedev’s statement published last week https://twitter.com/Gabriel_Pogrund/status/1502931453218336768
There are 957 people in hospital with Covid-19 in Ireland today. There are only 46 days in the entire pandemic when more people were in hospital. Today the hospital load is greater than on 94% of all days of the pandemic

Within a matter of weeks, Hong Kong's cumulative death toll per million people has surpassed all its regional peers, and Finland, and Norway - and it is nearing Denmark. The UK's cumulative death toll is still 4x higher but that took 2 years and 4 waves to reach. https://www.ft.com/content/6e610cac-400b-4843-a07b-7d870e8635a3
The amount of death Hong Kong is experiencing is unfathomable.  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-march-14-europe?s=r

18 Democratic members of the Congressional progressive caucus received AIPAC's endorsement, alongside 37 insurrectionist Republicans who voted to overturn the 2020 election

Sharon Kennedy recently spoke at a Republican Party event about ongoing redistricting litigation currently before the Ohio Supreme Court—trampling all over multiple canons of the Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct https://twitter.com/JoshRultNews/status/1503361905301372929
https://www.marionstar.com/story/news/2022/03/13/justice-kennedy-expresses-concerns-ohio-redistricting/9452320002/

Possibly accurate, possibly not, and certainly weaksauce: “British journalism has ALREADY gotten loads more aggressive now that sanctioned oligarchs can't sue for the moment.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1503430483060957191
https://twitter.com/martinbright/status/1504018279924482051

Supervillain The Penguin advocates pardons for three men tied to the Matt Gaetz sex investigation: Gaetz; Greenberg; and the guy Matt Gaetz talked about in a weird Tucker Carlson interview, who tried to get $25 million from him and also knew details of the investigation before it was public trib.al/MAZrVYc

Right now = the strongest flows of Russian gas into the European Union since the invasion of Ukraine started, with Mallnow registering 3 consecutive days of non-stop flows, plus steady high inflows at Velke and NS1 https://twitter.com/JavierBlas/status/1503342139014529030
Pricing in Russian-gas contracts will not reflect prices at current hub levels. There will be at least a lag in those which are hub-indexed. Or, put in different words, some European utilities are making a "killing" in the current situation. https://twitter.com/JavierBlas/status/1503344494766432258

Famine on the way behind Pestilence and War https://twitter.com/Neil_Irwin/status/1503202338340757516
On top of all the other things that Russia did by invading Ukraine, it has created the conditions for food insecurity around the globe — the kind of food insecurity that large countries like China can ill afford. That’s going to happen, too, as COVID shutdowns in China are about to cause more supply chain crises around the globe. At the moment that Russia is destabilizing both Europe and much of the world (in part because a key food producer will be harvesting tanks and cluster bombs instead of grain) Russia has asked China for help feeding its soldiers. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/15/wheat-exporter-russia-begs-china-for-food/
In 2021, either the Russian Federation or Ukraine (or both) ranked amongst the top three global exporters of wheat, maize, rapeseed, sunflower seeds and sunflower oil, while the Russian Federation also stood as the world’s top exporter of nitrogen fertilizers and the second leading supplier of both potassic and phosphorous fertilizers
In addition to the higher cost of fuel and fertilizer, there’s a serious drought in the US wheat producing areas https://www.agweb.com/news/crops/wheat/plains-drought-curb-us-wheat-harvest-adding-global-supply-worries
While Russian soldiers are starving and breaking into Ukrainian homes begging for bread, Prigozhin's "not for sale" military food rations have flooded Russia's ebay-like sites at $3 a can. Corruption is destroying Russia - and as Aric Toler says, might just save Ukraine https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1503500529305112576

March 14, 2022
“We're currently living in the brief moment between when Finance/Econ Twitter has realized that the new Covid lockdowns in Shenzhen are going to have hugely bad consequences for US inflation, but that has not yet become a widely-reported conventional wisdom. (To be clear, I agree with the finance/econ Twitter consensus that this is very bad news and at the worst possible time).” FML https://twitter.com/Neil_Irwin/status/1503202338340757516
Massive cyber attack on Israeli government websites. Israeli security official tells Israeli media, it’s the largest cyber attack. Emergency situation declared. https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/israeli-government-websites-crash-in-suspected-cyberattack/ar-AAV35z1
Pentagon official: Russian forces do not have enough men and equipment to encircle Kyiv, let alone take it — Sky News
Nonstop shelling in Kharkiv
The nationalization of ~500 aircraft is underway inside Russia. If completed, it will be the largest single civil fleet destruction activity in the history of aviation. (These aircraft will never operate as part of the global fleet again.) https://twitter.com/jonostrower/status/1503462532954177539
“There was fear & terrible determination in [the cops’] words. They talked about revolution, knowing that it’s coming,” claims Moscow activist https://twitter.com/KevinRothrock/status/1503247609393205250
“As we have seen in other wars however, countries  adapt to wartime crises & survive longer than logic dictates. Under Putin’s leadership, the Russian’s are likely to do this. And the Ukrainians will keep fighting conventionally or in an insurgency. It will be a long war.” https://twitter.com/WarintheFuture/status/1503499778704896001
Russia is targeting food and medicine supplies https://twitter.com/Mylovanov/status/1503354870409146371
In occupied Berdyansk, in Zaporizhzhia region, Russian forces abducted Ukraine’s Orthodox Church priest Oleh Nikolayev, searched his house. https://twitter.com/uacrisis/status/1503403015973265409
Antiwar protester Marina Ovsyannikova apparently breaks into the middle of televised Russian state news https://twitter.com/M_Pustovalov/status/1503449512328761346
Novaya Gazeta, the newspaper whose editor won the Nobel Peace Prize last year, tweets that it is not allowed to show the content of the poster due to Russian authority regulations https://twitter.com/JaneLytv/status/1503472787012440068
USG agrees they fucked up badly enough that the indictment v Lucas Denney should be dismissed, but they're hoping to convince Randolph Moss to dismiss it without prejudice. It's really hard to overstate what a fuck-up their handling of Denney has been. If Moss dismisses it with prejudice, a guy accused of conspiring with other militias to plan for violence at January 6 (and one who palled around with Ted Cruz after the fact), will go free. As Jennifer Rozzoni notes, USG treats Denney as the most serious offense short of seditious conspiracy. And yet, they misplaced him for a month. FML https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1503387812577566725
DeWine signed a bill into law Monday removing training, background check and permitting requirements to carry a concealed weapon in Ohio.
A federal judge says that the Ohio Supreme Court has dithered over redistricting just about as long as should be permitted before the matter is taken away from them https://twitter.com/andy_chow/status/1503384148135882762
Ginni Thomas, the wife of Justice Clarence Thomas, says she attended the Jan. 6 "Stop the Steal" rally “but got cold and left before” the insurrection she helped promote https://trib.al/vFRcXaB
Russian oligarch Andrey Muraviev charged with making illegal political contributions. This oligarch, SDNY alleges, is the money behind Parnas and Fruman. https://go.usa.gov/xznWk

opioid producers who've committed wrongdoing may use loopholes to try to deduct legal settlements or fines from taxes if the settlements include “restitution” payments for victims. This must have been intentional. The tax issue is just too visible for everyone involved not to have known about it. https://twitter.com/gardmaf/status/1503741506691256324

Trapped at Russian gunpoint since their shift 3 weeks ago, the Ukrainians keeping the Chernobyl nuclear plant safe from meltdown are ill-fed, stressed and desperate for relief. https://twitter.com/Mark_Coughlan/status/1503774678220955653

Russia is preparing a mass deforestation in Ukraine https://twitter.com/Hromadske/status/1503694649436819463

Something around a century of US deference to the corrupt and reprehensible House of Saud—including no-questions-asked about the Sept. 11 attacks carried out by Saudis—has purchased the US absolutely nothing of value as The Kingdom now looks to ditch America for China’s new hotness https://twitter.com/JabriMD/status/1503735776558915588

March 15, 2022
The White House is warning it will have to wind down a program that pays to test, treat and vaccinate uninsured people for COVID-19 because there’s no more money for the program, and Congress would not include more in the budget. https://www.npr.org/2022/03/15/1086653838/the-white-house-says-its-running-out-of-money-to-cover-covid-tests-and-vaccines
Another immediate impact will be an end to federal funding for monoclonal antibodies, a treatment that had been provided free of charge. Starting next week, the White House said it will cut allocations to states by more than 30% to try to stretch its existing supplies.
The government cannot buy more oral antiviral treatments like Paxlovid beyond the 20 million treatments already secured, and needs to scale back planned purchases of preventative treatments for immunocompromised people. 
Research into next-generation COVID vaccines will be curbed, and some surveillance for new variants will also be stopped, the White House said. 
The administration said it also will need to limit its push to help poorer countries vaccinate people. 
US Senate unanimously approves making Daylight Saving Time permanent [we tried this in 1974 and people hated it so much that it lasted less than a year] http://hill.cm/ShoDmY6
“Democratic Senate” permits fossil fuel industry to kill Biden Fed nominee Sarah Bloom Raskin https://twitter.com/seungminkim/status/1503821842909388805
Even Warren is peddling this ludicrous lie that “the Republican boycott” was responsible. FML
Ukraine stuff
Mariupol Mayor: Hostage situation underway at hospital now. The city's 350,000 people are all trapped w/o utilities, food or water.
"Kyiv remains under bombardment by long range fires, with civilian targets - to include residential areas - being struck with increasing frequency.  But leading elements of Russian forces have not appreciably advanced on the city." https://twitter.com/DanLamothe/status/1503814475132157955
UK military intelligence says so many Russian troops are dying by the Ukrainian resistance that it's likely struggling to conduct offensive operations and is seeking replacements from far afield https://twitter.com/DefenseBaron/status/1503871848341196802
Poland calls for a NATO peace mission "protected by armed forces" to help Ukraine
Biden signed a bill providing $13.6 billion in additional military and humanitarian aid to Ukraine. "I'll have much more to say about this tomorrow."  Suggests he'll outline more Ukraine steps on the same day Zelenskyy addresses Congress https://twitter.com/mikememoli/status/1503802194923036680
Russia announces sanctions against members of the Biden admin, and private citizens like Hillary Clinton and Hunter Biden, but nothing against Trump or any Republicans https://twitter.com/RonFilipkowski/status/1503750645609816064
Russia leaves Council of Europe, avoiding being kicked out https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/russia-leaves-council-of-europe-avoiding-being-kicked-out/
Fox News announces that cameraman Pierre Zakrzewski was killed in Horenka, outside of Kyiv—even as studio talking-heads continue to promote Russia https://twitter.com/KiarKini/status/1503753095658024970
Russian journalist Roman Super says people quitting state TV program Vesti en masse. "Remaining staff is in a nasty mood: 'If it weren't for loans, we would have quit.’” Also says TV presenter Sergei Brilev (a UK citizen) is also leaving. https://twitter.com/maryilyushina/status/1503767727600812033
It is so emblematic of how completely dishonesty and distrust have swallowed everything that, because Marina Ovsyannikova has not been sent straight to the gulags, claims that “whole thing must have been staged" are doing the rounds. (Maybe that's exactly what they wanted to happen…)
Meanwhile "Even Russian pundits have wondered out loud on state television, how long before Tucker Carlson gets arrested for being a Russian agent. It's a little too much, even for them." https://twitter.com/thereidout/status/1503878379308785666

Big opioid settlement was (without question intentionally) swiss-cheesed with loopholes https://twitter.com/gardmaf/status/1503741506691256324

Apparently, with Republicans sore about the surging US sympathies with the same country that their cult-leader tried to cheat and extort, the NYT has dutifully helped them reheat the ludicrous “Hunter Biden laptop” nonstory https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/18/the-laptop-is-the-functional-equivalent-of-the-steele-dossier-1-rudy-is-the-real-scandal/

March 16, 2022
Ukaine stuff
Something-something, ceasefire
Supposed terms to provide nearly all of Russia’s war aims
UN's highest court (i.e. The Hague) orders Russian Federation to suspend military operations in Ukraine
first direct, high-level contact between U.S.  & Russian officials since invasion
Biden: Putin is "a war criminal"
In the absence of significant military gains, Russian forces on Wednesday 3-16 continued a campaign of terror against Ukrainian civilians.
Zelensky in speech to Congress: "All American companies must leave their market immediately because it is flooded with our blood". Koch Industries: stays in Russia, backs groups opposing U.S. sanctions.
Zelensky's excellent military advisor Arestovich predicted that Ukraine could win the war in two weeks time unless something extraordinary happened. Russian troops can be expelled from the whole of Ukraine. The new US military supplies might cause the end of the war. https://twitter.com/anders_aslund/status/1504437779631120388
Biden announces a bunch of new arms & hardware for Ukraine https://twitter.com/PeterAlexander/status/1504148492389912583
Russian military still performing like trash? https://twitter.com/Red_2_1/status/1504172899921534983
Melitopol Mayor Ivan Fedorov has been released from Russian captivity
and reported Russian destruction of drama theater being used as a shelter
Mairupol city centre is being flattened, literally
Putin speech basically telling any Russian living abroad to come back to Russia or be considered a traitor. https://twitter.com/Billbrowder/status/1504213668803887122
AP News: “Texas rejected about 13% of mail ballots, nearly 23,000 total, in first election since new voting law.” https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1504172140299698177
Belarus government: “jets, whooosh, explosions!” for the second day in a row. wtf? https://twitter.com/RealCynicalFox/status/1504221460050714627
Trumpist Judge Nichols has for a second time dismissed the charge of obstructing an official proceeding in a Jan. 6 case
Completely casual reference to “the overall rollback of abortion rights SCOTUS will likely bring later this year,” oh well https://twitter.com/AliceOllstein/status/1504082195841011715
More pro-Putin posts from Nick Fuentes on Telegram. One appears to be calling for the death of Ukraine’s President. Republicans Marjorie Taylor Greene and Paul Gosar spoke at Fuentes’ AFPAC. (Fuentes got $250K in bitcoin just before the insurrection.) https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1504112430204522496
Facebook: “today, our teams identified and removed a deepfake video claiming to show President Zelensky issuing a statement he never did. It appeared on a reportedly compromised website and then started showing across the internet.” https://twitter.com/ngleicher/status/1504186935291506693
covid diplomacy
after convening the mask-free biggest event he’s hosted at the WH, Biden announces that Doug Emhoff has contracted COVID and that the VP isn’t attending out of abundance of caution https://twitter.com/mikememoli/status/1503855135268777991
Irish Taoiseach abruptly leaves DC gala attended by Biden after testing positive for Covid — he was sitting next to Pelosi
DSA continues bothsides-ing Russia’s barbarism https://twitter.com/EverydayBastiat/status/1504216672026169347
Biden: Oil prices are decreasing, gas prices should too. Last time oil was $96 a barrel, gas was $3.62 a gallon. Now it’s $4.31. Oil companies shouldn’t pad their profits [but who’s going to stop them?]
https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1504073842871963653

“While it's hard to guess what exactly the purge/reshuffling at the top of the siloviks will result in, one thing is clear: it's doubtless that Putin recognizes the deep shit this operation is in. I.e. it's so bad that he changes horses in midstream—a big no-no during war.” https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1504440205352349700

March 17, 2022
An imposter posing as Ukraine’s prime minister tricked his way onto a video call with Britain’s defense secretary https://twitter.com/haynesdeborah/status/1504520346610847749
Morning of chatter about (possibly) strange Russian aircraft movement https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/44814/flurry-of-government-aircraft-activity-over-russia-draws-attention-we-break-it-down
https://twitter.com/OAlexanderDK/status/1504418075671728131
https://twitter.com/justinmason/status/1504421165737066501
https://twitter.com/OAlexanderDK/status/1504560556493230085
Russia has moved artillery closer to Ukraine's capital of Kyiv in possible effort to conduct a siege: senior U.S. defense official
Moscow canceled the vote on its "humanitarian" resolution after it failed to secure co-sponsorship of the draft text from China and India https://twitter.com/JimmySecUK/status/1504576880741072901
Blinken: U.S. has a "strong sense" of what Russia could do next - a false flag attack involving chemical weapons, "manufacturing" events to justify greater use of military force, employing mercenaries and "systematically" kidnapping local officials and replacing them with puppets
Supposedly, Russians overwhelmingly support the invasion and are ready to sustain it forever https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1504537146350350336
Or they don’t; we have nfi https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1504910919029121032
Rus in disarray https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1504459536823902209
Three independent sources report that the deputy chief of Russia's Rosgvardia (a unit of RU's interior army which has had tremendous losses in Ukraine), Gen. Roman Gavrilov has been detained by FSB. 
"Totally untrue, I just spoke with the general", posts senior United Russia official Alexander Hinshsten. 
Russian media report he's been fired.
Or resigned https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1504614718144757765
“Russia’s losses are completely unsustainable. They’re losing huge amounts of equipment and manpower while not even conducting major offensives. When the loitering munitionS start arriving these losses are only set to increase. Russia already lost, it just doesn’t know it yet.” https://twitter.com/oryxspioenkop/status/1504597290157285377
msnbc: Russians are ‘attacking on too many fronts’ and losses are growing https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/russians-are-attacking-on-too-many-fronts-and-losses-are-growing-135606341872

“truck convoy” Telegram channels are basically Russian propaganda channels now. They’re sharing blatant Russian disinformation about bioweapons in Ukraine and Zelensky being a Nazi, plus content straight from the Kremlin and Russian state media https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1504932595850698760

“They seem to be falling back on the extremely brutal, but unfortunately very successful, pattern in Syria and Grozny [in Chechnya] — besiege them, cut them off,” said Bronk. “Shell people until starvation and bombing just compels a surrender.” Kofman added: “Now they realise they're in for a serious fight . . . this war is going to get uglier.” https://ig.ft.com/russias-war-in-ukraine-mapped/

March 18, 2022
Biden/Xi convo. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
In a Friday evening news dump, the Ohio Supreme Court announces that the litigation against Congressional gerrymanders which all of us thought has been going on for weeks never had any formal existence (but they only just thought to mention this) https://twitter.com/jbalmert/status/1504954221870866439
Tristan’s lawyer friends: oh this is no big deal, just a minor hiccough riiiiiight
Putin leads big gaudy Trump-style rally https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-news/2022/03/18/russian-tv-cuts-vladimir-putin-mid-speech-major-moscow-rally/
state TV cut out just before Putin finished the speech. He quoted Fyodor Ushakov, the Tsarist-era admiral who is now the patron saint of Russia’s strategic nuclear bomber fleet, and left.
In Russia, missile manufacturing plants have been transferred to the round-the-clock mode [kind of hilarious that they weren’t before now tbh] https://twitter.com/KyivPost/status/1504786874770075699
Likely future US senator from Ohio, Josh Mandel, gets in a Jerry Springer Show style shouting match with primary competitor at Republican candidate forum https://twitter.com/HeartlandSignal/status/1504955509094371339

According to the Mariupol City Council, 1000s of residents were forcibly taken to camps in Russia where their phones and documents were checked, then redirected some of the residents to remote cities in Russia. 

Fair: “Regime change operations are often derived of hubris and bad assumptions — and they usually go terribly wrong.” https://ig.ft.com/russias-war-in-ukraine-mapped/

March 19, 2022
24 people were shot at an Arkansas car show and it barely registered as news https://twitter.com/Weinsteinlaw/status/1505579096423624710
Motivated error take becomes viral false story about Russian cosmonauts arriving in ISS wearing Ukraine colors https://twitter.com/gordonhudsonnu/status/1505158236235870208
Fog of OSINT: who controls the town of Rubizhne? https://twitter.com/IntelArrow/status/1505266257926533124
Multiple people out on the internet saying “actually the West is losing the information war in most of the world,” China is aligning more closely with Russia, etc.

Russia starts conscripting population living in occupied Donbas to reinforce its armed forces fighting in Ukraine. This is a gross violation of international law, including Geneva Convention https://twitter.com/OlegNikolenko_/status/1505277919366627336
As Russian forces pushed toward Kyiv, they seized an apartment complex in a nearby suburb and held around 200 residents captive. https://nyti.ms/3ufe6Sa

BA.2 is already growing quickly in the US. 40% of all cases in parts of the Northeast. And yet—cases continue to drop—even in the Northeast. ER use isn’t rising. Wastewater is showing the increase of BA.2 “but we’re not feeling it.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1505605423453376512

A recent report commissioned by President Biden lets the public in on the fact that the legal academy is close to giving up on the Supreme Court.  https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2022/04/07/should-we-reform-the-court-supreme-court-linda-greenhouse/

March 20, 2022
Ukraine stuff
Russia probably now very committed to “destroy Ukraine” as alternative to the impractical options of “take/keep Ukraine”
Nonstop shelling of Kyiv
Ten million people—more than a quarter of the population—have now fled their homes in Ukraine due to Russia's invasion, the United Nations refugees chief said Sunday http://u.afp.com/wm6S
Mariupol is now a ghost city – 80% of its infrastructure is damaged or destroyed, 40% of which cannot be rebuilt, authorities say
Russia says Ukraine has until early hours of March 21 to give its answer on surrendering Mariupol https://twitter.com/GicAriana/status/1505639374901420034
Russia tank drove up to the old people home and started shooting point blank. 56 senior citizens killed. 15 taken hostage to Svatovo https://twitter.com/lesiavasylenko/status/1505588069298319364
1,000 casualties (KIA and WIA) a day, as Western intelligence says, is Russia’s worst rate of military losses since the 1945 Battle of Berlin.
Military experts on Russian state TV reiterate what is likely the official line of thinking: they demand more military gains, an intensified offensive, more frequent use of hypersonic & thermobaric weapons & even tactical nuclear strikes. “Putin is humiliated & wants to escalate.” [meanwhile Western twitter is  is freaking out about how NATO must avoid escalating] https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1505642705908551680
Signing a temporary truce which excludes Russia withdrawing its troops from Ukraine is viewed as unacceptable by the majority of Ukrainians (89%), according to Rating Group latest opinion poll https://twitter.com/Andy_Scollick/status/1505650982335746051
The US rules out troop deployments; will support NATO allies if they put troops in Ukraine. Argument immediately ensues about what if anything this means https://twitter.com/shashj/status/1505657828580773889
Unusual Sunday afternoon filing indicates prosecutors very concerned about Trumpist judge’s ruling that Secret Service may have to testify about Pence’s precise location 1/6/21; possibility that all 1752 defendants—at least those before pro-insurrectionist McFadden—will hold their charges hostage to secrecy about the Capitol. https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1505652143214235654
One week after Trump said there is "a lot of love" behind Russian President Vladimir Putin's efforts to make "his country larger" just confirmation that lol nothing matters

Various “let’s get going for the midterms whoop whoop here we go Brownies here we go” CTAs and I just can’t

“Europe now views Russia as not just an unreliable oil/gas supplier, but an ‘unwanted’ one at that”  https://twitter.com/DanielYergin/status/1506024574932111371

March 21, 2022
Biden confirms Russia has used a hypersonic missile in Ukraine
Russia exits talks to negotiate a peace treaty with Japan. Revoking visa-free regime for Japanese citizens at southern Kuril islands. Exits dialogue on southern Kuril islands https://twitter.com/Liveuamap/status/1505928076085141509
Czechia, Estonia, Poland, France, Georgia, Germany, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Sweden, the UK, and the U.S. have signed a joint statement “On the urgent necessity to upgrade Ukraine air-defence”—does it mean anything? https://twitter.com/r_stefanchuk/status/1505879979799855107
Without a top commander on the ground in or near Ukraine, units from different Russian military districts operating in different parts of Ukraine appear to be competing for resources rather than coordinating their efforts, per two US defense officials. https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/21/politics/us-russia-top-military-commander-ukraine-war/index.html
Komsomolskaya Pravda, the pro-Kremlin tabloid, says—very briefly before deletion—that according to Russian ministry of defense numbers, 9,861 Russian soldiers died in Ukraine and 16,153 were injured. The last official Russian KIA figure, on March 2, was 498. What’s going on? Who knows https://twitter.com/MartinKragh1/status/1505975990635442186
General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine reported on March 21 that “the Ukrainian flag was raised over the town of Makariv” and Russian forces have been pushed back https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1506110975711363074
NYT email: the Biden admin will either risk world war, or "be weak." FFS.
Zelensky to allies—again—“fuck you, cowards” https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1506038280948695045

“One thing Putin did in 2016 was to use disinformation to train the frothy right to favor Russia more than fellow Americans from the opposing party. Even as Russia attacks Ukraine, that still seems to be true.” https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/22/john-durhams-top-prosecutor-andrew-defilippis-allegedly-miffed-that-darpa-investigated-guccifer-2-0/

March 22, 2022
Trump flunky McFadden finds Griffin not guilty of disorderly conduct on the restricted Capitol grounds on Jan. 6. “McFadden is just making shit up really… this trial was just about exposing USSS practices.”  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1506302620146835458
Ukraine: 
Many places in Ukraine have no more than 3-4 days worth of food and medicine, and no way to consistently and safely replenish supplies.
U.S. has indications that Ukraine is now "able and willing" to take back territory overtaken by the Russian military
Russia now firing on Mariupol from several ships in the Sea of Azov, per a senior US defense official; Russian forces also inside the city, including separatists forces but still a tough fight
Ukrainian tanks engaging Russian forces in Mariupol. (The fact Ukrainian armor is still functional and able to operate pretty openly is noteworthy)
Belarus could "soon" join war in Ukraine, US and NATO officials say
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan: "There will be hard days ahead in Ukraine, hardest for the Ukrainian troops on the frontlines, and the civilians under Russian bombardment. This war will not end easily or rapidly."
on Russian state TV: Roger Stone criticizing Ukraine https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1506343007725002753
Wanted 1/6 insurrectionist Evan Neumann has been granted asylum in Belarus. “I’m glad that Belarus has taken care of me,” he said. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1506393190605201409
With money running out, today is the last day the federal COVID program for uninsured people will accept claims for reimbursement for testing or treatment.
On Tuesday, CISA held a massive, 3-hour-long call with CI folks, warning of Russian hackers but saying they didn't have any specific technical details of a campaign. Instead, they spent most of the call begging industry to tell the feds if they see anything out of the ordinary. https://twitter.com/kevincollier/status/1507111298743648258
“It's telling that so many Black folks refuse to watch these confirmation hearings. It's triggering for us all to watch an overqualified Black woman be subjected to the tantrums of mediocre, underqualified white men [i.e. good, honorable, “a hell of a good guy,” according to Joe Biden] who work overtime to ensure she doesn't get a position she earned”

March 23, 2022
FML
Fascist Supreme Court uses shadow docket to summarily bat aside Wisconsin (Republican-majority, remember) Supreme Court ruling adopting fair state legislature maps https://twitter.com/steve_vladeck/status/1506668612748255238
loser liberalism: 
Ohio LWV and ACLU send not-really remarkable email explaining a preemptive surrender to illegal Congressional gerrymandering and rigged courts: “When the Ohio Supreme Court ruled on Friday, March 18, that it did not retain jurisdiction over our congressional case, we were dealt a very difficult choice: either start a new lawsuit at square one, at a point on the calendar that would likely incur intervention from federal courts; or else forgo a remedy in 2022 in order to preserve the pro-voter precedent that we had established in state court [as though that is actually a meaningful possibility]” https://lwvohio.salsalabs.org/followupstatement_copy1_copy_1_copy_copy1_copy1_copy1?wvpId=85d14432-c032-404a-96ca-c86c5f41419a
But, maybe, a Black woman will take the place of Stephen Breyer in powerless dissents from the fascist Supreme Court majority! whoooo!!!
In contrast to this, insatiable, exterminationist fanaticism animates Republicans. There is no point at which they will be “reasonable” any more than Putin had “security concerns” about Ukraine. Fifty-five percent of the Ohio legislature is not enough. Two-thirds of the US Supreme Court is not enough. They are not going to stop and be reasonable.
On a related note, Senator Mike Braun very insistently argues that interracial marriage should be “left up to the [rigged unaccountable legislatures of] the states” https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1506668952205811716
Republicans in Senate are abusers and pro-abusers making up infinitely baseless complaints that BIden nominee is soft on abusers. Media coverage: “Democrats don’t care that Biden’s nominee is soft on abusers.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1506745795281928195
Day 28; literally every day the news from Ukraine seems like “Russia is on its last legs, also, Ukraine is on its last legs”1506668952205811716
Analysis: Russia’s troop advance is completely stalled, digging in and in some cases giving ground; Russia will bombard Ukraine to dust from the air [big “duh” from me] https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-march-23
The military situation in Irpin, Bucha and Hostomel, according to the Ukrainian army: Russian forces in the three towns are "surrounded" Uh exorbably not https://twitter.com/JulianRoepcke/status/1506647042822742026
hm what’s going on in Crimea https://twitter.com/EuromaidanPress/status/1506573638086103040
Anatoly Chubais has stepped down and left the country, citing his opposition to Putin’s war in Ukraine. He is highest-level official to break with the Kremlin over the invasion.
Putin's foreign minister says freezing Russia's currency reserves was 'thievery' and that the Kremlin didn't expect such harsh sanctions
Sr. US Defense official says no indications that Belarus military is preparing to join https://twitter.com/CarlaBabbVOA/status/1506728478359572494
USG has formally declared that members of the Russian armed forces have committed war crimes in Ukraine
Ukrainian forces pushed Russian forces back from Kyiv by about 25-35 km in one day https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1506754829548281856
U.S. and allies race to buy and deliver more arms as Kyiv warns it is running low in its fight against Russia https://twitter.com/DavidSCloud/status/1506742538690088965
Fox News: Russia’s Ministry of Defense Head Sergei Shoigu reportedly missing, hasn't made public appearances in 12 days
Congressman Mo Brooks: “President Trump asked me to rescind the 2020 elections, immediately remove Joe Biden from the White House, immediately put President Trump back in the White House, and hold a new special election for the presidency.” https://mobrooks.com/statement-by-mo-brooks/
Manafort was removed from a plane at Miami International Airport before it took off for Dubai because he carried a revoked passport. http://apne.ws/MtiuOC9
Federal coverage for COVID-19 treatment and testing for the uninsured ends today.  
Trumpist judge McFadden [either actually butthurt or pretending to be, who knows or cares] lets a defendant who embraced Civil War and reneged on her cooperation enjoy a walkout https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/24/trevor-mcfadden-rewards-a-white-lady-for-endorsing-a-revolution-and-bragging-about-violence-against-cops/
Former UK defense attaché at Moscow embassy: we warned you about Putin but you listened to the City instead https://twitter.com/ruskin147/status/1506539085669748744
Trump Org attorneys just filed a letter in the New York AG case boasting how many documents they've turned over since the court ordered them to pay a third party to do it, because they weren't turning over documents. The Trump Org had stalled on document production for more than a year—then all of a sudden here comes 2,000,000 pages https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-trump-organization-finds-a-new-way-to-play-dirty-with-new-york-attorney-general-investigators
Sam Allard won’t stop fellating the Republican candidate for county executive https://www.clevescene.com/cleveland/lee-weingart-swings-for-fences-at-city-club-appears-to-be-up-to-the-ronayne-challenge/Content?oid=38597334
Republican pro-gun policies and pro-white-grievance messages continue to produce mass shootings. NYT: “The crime wave continues.”

Feels like everyone (not literally everyone but at least a growing queue) wants to send more arms to Ukraine in the past day or so; NATO helps those who help themselves, I guess, and nothing succeeds like success https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1506688203138519049

March 24, 2022
We find out that Ginni Thomas was texting Mark Meadows a lot after the 2020 election and, among other things, told Trump’s chief of staff that Biden and his family would face military tribunals at Guantanamo for “ballot fraud.” https://twitter.com/mjs_DC/status/1507107449710559243
instead of recusing, Clarence Thomas was the only vote to block the Jan 6 committee from getting Trump's papers. Mark Meadows filed a supporting brief. And Ginni's texts to Meadows were at stake.
“maybe Clarence Thomas isn’t sick but on the lam wit Ginni” come on folks get serious
After two weeks of fighting, Ukrainian forces have recovered all towns, villages and streets in Mykolaiv oblast, formerly held by Russian forces  https://twitter.com/JulianRoepcke/status/1507103735067164680
Ukrainian Foreign Ministry claimed on March 24 that Russian forces transported at least 6,000 civilian hostages to camps and plan to relocate thousands more to gain political leverage over Ukraine. https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-boris-johnson-business-europe-nato-f36514497d3bbdbd2cb5dbc0b7f76cc4
Russia launched a missile attack on a humanitarian aid center in Kharkiv this afternoon. People queueing to receive food were hit by long-range missile. https://twitter.com/maria_avdv/status/1507075098678894602
Colin Kahl says Russia is running out of precision guided munitions for its war in Ukraine. https://twitter.com/idreesali114/status/1507153744693465088
Evan Neumann, participant in the Capitol putsch, just got asylum in Belarus https://twitter.com/JustenCharters/status/1507115587696095251
North Korea confirms its test of a new ICBM - the "Hwasongpho-17."
“Congress just reintroduced a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United. This is huge.” Cmon man.  https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/1507053633908658190

Over the last days, the Russian ruble has appreciated against USD and is now back below 100 for the first time since Russia started the invasion in Ukraine. FX flows continue via energy exports, and the central bank's measures prove effective in stabilising currency. https://twitter.com/heimbergecon/status/1507340899579318358

American volunteers fighting in Ukraine https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/mar/25/us-volunteers-reach-the-frontline-of-the-war-in-ukraine

March 25, 2022
Ukraine stuff
Twitter abuzz because Russian soldier purposely ran over a colonel’s legs with a tank https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-troops-are-now-turning-on-each-other-its-a-shtshow-one-soldier-is-recorded-telling-another
Ukrainian authorities said on Friday Russian forces had effectively surrounded the northern city of Chernihiv and were bombarding areas where residents were stuck without electricity, heating and water
Russian forces no longer have full control of Kherson, the first major Ukrainian city that President Vladimir V. Putin’s forces managed to capture as part of his invasion, a senior Pentagon official said on Friday. https://twitter.com/tripgabriel/status/1507419650463703042
Russian army says the first stage of its military operation are "completed", and that troops will now focus on the "liberation" of Ukraine's Donbas region. “So the Russians are preparing the home population for a climb down.” https://twitter.com/ThreshedThought/status/1507390126804115472
Russian state TV with bitter recriminations and arguments https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-television-descends-into-screaming-match-over-vladimir-putins-war-failures-in-ukraine
Local newspaper in Moscow challenges state propaganda with all-sarcasm front page insisting “things are going very well, carry on.” https://twitter.com/marcbennetts1/status/1507317719091318786
Foreign minister: “Ukraine’s position is clear: ceasefire, security guarantees, no compromises on territorial integrity.” https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1507414519227699200
Polish media reporting that Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich arrived in Poland last night, travelling on a special train, with his trip coinciding with Joe Biden's visit to Poland https://twitter.com/JakubKrupa/status/1507398797550362638
Macron says that France, Turkey, Greece will carry out an "exceptional humanitarian operation" "for all those who want to leave"  the Ukrainian city of Mariupol
“Russia has shown the ability to adapt. But all their adaptation has been upon the back of military failures. It is likely they will shift to a revised, longer-term campaign to husband their forces, attrit the Ukrainians & gain ground in the east.” https://twitter.com/WarintheFuture/status/1507462881025019904
Yanis Varoufakis: Ukraine should just let US and Russia determine its fate (and Code Pink applauds) https://twitter.com/NiaoCollective/status/1507457722563928066
Yevgeny Prigozhin is the man behind Wagner Group; is wanted by the FBI; and suing Eliot Higgins, founder of bellingcat, through London courts https://twitter.com/OmniaMutationes/status/1507408013983993865

In Russia… out of paper at the Voronezh regional post offices and now the mail service is handwriting telegrams and court summons — on old newspaper advertisements https://twitter.com/KevinRothrock/status/1507653091579019265

Hong Kong is home to one of the highest covid-19 death rates in the world. The scenes are both tragic and familiar: triage tents outside hospitals; crematoriums full and morgues overflowing; health-care workers and a health-care system on the brink https://www.newyorker.com/news/as-told-to/how-covid-exploded-in-hong-kong
“The world allowed the virus to mutate until it became so infectious that even the most careful of policies can no longer stop it.” https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1507822561911967745

March 26, 2022
"For God's sake, this man cannot remain in power," said Biden, referring to Putin, as he closes out his big speech in Poland
White House official after Biden's speech: “The President’s point was that Putin cannot be allowed to exercise power over his neighbors or the region.  He was not discussing Putin’s power in Russia, or regime change.”
This is all anyone will talk about for days now. [oh wait then Will Smith smacked Chris Rock at the Oscars, never mind!]
Clueless. “As Ukrainians die for freedom, Republicans cower before Trump. From my friend, the very smart John Bridgeland.” FFS https://twitter.com/ASlavitt/status/1507852005338804226
Actual eastern front
Ukrainian lieutenant told me his positions are being pounded by Russian artillery 14 hours a day. As a result, 13 Ukrainian troops were wounded today alone, he said. “I don't know how much time we can hold on…” https://twitter.com/ChristopherJM/status/1507852957878001670
Russian forces are firing at a nuclear research facility in the city of Kharkiv, the Ukrainian parliament said in a Twitter post on Saturday. https://twitter.com/idreesali114/status/1507834931493453835
Russian state TV shows images of total devastation caused by Putin's troops, but ludicrously blaming Ukrainians: "Look at what the Ukrainian Nazis are doing to their own cities.
Ukrainian counterattack that began on Friday east of Kharkiv has led to the recapture of several villages, according to the regional administrator. CNN has geolocated and verified a video showing Ukrainian troops in control of Vilkhivka, one of the settlements. https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status/1507885299552112645
The state archives of the Security Services in the Chernihiv region have been destroyed. These archives included all the crimes committed during the Soviet period. https://twitter.com/TimLeBerre/status/1507709651466469384
Russian defense ministry says Azeri [?] armed forces have broken the trilateral agreement and entered Russian peacekeepers’ zone of responsibility in Nagorno-Karabakh. Russia’s announcement follows that of the U.S. and France, the co-chairs of the Minsk Group. All three agree that Azerbaijan is violating the agreement and renewing hostilities

Russia continues celebrating and syndicating the propaganda of Trump and Tucker Carlson
https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1508115287140356099
https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1508106351213432840

More than 10,000 hectares of forest are burning in the Chernobyl zone. Danger to Ukraine, Belarus, and other European countries https://twitter.com/ua_parliament/status/1508101875043905548

Kyiv: loud night with a few air raid sirens but no incoming near center https://twitter.com/olliecarroll/status/1507943097111658497

March 27, 2022
Kremlin propagandist Vladimir Soloviev, who boasts of his ties to Putin, confirms: Russia bombed Lviv as a direct message to Biden. Soloviev said that "cruise missiles hitting Lviv" were "the perfect response to Biden's speech." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1508151164369612807
Some Russian military units are withdrawing through the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone to Belarus to regroup, the Ukrainian military said on Sunday, suggesting the Russian army was using the site of the defunct reactor for logistics https://twitter.com/nytimesworld/status/1508100313408016392
“Artillery is just going nuts northwest of Kyiv. Window glasses are shaking.” https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1508170296553000961
Kharkiv nuclear research reactor hit by Russian shelling. Authorities were not able to assess damage due to constant shelling.
on state TV, experts were brainstorming about how to get the Russians to embrace the Kremlin's war against Ukraine. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1508448667488993285
Increased reports of Russian units withdrawing to Belarus (& Russia) to “refit & then redeploy.” https://twitter.com/MarkHertling/status/1508256762369093634
North Korea appears to be making preparations at its main nuclear test site that would allow it to quickly conduct its seventh atomic test. https://twitter.com/japantimes/status/1508250451673853957

Leesa really profound, perhaps more than she realizes: “What’s taking so long to prosecute an attempted coup? It’s a cluster, that’s why. Nearly everyone in the GOP, it seems, is involved.” So, the Republican Party position will be that “we did not break the law,” and who is going to overrule them? It will be Republican Party platform that “the standard” means something, anything, other than anything ever proved that Trump et al. did. Who is going to overrule that?

Revealed: In a secret deal between US and Mexican authorities, a group of Russian migrants was surreptitiously transported across the border and allowed to claim asylum, bypassing Title 42. https://www.vice.com/en/article/3abejb/the-us-admitted-a-group-of-russians-at-the-border-under-secret-deal-with-mexico

March 28, 2022
Ohio Republicans continue to act in complete contempt of Ohio Constitution and Supreme Court in hopes that partisan hack federal judges will let them overturn the law https://www.cleveland.com/news/2022/03/the-waiting-continues-as-the-midnight-deadline-for-ohios-state-legislative-maps-looms.html
In court filings on Monday, Secretary of State Frank LaRose said it’s now too late for the state legislative districts to be used for the May 3 primary, and said a second primary election would have to be held for the state legislative races
The independent mapmaker chosen by Democrats got on a plane out of state with the job incomplete “because he had to catch a flight and teach a class in the morning” FML
Ohio political reporting: “Republicans: We did the best we could.” https://twitter.com/lbischoff/status/1508778813391523842
Capitol Crimes
Judge has determined that Donald Trump likely committed felony obstruction of Congress. Also that Trump and Eastman likely engaged in a conspiracy to obstruct Congress. Meh. Yawn.  https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1508470214983401487
In several ways, though (the standard of proof and two legal standards he adopted on obstruction), Carter has only found Trump may have obstructed the vote count at a much lower standard than DOJ would need [in order to satisfy biased Trump judges]. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/03/29/judge-david-carter-confirms-trump-could-be-prosecuted-for-obstruction/
DOJ announces they are adding 131 new attorneys to work on Capitol attack investigation. https://twitter.com/hugolowell/status/1508508661093699596
Clear message from Jan. 6 Committee to DOJ: get moving (or let us know what you’re doing) https://twitter.com/scovilleunits/status/1508606464390307842
January 6 Committee joins in “do something” bitching https://twitter.com/ZcohenCNN/status/1508604682301849606
Difficult to determine at first glance that this is about UK not US “In amongst the hugely important world events we are experiencing, worth taking a moment to consider that the police believe multiple public officials at the heart of government committed criminal offences. Worth asking how this happened and what it says about this govt.”  https://twitter.com/AdamWagner1/status/1508524651487666176
Florida Governor DeSantis signs “don’t say gay” bill prohibiting discussions of gender identity or sexual orientation at school.
The Eastern Front
Mariupol - "It is nearly encircled. It is under incredible pressure by the Russians but the Ukrainians continue to defend it," https://twitter.com/CarlaBabbVOA/status/1508466486167363588
Reports Russia has this morning launched a two pronged offensive on Kyiv with significant fighting in the east around Velyka Dymerka/Brovary and in the Northwest around Horenka and Irpin. https://twitter.com/TCG_CrisisRisks/status/1508342960634560513
Russia has appears to have ceased its advance on Ukraine's capital of Kyiv, making no strong efforts to advance: senior U.S. defense. Russia is 9 miles to the west and  35 miles to the east of the city, after Ukrainian counter-attacks last week. https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1508462520171962374
Russian Private Military Company the Wagner Group has deployed to eastern Ukraine. They are expected to deploy more than 1,000 mercenaries, including senior leaders of the organisation, to undertake combat operations.
Kharkiv shelled over 200 times within 24 hours https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1508382819357282310
“I went to Saltivka, the most devastated district of Kharkiv. The entire residential area is completely empty, the only sounds are the sounds of hail and the grinding of metal.” https://twitter.com/maria_avdv/status/1508482535961075723
Ukraine has published the names and addresses of 620 FSB officers in an apparent data breach of the Russian security agency https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/names-and-addresses-of-625-fsb-officers-published-after-data-breach-q68sqdh2t
senior Ukrainian, and  USG, play down reports of Ukrainian officials being caught in the alleged Abramovich poisoning. https://twitter.com/BBCTimFranks/status/1508527140853194764
Citing the rising “unavailability of foreign equipment,” Russia’s federal govt advises domestic telecoms operators to reduce mobile Internet service to keep Russia’s networks from overloading. Sanctions at work https://twitter.com/KevinRothrock/status/1508505631833141250
U.S. training Ukrainian troops in Poland, Biden seems to reveal https://www.politico.com/news/2022/03/28/u-s-training-ukrainian-troops-poland-biden-00021123
“Russia is not backing down on its demands against Ukraine. This is just a bluff to provide all the Western countries, which have been reluctant to supply weapons to Ukraine, with a convenient excuse to do nothing other than wait and watch.” https://twitter.com/dszeligowski/status/1508556147590152203
Poland's Foreign Minister Zbigniew Rau: "The Russian president is demanding unconditional surrender from Kiev , and the international community has only one way to influence this: to arm Ukraine to the teeth." https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1508518996274040832
Attempted mic-drop tweet, by Ukraine MP, miscalculates wildly: “For anyone asking me ‘Maybe you should give up Crimea and Donbas in exchange for peace?’ Before asking this question, name me the specific region in your country you would be willing to give up if Putin started bombing your cities.” https://twitter.com/InnaSovsun/status/1508390743228006400
Op-Ed: “Ukraine will win. The West's job is to hasten the end of the war."
bill to revoke Russia/Belarus’ trade status with the United States could be delayed for weeks — given Rand Paul’s objection to a quick vote — because senators want a week-plus recess https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1508557307768102913

Jan. 6 White House logs given to House show 7-hour gap in Trump calls

March 29, 2022
That’s that. Ohio is (staying) a lawless autocracy.
Ohio Supreme court set a schedule Tuesday for reviewing the latest Congressional gerrymander: a 62-day window which extends into late May weeks after the primary date. https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/politics/elections/2022/03/29/ohio-redistricting-congressional-map-may-3-primary-ballot/7202348001/
White House records turned over to the House show a gap in President Donald Trump's phone logs of seven hours and 37 minutes on January 6. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-calls-seven-hour-gap-january-6/?ftag=CNM-00-10aab7e&linkId=158586515
Trump in a statement today, "I have no idea what a burner phone is, to the best of my knowledge I have never even heard the term." He has used the term repeatedly on record. https://twitter.com/MeidasTouch/status/1508929130590466049
Trump “calls on Putin to release [false] info on Hunter Biden https://twitter.com/UrbanAchievr/status/1508817115859591193
Russian state TV host Evgeny Popov says it's time for the Russian people to call on Americans to change "the regime in the U.S." before its term expires "and to again help our partner Trump to become President." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1508943310483767302
Working Families Party joins the dippiness: “politicians and war profiteers have jumped at militaristic solutions to this crisis”
Now that all the Jan6ers accused of felonies are stacked up ready for trial, their attorneys all have conflicting schedule so we have to postpone trials next year.  https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1508878830672523276
Judge McFadden is gonna start letting Jan 6 cases toll; “this dude may go free bc McFadden doesn't like that DOJ keeps arresting people.” https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1508802821726117896
Russia has committed 70 to 75 percent of its total military to the war in Ukraine, top U.S. general in Europe tells Congress. https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1508816931033337857
Oryx count of Russian equipment losses passes 2000, including 325 tanks, 234 AFVs, 307 IFVs, 17 aircraft, 35 helicopters, and 3 naval vessels. https://twitter.com/EliotHiggins/status/1508770843278684168
Evidence of recent fighting is visible for miles in the west and north west of the Kyiv Oblast. Areas that have been reportedly liberated from Russian control remain dangerous and access remains heavily restricted for journalists. https://twitter.com/OzKaterji/status/1508767706429992967
Different parts of of Hostomel airport have been on fire for more than two weeks. https://twitter.com/bradyafr/status/1508630044687712257

over the last few days russia shelled and destroyed oil depots in Lviv, Lutsk, Khmelnytsk region and now Dnipropetrovsk region https://twitter.com/OlenaHalushka/status/1509266840698167302

March 30, 2022
CBS announces hire of fascist apparatchik Mick Mulvaney; a CBS executive said they want to hire more Republicans for "access" after a ‘likely’ Democratic midterm wipeout. https://twitter.com/jayrosen_nyu/status/1509245443632517139
The US intel community concludes that Putin was unaware that the military had been using and losing conscripts in Ukraine. https://twitter.com/komadovsky/status/1509200617213943809

“Unless democracies defend themselves together, the forces of autocracy will destroy them.” https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/05/autocracy-could-destroy-democracy-russia-ukraine/629363/

Democrats: proud of enacting the Emmett Till anti-lynching act
Also Democrats: Streak of white supremacy, with Title 42, Tim Ryan’s “BEAT CHINA” rhetoric, yeah fine let’s fund zero vaccines for the world’s poor, etc.

The Biden admin kept Title 42 in place knowing it had no public health justification. They used it to expel twice as many people as Trump, and it earned him a 30% approval rating on immigration. https://twitter.com/SawyerHackett/status/1513567689867939845

Nearly all of legal Twitter: DOJ MUST OPEN AN INVESTIGATION INTO TRUMP NOW. January 6 Committee joining in. https://twitter.com/rgoodlaw/status/1509357010302738434 Marcy Wheeler and Leesa Brown: “You idiots don’t even understand what to look for.”

March 31, 2022
In US today, the lowest number of hospitalizations since the pandemic began
UK Chief of the Defence Staff says "We are starting to see the early indications" of Russian forces being moved back from around Kyiv into Russia and Belarus. He calls this retreat a "difficult evolution for Russia". They are doing this under fire from Ukrainian forces https://twitter.com/haynesdeborah/status/1509520221517795337
Putin’s decree of the day: Spring conscription into the Russian army will run from April 1st- July 15th. Russia intends to call 134,500 men aged 18-27 for military service. (At the start of the war, Putin denied that any conscripts were involved.) https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1509482131155730434
Mayor of Melitopol who was kidnapped for several days by the Russians says they had no idea what’s going on. https://twitter.com/ElBeardsley/status/1509469129631318022
Russian forces have left the Chernobyl power plant, says the Ukrainian Atomic Energy Ministry citing Chernobyl personnel. https://twitter.com/vtchakarova/status/1509639236345081858
The U.S. Justice Department sent a letter to states warning them against passing legislation that would discriminate against trans youth. https://www.openlynews.com/i/?id=2efdb082-a61b-4092-b66b-cb86e0c98b60

The end of March 2022 is approximately halfway through the lifetime of the House January 6 Committee (as a legitimate investigation, at least; reportedly McCarthy would keep the committee but appoint Jim Jordan to run it as a nonsense factory).

In the past 50 years, there have been only 3 months when the unemployment rate has been lower than March's 3.6%. Voters are impatient frantic gagging for regime change.

April 1, 2022
The Eastern Front
“Ukraine is winning.” https://twitter.com/apmassaro3/status/1509850950512840705
Russian forces around Kyiv are retreating en masse, leaving behind wrecked armor and possibly trapped pockets of troops as the Ukrainian army advances. The siege of Chernihiv is also lifted. https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1509862876433235972
Russian forces are not present in Kyiv Oblast anymore. https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1509925712635088899
Orthodox tycoon Konstantin Malofeyev says Russians should recognise that their country is waging a "holy war" in Ukraine against "satanists" and "pagans" https://twitter.com/francska1/status/1509909056479236097
Kremlin says Ukraine air strike on Russia will hinder talks—Russia had claimed it had neutralized the Ukrainian Air Force https://twitter.com/oryxspioenkop/status/1509839125981110279
At least a thousand Russian national guardsmen are disobeying orders to go fight into Ukraine https://twitter.com/maxseddon/status/1509768910815604746
Russians polled on the street: Every single one of them is pro-war and say that Ukraine has no right to independently exist. They don’t like the Baltic states or Poland either. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1510264012260495370
“Russia has suffered a strategic defeat near Kyiv, but its withdrawal doesn’t mean the war’s end is in sight. With the new focus on the East, a long war of attrition looms — one in which Ukraine will need heavy weapons that the West hasn’t supplied so far.” https://twitter.com/yarotrof/status/1510179671907999758
U.S. official says that Russia is using a church in northwest of Kyiv as a "staging point" for an assault on Kyiv https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1509907302014464055
US DOJ files “dick-wagging” motion for TrumpJudge Nichols to reconsider his “1512 does not apply to Republican insurrections” ruling https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/04/02/on-ginni-thomas-obstruction-exposure-and-clarences-former-clerk-carl-nichols/
“I’m at the covid testing place in my neighborhood I’ve gone to for the past year. Now, they ask for my insurance, they are no longer doing free testing. If insurance doesn’t cover it, or you’re uninsured, it’s $125 for rapid, $115 for pcr.” https://twitter.com/LaurenGolden__/status/1509882856406982659
Fox News/Business mentions, Monday through Thursday morning: Hunter Biden: 143, Ginni Thomas: 6, Trump asking Putin for political dirt: 3 https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1510000786696196098

April 2, 2022
De-mining experts going into Irpin say it would take months, if not years, to clear all the regions the Russians had held around Kyiv https://twitter.com/louiseelisabet/status/1510375308519690242

This weekend people “discovered” that Russia was committing evil acts in Ukraine

Russian forces have dug more than 800 new graves in Kherson

April 3, 2022
Someone shot 16 people in the most densely populated part of the US's biggest state's capital city and it's barely showing up as a story. https://twitter.com/daveregrets/status/1510657814368174080
Ahead of Sunday’s Hungarian parliamentary elections, Zelensky called Orban “virtually the only [leader] in Europe to openly support [Vladimir] Putin”. The Hungarian prime minister took his revenge immediately after claiming victory, singling out Zelensky as one of the “opponents” he had defeated https://www.ft.com/content/9b6399dc-e1b9-4fcb-85b4-4d43a5b66de9
Heavy Russian attacks on Odessa https://twitter.com/Nflwright/status/1510485894989496327
Blinken on CNN says soon there will be "more than 10 anti-tank systems for every Russian tank" in Ukraine https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1510618048885137408
DPR urges residents of Kramatorsk and Slavyansk to evacuate before full scale hostilities break out in the region
EU vows to impose more sanctions on Russia following the Bucha Massacre and "atrocities committed by the Russian army in Kyiv liberated region" https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1510569399211732995
Russia has completely withdrawn from the Chernihiv region https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1510692059862036482
pro-Russian car rally with reportedly over 5,000 participating vehicles is taking place in Berlin today.

Piketty is high as a kite https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/04/03/magazine/thomas-piketty-interview.html

April 3, 2022
The Russian official press agency "RIA Novosti" published an explicit program for the complete elimination of the Ukrainian nation as such https://snyder.substack.com/p/russias-genocide-handbook?s=r
A salient now exists in the Kramatorsk area. “Expect a large scale RU offensive to attempt a full encirclement of Ukrainian troops fighting in Donetsk/Luhansk this week.”

The Russians occupied her town, shot at her brother, stole friend's car. Seven soldiers broke into her beauty salon and slept there, stole boxes of beauty products and all the equipment, shat in the neighbouring shop. As this unfolded, she called her aunt who lives just outside Moscow, to tell her what was happening. Her aunt said, "Nonsense, that's not possible. It must have been Ukrainians dressed up as Russians. They've really brainwashed you there."  https://twitter.com/shaunwalker7/status/1511049399727800323

April 4, 2022
First major surrender of Ukrainian forces in Mariupol, reportedly 267 marines. https://twitter.com/Osinttechnical/status/1511059121067511814

Russia’s army is recruiting volunteers up to the age of 60 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-forced-to-recruit-dads-army-as-deaths-mount-nqblcdmzt

April 5, 2022
Yamiche Alcindor, having gone over to the dark side, helps preview the mainstream media’s dismissal of Republican crimes because “real Americans only care about prices” https://twitter.com/DeadlineWH/status/1511496558952472577
One year since Kremlin propagandist suggested that the struggle for Ukraine will end in a “nuclear conflict”
Heavy Russian shelling of Kramatorsk, school destroyed

Rough count of expulsions of Russian officials from the US & Europe since the invasion of Ukraine now a staggering 398, of which 385 are European https://twitter.com/shashj/status/1511407076588888064

April 6, 2022
Good fucking grief
The Supreme Court just ruled 5-4 siding with red states against the Clean Water Act. Roberts joined Democrats in dissent, but the Republican majority did not even issue an opinion explaining why they ruled the way they did. https://twitter.com/NoLieWithBTC/status/1511702664266096646
Oklahoma lawmakers approve bill to make performing an abortion illegal. The measure would make performing an abortion illegal and punishable by up to 10 years in prison and a $100,000 fine.
Trumpist judge McFadden gives another Capitol putsch participant a walkout https://twitter.com/ZoeTillman/status/1511775518546399239
the entire island of Puerto Rico is currently without power due to an "critical fault". https://twitter.com/PowerOutage_us/status/1511912174188437506
Voting begins on rigged illegal maps in Ohio
Alabama House debate, one of the Dems says "I can understand the bathroom bill, boys and girls go to the bathroom, but this bill is too much (don't say gay)." “They're fucking laughing and joking while debating each other while they take away health care from trans kids and it is fucking evil.” https://twitter.com/ErinInTheMorn/status/1512084873242034182
flipout because supposedly some Ukraine soldiers executed some captured Russians
Orban breaks with the EU, saying he'll pay for Russian gas in rubles
Scumwad supervillain Elon Musk makes himself the largest shareholder of Twitter right after complaining that it is restricting “freedom of speech” (i.e. the ability of the right to sow hate and lies)
Every Republican member of the House Judiciary Committee present voted against the Domestic Terrorism Prevention Act https://twitter.com/HouseJudiciary/status/1514321932715540484
Two D.C. men posing as Homeland Security agents ran such a convincing and elaborate scheme that they fooled four Secret Service agents, including one on the first lady’s detail, into accepting extravagant gifts like penthouse apartments, iPhones and pricey rifles, the FBI charged Wednesday, arresting Arian Taherzadeh and Haider Ali https://news.yahoo.com/feds-unravel-wild-scheme-fake-030619343.html

“The Battle of Kyiv may be over, but what comes next is the even more decisive and difficult Battle of Donbas.  This fight is likely to define the war’s outcome.” https://kyivindependent.com/national/new-phase-in-war-opens-up-as-ukraine-defeats-russia-in-battle-of-kyiv

Chernihiv, Ukraine, was once a vibrant city of 300,000 people. parts of it that are now a wasteland from Russian bombardment https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1512229280180318215

5th EU sanctions package: weak tea. Bans on Russian coal (but neither oil nor gas), vessels accessing EU ports, and road transport operators.  https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1511630570324992004
Complaints rise that Germany is blocking stronger sanctions and refusing to send substantial military aid to Ukraine https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-faces-pressure-to-bolster-response-to-russian-aggression-in-ukraine-11649410443

Journalism continues repeating the lie that Republicans are an anti-Putin party with a pro-Putin “wing”
Also, while most Americans are firmly on Ukraine’s side and the Republican Party is pro-Putin, Democrats are doing the opposite of exploiting this as an effective wedge issue FML https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1512092404786020365

Let’s see, what’s roiling American politics besides standard anti-president nemesis:
Republicans (as well as Democrats like Tim Ryan) are playing to xenophobia and racist us-against-them https://www.columbusalive.com/story/entertainment/human-interest/2022/04/05/local-politics-tim-ryan-ad-makes-ugly-senate-campaign-even-uglier/9467835002/
Republicans are urging the same “save children from the queers” pogrom that they do every dozen years or so—and even older cisgender gay people are going along with it https://twitter.com/sbearbergman/status/1511714979891884035
Republicans are, still, trying to make “Hunter Biden’s laptop” into a successful smear campaign through endless repetition

A school district near Dallas, Texas ripped down LGBTQ ally symbols, functionally shut down a student newspaper, barred faculty from being part of GSA meetings, and now plans to terminate an openly gay teacher https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/lgbtq-students-texas-school-rainbow-stickers-rcna23208

Republicans are registering formerly Democratic voters at four times the rate that Democrats are making the reverse conversion in Pennsylvania; similar in multiple other states https://www.reuters.com/world/us/republican-registrations-surge-pennsylvania-warning-sign-democrats-2022-04-07/
Democrats on Twitter: this must be a Republican trick https://twitter.com/scovilleunits/status/1512129059555364870

Dean Baker: “I wish I could say they’re going to learn something and they’re going to somehow shape anything they might do. But this is theater.” Big same.

April 7, 2022
The Justice Department has 1) begun 2) taking steps 3) to launch an investigation into Trump’s improper removal of presidential records to Mar-a-Lago—some of which were labeled “top secret”
As people get walkouts after invading the US Capitol to attempt a violent insurrection, a judge (at USDOJ’s request) revokes the bond of a black man who flipped off a news camera https://www.clevescene.com/news/bond-revoked-for-man-convicted-of-breaking-windows-of-colossal-cupcakes-after-he-flicks-of-fox-8-cameras-38693639
UN suspends Russia’s rights of membership in the Human Rights Council
Russia carried an airstrike on the railway near Barvinkove station (Donetsk Oblast). Three evacuation trains remained blocked, their passengers were placed at the station. This is the only evacuation route controlled by Ukraine from Slovyansk, Kramatorsk and Lyman
Mariupol City Council claims that Russian forces are forcibly removing medical staff and patients from one of the city's hospitals. https://twitter.com/michaelh992/status/1511978819330183170
Russians did not give up on their intentions to take Kyiv, Ukrainian armed forces say. They warn that after an offensive in Donbas Russia might renew its attacks on Kyiv
“We called for Manhattan DA Alvin Bragg to disclose his reasoning if he is giving up on new charges against Trump. Today he agreed to do so.” https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1512202892345856002
Democrats doing high-fives and backflips, pretending that a kids-table minority completely ignored by the Supreme Court’s partisan supermajority is “the halls of power” [If I said anything about this on Twitter I would be shouted down to the center of the Earth] I just can’t any more https://twitter.com/AyannaPressley/status/1512127557059153925

Oh well. “Leather Apron’s who everyone’s talking about, sir.”

It seems bad to me that so much of our justice system depends on “intent,” when that isn’t ever really knowable, but what do I know https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1512437329524404224

France election panic
Usual screaming panic over the LePen family threatening to win French presidency, or is it different this time https://www.ft.com/content/bfd9a8df-f86a-40ff-b037-0973be00c1b2
https://twitter.com/Mij_Europe/status/1512452185375875079
https://twitter.com/PopulismUpdates/status/1512484722013663235
(Macron was sailing to reelection, then, probably deciding he had political capital to spare, announced intention of raising the retiring age in March and began hemorrhaging support to LePen who advocates lowering it to 60 https://twitter.com/lib_crusher/status/1512489172090585094)
Fascists are content with 48% support, 40% support, they don’t give a fuck they will ultimately rule through just lies and bullets if need be; liberals wring their hands and weep if they only poll 52%.

April 8, 2022
Texas arrests Lizelle Herrera, a 26-year-old in jail on a half-a-million-dollar bond arrested on an indictment for murder, following a self-induced abortion https://www.valleycentral.com/news/local-news/starr-county-woman-arrested-for-self-induced-abortion/
NY Times sends to page A15 news that “text from Trump son planned overturning the election” https://twitter.com/JamesFallows/status/1512841222699859969
Trump said today that he may not run in 2024 due to his health (a statement he has made before) https://twitter.com/johnjohnson7109/status/1512327678317121544
Today’s news from Ukraine: Russia hits refugees massed at train station with a rocket; Ukraine announces reports of children raped by Russian soldiers in Kyiv suburbs, and incinerated civilian corpses. If France elects a pro-Putin candidate, it won't be because Putin cannily dialed back the atrocity levels until after the election.
Around the Eastern Front
Russia has defaulted on its foreign debt because it offered bondholders payments in rubles, not dollars, credit ratings agency S&P has said. Russia attempted to pay in rubles for two dollar-denominated bonds that matured on April 4, S&P said in a note on Friday https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/11/investing/russia-default-sp/index.html
Kremlin affiliated media first proudly reported the Kramatorsk massacre, claiming their missile hit an ammunition train that arrived yesterday evening. After the appearance of civilian casualties (because what they bombed was a train station where refugees were gathered) they started blaming Ukraine. https://twitter.com/JulianRoepcke/status/1512365048018132997
Furthermore (very typically) there is evidence that Russia agencies pre-announced the missile attack before it even happened https://twitter.com/flowpetri/status/1512466735949139980
https://www.thedailybeast.com/russia-bombs-fleeing-families-at-kramatorsk-train-station
“Worrying reports from Mariupol tonight.” Russian forces are said to be just blocks away from Mariupol station. Remaining Ukrainian positions along the eastern bank of the Kal'mius are in trouble, too. https://twitter.com/IntelCrab/status/1512515269603864580
Ukraine’s ombudsperson reports child-rape by Russian soldiers in Kyiv suburbs https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1512498956365877255
Russia has lost up to 20% of its 'combat power' (soldiers, aircraft, tanks and other vehicles) since launching invasion of Ukraine Feb. 24: U.S. senior defense official
The Russian Ministry of Justice has closed Russian branches of Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, Heinrich Böll Foundation, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and other international and foreign organizations https://twitter.com/Hromadske/status/1512532031091134465
Mishustin asks IT people not to leave Russia:  “The motherland has made all the possibilities of work for you. Do not be afraid of anything, do not trust anyone in this sense. Everything will be fine here" https://twitter.com/CChollanda/status/1512419871425974273
“Peskov admitting big soldier losses, Zakharova obviously drunk. Is the system fallling apart?” [nah]  https://twitter.com/kmartynov/status/1512320051575205888
a jury in Grand Rapids federal court on Friday acquitted two men on charges including conspiring to kidnap Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer. The jury was unable to reach a verdict on the other two who had been charged. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/kenbensinger/a-stunning-surprise-in-the-michigan-kidnapping-case-calls
None of the fiasco narrative which journalists are crafting around the above affair will even mention that Trump was president in October 2020, instead putting all the blame on Biden. 
“Ohioans, please sign up to help administer rigged elections” https://twitter.com/VinnyVoter/status/1512494255390003214
ayfkm “Americans are feeling the effects of corporate profiteering & inflation, and some have taken on credit card debt to get by. Warren, Sanders, Merkley et al. I want to give states the power to rein in rates & protect citizens from Wall Street greed.” https://twitter.com/SenWhitehouse/status/1512523202395783175
Project on Government Oversight: As long as Cuffari is DHS IG, he remains a threat to the inspectors general system. https://www.pogo.org/letter/2022/04/pogo-calls-on-president-biden-to-remove-dhs-ig-joseph-cuffari/
On Friday, the last day of Alabama’s legislative session, lawmakers sent two anti-transgender bills to Gov. Kay Ivey’s desk — an 11th-hour move that shocked the state’s LGBTQ+ advocates. (Why were they shocked?) https://twitter.com/19thnews/status/1513542901372010506
One can’t help wondering if “dynamic zero covid” will be the next “Great Leap Forward”
multiple reports of large protest tonight in Jiuting area of Shanghai https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/04/09/starving-shanghai-citizens-loot-food-stores-amid-zero-covid-lockdown/
Shanghai: People screaming out of their windows after a week of total lockdown, no leaving your apartment for any reason.
Shanghai, backed by power center in Beijing, was supposed to offer entire China a roadmap to Chinese-style coexistence w Covid. Omicron ended that plan abruptly https://twitter.com/lizalinwsj/status/1512425623050141698
Reports of millions struggling to feed themselves, elderly unable to access medicine, videos of small riots breaking out circulating on social media. https://twitter.com/MikeSmithAFR/status/1512557720544903169

Russia has a large and increasing current account surplus, but is finding it hard to actually use the foreign reserves they are accumulating. https://twitter.com/BergAslak/status/1512404278685667337

Russians who support the war against Ukraine are starting to turn on dissenters, enabled by new laws that criminalize dissent. There are reports of students turning in teachers and people telling on neighbors and even diners at the next table. https://nyti.ms/3KvYHUA

April 9, 2022
People prefer cartoon clowning from Boris Johnson to actual substantive leadership; I’m out. https://twitter.com/UkrEmbLondon/status/1512791528607031303
Mariupol: “Troops will continue to divide and dissect Ukrainian positions until surrender.”
Russian general now in charge in Ukraine oversaw the Kremlin's brutal, scorched-earth campaign in Syria https://twitter.com/cliffordlevy/status/1512876924229537802
UK is sending Harpoon anti-ship missiles to Ukraine. “Huge move, can do serious damage to Russian warships.”
Bloomberg: Russia’s first default in a century looks all but inevitable now [in fact the default began a day before but wasn’t reported to news until Monday]
Shanghai: “Day 22 of our 48-hour lockdown. Tested for the 17th time. Supplies of food and patience running down.” https://twitter.com/CameronWEF/status/1512793745778827268
Shit going down in Pakistan, outcome: National Assembly votes no-confidence in prime minster, and removes him https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/apr/09/pakistan-on-brink-of-crisis-as-imran-khan-blocks-no-confidence-vote

'We are debating whether we should keep investing in China when concerns are mounting about a possible Chinese invasion of Taiwan', said an official at a leading Japanese pension fund, an active investor in Chinese securities. https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Datawatch/Foreign-cash-flees-China-as-investors-shun-autocracies

Lots of "Russia is in fact winning the information war outside of NATO countries" takes

Russian ally Serbia took the delivery of a sophisticated Chinese anti-aircraft system this weekend https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-europe-china-serbia-nato-682ab79c4239f14ecc1133ff5c7addc9

lgbtq concept of safety shifting from political organizing to armed resistance
“These attacks on trans people are why I went to the range yesterday to learn how to defend myself. It's only a matter of time before this harassment escalates into physical violence.” https://twitter.com/Esqueer_/status/1513141262081314816
“The time for protests and elections is over. If you want to keep vulnerable people safe, it is time to begin creating community defense committees, safe zones, anti-fascist intelligence networks, de-escalation trainings, medic workshops, and other forms of direct intervention.” https://twitter.com/AnarkYouTube/status/1513679331217788931
https://twitter.com/FemboyLifestyle/status/1512817730776231939
https://twitter.com/RWParlerWatch/status/1513016790812528643
https://twitter.com/BumboJumbo666/status/1513120726760497152

April 10, 2022
Liz Cheney says committee has “enough evidence to make a criminal” referral (which the Dept. of Justice does not need) against Trump for “conspiracy” charges; “Occupy Democrats” not only trumpets this non-news but makes it into a personal accomplishment of arch-reactionary Cheney, whom these blithering children also promote to committee chair while they’re at it https://twitter.com/OccupyDemocrats/status/1513188269965680641
It’s like Cheney is a magnet for embarrassing (and Black-erasing) takes
World Bank forecasts for 2022: Ukraine’s economy to contract by 45.1%, Russia’s by 11.2% https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1513273080763850755
Russian rockets destroy Dnipro airport https://twitter.com/RandaHabib/status/1513357773492437004
The US Department of State has allowed non-essential consulate staff to leave the US consulate in Shanghai, per sources close to the matter. https://twitter.com/chen_yenhan/status/1513104220185976833

Overnight, a Republican judge made a BS ruling to knock out a Democratic candidate’s petition for US Senate https://twitter.com/Abby4Iowa/status/1513611058212126726

Jared Kushner receives huge payoff from Saudi Investment Fund. Norm Eisen among others points out, accurately, that “this is corruption.” So what do you call a system which permits it…?

Is Elon Musk trying to take over Twitter, or just running another broad-daylight pump-and-dump scam https://twitter.com/nycsouthpaw/status/1513502408709709825

War causes problems
The number of Russian battalion tactical groups (700-1k soldiers each) rendered combat ineffective in the Ukraine war so far has been reassessed at 37-38 according to a western official, leaving 90 operational https://twitter.com/MarkUrban01/status/1513532793925603338
Russian loss rates, with the present evidence, are already reaching levels that compare to some of the worst losses of the US Civil War or World War I. https://twitter.com/PhillipsPOBrien/status/1513589956601602050
“hundreds of thousands” of tech workers, scientists, bankers & doctors, average age 32, have left Russia since the war started. Fastest Russian emigration wave since 1917. https://www.wsj.com/articles/fleeing-putin-thousands-of-educated-russians-are-moving-abroad-11649583003
Russians whine that they will take legal action if “forced into default” oh my sides https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russia-will-take-legal-action-if-forced-into-sovereign-debt-default-newspaper-2022-04-10/

Oh my god, so much dumb. SO MUCH DUMB.

NIH scientists: “We could Operation Warp Speed the next-generation mucosal vaccines, but we don’t have funding to do it.” https://twitter.com/donmoyn/status/1513685857986822145

April 11, 2022
The “hooray early voting, go vote, yay” tweets from “pro-democracy” orgs in Ohio—just eagerly legitimizing an election rigged with illegal gerrymandered maps—are a sign that this country’s liberal democracy is unreformably hapless here we go Brownies here we go
In Shanghai, the epicenter of China’s current coronavirus outbreak, cases reached a record high for the 10th consecutive day, recording more than 26,000 locally transmitted infections.
Chemical weapons use against Ukraine? 
The Azov Regiment reports that today, Russian troops used a toxic substance—causing respiratory failure—against Ukrainian military and civilians in Mariupol. https://twitter.com/nexta_tv/status/1513598049251209222
It may take days or weeks to figure this out and it may not be a chemical weapon. https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta/status/1513612063280701449
Weapons transfers to Ukraine continue with “near-constant” convoys into the country, senior U.S. defense official says. Thus far, there has been no issue getting weapons into eastern Ukraine, he adds. https://twitter.com/DanLamothe/status/1513577291137302538

The exodus of child protective services investigators that happened after Texas ordered them to "investigate" trans kids has resulted in the state no longer having the resources to investigate actual instances of child and sexual abuse https://www.texastribune.org/2022/04/11/texas-trans-child-abuse-investigations/

North Carolina supreme court chief justice removes court officials and judges who anger the GOP https://www.facingsouth.org/2022/04/nc-chief-justice-removes-court-officials-and-judges-who-anger-gop

Biden has largely stopped making the case for his climate agenda and is focused on pumping as much oil and gas as possible. https://twitter.com/mikiebarb/status/1513840063708286983

We are so fucking far into “things fall apart” territory

April 12, 2022
Federal judges shrug at Ohio Republicans’ illegal gerrymandering scheme https://twitter.com/AndrewJTobias/status/1513879571359223809
Hair-on-fire reporting about INNNNNFFFLLLLLLAAAAAAAAATIOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNN FORTY-YEAR HIGH YYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
“the measure of inflation that strips out volatile food and fuel prices decelerated on a monthly basis: 0.3%, versus 0.5% previously. This is what we've been waiting for, and seems like potentially good news! But if you dig in, it looks less exciting, as well.” https://twitter.com/jeannasmialek/status/1513875750000148494
Multiple people have been injured by gunfire at a Brooklyn subway station during morning rush hour [which unlike most mass shootings in the US at this point is, just barely, newsworthy because it happened in New York] https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/davidmack/subway-shooting-sunset-park
“We decided to take a trip on Amtrak with the kids for spring break. 9 hours into a pleasant ride, a man was suddenly standing next to me, shouting across me at my 6yo son, ‘Remember what I told you. They stole you. They're pedophiles.’” https://twitter.com/Robbiepierce/status/1514127186214621185
WaPo: “Putin is feeling the sting of failure. [Here’s how that’s bad news for Biden and Democrats]”
Putin really having a special day—and definitely dealing with reality
Zelensky's official telegram account announces that SBU caught the fugitive oligarch and Putin's close friend Viktor Medvedchuk.  https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1513943691555188737
The Biden administration is poised to dramatically expand the scope of weapons it’s providing Ukraine, with the Pentagon looking to send helicopters that can be equipped to attack Russian vehicles, armored Humvees and a range of other arms.
While we’re at it, may mention that Finland and Sweden are probably joining NATO soon
Putin stages a public address with just him, several Russian flags, and a giant rocket several decades old https://twitter.com/policies4poland/status/1514121399539011584
“Russia Will Restart Moon Landings, Says Putin”
'Never again will we need the West,’ as Putin unveils “deal” with Belarus, the rubbish neighbor which is already a Russian puppet state
CNN reports Russia is dropping landmines from the sky with drones in Kharkiv https://twitter.com/PaulaChertok/status/1514008595037184003
British citizen fighting with the Ukrainian military says he and his unit has surrendered to the Russians in Mariupol as they ran out of food and ammunition. https://twitter.com/Beltrew/status/1513771087586377732
CNN also reporting that prosecutors are nearing a charging decision on Giuliani soon. [But this CNN report is not reliable for a number of reasons.] Giuliani allegedly helped prosecutors unlock multiple devices in recent weeks [meaning after they had obtained all the rest] https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1514024296804499458
Not that it even matters at this point, but Marc Elias has a novel way of saying that US democracy is doomed: “I honestly believe that our best hope to protect democracy is in the courts.” 
emails show that outreach by Trump's allies to senior DHS officials in late Dec. 2020 was broader than previously known. “These efforts at CISA should focus more attention on Trump's firing of Chris Krebs.” [To what end? What would be the point of another investigation which won’t change anything?] https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1513872904420737036
“In industry after industry, we have too little competition & companies have too much power to increase prices. I've been calling out this corporate profiteering & price gouging.” [To what end?] https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/1513881673405980682

Ultimately, experts say, it is corruption in the Russian military that may save Kyiv https://www.occrp.org/en/37-ccblog/ccblog/16192-2022-04-07-16-58-47

Texas governor is, apparently, openly sabotaging US economy—effectively shutting down trade across the US-Mexico border—just to injure the president  https://heathercoxrichardson.substack.com/p/april-15-2022

It’s “great” how journalism reports on a flood of money into state supreme court races—motivated largely by Republican anger that they can’t do all the illegal gerrymandering that they want—as though standing in front of the Hindenburg crash saying “hmm look something’s happening here, this is really interesting”

April 13, 2022
Kentucky effectively suspended legal abortion access on Wednesday as the legislature enacted a sweeping anti-abortion law https://www.reuters.com/world/us/kentucky-lawmakers-block-abortion-access-with-new-law-effective-immediately-2022-04-13/
NC elections officials have removed Mark Meadows, a Republican ex-congressman and chief of staff to Trump, from the state's voter rolls. The State Bureau of Investigation says it is also investigating Meadows for "potential voter fraud." https://www.wral.com/former-nc-congressman-chief-of-staff-to-trump-removed-from-state-voter-rolls/20234236/
(Time for 30 more stories on Fox News about "Hunter Biden's" "laptop") https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1514267215612321804
One attendee at Grassley town hall repeated Putin-like talking points, asking Grassley about Nazis in Ukraine, bio labs, and “pedophilia that goes on in Ukraine, Putin’s there stopping it, but our news doesn’t bring it up” https://twitter.com/IAStartingLine/status/1514309471849353219
Eastern Front
Another mass grave discovered in Bucha, "Between 40 and 60 bodies" are presumed to be buried.  This is the third mass grave and they keep counting. https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1514294342751563785
US to send Ukraine heavy weapons which Biden admin had ruled out only weeks ago https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/13/politics/us-weapons-ukraine-war/index.html
World’s largest shipping company, Maersk, has left Russia
Russia's flagship missile cruiser, the famous "Moskva", has been “badly damaged” at the very least by Ukraine https://twitter.com/adegrandpre/status/1514652107063930890
"Russia says it's ready to sell oil to 'friendly countries' in 'any price range'" https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-sell-oil-friendly-countries-any-price-range-ukraine-war-2022-4
Britain: Justice minister Lord Wolfson resigns over “breaches of the criminal law in Downing St.” He goes on: “the scale, context and nature of those breaches mean that it would be inconsistent with the rule of law for that conduct to pass with constitutional impunity.” https://twitter.com/lewis_goodall/status/1514283617664774145

A few days after Biden used “the G-word” to describe Russian atrocities, me-too Trump tells a very discomfited Hannity that Russia is committing genocide https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/u3ed32/trump_joins_biden_in_calling_russias_war_on/
In private, Trump has repeatedly expressed his existential loathing for Ukraine, which he has described as “corrupt”—an epithet he does not use for more corrupt states like Russia—and not a real country, insisting that its eastern regions belong to Russia. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/04/if-trump-was-still-president-ukraine-would-be-so-screwed.html
Maggie Haberman, of course, just syndicates Trump’s lies as usual https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1514719566986887174

ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha “Stephen Miller is set to testify to the January 6th Committee tomorrow, per the New York Times. This comes after Trump White House Counsel Pat Cipollone testified today, and Ivanka and Jared testified days ago. The committee's strategy to land key witnesses is clearly working.” https://twitter.com/PalmerReport/status/1514452290375196678

April 14, 2022
Lindecke: “What a time to be alive... it's all going to unravel isn't it?” 
Ohio Supreme Court reaffirms that unconstitutional district maps re-passed by Republicans are still as unconstitutional as before, but rules out contempt of court or anything which would deter the Republicans from just continuing the pass the same damn maps again and again https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1514702608090415105
Judge Walton: "I think our democracy is in trouble because unfortunately we have charlatans like our former president who doesn’t in my view really care about democracy but only about power." https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1514695393770156042
Apparently Elon Musk is threatening hostile takeover of Twitter now. (Musk made $156 million by illegally delaying to disclose to SEC that he owned more than 5% of Twitter. In those 10 days, he continued to acquire millions of shares at an artificially low price, saving $143 million before the disclosure made stock jump 30%)
Russia’s war on Ukraine, Day 50
The Moskva has officially sunk. The first Russian loss of a flagship since the Russian-Japanese war of 1904-1905.  https://twitter.com/KevinRothrock/status/1514694045167194121
State TV talking heads: "This is absolutely cause for war, not ... What is it called? What are we waging right now?" In unison: “Special military operation.” https://twitter.com/aravosis/status/1514772699523940354
“It now appear clear that the Russian announcement almost two days ago that more than 1,000 Ukrainian soldiers in Mariupol had surrendered was false. Some surrendered, perhaps 100-200 soldiers, but Russia failed to seize Mariupol.” https://twitter.com/anders_aslund/status/1514720800003219466
Air raid alert declared in all of Ukraine's regions at once (not unusual tbh) https://twitter.com/r0uarc/status/1514718742248402947
Avdiivka, Ukraine is used to shelling but it has never experienced anything like this. Residents don’t know how to get out https://twitter.com/TheLeadCNN/status/1514738227873300480
UN: Nearly 5 million Ukrainians have fled the country in 50 days of war. According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, over 7.1 million people have been internally displaced.
Even more than Russia’s invasion, its war crimes mark a fateful moment that fixes perceptions and clarifies choices. The prospect of even a temporary halt to the war, already slim, is now remote. https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/04/13/the-strategic-meaning-of-russian-war-crimes-in-ukraine-a77345

sigh
In Mariupol, absolute destruction. Nearly 20,000 civilians killed. The city is ruined by 95% and obviously can’t harbor a considerable amount of population. https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1514934104801878020
In Russia, still not a single word on how many Moskva crew members survived or were killed. https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1514948701072019461
The pro-Moscow regime in Transnistria has begun talking about the need to fight “nazism” in Moldova exactly the language the Kremlin has been using about Ukraine. https://twitter.com/ruslantrad/status/1514995942625316877
"the world just watches" is completely false, but I'm sure that Russia appreciates each tweet—even from people with a platform and who know better—telling everyone, no matter where they live or what their government is doing, that their leaders are abandoning Ukraine with zero support at all. https://twitter.com/OlenaHalushka/status/1514995902750109703

The hijacked federal judiciary continues to enable Republican cancelation of our rights—even after Democrats have confirmed all these judges and even KBJ how can it be

People continue to believe that “the problem is just Trump” and if e.g. he fails at defeating Republicans who offend him, in primaries, “the America First movement will be like the Russian Warship.” https://twitter.com/scovilleunits/status/1514976186253955082
“Getting Republicans to break with Trump” isn’t the challenge. Getting voters—society—to break with Republicans is. Oh well.
Even Marc Elias, who seems like one of the smartest and most cognizant of the big picture, can’t really see that we already just barely scraped through the tough election and it didn’t save democracy https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1515048629404381184

April 15, 2022
Wisconsin Supreme Court judge flips, after earlier voting for Evers’ map and being prompted by the US Supreme Court to think again, and adopts GOP gerrymanders for legislative districts in 4-3 ruling. Democrats can’t respond with anything but the usual hand-me-down scripted reactions. https://twitter.com/AndySuchorski/status/1515093675751231496
https://twitter.com/WISenateDems/status/1515356963240038411
Biden administration just announced that it would resume selling leases for new oil and gas drilling on public lands FML https://twitter.com/BidenTracking/status/1515076222199513091
The IRS's resource needs keep getting larger and more urgent. Most recently: huge inventory backlogs, most calls unanswered, & some sites lacking pens. https://twitter.com/dashching/status/1515049267357962243
When we are all totally down the rabbit-hole of marginal mysteries, like Save Lakewood Hospital: “Newly released text messages show Utah Sen. Mike Lee knew of the scheme to send alternate electors to Congress nearly a month earlier than he claimed.” https://trib.al/g2mTen7
Marcy Wheeler: 
“I expect Giuliani to be charged very soon—within weeks—I will be shocked if not”
But “we are not going to have Trump charged by Midterms, I guarantee it”
“Liz Cheney plans to burn Trump to the ground and rebuild the old Republican Party” [and it would be just as bad]
Judge Milan Smith, a conservative GWB nominee, put it best when he warned against falling prey to "the Siren song of a deceitful narrative of this case spun by counsel." But “My guess is that five or six justices won't care at all.” https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2022/04/how-republicans-recast-christian-indoctrination-as-religious-freedom.html
Broken FEC, part, 4,617: finds that a Republican superPAC violated the law but then the Democratic Commissioners join with Republicans to impose no penalty https://twitter.com/marceelias/status/1515064422942887937
Russia warns U.S. to stop arming Ukraine, and waves its nuclear missiles around threateningly
Trump endorses J.D. Vance; “I hope someone lets Trump know that D’s in OH are celebrating right now.” [Like when David Pepper hoped, not that Trump actually could become the nominee, but it would be fantastic if he did]

“There is a dire shortage of poll workers for the primaries in Ohio” weird, it’s almost like people aren’t very excited to help administer an election that is not only rigged, but rigged in violation of the state constitution

April 16, 2022
U.S. Air Force recently informed its service members that it will support their families with medical and legal help if they are affected by dozens of new state laws restricting LGBTQ rights, including relocating families if the need arises https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1515500487726051339
Joining the “Russia’s attempt to exterminate Ukraine is America’s fault and Ukraine should stop wanting to have an independent existence” disgrace, today: Noam Chomsky, and (no surprise) Jacobin https://twitter.com/BenBurgis/status/1515385115890884613
when one pundit on Russian state TV tries to ask why it's taking so long for Russia to win in Ukraine: head of RT Margarita Simonyan nearly pecks his head off, as she argues that Russia is fighting NATO in Ukraine. He quickly backs down: "I didn't complain!" https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1515411683698749446
Ukrainian forces still defending Mariupol control only a small part of the port city [i.e. a huge steel plant], and face a better-equipped force that is six times larger than their own. https://twitter.com/IuliiaMendel/status/1515462227863740424

Russia's bombing rate over Ukraine has increased over the past 24 hours: most cities and towns across the country had air raid sirens blaring all weekend. https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1516118273024270337

April 17, 2022
A 35-year-old hack, who was rated as "not qualified" by the bar association & was nominated by Donald Trump & made a judge by the Senate two weeks after Trump lost, just overturned the CDC’s mask requirement on public transit, including planes and trains. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-court-overturns-cdc-travel-mask-mandate-unlawful-rcna24853?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma
As usual it’s the entirely predictable, entirely useless, canned responses; no one will actually do anything about this unaccountable dictatorship.
Shrug
Media must stop using lazy language such as “culture wars” to describe what is happening. The subhead is the real headline: “Conservatives are teaming up with politicians to remove books and gut library boards and censorship protections.”
Journalists need to figure out different language to describe what's happening in Ukraine. When Putin razes Mariupol to the ground, that's not a "victory"—it's an obscenity. Let's not normalize it by saying he's "winning." These are criminal acts on a vast scale.
The East
Zelensky announces start of Russia's offensive in east Ukraine; okay, whatever that means
“Russia tonight has started the new stage of the war - with one front only, focused on Eastern Ukraine.” https://twitter.com/christogrozev/status/1516142374023573506
Moscow mayor says city could lose 200,000 jobs as Western firms suspend work in Russia
Russians are bombing the Ukrainian garrison’s last major fortress, the Azovstal https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1516114648009003012
Pentagon assessment is that Russia still has "the vast majority of combat power" available to them despite heavy losses suffered in last few weeks [they are talking about raw numbers, not combat effectiveness.] https://twitter.com/adegrandpre/status/1516134516406075392
With the death of Maj. Gen. Vladimir Frolov, Ukrainian troops have now killed 8 Russian generals in 51 days of war. https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1515466380807741443
jfc what is wrong with people https://twitter.com/Dtikitakaqueen/status/1516144084108386310

This is now the longest period of history without a federal minimum wage increase since the minimum wage was established in 1938. https://www.businessinsider.com/minimum-wage-27-if-kept-pace-productivity-economist-opinion-2022-4

The IMF now expects the world economy to expand by 3.6% in both 2022 and 2023, a sharp deceleration from growth of 6.1% in 2021. The new forecasts reflect downgrades of 0.8 and 0.2 percentage points, respectively, from its January forecast.

“Pete Buttigieg is an unmitigated catastrophe at the Department of Transportation. Yet there's no criticism at all of his tenure on the Hill or within partisan media. The Dem political machine has no feedback loop to reality.” https://twitter.com/matthewstoller/status/1516163916505702405

Airlines that dropped mask requirements are now suffering staff shortages due to COVID-19 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/airlines-face-mask-covid-rules-flights-canceled/

“This is one reason the Saudis and UAE aren't opposing Russia. They had [have] a plan—through Trump [Republicans]—to turn the US into the same kind of kleptocracy they are. Russia was using Trump to keep Ukraine corrupt, too. That's what this war is about: making it easy to buy a president. This Barrack prosecution is in the background of the Saudi cold shoulder to Biden, their unwillingness to condemn Putin, their efforts to drive up gas prices.” [Unclear what could thwart them.] https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1516515837749997568

two Russian oligarchs, both linked to gas giants, apparently murdered their wives and daughters before killing themselves—within two days of each other. https://www.newsweek.com/oligarchs-murder-suicide-1699766

April 19, 2022
Ukrainian officials implore citizens to leave as the Russian offensive picks up in the east “There is no more time for thinking. Leave!...Save your lives so as not to become cheap labor for the Russians." https://twitter.com/LeilaFadel/status/1516364939304345607
A Ukrainian counter-strike drives Russian forces completely out of Mariinka southwest of Donetsk.
The enemy had nearly 25% of the town under its control.  https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1516460639341977606
Literally while being evacuated away from Putin’s invasion, a couple of brainwashed twits shouted, “Putin wants a peaceful solution… he wanted to negotiate.” https://twitter.com/clarissaward/status/1517266778317115397
Twitter has suspended the @ArmedForcesUkr account. With a massive following, literally all it did was post videos & images detailing Russia's barbaric invasion of Ukraine & how Ukrainian forces were fighting. https://twitter.com/GlasnostGone/status/1516480899268988936
Ukraine informed IAEA today that direct communications between the national regulator & the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant had been restored, more than a month after such direct contact was lost when Russian forces controlled the site. https://bit.ly/3vNIQL9
The New Republic is publishing a feature on “What if Trump wins in 2024.” ffs. 

The Secret Resistance inside The White House Kremlin https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-20/putin-s-war-in-ukraine-has-russian-elites-fearing-global-isolation

Delta flight attendants greet passengers: “would you like champagne? Let’s celebrate no more masks” https://twitter.com/IfyWorks/status/1516480422175068165

Over a million Ukrainians have returned home to their country since Russian invasion - AFP

Russia’s central bank says that the economy will plummet in the second quarter and Putin is ignoring the warning https://english.elpais.com/economy-and-business/2022-04-19/russias-central-bank-says-that-the-economy-will-plummet-in-the-second-trimester-and-putin-is-ignoring-the-warning.html

Battle of Donbas takes
“The Mariupol garrison is now confined to the city’s main fortress, the Azovstal industrial complex. It’s a giant and very complicated maze of steel and concrete, with lots of fortified underground shelters. It will be very hard to get.” https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1516353417513476096
“western 'heavy' or 'offensive' weaponry on its way to Ukraine [won’t really] make a difference. Ukrainians are going to fight this phase like the last - luring the Russians into traps and then destroying their flanks and tails. There is not going to be some grand armour showdown.” https://twitter.com/ThreshedThought/status/1517121506735763457
“For various reasons I would rather not discuss, I believe we will see more of Russia’s EW capability this time around. Disrupting C2 and comms specifically. People wrote this off after what happened in the north. I don’t believe that will be the case here.” https://twitter.com/Aviation_Intel/status/1516291862339874818
"If Russia doesn’t succeed in 1.5 weeks, their offensive will subside. Then a countdown starts for Ukraine’s counteroffensive. I’m still cautiously optimistic about Russia not succeeding." https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1516856729778200577
“Ukraine and Russia are now engaged in what is likely the biggest battle in Europe since World War II. It is likely to define the outcome of Russia’s entire campaign.” https://kyivindependent.com/national/explainer-what-to-expect-from-the-battle-of-donbas-russias-new-offensive/
Russia will likely fail, here, but it won’t matter https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1516326069133008899

People are rallying for Putin in West Africa, where Moscow-friendly propaganda and disinfo are exploding. https://twitter.com/DPAQreport/status/1517097016865832960

This new right fundamentally doesn’t want "newsgathering" to happen. They want a chaotic information stream of unverifiable bullshit and context collapse and propaganda. Their backers, the people behind the whole project, are philosophically and materially opposed to the idea that true things should be uncovered and verified and disseminated publicly about, well, them, and their projects. This may have started as a politically opportunistic war against particular outlets and stories, but it has quickly blossomed into a worldview. It’s an ideologically coherent opposition to the liberal precepts of verifiability and transparency, and the holders of those precepts are too invested in them to understand what their enemy is doing.
	It’s not even that the right needs people to lose “trust” in traditional news organizations to win elections or start wars. That already happened and they won. It’s more like they need people to just randomly trust whatever bullshit feels right, to get them to fall for scams and believe propaganda. In the grandest dreams of the pathetic people doing most of the unpaid work, the end game is the eradication of “deviance” from public life. And that is a real threat that the people opposing this should take more seriously. https://theap.substack.com/p/they-know-how-journalism-works-theyre?s=r

April 20, 2022
Federal judges bless the nullification of Ohio’s constitution and supreme court, by Republicans.
Dissenting Judge Marbley: “Ohioans have every right to be alarmed. They voted overwhelmingly to end the hyper-partisan redistricting process that yielded the 2010s maps, but the practical effect of the majority opinion is to set aside their command of fair representation. This begs the question: If a watershed constitutional referendum and four state Supreme Court rulings are not enough to change this broken redistricting process, what is?” https://twitter.com/PSabety/status/1516945274635272193/photo/1
Republicans are just gloating, on public record, about getting away with it. Bill Seitz: “Too bad, so sad, we win again.”
Democrats and other reform advocates’ responses are completely in la la land. Same delusion in Wisconsin and, let’s be honest, generally. https://twitter.com/benwikler/status/1516869687904194569
David Pepper: “courts can’t simply allow the rule of law to disintegrate in the open.” They just did.
The Guardian’s reporter is completely fucking clueless. https://twitter.com/srl/status/1517141571740729356
Ostpolitik
Tata Steel says that it has ended all activity in Russia. https://twitter.com/nexta_tv/status/1516828403684581389
US announces new sanctions against Russia.  The sanctions target Transkapitalbank, more than 40 individuals and entities associated with sanctioned Russian businessman Konstantin Malofeyev, and Russian-owned Bitriver AG, one of the largest crypto-mining companies in the world. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1516910721770176512
G20 meets with Russia still a member, but NATO and allies “walk out in protest” (or, even more laughably, remote attendees turn their cameras off)
Fog of war: The Pentagon says that Ukraine has not received full fighter aircraft from any country and has just received parts. A massive reversal from yesterday. https://twitter.com/SamRamani2/status/1516851544435658758
Japan revokes Russia's 'most favored nation' trade status due to invasion of Ukraine. In practice this will mean raising import duties for products other than oil, gas and palladium. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1516833367920103426
Scholz: Germany will not do a single fucking additional thing to help
Germany is also obstructing harsher sanctions despite being more and more isolated internationally. https://twitter.com/andersostlund/status/1516686769604988936
Possible scandal https://twitter.com/visegrad24/status/1516859291889774599
Luhansk Oblast Governor Serhiy Gaidai said that the area controlled by Russia increased after the capture on April 18 of Kreminna, a city with a population of more than 18,000 people.
senior U.S. defense official: Russia has added FOUR new battalion tactical groups into Ukraine in the last 24 hours, three of them into the Donbas. Russia now has 82 battalion tactical groups inside Ukraine. Some have enabling capabilities for ground troops.
National Security and Defense Council Secretary Oleksiy Danilov said Russia’s recent offenses in Ukraine’s east have been “trial” operations to test Ukraine’s defenses. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1516908957322854403
Capitol Police evacuated the US Capitol because of an “aircraft intrusion” which was an Army flight parachuting someone in for military appreciation night at the baseball game I wish I were making this up https://www.npr.org/2022/04/21/1094048653/u-s-capitol-police-say-an-extremely-unusual-oversight-triggered-capitol-evacuati
The false alarm at the U.S. Capitol caused by Army parachute team jumping into Nats Park for military appreciation night occurred at same time top Pentagon brass were meeting President Biden at the White House https://twitter.com/LucasFoxNews/status/1516918388777492481

Action to lower the cost of prescription drugs really is “a no-brainer” for Democrats and for that reason it is really hard for me to feel like I should spend my time yelling at them to do it

“…my generation scratched its head and asked, in voices trembling with incredulity, ‘How could we let them get away with it for so long?’ But the question, of course, contained its own answer: We let them get away with it. Power is more often surrendered than seized." Time Pieces, John Banville

April 21, 2022
Americans' job security at 51-year record high, according to new data released today https://twitter.com/aaronsojourner/status/1517200151990972422
Biden: look at us cutting the deficit [you df this will win you literally zero favorability] https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/1517233853395611650
New York Times: “The American Rescue Plan is huge and yet little noticed.” [MAYBE THAT’S BECAUSE YOU FUCKING ASSHOLES NEVER REPORT ON IT]
Britain's legislative branch is probably going to have a (very slow) official committee of inquiry into two-years-old misconduct by the executive, alongside the (also very slow) law enforcement investigation launched first. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/apr/21/no-10-drops-attempt-to-delay-inquiry-into-whether-boris-johnson-misled-parliament
“He is on the ropes more than he’s ever been before I think,” the walls are closing in on Boris Johnson lmfao
Eastern front
Putin: never mind the Azovstal industrial complex, who cares, I’m declaring victory in Mariupol https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1517094304438796288
Multiple large fires in Russia today, including the largest Russian manufacturer of chemical solvents. https://twitter.com/igorsushko/status/1517172233629626368
Also, as many as five Russian military enlistment offices have been set on fire since the start of the invasion of Ukraine https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/04/22/5-russian-enlistment-offices-hit-by-arson-attacks-reports-a77454
NY Times reporter, same day: “I've been chatting with Staff Sgt. Leonid Kuznetsov of the Ukrainian National Guard, one of the last defenders of Mariupol. He's trapped at the Azovstal steel plant and Russian forces are moving in. ‘It all may end within 12 hours,’ he told me.” https://twitter.com/mschwirtz/status/1517248121633447937
The Ukrainians have more tanks available to them right now in Ukraine than the Russians do," - US defense official

Definitely a very healthy society when even the young progressive camp is unable to find any champion to unite behind besides an octogenarian who has already lost two presidential campaigns to crap opponents.

April 22, 2022
Zelensky actually not complaining for once. Says allies 'finally' providing weapons Ukraine asked for, and even thanked them. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1517641373893148673
WaPo: Trump says he threatened to not defend NATO against Russia. The comment appears to be Trump's most explicit to date that he threatened not to abide by NATO's Article 5 collective-defense clause. oh well lol nothing matters
DeSantis signs bill dissolving Disney's private government after company criticized 'Don't Say Gay' law (Essentially, Disney will lose some control of its property, get a $163 million/year tax break, plus ~$1 billion of debt passed onto taxpayers) https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1517586542486827012
Two days before election may end his presidency, Macron says that his country will provide Ukraine with Milan anti-tank missiles and Caesar self-propelled howitzers.  https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1517500935626448898
College of Aerospace Engineering and Technology—maybe?—if so would be the third fire of strategic infrastructure inside Russia this week. https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1517517859827732480
This Just Security article about “the international community” “getting serious about human rights in Afghanistan” is laughably out of touch ivory tower nonsense https://www.justsecurity.org/81197/time-for-the-international-community-to-get-serious-about-protecting-human-rights-in-afghanistan/
Probably inaccurate; deleted by reddit “Xi delivers devastating blow to Putin as China pulls plug on sanctions-busting deal” https://opera.news/za/en/politics/ccb90e4bf88fe93816665f83612e3716
I love and respect Rep. Ayanna Pressley but we’re losing democracy and she’s making Black hair a recurring theme

Russian authorities have reportedly stopped publishing data on government debt, trade statistics, and oil production. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1518134340466749440

war it has become very clear that the western Far Left don’t even have the language to discuss Ukraine. “Pro-war”, “escalation”, “NATO imperialism”, it’s all just waffle copy-pasted from previous geopolitical crises. https://twitter.com/OzKaterji/status/1517416469553991683

“Laws that are meant to erase the teaching of history, criminalize non-straight people and women seeking abortions are not "CULTURE WARS". These are human rights violations” yep oh well https://twitter.com/DrJasonJohnson/status/1518260687511777280

April 23, 2022
Micajah Jackson, a Capitol Putsch participant who was spared jail and is supposed to be serving 90 days in a halfway house, is now on Twitter talking about killing cops. https://twitter.com/nickmartin/status/1518070714590408704
People are actually sharing a FT report that “Putin has abandoned interest in negotiations and is just trying to grab territory” like it’s news 
Russia resumed its assault on the last Ukrainian defenders holed up in a giant steel works in Mariupol, a Ukrainian official said on Saturday, days after Moscow declared victory in the southern port city and said its forces did not need to take the plant.
Russia claims that it has kidnapped nearly one million people from Ukraine https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3466328-russia-says-it-has-deported-nearly-one-million-ukrainians-to-its-territory.html
Turkey has banned Russia’s armed forces from using its airspace to reach Syria https://www.ft.com/content/559a6d83-feae-4d3f-9b31-28c36d308edd?shareType=nongift

Survivors of South Africa’s devastating floods have described “sheet upon sheet of relentless rain” that washed away entire houses, bridges and roads, killing about 450 people and making thousands homeless. The storm, which delivered close to an entire year’s usual rainfall in 48 hours, took meteorologists by surprise and has been blamed by experts on climate change. The new disaster comes after three tropical cyclones and two tropical storms hit south-east Africa in just six weeks in the first months of this year. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/apr/24/south-africa-floods-rain-climate-crisis-extreme-weather

April 24, 2022
Macron wins reelection over LePen by Reagan-in-1984 margins; liberalism commences anguished wailing that a fascist candidate “got so close!!!!!”
Guardian headline: “a fragile mandate” https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/apr/25/the-guardian-view-on-macrons-victory-a-fragile-mandate
Literal FT headline: “Victory for Macron is not an instant cure for all France’s ills” ayfkm
Shanghai: Green fences baffle locked down residents. One resident told the BBC a green fence appeared inside his locked-up compound three days ago without any explanation. [It’s Dead Memory come to life] https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-61209761
In Russia: “We are now at the 6th fire in days” https://twitter.com/OlgaNYC1211/status/1518418894536556544

Elon Musk is going to take over Twitter; no he isn’t; yes he is
Don't forget all of this started after Twitter banned the Babylon Bee (Christian fundamentalist clone of The Onion) because they were making transphobic and homophobic "jokes". Musk loves them, he even went to their podcast several times. https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7np5x/elon-musks-free-speech-will-be-a-nightmare-for-trans-people-on-twitter
Mainstream coverage adopts Elon Musk’s “free speech” framing – despite his anti-union, anti-speech, anti-worker history https://www.mediamatters.org/twitter/mainstream-coverage-adopts-elon-musks-free-speech-framing-despite-his-anti-union-anti
https://www.techdirt.com/2022/04/25/ways-in-which-elon-musks-twitter-takeover-could-be-good/

April 25, 2022
aaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee UN Secretary-General says the world's biggest carbon emitters must start drastically cutting emissions within the next 36 weeks to avert climate catastrophe
Zelensky swaggering: 931 settlements liberated from Russian forces. Zelensky also said that it was only a matter of time before Ukrainians liberate all their lands from Russian troops.
Hmmmmmm
Trump must pay $10,000 per day for every day that he continues to defy the court's order to turn over documents to NYAG office
Elon Musk spends $40 billion to get Trump back onto Twitter
The court fines seem inadequate by a few orders of magnitude
Robert Costa: “Just spoke with someone close to House conservatives, who has seen some of the group chats from late 2020 and early 2021. ‘If they ever get out, we have a problem.’” https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1518642921104412673
Republican Tim Walberg, who not only backed up Trump but directly voted against military aid to Ukraine, goes to Ukraine for a photo op… and they eat it up with a spoon https://twitter.com/Gerashchenko_en/status/1518660981852971010
The East ablaze
Local media report explosions in Russian-occupied Transnistria. (Or, everything is calm in the Transnistrian Security Zone, Oleg Belyakov, co-chairman of the Joint Control Commission, reported.) 
Bryansk, a logistics hub for the Russian war on Ukraine, looks like a Ukrainian city this morning, with its huge fuel depots on fire amid unconfirmed speculation about a Ukrainian strike https://twitter.com/yarotrof/status/1518451302212112388
Bryansk fires caused by UA TB-2 drone strikes? https://twitter.com/UAWeapons/status/1518591504499023873
Some of the pro-Russian Luhansk, Ukraine "LHR" leadership gathered for a meeting with their collaboator "Mayor" and there was a gas explosion. And they are all dead. https://twitter.com/LouiseMensch/status/1518745930715041792
Fire reported at "Silk way" mall near Moscow 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/04/27/mystery-fires-sensitive-facilities-compound-russias-war-challenge/

S&P Global Market Intelligence forecast: Russia's GDP will recover from sanctions in 10 years, Ukraine's GDP growth will reach prewar levels in five years, despite a much deeper decline.

Toyota is once again donating thousands of dollars to Congressional candidates who voted to overturn the 2020 election, in spite of the pledge the company made last year to stop doing so.  https://www.vice.com/en/article/akvmjp/toyota-republican-donations-big-lie

April 26, 2022
Journalists are literally bragging about “dragging a fine come through” the Big Lie and Capitol putsch a year and a half after the major features have been broad daylight obvious without any consequences fml https://twitter.com/justinhendrix/status/1518912427106181120
Gas shutoff?
According to the Russian government-controlled TASS news agency, Gazprom informed the Bulgarian energy ministry that it will halt gas supplies. 
Polish news outlet Onet reported that PGNiG, a Polish state gas company, was cut off from Russian gas due to the country declining to pay for gas in rubles
During a visit to Warsaw, German Vice-Chancellor Robert Habeck said his country is “very, very” close to independence of Russian oil thanks to the efforts to diversify suppliers as well as the support from the Polish government https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy/news/germany-very-very-close-to-independence-from-russian-oil/
The two most powerful AM transmitters in Europe were in Transnistria, and Russia was using them to cover Ukraine with Russian propaganda. Ujtol today. TASS: this morning someone bombed out these two transmitter sites
Tesla’s value dropped today by more than double the cost of Twitter https://www.npr.org/2022/04/26/1094870412/tesla-shares-sink-twitter-elon-musk
David Pepper announces his extensively teased project to save Ohio politics: “Blue Ohio” is, literally, nothing new. It’s old wine in a recycled bottle. jfc (Are you a fraudster or just a moron, David? It gets harder and harder to tell, in politics.)

My impression of war in Ukraine: no one is making significant strategic progress; Russian gov sounds increasingly hysterical, threatening nuclear war twice/day
Not just me. “On the ground Russia’s well-telegraphed assault on the Donbas is still only gradually unfolding, with the gain of a handful of villages near Izyum, where the attempt to envelop Ukraine’s forces continues without any sign of a breakthrough, hindered by rainy weather, strong resistance and command and control problems. On the other hand, there is no sign yet that Kyiv’s forces can counterattack in the strength required to force Russia back in the Donbas or the south, where Russia said on Tuesday it had captured the entire Kherson region.” https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/apr/27/western-war-aims-are-growing-but-how-much-more-will-nato-commit-to-ukraine

some kind of mass bot activity happening on Twitter in the last day https://twitter.com/RVAwonk/status/1518984027260297219?s=20&t=-Z2ZFAsVlM-amCuqExOJHw
“So this morning, I discovered that there were dozens of bots created overnight on twitter using my name, picture, header pic, and bio. And that it was happening to a bunch of people I knew as well.” https://hackers.town/@Medus4/108199759484943282

April 27, 2022
UK: Tories pass their voter suppression bill; both Labour and UK media seemed to notice https://bylinetimes.com/2022/05/03/the-conservatives-are-fundamentally-rewriting-britains-electoral-rules-why-is-this-not-headline-news/
Republican states: getting away with all the gerrymandering they want. New York state: Democrats’ maps are thrown out and you have to give Republicans more seats. FML
Fauci declares America’s pandemic phase over…ish
The U.S. ban on Russian oil imports along with other sanctions on Russian banks and vessels, “had crippled the oil trade, one of Moscow’s key sources of revenue,” Reuters reports, citing an economy ministry’s document https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/exclusive-russia-sees-its-oil-output-falling-by-up-17-2022-document-2022-04-27/
The Moscow Times: Last week we began to receive more and more calls and messages from our contacts in the military and in the FSB… Russia’s army is deeply unhappy at the new and curtailed strategy Putin has ordered them to adopt https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/04/27/vicious-blame-game-erupts-among-putins-security-forces-a77508

April 28, 2022
BART un-reversed mask mandate (i.e. brings it back)
In a historic move, lawmakers in Germany have given the official green light to send "heavy weapons and complex systems" to Ukraine.  https://www.dw.com/en/ukraine-german-lawmakers-overwhelmingly-approve-heavy-weapons-deliveries/a-61618357
According to Yurii Sobolevskyi, deputy head of Kherson Regional Council, Russian occupiers have no support from the locals and are thus unable to hold a staged referendum. 
spokesman for the Ukrainian Air Force said that while Russia is increasing the number of its airstrikes and missiles strikes per day, its air force suffered heavy losses on April 28, losing an aircraft, five cruise missiles, and nine UAVs https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2022/04/28/7342779/
Elizabeth Warren (presumably) permits her name’s use for masking a braindead spam email telling me to give money to the DNC 
The Washington Fucking Post runs an editorial arguing that Biden “get over” the House of Saud’s murder of the Post’s own columnist

Forbes Ukraine estimated the total cost of Russian missiles fired on Ukraine is at least $7.5 billion https://forbes.ua/inside/rosiya-vipustila-po-ukraini-raket-na-75-mlrd-otsinka-forbes-29042022-5753

This week in UK government: MP was accused of watching porn in the Commons chamber; it was reiterated that 56 MPs are reportedly under investigation for sexual misconduct (three of them in the cabinet); and an MP recently convicted of child sexual assault was revealed to have put in a forward-dated resignation letter, ensuring he’ll collect his full April salary. Meanwhile, the prime minister remains under police investigation over a number of allegations that he broke his own laws to attend parties. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/apr/29/nsfw-government-ministers-sexual-misconduct-cronyism

at this point I tend to think of America as effectively in a state of anarcho-oligarchy already. We hardly have a functioning government, we certainly don't have representative government, but I think it is going to be years before many of the people who count get that memo.

In April, Ukrainians in Kyiv asked an American journalist if he thought the US was going to be all right https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1528866607099166722

April 29, 2022
Kharkiv Oblast Governor said Ukraine’s Armed Forces liberated the village of Ruska Lozova. According to the Armed Forces, this settlement was of strategic importance
An Arizona judge sentenced a registered Republican to two years of felony probation after she pleaded guilty to voter fraud in the 2020 election. https://www.newsweek.com/gop-voter-sentenced-casting-dead-moms-ballot-said-election-not-fair-1702442

LMFAO: “Indivisible, the Working Families Party and Justice Democrats — the all-stars of post-2016 left-wing organizing.” - The Washington Post
“The Washington Post got it right -- Indivisibles ARE organizing all-stars.”

Run For Something has launched Clerk Work to put Democratic-backed candidates in election supervisor positions, because the solution to our political dysfunction is to fight zero sum partisan battles on yet another front which, once lost for even a moment, will stay lost

April 30, 2022
Back-and-forth: Ukraine villages of Verkhnia Rohanka, Ruska Lozova, Slobidske, and Prilesne have been liberated, according to UA military https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/306238641689221

'Unretirements' continue to rise. As of April 2022, 3.3% of workers who were retired a year earlier are now employed. That means roughly 1.7 million people in the past year have left retirement and taken a job. (They will have to continue to pick up in order to fully draw down the number of 'excess retirements’) https://twitter.com/nick_bunker/status/1526952635189932032

U.S. inflation stayed high in April, offering little reassurance to the Fed even though the year-over-year rate of growth slowed https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/stock-market-today-inflation-05-11-2022/card/april-inflation-report-cinches-fed-s-interest-rate-path-ubXKjjsyIZVwoYGtJhmh
The U.S. Consumer Price Index was 0.3% higher in April than in March. That’s the smallest monthly increase since January 2021—and barely faster than the January 1995-February 2020 average. Taken at face value, the latest data are a welcome respite from the excessive inflation that began last spring.
But this apparent good news is deceiving. :-( For one thing, monthly CPI inflation would have been 0.6% in April had it not been for the sharp drop in gasoline prices that has already reversed. Worse, the subcategories that have been least affected by the pandemic or the Russian invasion of Ukraine—and are therefore the most representative of underlying U.S. inflationary pressures—are showing few signs of improvement. https://theovershoot.co/p/us-inflation-is-getting-worse-and?s=r

Despite a mild bounceback in Russian output, the OPEC+ group's overall production miss vs quota rose to a fresh record of 2.5 MMbpd vs 2.4 MMbpd in April. https://twitter.com/Rory_Johnston/status/1536727844910505985/photo/1

Interesting: Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates are dismissive of U.S. imperatives to boost oil and gas production, and lower prices. If Saudi Arabia had to live with the tension of functional secular states being nearby perhaps the U.S. might have stronger negotiating power with Saudi Arabia. [hm maybe, idk] In the war on radical Islamic Terrorism The U.S. prioritized attacking states run by relatively secular governments: Iraq, Libya, and Syria http://lakewoodobserver.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=26494

May 1, 2022
AP: “startling evidence that shows the deep involvement of some House Republicans in Trump’s desperate attempt to stay in power” ayfkm https://apnews.com/article/capitol-siege-biden-presidential-elections-electoral-college-mark-meadows-296ddf04ffaacec07f548a2a997af448
WaPo-ABC poll finds Biden is “ticking up;” [maybe bc gas prices briefly dipped, but that didn’t last] Republicans continue to lose ground when it comes to which party voters see themselves casting ballots for in November and the parties are now at rough parity
meaning that voter intensity and/or gerrymandering should be enough to carry Republicans to power
Even this is shocking considering that gasoline is nearly $4/gallon in Lakewood Ohio
What I really love about the above is that the cosplaying child who posted it on mastodon, then got snippy with me for doing anything other than just flapping my flippers in approval, explained this as “Independent and Republican voters I speak to are extremely tired of culture war stuff.” Only months ago, everyone knew that Republicans’ campaign against “CRT” was a masterstroke which had checkmated Democrats.
Tenth Russian General Reportedly Killed in Ukraine https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/tenth-russian-general-reportedly-killed-in-ukraine.html
Russian missiles hit grain silos in Dnipropetrovsk Oblast
Bloomberg: Apple's Q2 warning that supply shortages could hurt sales by up to $8B is a sign of overdependence on China for final device assembly, testing, and packaging https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2022-05-01/will-apple-aapl-move-more-of-its-supply-chain-out-of-china-l2nchsuj

COVID deaths in the U.S. continue to nosedive. (Cue screaming, wailing online) https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-may-2?s=r

Eastern front
Russian forces begin to storm Azovstal.
But Russia’s military campaign in eastern Ukraine has become “anemic” and “plodding,” a senior Pentagon official said.
Ukraine used drones to destroy two Russian patrol vessels off the Black Sea port of Odesa. Russian missiles struck the city shortly after.

“We are living in hell,” as 120-degree-plus heat broils Balochistan and grids fail https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/may/02/pakistan-india-heatwaves-water-electricity-shortages

May 2, 2022
“Supreme Court leak” https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20220503&instance_id=60270&nl=the-morning&productCode=NN&regi_id=74063732&segment_id=91101&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2Fb363ffc3-aa80-556b-8061-48d0cb103010&user_id=521fc8d459bb39831d34f948f8a861ce
Some observers think it might have been a conservative justice or clerk, to lock in the majority. Because of the leaked draft — a leak with no modern precedent at the court — any justice who switched sides would become notorious as the conservative who saved Roe. 
Others think it might have been a liberal justice or clerk, to undermine the court’s [bullshit] reputation as a high-minded body above the partisan fray
CNN’s report suggests this leak more likely came from Roberts’ chambers https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/05/03/six-weeks-the-tactics-of-sammy-alitos-abortion/
In 2013 and 2014, Ruth Bader Ginsburg decided not to retire, even though Obama could have appointed her replacement and Democrats controlled the Senate. She was enjoying her job as a justice, and she ignored pleas from other progressives, who specifically warned that she could be threatening abortion access. She remains a hero to 99% of the people experiencing anguish and rage today
IDK if it’s a coincidence but the youngest Baby Boomers—the age cohort which has been running America for about 30 years—probably went through menopause around 2019? and once again a government guarantee is going out the window shortly after they’re done with it
“Many Democrats have long believed that the politics of abortion help the party during elections — and that a court decision overturning Roe could help them retain Congress this year. That seems conceivable but hardly assured.”
For myself, I still believe that right now—even after three Trump appointees—the two worst and most outrageous hacks on the US Supreme Court were appointees of Bush I and Bush II. (Related to this, I think the generally prevailing conviction, that both Bushes represent the good old days of decency, demonstrates how far most of the culture is from understanding why all this is happening.)
UN: Russian blockade prevents export of 4.5 million tons of Ukrainian wheat.

NYT: The Era of Cheap and Plenty May Be Ending. Supplies of goods are coming up short in the pandemic, and prices have jumped. Some economists warn that the changes could linger.


Some economists believe that inflation likely peaked in March, meaning the Fed will be able to slow its pace of interest rate hikes. https://news.sky.com/story/us-federal-reserve-increases-interest-rates-by-0-5-to-combat-inflation-in-the-biggest-hike-in-decades-12605469
(In fact April was less but only just)

May 3, 2022
Farce—“now, more than ever”
Indivisible continues to be gold medalist at unintentionally revealing the foolery and incoherence: “If you’ve been paying attention to the Republican Supreme Court these past few years, you knew this was coming. [Yes, so you’re prepared right?] And frankly, we thought we had at least a few more weeks to plan our response. [Wait what now] … there is always, always, a light to follow. [and be misled by] Time and time again, activists like you and I have held each other through moments of despair, then joined hands, picked up phones, showed up to rallies, and fixed things. [Which is why everything just gets worse and worse, I guess. Because we keep fixing things.]”
Siren emoji, red alert, “it’s rally tiiiiiime” give me a fucking break. FFS, nothing has happened today, so rather than use this notice to do any kind of planning and organizing, you want to have hundreds of pokey little pseudo-events called, often by national organizations, on about eight hours notice. AYFKM
From Justin Bibb to Emilia Sykes to Equality Ohio to probably almost everyone else, Democrats are literally telling people “GO VOTE TODAY” as their response to this, even though today’s Ohio primary is irrelevant in this regard
Here we go Brownies here we go * boom boom * Here we go Brownies here we go
It’s all a phony deal folks.
By the way, “Democrats privately acknowledge that Senator Dianne Feinstein, 88, has memory problems, sometimes forgetting colleagues’ names.”
Pope Francis has made several remarks that suggest he has swallowed to the Russian narrative of the war in Ukraine, noting that “the barking of NATO at the door” may have provoked Moscow. https://www.kyivpost.com/world/popes-ambivalence-raises-questions.html

UK: Local elections this week are forecast to go against the Tories, but not on the scale that would allow Johnson’s enemies to extrapolate certain general election carnage. A swing to Labour in line with current opinion polls would amount to a normal midterm punishment beating for an incumbent administration, not a seismic event. (Sounds familiar) https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/may/04/boris-johnson-conservative-party-local-elections

Gen-Z for Change is both a very establishment-mainstream Democratic group (it began as TikTok for Biden) and a project which openly and proudly promotes sabotage and “we’ll throw bottles at the bastards” responses to Republican policy https://www.democracydocket.com/news/young-people-have-power-lets-use-it/

Fertilizer shortage https://www.bqprime.com/politics/farmers-are-struggling-to-keep-up-food-supply-as-fertilizer-prices-surge

May 4, 2022
The US Federal Reserve raised interest rates by half a percent on Wednesday, the biggest single increase since the turn of the millennium
Industrial civilization should be acutely concerned with the accelerating global temperature rise—so a bestselling author has helpfully released a new novel about the threat of an ice age and desperate hopes for heat trapping gasses to save us https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Hail_Mary FFS
Sure, Marcy. “With this guilty plea, Trump may literally be on the hook for conspiring to obstruct the vote certification via his joint liability in using that very large Trump sign as a weapon to prevent the certification of Joe Biden’s win.” Just keep stringing us along. Keep that grift going https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/05/04/the-conspiracy-to-use-a-very-large-trump-sign-as-a-weapon-to-obstruct-the-vote-certification/
Katelyn Jetelina: “Why is our national data so abysmal? Why don’t we collect antigen tests to better understand community transmission? Why don’t we have real-time data, like the U.K. or Israel, to assess vaccine effectiveness?” https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/why-is-us-national-data-so-terrible?s=r
Denys Prokopenko, commander of the Azov volunteer regiment, said that “bloody fighting” is going on at the highly fortified Azovstal steel plant
Ukraine minister: “Talking of this part of the hot phase of the war, I am not optimistic that it will end in … May. It will be a long war, and it will continue within our territory,” https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/nsdc-secretary-hot-phase-of-war-will-not-end-in-may.html

Emily: “The GoBuddha concept is no more. It really died around the holidays and that Christmas COVID surge. The pandemic, supply chain issues, and the increased food costs are really a bitch. The food and beverage industry was always tough, but to make a profit now is very difficult.”

May 5, 2022
Bank of England forecasts inflation will rise above 10% this year https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/may/05/bank-england-raises-interest-rates-inflation-cost-of-living
Browder: “Today I will be testifying to the US Congress about deep corruption in the Swiss law enforcement system that we witnessed in the Magnitsky case. The Swiss are so rattled by the hearing that Swiss Foreign Minister Ignazio Cassis called Blinken to complain.”
wtaf is Marcy even describing, here? The Durham witchhunt seems like a 21st century update of the Jarndyce lawsuit, except this is happening in what passes for reality. This farce has gone on significantly longer than Mueller had before Trump and Barr pulled the plug on him. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/05/05/john-durham-may-lose-his-battle-but-gain-new-ammunition-to-fight-his-war/
“American friends who get periods: if you use a period tracker app... I recommend you stop, now. Remove your data. Bc the next move here is to prosecute for miscarriages, or anything that even looks like an abortion. They will not hesitate to use this data against you.” https://mastodon.social/@reneestephen/108247169808983799
Ohio Redistricting Commission Republicans didn’t move even one precinct around this time, they just re-voted for the exact, exact, literally exact same maps which the Ohio Supreme Court ruled unconstitutional. And presumably they will get away with it.

UK votes: the picture in these elections is that voters are turning away from the Conservatives rather than turning in great numbers to Labour. https://bylinetimes.com/2022/05/06/local-elections-results-boris-johnson-keir-starmer-labour-conservatives-london/

We shouldn't underestimate Ukrainian losses. There is photographic evidence that they have already lost twenty S300 air defense systems. https://www.oryxspioenkop.com/2022/02/attack-on-europe-documenting-ukrainian.html

May 6, 2022
“A False Dawn?” Byline Times headline about UK election results seems very familiar https://bylinetimes.com/2022/05/06/false-dawn-labours-success-in-london-masks-its-deeper-problems/
UA General Staff: Ukraine liberates 5 settlements in Kharkiv Oblast. These include Oleksandrivka, Fedorivka, Ukrainka, Shestakovo, and Peremoha, Ukraine’s General Staff said. Russia continues to replenish its troops in northeastern Ukraine, it added.

“Let’s all donate to abortion funds so that everyone in the country can travel to one of the five or six states where it won’t be banned by July (though in many cases still face criminal charges for doing so)” See, Biden was right; there are always workarounds (Or considered from another direction there is no breaking point)

May 7, 2022
Newsweek is just writing pure fiction: “Trump is facing … mounting legal difficulties” https://www.newsweek.com/alito-supreme-court-abortion-eisen-trump-1704519
Azovstal steel plant appears to be falling [albeit not] on-schedule; all women, children and elderly reported evacuated, while marine brigade commander calls for evacuating the soldiers as well

Supposedly WH published modeling which predicts another covid surge by autumn?

The Battle of Donbas’ map looks virtually the same since the Russian withdrawal from the north in late March. https://kyivindependent.com/national/russias-offensive-in-donbas-bogs-down/

Orban’s Hungary is now just openly blanket blockading further EU action against Russia

May 9, 2022
JUST SICK. 
By fucking unanimous consent, Senate okays bill to fortify the Supreme Court against, e.g., ever having to face the public from which it is stripping away the rights to life and liberty. Clear message: Democratic leaders feel solidarity with those they regard as fellow elites, not with the oppressed and exploited. We have been had. It’s a big club and we ain’t in it. FML!!! https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/05/10/senate-democrats-unanimous-fail/
Crypto crash
Fiat currency is "state violence," Do Kwon (TerraUST creator) says. "Central banks are bankrupt," says BTC enthusiast Peter Thiel. But as an inflation hedge, crypto is a bust. Once the Fed tackled inflation, crypto cratered. https://twitter.com/greg_ip/status/1527024760080715778
good news for prices! https://twitter.com/M_C_Klein/status/1523759133471641601 
Graphics card prices should fall further as [100% nonproductive pretend] mining becomes less profitable https://www.techspot.com/news/94562-crypto-crash-1-trillion-wiped-off-markets-bitcoin.html
Russian “Victory Day” very meh. https://twitter.com/MarkHertling/status/1523645747488780288
ha ha ha: Russia cancels military flyovers on Victory Day amid 'adverse weather' https://www.newsweek.com/russia-cancels-military-flyovers-victory-day-may-9-adverse-weather-1704656
Ukrainian forces in the sprawling Azovstal steelworks in the Russian-controlled city of Mariupol — the last pocket of Ukrainian resistance in the devastated port city — vow to fight on. https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/russias-war-against-ukraine-day-75-may-9-update-no-2.html
How many days can pass since you “storm” a fortified site before you have failed at “storming” it, whatever the eventual outcome
Russia is running very low on precision munitions https://twitter.com/DefenceHQ/status/1523529392814710785
https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-television-admits-vladimir-putins-army-has-been-totally-embarrassing-in-ukraine-war?ref=author
Keir Starmer and Angela Rayner pledge to resign if fined over “Beergate” [cmon] claims. 

Britain is a trash fire and still makes US look worse
The Keirgate Beergate confusion campaign, by the Conservatives and their embedded journalists, attempts to associate Starmer in the public mind with lockdown breaches by simple front-page repetition of unfounded accusations. Nadine Dorries circulated a photograph of Keir Starmer supposedly feasting on Indian foods during lockdown in April 2021—but the picture was cropped from a shot of Starmer dining with Frank Dobson, who died in 2019. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/may/08/was-no-gravestone-left-unturned-to-smear-keir-starmer-nadine-dorries-boris-johnson
The incompatibility of Northern Ireland and Brexit continues to motivate the Tories picking fights with the EU over the agreement they negotiated and signed https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/may/11/no-option-off-the-table-on-northern-ireland-protocol-gove-warns-eu
The Conservative Party has presided over 12 years of declining health outcomes, economic stagnation and raging inequality – compounded by thousands of mass, avoidable fatalities during the COVID-19. Yet its public support, until the ‘Partygate’ saga, has remained buoyant – winning four elections since 2010 and rarely trailing Labour in the polls. [But at least something eventually seems to have mattered?] https://bylinetimes.com/2022/04/26/crime-and-punishment-lived-reality-is-now-divorced-from-electoral-politics/
Despite how politically dysfunctional Britain is, a windfall profits tax on the oil industry is at least a mainstream item for discussion, with the center-left party promising (perhaps even credibly) to implement it if people vote for them. Compare to US (and e.g. 5/12 NYT email)
The Guardian observes, about Northern Ireland, that “In a normal polity, the rise and fall of parties does not have existential implications.” An interesting thought given that America (without really realizing let alone understanding this) also depended on a power-sharing agreement which is no longer relevant https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/may/09/sinn-fein-victory-ending-northern-ireland-brexit-unionist-boris-johnson-united

Russia's economy has plunged into its worst crisis for almost three decades as the country is battered by Western sanctions, a leaked copy of the Kremlin's own forecasts shows. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/seize-300bn-frozen-russian-reserves-063734391.html

May 10, 2022
The US House asserted its completely valid right to examine Trump’s tax returns three years ago and corrupt courts are still keeping them concealed for Trump. “Elections have consequences,” yeah right as long as Republicans win them; otherwise, ell oh ell.
U.S. Director of National Intelligence Avril Haines said the U.S. believes that Putin is preparing for a prolonged conflict in Ukraine and counting on the U.S. and Europe to lose resolve. “We assess President Putin is preparing for a prolonged conflict in Ukraine during which he still intends to achieve goals beyond the Donbas,” Haines said. https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1524027897282977794
Indivisible is a clown show. Why do I keep opening the emails.

In the past week, Egypt has turned away two Russian ships carrying stolen Ukrainian wheat(!!) https://twitter.com/biannagolodryga/status/1524407488757567489

Gasoline and plane tickets are getting (by American standards) so expensive that one winces, although, dipsticks are still out joyriding around in their noise machines all day long

Climate signals
The fire overhead: The Southwest US remains nation’s fastest-growing region, even as the opening scenes of climate hell roll https://www.propublica.org/article/the-southwests-drought-and-fires-are-a-window-to-our-climate-change-future
Very bad: Planned drilling projects across US land and waters will release 140bn metric tons of planet-heating gases if fully realised, an analysis shared with the Guardian has found. The study, to be published in the Energy Policy journal this month, found emissions from these oil and gas “carbon bomb” projects were four times larger than all of the planet-heating gases expelled globally each year, placing the world on track for disastrous climate change. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/may/11/us-fracking-climate-fossil-fuel-gases
Alternately: “If you believe the planet is doomed in 12 years, you are all for canceling Keystone, and oil drilling, and coal. You are all for more windmills, more solar panels, more battery powered EVs. But if you are not worried about planet rolling over and becoming uninhabitable within a generation, you are going to get all of those things anyway. … Within 15 years, gas powered cars will be something you only see at classic car shows. … the ‘megatrend’ is on, and nothing or nobody in sight appears to be able to stop it.” https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2021/04/01/the-coming-disruption-the-global-alternative-energy-megatrend/?sh=2d578dcd66cc

May 11, 2022
So much this thread about how fundamentally and nearly universal, for human behavior and culture, is the reliance on familiar tools (whether or not they address the problems at hand) rather than meaningful thinking https://twitter.com/kamilkazani/status/1524198311170916352
Ukraine trying to out-gloom Russia
Defense Ministry: Ukrainian military can't break siege of Mariupol at the moment. Deputy Defense Minister Hanna Maliar said during a briefing on May 11 that if there were at least one opportunity to unblock Mariupol, “the country’s leadership would use it.”
Boss of Ukraine General Staff: Russia still plans to capture Kyiv. 
Russia forcibly deports over 8,787 Ukrainians in single day.
OTOH, 
Today Zelensky said that his desire to continue negotiations is decreasing daily, after seeing evidence of massacres and atrocities that the Russians have committed across the country, and that Ukraine must recover all pre-2014 territory.
Ukraine says its forces have recaptured villages from Russian troops north and north-east of Kharkiv, pushing them back towards the border. BBC: “The ongoing offensive could signal a shift in the war's momentum and jeopardise Russia's main advance further south.”  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61378196
A failed attempt by Russian troops to set up a pontoon bridge across the Siversky Donets River on May 11 “showed a stunning lack of tactical sense” and allowed “Ukrainian artillerymen to kill hundreds and destroy scores of vehicles with concentrated strikes,” the Institute for the Study of War said https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-may-14
sanctions are forcing Russia to use computer chips from dishwashers and refrigerators in some military equipment, Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo said Wednesday. https://twitter.com/ChorzempaMartin/status/1524532918433062915
Crypto crash
Crypto still tumbling ha ha https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/5/11/bitcoin-falls-to-an-11-month-low-terrausd-stablecoin-extends-dip
“Stablecoin” crashes further from its intended dollar peg lmfao https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-11/terrausd-stablecoin-plunges-as-crypto-market-awaits-rescue
almost $1 trillion wiped off markets https://www.techspot.com/news/94562-crypto-crash-1-trillion-wiped-off-markets-bitcoin.html
If you “invested” $100 in Luna a month ago, you have 2¢ now  https://mastodon.social/@tante/108289127048067652
HA HA HA HA the Luna reddit forum is full of suicidal posts https://twitter.com/JohnBrownlow/status/1524375188426702849
It’s beyond lunacy that people including The Wall Street Journal are still arguing over “The Steele Dossier” in 2022. https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/05/11/wall-street-journal-bigger-dupes-of-john-durham-or-alexsej-gubarev/
Bank for International Settlements published a short four-page document which seems to set out an entire policy framework for its lender-of-last-resort role, and this is actually quite radical. https://www.ft.com/content/57d2bf8a-b617-4d29-921f-88aa90c8ae1d

China has problems, too
With only 30% of the older population fully vaccinated, the country recently went into lockdown in the face of Omicron. But they didn’t take this time to deploy a massive vaccination campaign. In fact, their vaccinations are decreasing. A recent Nature article found that if they lift their zero COVID policy without vaccinating, there will be over 1.5 million deaths and ICU demand 15 times greater than capacity.  https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-may-16?s=r
“Until the Shanghai lockdown ends and restrictions in Beijing and elsewhere ease, it seems likely that we’re going to see a further build up of liquidity in the banking system, which will put further downward pressure on the exchange rate. It’s hard to see this ending well.” https://twitter.com/adamkwolfe/status/1525086942144172032
“Over the past two months, said Ying Cao, a New York-based immigration lawyer, inquiries from Chinese high-net-worth individuals and middle-class professionals have surged 10-fold compared with a year earlier. “They feel like it’s 1949 all over again,” https://twitter.com/niubi/status/1525182185308839938
“A brutal winter ahead for China's private sector?” https://twitter.com/yawei_liu1960/status/1526292862744375296
the world’s second largest economy and pillar of the globalized supply chain has basically stopped giving out passports https://twitter.com/paulmozur/status/1524689375480586240

May 12, 2022
NY Times email about prices is so bad
“Short of cutting their spending, individuals cannot do much about inflation.” So, individuals have considerable personal, direct scope for responding.
Nothing said about this being a global phenomenon rather than anything specific to America
Nothing said about relatively genuine shortages, and the corporate policies which left us vulnerable to them
Nothing said about price gouging, or oil producers essentially going on strike
Instead, “Rising prices are a sign of an economy running too hot” FFS
Nothing said about how to lower prices by e.g. stopping the obscene waste of excessive US drug prices. Nope, “Policymakers can prevent this by deliberately slowing down the economy” is the entire menu of options
Obviously, when prices rose a lot e.g. during WWII, the NYT reported that the economy was “running too hot,” and the exclusive options were to slow it down, or not
Corporate capitalism is rescinding even its one supposed deliverable for the people—cheap consumables—and media covers this only as Biden inflation. Narrative is king, attribution problems are terminal.
Finland makes it official: wishes to join NATO now
Russia’s Gazprom stops gas transit through Poland to Europe. The move follows Russia’s May 11 decision to impose sanctions against 31 European companies, including EuRoPol, which owns a 680-kilometer section of the Yamal–Europe gas pipeline in Poland.
As a result of a Ukrainian hit, the 95-meter Vsevolod Bobrov, one of the newest ships of the Russian Navy, caught fire, according to Serhiy Bratchuk, a spokesman for the Odesa regional military administration
Gao Yusheng, former Chinese Ambassador to Ukraine, predicted that Russian defeat is just a matter of when and how. De-Russianization will accelerate and a new world order will soon emerge. https://twitter.com/yawei_liu1960/status/1524879030176165888

CNN poll (May 12-13) “Which better describes how you feel about politics now?” Burned out: 53%

May 13, 2022
Friday is the three year anniversary of the Durham witchhunt (about half of which has played out after Trump and Barr were put out of jobs; “elections have consequences”)
Stalled war… (or did they)
Ukraine seems to be a frozen conflict that no one wants to admit is a frozen conflict. Unless Ukraine is preparing some big surprise, it can’t lever Russia out of its territory.
Oleksii Reznikov (Defense Ministry lawyer) said that Ukraine is entering a long-lasting phase of Russia’s war and “extremely difficult weeks await.” Nobody can predict when a breakthrough in favor of Ukraine will happen, he said, but it will take time for the heavy foreign weapons supplied to Ukraine to balance out the Russian forces. (contrast with intel chief the next day, and ISW)
Russia is getting to be nearly as bad as Democrats. “If you cross this line, there could be nuclear consequences,” then US and allies cross the line with no consequences, wash rinse repeat
Britain:
Northern Ireland government breaking down completely
UK should not fear EU trade war, says Frost character reappearing like Binky the Clown
Mass resignation of the 16-strong executive of Wakefield constituency Labour party (CLP). The executive accuse Keir Starmer of stitching up the selection of a candidate for the forthcoming byelection. 
Brexit opportunities minister Jacob Rees-Mogg argued the Metropolitan Police issuing more than 100 fines over the partygate scandal is a “non-story”. “We need to look at whether these rules were right in the first place in case we have a pandemic again because I think they were too restrictive.”

Ukraine has "likely won the battle of Kharkiv", a well-known military think-tank, the Institute for the Study of War, says. Russian forces which had been trying to encircle the north-eastern city seem to have given up and left the area, it says

March 14, 2022
India bans wheat exports. Ukraine is a major exporter of grains like wheat, but its ability to get harvests out of the country has been hit by Russia's invasion. India—one of the world's other big suppliers—had stepped in, saying it was targeting record-setting wheat exports this year. But now it has suddenly reversed course, saying it needs to guarantee its own food security first. Between them, India and Ukraine are behind about a third of global annual wheat sales.
Zelensky in photo op with Republicans including McConnell, Collins https://twitter.com/JimmySecUK/status/1525473999983083520
Ukraine's military intelligence chief says the war is going so well, that it will reach a turning point by mid-August and be over by Christmas. OK then. Major General Kyrylo Budanov also said a coup to remove Vladimir Putin is already under way in Russia and the Russian leader is seriously ill with cancer. (contrast with Reznikov the previous day) https://news.sky.com/story/ukraine-war-military-intelligence-chief-optimistic-of-russian-defeat-saying-war-will-be-over-by-end-of-year-12612320
Finland's president calls Russia and tells Putin directly about plans to join NATO and submit the document within days. https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/finlands-president-tells-russias-putin-about-plans-join-nato-ifx-cites-bloomberg-2022-05-14/
Mass shooting in Buffalo, by RWNJ specifically preaching “Great Replacement Theory” lie; ho hum.
“They just went to the grocery store. Buying breakfast for their kids. Looking for fresh vegetables. Getting the ingredients for Sunday dinner. They just went to the grocery store, and now they’re gone. It’s unacceptable. [apparently not] It’s devastating. [a valid perspective] It’s terrorism. [100%] It’s white supremacy. [that is its selling point]”
I feel like if a media narrative of "Great Replacement Theory led to someone shooting up a supermarket" has any lasting result for society… it will probably be exposing more people to a conspiracy theory which some of them will adopt.
In just a three years National Review goes from “treat this as a threat on par with militant Islam” to “Democrats are politicizing the event, Capitol rioters have been unfairly described as white-supremacist, Biden won't condemn black racists.”
In these isles: Johnson allies claiming he had a “conciliatory” call with Ireland’s taoiseach last week. However the Irish Times on Saturday reported Irish sources describing it as “the single worst call he has ever had with anyone”. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/may/15/ireland-says-uk-risks-sending-message-it-will-break-treaties-in-brexit-row

“Phosphorous bombs, cluster munitions – they have allowed us to use everything that is banned by international conventions,” a Russian serviceman says to a friend in a call that was intercepted and published by the Ukrainian Security Service. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=054Is0Z43KQ

Russia may have lost 1/3 of its invasion force https://twitter.com/RichardEngel/status/1526170964639240193
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/may/15/russia-likely-to-have-lost-third-of-its-ukraine-invasion-force-says-uk

May 15, 2022
We have been had
Democratic senators perform usual sham (around abortion this time) and smudge the distinction between cloture vote and legislation, shake fist at Republicans; Dem groups blast out emails about how we need to elect more progressive/Democrats as though there has been an election in years (or decades even) when they didn’t say exactly the same fucking thing; what the fuck ever.
Norm Eisen is just a fraud, period. “the Kviv visit of McConnell et al shows hope” ayfkm https://twitter.com/NormEisen/status/1525896866608685057
Russia is rapidly retreating near Kharkiv and at the same time broadcasting regional radio addresses calling for the Ukrainian military to surrender. https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1525949028621594627

Two months ago, three Republicans voted against the first pro-Ukraine bill. This week, 57 opposed a request for weapons and humanitarian aid. https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1526280664882065411

The takeaway for investors: “Follow what consumers do, not what they say. Weaker consumer sentiment may sound scary, but it's more important to keep an eye on actual spending as opposed to touchy-feely confidence measures.” [“Touchy Feely Garbage!!” lol]

Global deaths due to SARS-CoV-2 are continuing to plummet and closing in on levels we only saw at the beginning of the pandemic …
In the U.S., we are clearly in an infection surge right now, although you wouldn’t really know it due to [hypernormalization]. Case levels are higher than the first two waves https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/state-of-affairs-may-16?s=r

May 16, 2022
Fraud by mail; in my mailbox today
LDF: “The Black vote is under attack” (yes but it’s happening during a Democratic trifecta so I guess it’s bipartisan consensus, sorry)
Planned Parenthood: “We won’t go back” (you literally are going back at this moment)
Common Cause: failed so many times in supposed campaigning against Ohio gerrymandering that, “accidents” or no, the continued pretense of leadership is fraud
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, member of the sham within a sham within a sham US House
“the coming food crisis” a completely casual, offhand reference 
Economist Claudia Sahm: “where is the energy policy from Congress? we have an immediate and a long-term energy crisis. if not now, what does it take to wake y'all up? Fed can't do it alone, especially for food, energy, housing. stop lecturing and DO SOMETHING. do you really care? [No]”
NYT Morning email “the Russians aren’t winning, and the Ukrainians aren’t winning.”
Michael Schwirtz noted that, until two weeks ago, he had not seen an aircraft in the sky for more than a month. But he has since seen several fighter planes and attack helicopters, all evidently Ukrainian.
Ukraine may be running low on Turkish-made drones that have been effective in attacking Russian troops (though more seem to keep reaching Ukraine so far)
Putin’s new go-slow strategy could succeed, especially if the West ultimately tires of helping Ukraine. In the U.S., many Republicans argue for letting Russia do as it likes
McDonald’s and Renault both getting out of Russia https://www.ibtimes.com/renault-hands-russian-assets-moscow-mcdonalds-says-will-exit-russia-3508712

Idaho is the future. The Republican party there has completely swallowed the Kool Aid; the “reasonable conservatives” who know that the lies are lies, even if you think they’re meaningfully different, they’re history https://www.huffpost.com/entry/far-right-idaho_n_628277e2e4b0c84db7282bd6?29e

a downside of the financialization of our economy is that macroeconomics (outside academia) is hyper-focused on markets and how the latest scrap of economic data and every word coming out of the Fed might move them. [and not really at all on a real economy or policy etc] https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1526560551593205761.html

Gas prices actually are skyrocketing now
Lakewood gas prices leaping from three-something to nearly $4.50 in a single week. I think the term “skyrocketing,” which was silly exaggeration several months ago, is now uncomfortably accurate
“I'm increasingly optimistic gas prices will start coming down (slowly), but for a tragic reason: slowing foreign growth. … note that Russia is never coming back 'online' for energy to the free world, even after Ukraine has triumphed.” https://twitter.com/Claudia_Sahm/status/1525494308702494721
Relatively progressive and rational economist says “US gov needs to guarantee a price floor so producers will end their strike” (I mean, why don’t we just nationalize the industry in that case or use the Defense Production Act, etc. wtf, where is my income floor? Remember when air traffic controllers went on strike?)

More than 14 million people are now on the brink of starvation in the Horn of Africa, according to the International Rescue Committee.
Russia has essentially taken global food security hostage at gunpoint, and hopes thereby to reverse its otherwise incompetent military performance https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/may/19/ukraine-war-has-stoked-global-food-crisis-that-could-last-years-says-un
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/putins-black-sea-blockade-leaves-millions-facing-global-famine/

China economy blooey; posts worst economic data since 2020 (contagion probably to spread)

The European Commission has raised the spectre of an economically damaging trade war with the UK, pledging to respond with “all measures at its disposal” if Liz Truss presses ahead with a plan to rewrite the Northern Ireland protocol. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/may/17/eu-raises-spectre-trade-war-if-uk-rewrites-northern-ireland-protocol

May 17, 2022
Five years ago, Trump wailed “Oh my God. This is terrible. This is the end of my Presidency. I’m fucked.” https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/trump-quote-mueller-report/
Incredibly sad call from Senate Dems fundraising. Missy either had no brief for incredibly basic questions e.g. who controls the Senate right now, who is blocking this (abortion rights) legislation, etc., or her brief is to play dumb. Either way just pitiful.
NYT email: “the American political right has a violence problem that has no equivalent on the left” [NYT front page headlines: “Fed up with high prices, Americans blame Biden” etc.]
The Biden administration will begin to ease some energy sanctions on Venezuela https://edition.cnn.com/2022/05/17/politics/us-sanctions-venezuela-eased/index.html
Justice Department sues to compel a U.S. businessperson to register under FARA. A vice minister of public security, sun lijun, effectively had a direct line via Wynn to president Trump. and all the DOJ can do is a civil complaint https://twitter.com/niubi/status/1526921037442695168
VoteRiders: “voter ID legislation sweeping the nation” it’s a sensation, catch the wave
Eastern affairs
Ukraine/Russia negotiations are off.
National Gene Bank of Plants of Ukraine destroyed by the Russian army 
Ukrainian troops reportedly leaving the Azovstal by Russian busses now… Evacuees are being taken to a Russian prison colony… 
Various pro-Russian Twitter accounts were so desperate for something positive to post they used a video editor to reverse the footage and then claimed it showed the Russian T-90 recovering a Ukrainian tank. https://twitter.com/JimmySecUK/status/1526667770481475586
“Progressives CRUSH Centrist Democrats in Primaries Across the Country,” a reminder that Nina Turner (whose loss the same site blames on “big money”) is actually just useless

Arguable that this Fed Board of Governors is A+ fucking amazing breadth of talent, but… we’re like one-third of the way through Biden’s term as president and there’s still one more appointment to press through the spanner’d gears of the Senate 

a growing group of prosecutors is promising to not prosecute abortion-related conduct. (Nearly, um, 70 elected prosecutors have already come together in a joint statement issued… in October 2020… by Fair and Just Prosecution.) 
This feels closer to getting it and yet very far away. How long would it take for Republicans to close any loophole which this represents. Ultimately still permitting charlatans power and trying to “work around” them, rather than denying their power. https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/prosecutors-pledging-not-enforce-abortion-bans

May 18, 2022
5th Circuit Court finds SEC enforcement unconstitutional (anarcho-oligarchy on the march)
Extreme heat in Toulouse, FR https://mstdn.fr/@fanny/108322487446675887
In Ohio we passed two antigerrymandering amendments to the state constitution, and Republicans are actually having an easier time rigging elections with more gerrymandering here than in fucking Florida. (We have been had.) https://www.democracydocket.com/cases/florida-congressional-redistricting-challenge/
“L4GG was founded at exactly the right time” wtff, la la land
On Tuesday markets had rallied following positive news about consumer spending and signs that China was relaxing its strict Covid-19 lockdowns. Just a day later concerns about an economic slowdown triggered a wide-ranging sell-off. (This is what happens, oligarchs, when you crippled Congress and the only policy response to rising prices is rising interest rates. This is what happens Larry.) https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/may/18/us-stock-markets-latest-wednesday-dow-jones-recession
Biden invokes Defense Production Act to address shortage of baby formula
Russia’s war ripples outward
Russian authorities have seized Google Russia's bank account, making it impossible for its Russian office to function, a Googletard spokesperson said on Wednesday after Google's Russian subsidiary declared its intention to file for bankruptcy
Several units of the 70th Guards Motor Rifle Brigade have already openly refused to take part in the war, according to the Defense Ministry’s Intelligence Directorate. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1526887969944133634
Germany’s governing parties have decided to strip former chancellor Gerhard Schröder of his parliamentary privileges
"India has halted negotiations with Russia for the former to acquire 10 Ka-31 airborne early warning helicopters for $520 million” https://twitter.com/RALee85/status/1526927371777069057
Ukraine border Guard Service: More people coming back to Ukraine than leaving. 37,000 people entered Ukraine in the last 24 hours, including 33,000 Ukrainians, against 31,000 people who left the country. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1526880860896632834

More Russia
Russian occupiers have been forcing male residents of the temporarily occupied town of Izium in Kharkiv Oblast to either go to Russia or join the Russian army, Kharkiv Oblast Governor Oleh Synehubov said during an interview with Focus media. “We have no information that anyone has agreed to join the Russian Armed Forces,” Synehubov said as quoted by Focus.   
According to Bloomberg, Russia’s GDP growth[?????] fell to 3.5%, despite average forecasts of 3.7%, as the “initial impact of sanctions imposed following President Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine began to show up.” 
Christo Grozev to Radio Liberty: Putin has lost the confidence and loyalty of his innermost circle

US journalism has spent months scolding the fictional “choice” of Biden admin to prioritize job growth over low inflation, on the basis that inflation effects everyone—so they will celebrate a recession, right? ha ha

US and allies are just pouring billions into Ukraine. I have to begin wondering, are we just lighting money on fire? (Four most recent headlines on Kyiv Independent news feed)
Germany to allocate 1 billion euros to support Ukraine's budget.
Finance minister: Ukraine needs $5 billion per month to finance social and humanitarian aid. 
The Senate approves $40 billion in aid to Ukraine, send it to Biden. 
Reuters: G7 countries agree to allocate $18.4 billion to Ukraine. 

May 19, 2022
“Republicans just voted against feeding the baby they’re forcing you to have” is the perfect example of the pointless internet zinger. The zinger’s appeal is that it exposes fraud in a catchy way, but that effect is essentially restricted to an audience so small that it doesn’t matter. We have a culture which—at a system level rather than at an individual level—cannot identify let alone punish fraud. The zinger does not aid in overcoming this disability.
[If I see one more rehash of “Republicans are so pro-life they xyz” I will explode stg. THIS ISN’T MOVING THE NEEDLE, FUCKWITS.]
The Economist cover: “The coming food catastrophe.” https://twitter.com/mattia_n/status/1527254602663469057
Eastern front
The Russian Foreign Ministry says Russia will only open Ukraine's Black Sea ports (and release the grain it has just taken hostage) if sanctions on Russia are lifted. 
Forbes: from “Will Russia Invade Ukraine” to “Will Ukraine’s Army Invade Russia” in 85 days https://twitter.com/SashaUstinovaUA/status/1527270053992964096
After his recent grim assessment of Russia's struggles in its invasion of Ukraine, senior military analyst Mikhail Khodaryonok was apparently set straight by unnamed handlers behind-the-scenes. Today, he is back, sternly cautioning everyone not to underestimate Russia's military might. https://www.codastory.com/newsletters/dissent-on-kremlin-tv/
Russia's Gazeta online newspaper just published counter-arguments to US claims that Russian military is using commercial microchips taken from dishwashers and refrigerators. It’s basically “we tried and it’s too hard.” https://twitter.com/the__dude98/status/1527347978083586049
Reuters: US wants to give Ukraine “advanced anti-ship missiles” to defeat Russia's naval blockade
During a speech to Ukrainian university students, President Zelensky said he cannot yet call on Ukrainians to return home from abroad due to fears the final stage of the war will be “the most difficult, the bloodiest.”
Opinion: Russia current 'successes' are only of tactical nature and contribute little to the progress of the 'true' war goals. https://twitter.com/mdmitri91/status/1527358376950534144
US DOD: Russia has switched course to go after "more modest" objectives in the Donbas but is still getting pushed back by Ukrainian units https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1527302216557637640
The Jan. 6 select committee says it has evidence that Rep. Barry Loudermilk (R-GA) led a tour through the Capitol on Jan. 5, 2021—contradicting earlier denials by GOP lawmakers that any tours occurred that day. This took sixteen months. FFS. People are still convinced that “Mueller Time” is coming to deliver accountability. I would say “wake up” but then that makes me delusional too. https://www.politico.com/news/2022/05/19/gop-lawmaker-capitol-tour-jan-6-00033846
An official with the National Labor Relations Board has requested that Starbucks be ordered to bargain with the union, Workers United, at a store in the Buffalo, New York, area where the union lost an election late last year. The official argues that Starbucks tainted the process with illegal tactics and that holding a do-over election won’t cut it: The company should have to recognize the union and negotiate. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/starbucks-union-busting-bargaining-order_n_6287effae4b0415d4d7743a7
House Democrats vote for message bill which doesn’t seem to address the oil industry strike itself, even in theory
Crain’s Cleveland: “The rent is high, and getting much higher”  https://www.crainscleveland.com/scott-suttell-blog/rent-high-and-getting-much-higher
A celebrated Ukrainian medic, Yuliia Paievska, recorded her time in Mariupol… So journalism’s lede is “…on a data card no bigger than a thumbnail, which a reporter with the Associated Press smuggled out inside a tampon.” GFG. Beam me up.

RU forces have taken Trypillya, Volodymyrivka, Nova Kamianka. At S from Popasna there is fighting in Troitske and at N from Popasna fighting for Komyshuvakha. The situation deteriorated around Popasna. https://twitter.com/Guderian_Xaba/status/1527503444822695943

News story exposing Elon Musk as an apex-level sex pest. This is the world’s richest person, a major government contractor, and certainly able to buy up a huge portion of society’s information infrastructure on a whim (even if his Twitter takeover bid is in fact just another fraud). Society is rotted.

It’s just bizarre watching Claudia Sahm, someone smart and informed (about economics, a highly political subject, no less) jumping up and down screaming because the political system is not even trying to solve problems and apparently she just can’t conceive that the whole thing could be a nonfunctional fraud.

Italy's longest river, [until now] fed by melt from the Alps, dries up

monkeypox monkeypox (the cause for concern is less monkeypox than the decadeslong trend of more disease outbreaks) https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/monkeypox-101-unanswered-questions?s=w
Also, monkeypox “gave fair warning.” But civilization didn’t do much to figure out why it was infecting people so much more frequently from 2017 onward, or what to do to stop it, experts say. https://www.statnews.com/2022/05/26/warning-signs-ahead-of-monkeypox-outbreak-went-unheeded-experts-say/

May 20, 2022
NY Times op-ed bemoans Ukraine as a quagmire
Eastern front
Ukraine Armed Forces (UAF) units are struggling to contain RF assaults towards the city of Severodonetsk and the town of Popasna, both important objectives in the Kremlin’s ongoing Donbas offensive https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/zelensky-on-donbas-fighting-its-hell-there-and-thats-no-exaggeration.html
Russians are trying to advance on the bigger towns of Zolote and Hirs'ke with no success. https://twitter.com/WarMonitor3/status/1527762012406747137
ISW: Russian forces are focusing on digging in and reinforcing defensive positions in Kharkiv and along the Southern Axis in preparation for Ukrainian counteroffensives https://understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-may-20
Defense Intelligence: Putin is in absolute dead end, he can't stop war, he can't win it. Kyrylo Budanov, chief of Ukraine’s Intelligence Directorate, told the WSJ that he was “amazed by Russian stupidity” because, according to him, Putin chose the worst option in terms of war. https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1527708116703494144
“The wheels are sort of coming off the Russian army,” one expert told Foreign Policy https://foreignpolicy.com/2022/05/20/putin-russia-war-troop-movement-ukraine/
the Azovstal premises were still in UAF hands and negotiations reportedly were still in progress between RF authorities and a group of UAF fighters inside the factory… (and so…?)
National Bank of Ukraine to lift restrictions on exchange rate. 
LOL: Russian sources may be overstating the number of Ukrainian defenders who have been evacuated from Azovstal, either to maximize the number of Russian prisoners of war who may be exchanged for Ukrainian soldiers, or to avoid the embarrassment of admitting they have been locked into a months-long siege against only “hundreds” of Ukrainian soldiers. (isw)
Since the beginning of the war in Ukraine, fires have occurred at 6 facilities of the military-industrial complex and the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation https://olgalautman.substack.com/p/the-insider-since-the-beginning-of?r=k8nwv&s=w&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
Zelensky floats spending most of a billion dollars to rebuild a big dumb airplane 
The real reporting is now surpassing what was a parody of it just a few years ago. “In an overnight court filing, John EASTMAN provided new insight into Donald Trump's direct involvement in the legal effort to overturn the 2020 election — from phone calls to handwritten notes.  Eastman says he had 'six conduits’ to Trump as well.” etc., etc. WTFF? https://www.politico.com/news/2022/05/20/eastman-trump-role-legal-overturn-election-00034023

According to Ukraine’s agrarian policy ministry, grain exports are constricted to 500,000 metric tons per month, compared to 5 million before the war. We’re all going to die.

With the Eastern U.S. already facing a possible heat wave this weekend, the nation's power grid regulator has a dire warning: Large swaths of the country are at risk of blackouts this summer as climbing temperatures cause surging demand for energy. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/summer-blackouts-rising-risk-power-grid-nerc/?intcid=CNI-00-10aaa3b

May 21, 2022
Moody’s: downgrades Ukraine's ratings.
Biden, who is currently attending a state dinner with the South Korean president, has signed the massive $40 billion aid package to Ukraine. The bill was flown to Seoul after the Senate passed it in the hours after Biden departed Washington for his trip. It’s a fucking piece of paper. This is 2022. https://twitter.com/kaitlancollins/status/1527964630575788032
economist Robin Brooks: Goldman's financial conditions index for Russia is now tighter than immediately after sanctions were imposed. Financial conditions are super tight and will lead to deep recession, which drives our -30% y/y GDP fall by end-2022. Ruble recovery is an illusion. 
Russia cuts off gas supplies to Finland, which refused to pay in roubles.
Reuters: Germany, Italy approve rouble accounts for Russian gas payments. 
Ukraine launches hotline for Russian army's soldiers to surrender https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1527999468712472576
Huge lines crossing the Ukrainian border today. Thousands of cars returning and looking very full, nothing in the opposite direction https://twitter.com/MacaesBruno/status/1528138289491980288
Ukraine counteroffensive still distant. “Ukraine could be ready for a counteroffensive within 2 months. 
Ruslan Leviev, head of the Conflict Intelligence Team, told the Meduza news site that the war is likely to turn in Ukraine’s favor in one and a half or two months.” https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1528093085086978049
St. Petersburg concertgoers yelling in unison “F..k the war” over and over https://twitter.com/Billbrowder/status/1528122626438221824
Russia sanctions Morgan Freeman, et al. 963 Americans banned, but of course not Trump.
RT editor in chief Margarita Simonyan claims Russia could have "dealt with Ukraine in hours" had it wanted to, but because it's fighting a "special military operation" and not a "war", it decided against it

U.S. officials are debating plans to send special forces troops to Kyiv to guard the reopened embassy https://www.wsj.com/articles/pentagon-weighs-deploying-special-forces-to-guard-kyiv-embassy-11653237183

May 22, 2022
it appears that many reports of the initial breakthrough of Ukrainian lines were likely overstated (as Russian sources often do, just today they again claimed to capture Drobysheve, a town they first claimed was captured last Monday) https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1528392587220221952

Air Force C-130s delivering howitzers and ammo to Europe, loading up on baby formula and turning around to fly it back to the United States https://twitter.com/paulmcleary/status/1528774628310646784

Mango produce down as climate change alters sex ratio of flowers https://twitter.com/timesofindia/status/1529079767911243785

“There are 3 big shocks in the system: (i) war in Ukraine; (ii) Omicron in China; (iii) a sharp tightening in US financial conditions. Each of these would be worrying by themselves, but together they are extremely concerning. It's just too much.” Uh yeah.

The IIF expects a $300bn capital outflow from China this year, from $129bn last year. https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2022/05/22/foreign-investors-are-fleeing-china

May 23, 2022
One year since Guardian article “Why is Donald Trump still a free man?” and every word still applies
State of the frontline war: meh https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1528757157545623555
Russian diplomat in Geneva resigns, cites the “lies and in professionalism” of the Foreign Ministry and Lavrov’s degeneration into “a person who… threatens the world (that is, Russia too) with nuclear weapons!” https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1528718961155747840
Zelensky states that Russian troops have 20 times more equipment in Donbas than Ukrainian troops have [that’s wildly inaccurate]
Infuriated by an article labeling Russia a fascist nation, a top Putin loyalist known for his admiration of Donald Trump resorted to lambasting Trump as someone who might be more of a fascist than Putin. https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-television-betrays-donald-trump-in-crazed-defense-of-putins-war-in-ukraine
The head of Ukrainian military intelligence says "representatives of the Caucasus" carried out a "completely unsuccessful" assassination attempt on Putin two months ago. Budanov is saying a lot of things about Putin lately. Last week he claimed Putin has cancer. https://www.yahoo.com/news/ukrainian-intelligence-chief-putin-survived-assassination-attempt-two-months-ago-124633685.html
[Now he says Putin “has at least a few more years.” OK then.]

total growth in housing stock has actually (slightly) slowed even as new housing starts are at the highest levels in 15 years (This is partially why housing prices and rents are rising dramatically.)

Some food banks are slashing the amounts of food they give people. At the same time, Ohio and many other states are sitting on enormous piles of cash https://ohiocapitaljournal.com/2022/05/24/ohioans-go-hungry-as-state-sits-on-a-huge-stack-of-money/

May 24, 2022
Economic takes
“Stagflation is coming: recession with high inflation as negative aggregate supply shocks persist”
“Rather than seeing a story of spiraling inflation, actors in financial markets seem to be expecting that the inflation rate will quickly fall back to more moderate levels.” https://cepr.net/two-quick-notes-inflation-and-the-stock-market-plunge/
Global recession is coming. China, Germany & Japan are the world's biggest exporters. New export orders in their manufacturing PMIs are tumbling, signaling weak global demand. The US was an outlier, but today's data show it starting to fall as well https://twitter.com/RobinBrooksIIF/status/1529156499284578304
“govt will have to do the hard work and focus on supply side measures to bring inflation down, because demand - the side of the economy the Fed can act upon - will itself cool much faster than expected from the mirage that is COVID-era exuberance” https://twitter.com/gaonomics/status/1528900937577807873
US assistant Treasure Secretary Ben Harris: “The primary tools for dealing with inflation lie with the Federal Reserve. We recognize that other levers to reduce inflation in the near-term are limited”
An international deal that would force the world’s biggest multinational companies to pay a fair share of tax has been delayed until 2024 amid fresh wrangling over the painstakingly negotiated agreement. It probably won’t ever happen. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/may/24/historic-global-tax-deal-on-multinationals-delayed-until-2024
A gunman walked into an elementary school in Uvalde, Texas, on Tuesday afternoon and killed 14 children and a teacher. 
Apparently the police intervention was a very institutionally ordinary shit show which made things considerably worse  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/may/26/uvalde-texas-school-shooting-police-hesitated
NY Times brilliant and important observation: “The last day of school was to be this Thursday.” https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1529209157097758722
This on the very day that Pelosi and Clyburn helped pro-NRA anti-abortion congressman Cuellar survive another primary by less than 200 votes.
The popular narrative of a rebellious mom who defied and castigated police to rescue her own children is a leveling up for the disintegration of authority 
107th Infantry Regiment of the DPR basically telling the Russians they don’t want to go fight for the LPR… When Russia took control over parts of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts it didn't annex or unite them. They created two states: DPR and LPR, which were formally sovereign and separate from each other. This procedural decision backfired now with DPR fighters refusing to go to the LNR
Major General Kanamat Botashev has been shot down while flying over Luhansk Oblast, BBC Russia reported. Botashev is reportedly the highest-ranking Russian pilot killed in Ukraine.

America has always had problems and it has always had the second amendment, but it has not always had 400 million guns. That number is up more than 36 percent in the last decade alone. Americans have never lived like this. No society has. https://zacharydcarter.substack.com/p/believe-in-a-better-world?s=r

Ukraine is falling back gradually in places, what significance to assign? https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1529504072470241280
while Russian forces may struggle to sustain the offensive, analysts say, western and Ukrainian officials warn that Kyiv lacks enough heavy weapons to counter-attack effectively. Until Ukraine’s military is reinforced — the result is likely to be a stalemate. https://www.ft.com/content/551a56d8-8cce-480d-b222-b0ef137bbacd?shareType=nongift
on Tuesday Ukraine’s defence minister Oleksii Reznikov said he would soon announce some “unpleasant” surprises for Ukraine’s enemy

May 25, 2022
aaaaaauuuuuuuuuuuueiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/p/mpx-state-of-affairs-may-26?s=w
Oh, good. “Millions of Americans will see their health insurance costs skyrocket unless Democrats act to extend subsidies.”
Climate inaction could cost the world $178 trillion. If the world decarbonizes, according to a new Deloitte report, the global economy could add $43 trillion in value instead.  https://www.fastcompany.com/90755140/climate-inaction-could-cost-the-world-178-trillion
Eastern front also looking mehhh
A.M. headlines announce the obvious: that Russia wants to ransom world food security in exchange for being un-sanctioned
Biden admin has stopped allowing the Russian government to make payments to its bondholders through U.S. banks, increasing the chances of Russia defaulting on its debt
Israel has rejected a U.S. request to allow Germany to send Spike anti-tank missiles to Ukraine, Axios reported on May 25, citing U.S. and Israeli officials. (How does this even work?)
Russia's current account surplus in the first 4 months of 2022 is +$96 bn vs +$28 bn in the same period of 2021. The full-year surplus was +$122 bn last year, so Russia is already approaching that number within just 4 months in 2022. A massive hard currency windfall for Putin [And they want, but don’t really have, somewhere to spend all of this I suppose]
Nike is officially leaving Russia
ISW: Russian forces have likely abandoned efforts to complete a single large encirclement of Ukrainian forces in eastern Ukraine and are instead attempting to secure smaller encirclements—enabling them to make incremental measured gains https://twitter.com/IuliiaMendel/status/1529314688462426114
Russia has fired more missiles in the Ukraine war than have been fired by any country in any other conflict since World War II—a record, according to air-warfare experts and new data obtained exclusively by Newsweek, that has failed to pay off for Moscow.
Ukrainian presidential spokesman says Russian troops outnumber Ukrainian forces by up to 7 to 1 in areas of Donbas now https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-russias-air-war-ukraine-total-failure-new-data-show-1709388
“I just told my 3rd grader about the [school] shooting. She replied: ‘Yeah. We had a lockdown drill today. There aren't very many hiding places in our room. The good ones all get taken in like 3 seconds.’ Then she left.” https://twitter.com/erinalberty/status/1529217711565250560
Biden: “Senate Republicans are holding things up.” [How, if they don’t have a majority?]
Swing Left, just promoting total bullshit. “even one[??!?!!?!?!??!] or two more Democratic Senators could make the difference between whether or not we eliminate the filibuster and pass commonsense gun reform to create a safer country for our children”
Ohio Supreme Court confirms that it has given up; after delaying an extended period just to rule on gerrymandered maps which literally, with no changes at all, they already found unconstitutional, today’s ruling says that yes, they still are, but federal judges have overruled our slow af never really tried anyway and definitely not holding anyone in contempt for lawlessness asses; imagine that
Brynn Tannehill just says it, including that the US has, “’waning years of the USSR’ energy; nobody thinks the system works or is even hypothetically capable of working except the tiny minority of elites running it, who know it doesn’t work but don’t have to care." https://twitter.com/BrynnTannehill/status/1529460988671574017

The Congressional Budget Office projects inflation comes down [next year] without a recession [I’m sure that even if that happens it will offer eff all help to forestall the inevitable nemesis vote which reinforces America’s slouch into fascism] https://cepr.net/cbo-joins-team-transitory/
New York Fed blog post (including a byline for bank president John Williams): "The results presented in this blog post provide fresh evidence that consumers still do not expect the current spell of high inflation to persist long into the future. [wtf do they know, though?]” https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2022/05/what-do-consumers-think-will-happen-to-inflation/

With Poland’s slide to authoritarianism and a legal “Polexit” at stake, demonised judges are not lying down: they are taking the constitution on tour. In a rented VW minibus, they have been crisscrossing the country. The “Tour de Konstytucja”, an unlikely roadshow, has already been to more than 80 Polish towns to explain to citizens why they should care about what, to many, is a remote and meaningless concept: the rule of law.  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/20/last-stop-for-democracy-on-tour-with-polands-rebel-judges

US media is literally trying to make a story out of “Trump expressed approval of his supporters chanting ‘hang Mike Pence’”

May 26, 2022
Russian forces have ‘upper hand’ in Donbas fighting, Ukrainian officials say https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/may/26/ukraine-burying-civilians-mass-graves-russia-advances
“It appears that the Ukrainian military is reinforcing its Sieverodonetsk-Lisichansk area and rather than withdrawing from it. Apparently, the command does not deem the situation hopeless and opts to go on trying to wear the Russian military out in urban warfare.” https://twitter.com/IAPonomarenko/status/1529823891706679297
Russian sources report a capture of "a batch of US-supplied Switchblade 300", claiming they will be used soon—but showing only a single drone. If you look precisely, it has a bullet/shrapnel hole and a broken camera unit - meaning it was found in damaged condition https://twitter.com/UAWeapons/status/1529816991745290246
Abortion access in Ohio is almost certainly in its last weeks. Pro-Choice Ohio: “Volunteers are asked to commit to a 4 hour shift (see shift times on our sign-up form) where they will be talking to attendees, signing folks up to volunteer with us, giving away swag, facilitating trivia, and other outreach activities to welcome folks to our table” 
NYT: “Trump E.P.A. chief ‘endangered public safety’ by ordering his drivers to speed, a long-delayed internal investigation confirms. This includes driving in the wrong direction on a road, with Pruitt in car, lights/sirens going, to pick up dry cleaning.” Reply: “What's the point of the investigation? To make recommendations? So in the future when they break the law with impunity again there will be a piece of paper on file that says they should do that?” https://twitter.com/Sandwichman_eh/status/1530062639316860928
In Britain, the desperate government announces a temporary tax on windfall oil and gas profits, to fund (one third of) aid to needy households (the rest to be funded by borrowing)

May 27, 2022
As expected, a federal district court, in a 2-1 decision Friday, implemented Ohio state Senate and House district maps for the 2022 election that have twice been declared unconstitutional partisan gerrymanders by the Ohio Supreme Court. (Emphasis: the federal judges did not overturn or even rule on the legality of the maps. They just said “Republicans are permitted to violate the law here.”)
David Pepper performs parody of himself
“It's stunning, and we can't stand for it.”
“The order can be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, and I hope it will be. We would at least see whether the Supreme Court's conservative majority has been sincere about its commitment to federalism (i.e., respecting state courts), as well as its intention to keep federal courts out of partisan gerrymander cases.” lolololololololololololololololol
“One thing I do know: running and funding candidates in every district so we can hold these lawbreakers accountable is perhaps the most important thing we can do.” Your brain has turned mush, David, or has it:
So be sure to give money to my Blue Ohio PAC (yeah you keep that grift going David)
Glum days for Ukraine
Ukraine steadily falling back https://twitter.com/kamilkazani/status/1530180238281416705
Ukraine says it won’t hold out much longer without US MLRS supplies that have been stuck in inter-agency deliberations for weeks https://twitter.com/yarotrof/status/1530082893913116672
Suggestions by Western appeasers that Ukraine should cede territory to Russia have led to a change of tune on Russian state TV, which also reflects Putin's way of thinking: "There are cracks in Western alliances! They want to negotiate! We're winning! Let's take more of Ukraine." https://twitter.com/JuliaDavisNews/status/1530378428909817856
Transport sanctions deleted from the 6th sanctions package at the request of Greece. Greek registered tankers carry 63% of the Russian oil volume. https://twitter.com/lugaricano/status/1530180699365466112
UA Air Force reports that today on 14:00 UA fighter MiG-29 shot down more modern and advanced RU Su-35 fighter over Kherson region; A Russian BMP infantry fighting vehicle decides to drive over a mine near the frontline in Zaporizhzhia Oblast, and has a very bad day; but (reality check) Russia is advancing on the ground and its army has fully captured Lyman, the last town to the north of the Donets. bleh https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1530222239207272448

I would like to imagine that some Twitter posts this week indicate that a meaningful number of other people are also ready to confront the fact that we have been had, and that the system does not permit us to fix the system from within it. I would like that but I have experienced too many times that hypernormalization prevails. There is no credible reason to think that we are anywhere near the breaking point which would allow real change.

Cuyahoga County moved from medium to high levels of Covid transmission in the past week, based on metrics used by CDC https://www.clevescene.com/news/cuyahoga-county-now-has-high-covid-transmission-levels-cdc-recommends-wearing-a-mask-indoors-39013308

May 28, 2022
On year since The Atlantic article quoting Democratic elites very casual about the Republican assault on democracy, cool it with the panic, it is not such a big deal https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/05/biden-manchin-gop-voting-rights/619003/

May 31, 2022
Marc Elias “Democracy Docket” newsletter: “The fight over Ohio’s legislative maps has spanned seven months, and it looks like it may finally be over (knock on wood).” FFS
Senate campaign email: “Public polling from the end of May shows Republicans are TIED with Democrats in Colorado [So such us a donation right now because something something]” 

Good fucking grief.

June 1, 2022
A teacher who was murdered in the Uvalde shooting last week, and her husband who died the next day of a grief heart attack, had their funerals today. Then 3 active shootings happened simultaneously tonight, and we had to decide whether to feature all 3 or focus on the deadliest. https://twitter.com/LEBassett/status/1532147766712991747
Today’s shooting at med school hospital in Dayton, OH didn’t even make national news because it was overshadowed by another shooting at another hospital in Tulsa, OK. https://twitter.com/shortney0006/status/1532149786090131457
Neutral journalism: MSN story summary is a photo of Biden and two other people awkwardly walking away from the camera, above the headline “U.S. policymakers misjudged inflation threat until it was too late.” https://msn.com/en-us/money/markets/us-policymakers-misjudged-inflation-threat-until-it-was-too-late/ar-AAXTk1Z?ocid=uxbndlbing&fromMaestro=true…
“LWVO, in conjunction with Fair Districts Ohio, will continue to ride this merry-go-round of lies, deception and greed for as long as it takes”
Fascinating thread of replies, when Jamelle Bouie expresses astonishment that “all of these people clearly believe that if these glorified logic games were successful trump would simply be recognized as the legitimate president and everyone would move on.” I am far from the only person very confident that would have happened. https://twitter.com/jbouie/status/1532040002439372802
It’s June. Status of the House January 6 Committee? “There are no upcoming hearings.” 
Panic on Twitter about RNC “community centers” in minority communities https://prospect.org/politics/rncs-ground-game-of-inches-convert-minorities-into-republicans/
Eastern front
Ukrainian presidential advisor: "Arestovych said that western heavy artillery systems had joined that battle just in time. “We had nothing to shoot for a week, but then suddenly we were able to hit the Russians hard, precisely, and they weren’t happy" https://economist.com/europe/2022/05/31/russia-advances-in-eastern-ukraine-and-threatens-to-capture-severodonetsk…
The Armed Forces of Ukraine have liberated more than 20 settlements in Kherson Oblast and continue to move forward, says Hennadii Lahuta, Head of Kherson Oblast Military Administration
US to send advanced rocket systems to Ukraine as Russia tightens grip on Sievierodonetsk reut.rs/3M4QWF9
"Right now it's a concentrated artillery duel in the east" of Ukraine, says Colin Kahl. "We're not seeing the Ukrainians defenses buckle. They're hanging on" and the HIMARS will arrive "in a timeframe that's relevant."
In an exclusive interview with Sky News, General Paul Nakasone confirmed that Cyber Command has conducted offensive operations in support of Ukraine.
“russia now occupies more than half of the small donbas town of sieverdonestsk—and all it cost putin was 30,000 soldiers, 11 generals, more than 4,000 vehicles, the flagship of the black sea fleet, and all credibility as a force capable of waging war on nato” https://twitter.com/iAmTheWarax/status/1531969765853515779
Russia in "failure to pay" credit event https://www.reuters.com/business/russia-failure-pay-credit-event-investor-committee-says-2022-06-01/
The Guardian, why do I subscribe to it?
The EU should forget about sanctions – they’re doing more harm than good [what does genocide matter, eh, go on enriching the people who commit it]
Herschel Walker ‘mad’ at Trump for taking credit for ex-NFL star’s Senate bid [who cares]
Abortion and guns may awaken an electoral slumbering giant for Democrats [was this written by Pelosi, or Schumer, or did they coauthor it]

Over the past three months, a heat wave [or, a normal Spring for the anthropocene] has devastated North India and neighboring Pakistan. Temperatures surpassed 110 degrees Fahrenheit. It is so hot that overheated birds fell out of the sky in Gurgaon, India, and a historic bridge in northern Pakistan collapsed after melting snow and ice at a glacial lake released a torrent of water.

Since the beginning of the full-scale war, the Russians have taken over 234,000 Ukrainian children to Russia, Belarus or to the temporarily occupied territories of Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

June 2, 2022
Nonsense like this is how corpocracy ascends “Ford investing $3.7B to create 6,200 jobs in Michigan, Ohio, Missouri. Ford pours billions into Michigan, Ohio and Missouri with the help of bipartisan incentives.” https://twitter.com/mjkuhns/status/1532363382854238210
January 6 Committee announces its first TV hearing date a week from today. I can’t decide whether to weep, or laugh, reading all the replies from people convinced that TV hearings or the legal system can somehow turn all of US politics upside down, and save us from the corrosion spread throughout the entire culture. https://twitter.com/January6thCmte/status/1532482599897255947
I mean this is the Wabash Cannonball of hype trains https://www.emptywheel.net/2022/06/02/must-see-tv-house-january-6-committee-hearings-begin-june-9-at-800-pm/
Oh ffs Joyce, “I'm increasingly of the mind that when she accused Trump of crimes, she wasn't being metaphorical & when Jamie Raskin said the hearings would "blow the roof off the House" he was expressing his actual view on how the hearings would proceed.” 

June 3, 2022
Brennan Center email:
Election deniers could be in charge of 2024 races
New Antidemocratic State Voting Laws
Supreme Court Poised to Expand Gun Rights gun violence
More SCOTUS Cases to Watch [as five or six people in robes say that our rights are void and we just accept it because we have given too much power to charlatans]
Attacks on Native American Voting Rights
Mass Government Spying on Americans
“Our new research report provides a global assessment of the quality of national elections around the world from 2012-21, based on nearly 500 elections across 170 countries. The US is the lowest ranked liberal democracy in the list. It comes just 15th in the 29 states in the Americas, behind Costa Rica, Brazil, Trinidad & Tobago and others, and 75th overall.” https://www.electoralintegrityproject.com/globalreport2019-2021
Navarro arrested, has meltdown before magistrate: ‘This is something that needs to get before the Supreme Court IN THIS CASE. Prosecution has colluded with Congress and the White House. Prosecution has STRIPPED me of Executive Privilege. OLC says I have absolute testimonial immunity. That case DESERVES TO BE HEARD’ etc etc ad nauseam https://twitter.com/emptywheel/status/1532803022237097985
Rep Louie Gohmert on Navarro indictment: "If you're a Republican, you can't even lie to Congress or lie to an FBI agent or they're coming after you" https://twitter.com/JasonSCampbell/status/1532776813692342272
100th day of Russia’s (2022) war on Ukraine
UK assesses that Russia is now achieving tactical success in the Donbas, controlling over 90% of Luhansk Oblast and “likely” to complete control in the next two weeks.  Russian successes have come at at “significant resource cost,” and Russian troops on defensive in most areas. https://twitter.com/JackDetsch/status/1532670811437469701
“Occupation is temporary. Massive counteroffensive is being planned, and will be enabled by needed amount of weapons supply.” https://twitter.com/Mariia_Zolkina/status/1532682602762711041
even state TV regulars are railing against the mouthpieces committed to pushing Vladimir Putin’s destructive propaganda https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-tvs-vladimir-solovyov-humiliated-by-fed-up-guest-on-his-own-show
Kyiv's ambassador to Ankara said on Friday Turkey is among the countries that is buying grain that Russia stole from Ukraine.
Swedish government crisis as PM threatens to resign amidst controversial NATO negotiations with Turkey
Estonian government collapses as prime minister hits out at coalition partner

Putin fires five more generals this week  https://thehill.com/policy/international/3509681-putin-fires-five-more-generals-report/

June 4, 2022
Ukraine: he broader picture is exactly how little the frontlines have changed in the past month (& not all in Russia's favour) https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1533104366319960064
Rep. Ocasio-Cortez: “It’s just really wild to be a person that works in a corrupt institution, which is what Congress is, and to try and be a normal person surrounded by so much decay and moral emptiness, that frankly transcends party, is very difficult.”

June 5, 2022
Ezra Klein in NY Times: “Don’t Let Climate Change Stop You From Having Kids” … Right then, I guess nothing really matters, hey ho; I’m off to the pub. https://twitter.com/amyhanauer/status/1533590609637871616
Ukrainian army already controls half of Sieverodonetsk - head of Luhansk military administration https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-counterattack-takes-back-parts-of-strategic-donbas-city-11654422098
“suggest the defenders allowed the Russian to draw in beyond their capacity and launched a well-executed counteroffensive” https://twitter.com/michaeldweiss/status/1533258469083586566
If a correct count, the Ukrainians have now killed 14 generals, reflecting Ukrainian military skills & Russian chaos. https://twitter.com/anders_aslund/status/1533523990312099845

South of Ukraine: People are blown up by mines in the fields, trying to cultivate agricultural land. https://twitter.com/hliebushkina/status/1533658635682865154

June 6, 2022
Hannah Servedio: “grateful to be a source of repro info for those in different spaces, but sitting w anguish about worsening anxiety in others by giving updates + reality setting, especially bc so much is unknown. feeling crushed, trying to mitigate others feeling crushed, it's all just so painful” 
European unity on Ukraine growing more difficult, says Estonian PM https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/06/european-unity-on-ukraine-growing-more-difficult-says-estonian-pm
The target of the Russian missile attack in Kyiv this morning was a facility that works on railway cars to transport grain.
Indivisible is in absolute alternate reality fantasyland:
We need to hold the House and gain control of the Senate in numbers that will allow us to eliminate the filibuster, add seats to the Supreme Court, codify Roe, pass common sense gun safety regulations, and move forward a progressive agenda
We are going to Give No Ground this November, and when we come out the other side, we will see our country positioned to see true progress. 
The will of the American people is behind us
Fox News ran 1,098 primetime segments on Benghazi from the day of the attack until the committee hearings, which they carried live for more than 7 hours. Today they announced they won’t cover the hearings on the January 6th insurrection.
Boris Johnson loses support of nearly half his own party, in no-confidence vote; declares it was a big win and carries right on https://bylinetimes.com/2022/06/07/boris-johnson-trump-without-popularity-confidence-vote-conservatives/

‘Every five minutes a Russian soldier dies in Ukraine.’  Serhiy Bratchuk, a spokesman for the Odesa regional military administration, said that Ukrainian forces have struck Russian positions in the south at least four times over the past 24 hours.
Ukrainian line “still holding” in Sieverodonetsk, according to UK MoD

Narrative is king: The framing is that low-wage workers are getting slammed by inflation - but rarely mentioned is that overall their financial situation is the best it’s been in decades. https://twitter.com/ijbailey/status/1534492701231554560

June 7, 2022
NY Times headline about violent coup to topple multi party electoral order of US republic apes talking point of party that orchestrated and covers up for sedition by casting attempt at national reckoning & accountability as a political horse race stunt https://twitter.com/PGourevitch/status/1534143872766562305
Treasury Secretary Yellen on the IRS: "The IRS is horrendously under-resourced. It has fewer staff than it did 40 years ago.. it's operating with technology from the 1960s using a programming language that is archaic and no longer taught in any school in the country"
on June 7, the local administration’s head Roman Vlasenko asserted that Ukrainian forces had firm control of [Sieverodonetsk’s] industrial zone…This may constitute between 40-50% of the city’s territory. https://kyivindependent.com/uncategorized/in-sievierodonetsk-fierce-urban-battle-ongoing-to-exhaust-russia/
Today Luhansk Governor Serhiy Gaidai said that the fighting had taken a turn for the worse and that the situation was deteriorating for the #UAF. In addition, Ukrainian Pres. Zelenskiy said about the battle, "They outnumber us, they are more powerful.” This was a major walk back of comments from Governor Serhiy Gaidai who said just 2 days ago that the city had no chance of falling w/in the next two weeks due to UAF gains. His latest comments paint a picture of a UAF that will have to soon withdraw. https://twitter.com/AggregateOsint/status/1534052008709304321
Ukraine’s Zelenskiy ‘very happy’ at Boris Johnson confidence vote win. President says result is ‘great news’, while adviser says ‘the world needs such leaders’ (FFS) https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2022/jun/07/the-world-needs-such-leaders-ukraine-welcomes-johnson-victory

June 8, 2022
President Biden asked by Jimmy Kimmel if there’s any honesty behind the scenes on gun reform talks: “I get in trouble for saying this, but ... I’ve always had a straight relationship with the Republican leader Mitch McConnell. He’s a guy that when he says something he means it.” https://twitter.com/therecount/status/1534752922101288960
aaaaaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
https://www.thedailybeast.com/these-election-results-should-have-democrats-scared-out-of-their-wits-right-now
Biden says voters sent "a clear message" in California elections and more needs to be done "about crime and gun violence." His response to a 4th grade class being killed in Uvalde, while the police they give 40% of their budget sat outside policing the parents, was he won’t investigate because he respects law enforcement https://twitter.com/msolurin/status/1534895358089777154
“I don’t really see very many @GOP getting elected anytime soon since the majority keep spouting nonsense.” Oh okay then, whew. https://twitter.com/windienaz/status/1534624293316726785
Democrats have absolutely lost the plot, part 8,741. Gov. Tony Evers: “I'm calling the [Republican majority guaranteed by gerrymandering] Legislature into special session on June 22 to repeal Wisconsin’s criminal abortion ban. With #SCOTUS poised to overturn #RoeVWade…”
“it was a bit jarring to hear this piece on Marketplace radio warning of inventory gluts and price markdowns followed by immediately by an inflation crisis story” https://twitter.com/DeanBaker13/status/1534348188156559361
EU Parliament recommends that Ukraine is granted EU candidate status.
"The Ukrainians are fighting around Severodonetsk and Lysychansk with their head in a noose. But those surrounding efforts had not made any progress for days. It appears that the Russian attacks have simply stalled out. This next week will be telling." https://www.dupuyinstitute.org/blog/2022/06/08/the-russo-ukrainian-war-of-2022-day-105-ground-actions/
Russia: According to fresh intelligence, the general situation on the Kherson-Nikolaev front continues to gradually deteriorate [from Russia’s perspective]. As a result of the recent battles, the enemy [meaning Ukraine] still managed, despite heavy losses, to advance several kilometers. https://twitter.com/mdmitri91/status/1534450074255822851

In Ukraine, and Russia
even with these scaled-back objectives, these small Russian gains over portions of a city or portions of a village that have been spread out over several days and weeks shows that the Russians are still underperforming quite badly. https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russian-underperforming-military-standish-interview/31891133.html
OTOH “we've not seen a Ukrainian capability to actually retake territory that the Russians are serious about defending.”
[The Institute for the Study of War’s] current assessment is that if the Russians manage to finish capturing Syevyerodonetsk and then move to capturing all of Luhansk Oblast, the Russian campaign will likely culminate and that will necessitate the Russians having to take an operational pause to regroup their forces and reinforce what they control. At that point, Putin will likely make a play for a cease-fire.
Russians think they're winning and don't need to negotiate. They're waiting for the GOP to prevail in midterms and abandon Ukraine. They're also encouraged by our media coverage—especially Tucker Carlson. https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-tv-dishes-on-the-moment-vladimir-putin-could-win-the-war-in-ukraine?ref=home

“The first thing to say about Boris Johnson is that he brings it on himself. Nobody foisted the ‘Partygate’ scandal on him. Nobody demanded that he break his own laws and then lie about it. The self-inflicted wound was hubris. A man who has spent his entire life doing whatever he likes and getting away with it found that eventually he would go too far.” Which is apparently possible, in Britain, unlike here in Hell. 
“The main reason so many MPs have turned on Johnson is not that he has repeatedly lied and mismanaged the country – they knew that perfectly well before. It is simply that he is no longer a political asset.”
https://bylinetimes.com/2022/06/08/by-sticking-with-johnson-the-conservatives-have-picked-an-epic-fight-with-themselves/

June 9, 2022
The Brennan Center identifies some of the inherent contradictions which within the “January 6 Committee Hearings” https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/measuring-success-january-6-congressional-hearings
They must be seen as neutral, defined as “nonpartisan,” i.e. it can’t just be Democrats, except America’s governing class is entirely divided into just two parties, and one of them is very close to total monolithic unity on whatever at any given moment it perceives as in its interest; even now, the token Republican presence on this Committee is struggling to matter
“It is also imperative to lay out ongoing threats. Here too, the hearings will be essential. The same forces that unleashed the January 6 attack threaten to sabotage future elections, intimidating election officials, moving to make it easier to manipulate or even set aside election results, and targeting voters for disenfranchisement — primarily voters of color. These ongoing threats need to be named and blocked. And ultimately, Congress must establish stronger legislative guardrails to ensure that they don’t recur.” Republicans including Cheney are on the side of the ongoing threats
“the American people must have the final say on who wields power,” except the hearings amount to a unity coalition defense of a system in which the American people do not have the final say on who wields power
Russian tide, wax and wane
The (Russian owned) Independent says Ukraine army is all but broken https://twitter.com/IuliiaMendel/status/1534806633808814080
Russian oligarch Fridman wants to obtain Ukrainian citizenship https://twitter.com/KyivIndependent/status/1534993983155453954
Ukrainian officials are claiming that Wagner took heavy losses yesterday. https://twitter.com/RALee85/status/1535182977914773504
The government of Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega has authorized Russian troops, planes and ships to deploy to Nicaragua for purposes of training, law enforcement or emergency response. In a decree published this week, and confirmed by Russia on Thursday, Ortega will allow Russian troops to carry out law enforcement duties, “humanitarian aid, rescue and search missions in emergencies or natural disasters.”  https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/nicaragua-authorizes-entry-russian-troops-planes-ships-85329515?cid=social_twitter_abcn

“I am hugging my two little girls a lot… like a lot, a lot. I can’t save them from what’s to come but I can make sure they feel loved and supported” Yesh Pavlik Slenk, Manager at Climate Corps and host of Degrees podcast https://www.edf.org/you-are-not-alone-we-deal-climate-anxiety-too

Two words sum up today's rental market: ‘no availability’ https://www.builderonline.com/data-analysis/two-words-sum-up-todays-rental-market-no-availability_o

A decade of futility and political deterioration taught Democrats precisely one thing—don’t be flinty with stimulus when the economy goes ploof—and they have already unlearned it https://twitter.com/TimDuy/status/1535244360182165510

June 10, 2022
US seeks full reset with Saudi Arabia, effectively accepting the murder of Jamal Khashoggi https://edition.cnn.com/2022/06/10/politics/us-saudi-relationship-reset-jamal-khashoggi/index.html
The May Consumer Price Index showed sharp jumps in both the overall and core rates of inflation https://cepr.net/the-not-very-good-may-price-report/
We’re almost out of ammunition and relying on western arms, says Ukraine. Deputy head of military intelligence says it’s an artillery war now and ‘everything depends on what the west gives us’ https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/10/were-almost-out-of-ammunition-and-relying-on-western-arms-says-ukraine
Russia is again in control of most of the Donbas city of Sieverodonetsk, but has made little progress in attempts to encircle the wider area from the north and south: UK Defense Intelligence assessment

“While some analysts assert Russia is using overwhelming firepower to more accurately target defenders, the evidence shows otherwise. What I witnessed was sheer volume of munitions being unleashed against the Ukrainians, their defensive positions & the urban areas they are defending.
… Ukraine has rushed all available units into the fight in the East – including a number of poorly trained Territorial Defense Force brigades and volunteer units.”  https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/ukrainian-military-unit-russia-artillery-1365021/

June 11, 2022
Advisor to the Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine: “If Ukraine does not receive immediate and sufficient supplies of heavy weapons (today we don't get nearly enough), we will not stand. We will not survive. Simple as that.”  https://twitter.com/Gerashchenko_en/status/1535656119670034433
Von der Leyen “Ukraine, a solid parliamentary democracy, was already on a good track before Russia invaded. This war is an enormous stress test. And the whole country is stepping up. The same spirit is needed to reform and modernise the country. And Europe is here to support you. (wtf is she talking about)”
“Like the Syrians before them, Ukrainians are now being turned into objects of humanitarian pity, rather than the subjects of a heroic war of self-defense. This is the secret logic of atrocity in war: it makes the world more, not less, likely to turn away, as it finds the scenes either unbearable or unbelievable.” https://johnganz.substack.com/p/a-real-war

Eurozone
“The Eurozone has ended up with the worst of both worlds in terms of growth and inflation. The US has stronger household balance sheets, rising incomes, and rapid output growth coupled with inflation while the Eurozone has weaker wage/income growth with equally high inflation.” https://twitter.com/JosephPolitano/status/1535629365484167171
“Energy prices are expected to stay high and bite European households hard over the next two years.” https://twitter.com/JosephPolitano/status/1535629365484167171
“The spreads between Italian/Greek and German bonds are rapidly increasing, indicating worsening financial conditions and a tougher borrowing environment for governments. The same story is true for corporate borrowers, who are facing worse financial conditions than in the US.”

“Europe has 100,000s of shells in storage. It feels more and more like some countries in Europe want to weaken Ukraine by withholding materiel... so that Ukraine then accepts Scholz and Macron's Minsk 3.” https://twitter.com/noclador/status/1535820595883130880

June 12, 2022
Traditional “gang” of rightwing corporate senators announces decoy bill “framework” to give a few Republicans political “cover” which they imagine they need on gun safety (and then get overturned by judges in the event a law is ever signed) https://twitter.com/BFriedmanDC/status/1536014773778882562
Euro crisis II has started. “The good news is that we have been here before, so we have learnt some lessons, the bad news is the that the underlying challenge is far greater: Italy – the likely epicentre of this crisis – has a far higher debt to GDP ratio; and the Eurozone has an inflation problem.” https://www.philosophyofmoney.net/euro-crisis-ii/
Biden’s reassurance about “reset” with murderous House of Saud, as summarized by Sarah Kendzior: "Don't worry -- I'm not meeting with the guy who ordered the bonesaw murder of a Washington Post journalist for Saudi Arabia's benefit, I'm doing it for the benefit of Israel, the country whose military assassinated an American journalist last month!"
There was a report on NPR on Sunday that hearings would have an impact only if the hearings led to actual consequences. https://twitter.com/skleefeld/status/1536878090504355840
Here’s how Republican-forward January 6 Committee is playing in the Wall Street Journal: “Democrats want to unfairly besmirch the entire GOP with the Jan. 6 disgrace, while distracting voters.” 
“It says a lot about how far our nation has degraded that the arrest of 31 domestic extremists en route to cause havoc at a Pride parade isn't a larger story.” https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/men-disrupt-drag-queen-storytelling-at-san-lorenzo-library-shouting-homophobic-slurs/
“I think generally there is quite a lot of confusion around the situation in Kherson. The control in a lot of frontline villages is pretty fluid, and I think often news of them changing hands gets conflated as a major offensive. But the main frontline hasn't changed in months.” https://twitter.com/Nrg8000/status/1536015745267961858

Ukraine
“not much is happening of grand strategic value; it is not clear how this current phase is going to play out.” https://twitter.com/ThreshedThought/status/1536049706681368576
“The big news is what is occurring off the battlefield, where U.S. and other international aid is now providing more than $90 billion in aid to Ukraine. Over the long run this will change the military balance between Ukraine and Russia, unless Russia fully mobilizes for war. They seem hesitant to do this. The U.S. has just added another 0.7 billion in military aid to this total. Germany is slowly getting around to providing more weapons.” http://www.dupuyinstitute.org/blog/2022/06/13/the-russo-ukrainian-war-of-2022-day-110-ground-actions/

Consumers tell surveyors they are very pessimistic but loan delinquencies, bankruptcies and foreclosures are all very low. https://twitter.com/jasonfurman/status/1536010352982376450

“no one else seems likely to sanction Russian oil, and the pandemic-related disruptions are fading. Inflation should thus moderate meaningfully by this [time] next year. But the housing shortage won’t be resolved soon, thus inflation won’t be fully back in the box until mid-decade.” FML. https://twitter.com/Markzandi/status/1536075318078971904

But, we aren’t Brexit island: Britain’s growth prospects are the gloomiest of all developed nations. The OECD predicted last week that the UK economy would not grow at all next year, the worst outlook for any OECD nation.

January 13, 2022
LinkedIn: Your Monday Daily Rundown. Stocks, crypto crater; Ukraine suffering 'terrifying' casualties; and other top news for you
Today the House January 6 Committee informs America that the previous president was a fraud and a conman (in the time period after he lost the 2020 election)
Example headline: An ‘inebriated’ Giuliani urged Trump to falsely claim victory on election night
Fox airs hearings this time, presumably deciding that as long as that many people are watching, may as well grab some of the ad views
https://www.thedailybeast.com/russian-state-media-in-a-panic-over-january-6-hearings-lynching-donald-trump?ref=author
After committee publicizes about 3/4 of a billion dollars in campaign fundraising fraud, by Trump, the FEC will do nothing because it never does anything about Republican fraud, because of the requirement for “bipartisanship” for the FEC to act
Marcy Wheeler is retweeting Mick Mulvaney dunking on Trump’s “inner circle at the end” because they were garbage. (It does feel a bit like synchronization with the latest round of Tory defections from Boris Johnson)
As Phoenix swelters, the nights are even worse than the boiling days
“I’ve been fighting the fight for a couple years now and I’m tired of fighting. Our concerns fall on deaf ears. The people who need to hear our story, and the stories of families like ours, are never heard by the ones who need to hear it. The blood of Ohio’s children falls solely on the hands of our elected government officials. I’d like to know where the public outrage is. Quite frankly, few outside of the trans community are showing up to help. This bill supposedly protects Ohio’s children – the ones who are white, Christian, heterosexual, and cisgender – while harming the ones who don’t fit the criteria exactly. We aren’t the first family to leave this state for one with protections in place, and we won’t be the last.” https://www.clevescene.com/news/we-arent-the-first-we-wont-be-the-last-a-mother-of-a-transgender-child-on-why-her-family-is-leaving-ohio-39102383
Russia seems to be slowly taking Severodonetsk. Russia controls the majority of the city.  http://www.dupuyinstitute.org/blog/2022/06/13/the-russo-ukrainian-war-of-2022-day-110-ground-actions/
A ship with 18,000 tonnes of Ukrainian corn has arrived in Spain. This is the first consignment of Ukrainian grain to be delivered via a "new sea route" across the Baltic Sea to bypass Ukrainian ports blocked by russia. https://twitter.com/kiraincongress/status/1536339265482674177
Ukraine bans the export of coal, fuel oil, and domestically produced natural gas.

“Are we ready to watch right wing conspiratorial journalists try to prove that the images are actually evidence of false flag events? That clearly so and so obviously isn’t the child that died that day? Or that the medical examiner purposefully disfigured the bodies of children?” I mean, yes, Grace, I presume this is already going on but if not it’s probably on the way within months, tops

AFAIK, Americans mostly supplied Iraq’s present constitution. It shows: “’Democracy’ might not be the best frame for Iraq's ongoing political struggle. The consensus system is formally democratic, but largely consists of a power-sharing agreement between ethnic or sectarian armed factions.” https://twitter.com/tcambanis/status/1536486399913902084

COVID despair https://twitter.com/Bob_Wachter/status/1536402360330702848
Good news, the risk of acute Covid (hospitalization/ICU/death) has become, for the vast majority of vaxxed/boosted people, such a low-probability event that, in a clear-eyed risk assessment, it barely registers. But
It probably mutates too fast for herd immunity to be possible, ever https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/apr/12/herd-immunity-covid-reinfection-virus-world
Until recently, we thought vaccination lowered chances of Long Covid by 50%. But a recent study of breakthrough infections found only a 15% protective effect. 
Tens of millions of people with Covid will have ongoing symptoms that interfere with quality of life; in some they’ll be disabling, 
A Covid infection may significantly increase the long-term risk of non-infectious problems like heart attacks, diabetes, & dementia.
Are we near a threshold to leave masks at home [as most people are doing] and be okay? Sadly, not even close.

After more than a decade of drought, Chile's Peñuelas Lake has nearly vanished https://news.yahoo.com/more-decade-drought-chiles-pe-162200362.html

Of all the natural disasters, heat is the No. 1 killer, studies show. And as temperatures continue to rise because of the climate crisis, scientists expect it to make even more people ill. https://cnn.it/3HzOaHq

Some Biden officials privately [i.e. with journalists whom they know and expect will publicize it] express concern that rather than dissuade the Kremlin as intended, US sanctions have instead exacerbated inflation, worsened food insecurity and punished ordinary Russians more than Putin or his allies https://twitter.com/zachdcarter/status/1536875527797186562

I have touched on this a few times, on Twitter, but it really feels like Ukraine is astonished by only relatively mild (if very costly) exposure to what a completely fucking worthless fraud is America’s governing class; sorry, folks, we hate it also

June 14, 2022
This is basically the message from what passes for leadership of US liberal democracy, not just randos on Twitter: “Watching the news this week says one thing. VOTE! Vote in November like your life depends on it.” Here we go Brownies, here we go, clap clap
Today is the first day in 34 years that Yellowstone National Park is completely closed. Torrential rains overtopping a melting snowpack created historic flooding, washing away park roads and infrastructure. (Heavier downpours is one of the impacts of the climate emergency.) https://twitter.com/EricHolthaus/status/1536845498631524359
“You know that Houston refinery I mentioned last week that was already scheduled to close in 2023 but announced that it would likely close early on a major equipment failure? Yeah, it was on fire this morning.” https://twitter.com/Rory_Johnston/status/1536693299985145858
“I find myself—as a January 6 historian—in an unusual and even impossible situation here: I’m telling everyone reading this that if you read the entirety of the article above, not a single one of you will disagree that today’s major breaking news was horrifically misreported.” https://sethabramson.substack.com/p/breaking-news-capitol-police-confirms?utm_source=twitter&sd=pf
Ukraine has received 10% of arms pledged, says defence ministry https://www.straitstimes.com/world/europe/ukraine-has-received-10-of-arms-pledged-says-defence-ministry

Michigan officials won't currently say how many voting machines have been taken out of service because of unauthorized access.

June 15, 2022
The Fed approved a 75 basis point interest increase on Wednesday, the largest rate rise since 1994
In the US the Fed is moving towards a level of rate hikes that would imply a recession or at least a savage slowdown in turnover of housing, autos and anything else that might require consumer borrowing. In terms of measures to reduce energy demand or facilitate substitution not much is happening. https://syncretica.substack.com/p/the-woeful-state-of-us-policy-on?s=r
The least democratic institution in the government is the only one trying to bring down inflation. https://stayathomemacro.substack.com/p/in-fed-we-trust?s=w
Fed boss Jerome Powell tried his best to synthesize the diverse and contradictory views of his 17 colleagues at the press conference following Wednesday’s meeting of the Federal Open Market Committee, but the result was confusing and often incoherent. https://theovershoot.co/p/the-federal-reserve-brings-the-pain?s=r
DOJ wrote to the select committee saying the committee is hampering criminal investigations by their "failure" to provide witness transcripts. https://twitter.com/kyledcheney/status/1537496730194911233
FFS: Ohio Dem Sen Sherrod Brown introducing an All-American Flag Act that would require the federal government to only buy flags completely produced and manufactured in the United States. (As if this wasn’t embarrassing enough, his “bipartisan” cosponsor is Susan fucking Collins.)
NYT's Blake Hounshell is literally giving advice to Republican candidates; meanwhile, the local alt-weekly continues publishing Sam Allard’s dedicated effort to promote the candidate of a fascist party for county executive. Sigh.

The European Central Bank is facing a strange dilemma, where every policy choice will potentially raise the risks of a repeat of the eurozone crisis of the 2010s. https://theconversation.com/why-a-new-eurozone-crisis-now-looks-a-distinct-possibility-184765

As they keep counting votes in Los Angeles and elsewhere, last week’s claim of a backlash to criminal justice reform is disappearing. But for US media, narrative is king. There will be no retraction or correction.

June 16, 2022
PUKE. Bennie Thompson: Luttig and Jacob, our nation owes you a great debt. You and Pence are exactly the people our nation needed at critical time. 
Democratic leadership reminding us, again, that while they firmly deny that e.g. Kamala Harris has any power to determine who is the president in 2025, they believe Mike Pence saved America by declining to assert a made-up power he definitely never had.
At the exact same time that Democrats are using their platform to flatter Republicans and Mike Pence specifically: at an appearance in Ohio, all of Pence's comments so far are geared toward blaming Biden for gas prices; he refuses to take any questions afterward. https://twitter.com/ScottWartman/status/1537513602101526530
“New polling commissioned by the Detroit Free Press indicates the recent arrest of GOP governor hopeful Ryan Kelley could be a good thing for his campaign.”
Rep. Jamie Raskin, a member of the Jan. 6 Committee, on CNN: "New evidence is breaking every single day now. Suddenly a lot of people want to tell the truth." Okay Jamie. Operator, next call.
Meanwhile DOJ agrees to delay Proud Boys trial until December, citing potential prejudice caused by timing of Jan. 6 select committee hearings.
Senate Judiciary Committee has deadlocked 11-11 along party lines on the nomination of Steve Dettelbach to lead the ATF. Democrats can still advance the nomination using procedural moves. He would be the first Senate confirmed ATF director in seven years. [Very functional system we have]
French government statements take dramatic pro-Ukraine swerve https://twitter.com/shashj/status/1537338675415109633
Macron: ´Ukraine must resist and prevail. We are unambiguously on Ukraine’s side’
´We are in favour of a total victory with the restoring of the territorial integrity of all territory conquered by Russia, including Crimea’  https://twitter.com/PedderSophie/status/1537336753480146945
French government calls for Ukraine's EU candidate status.
This is pretty much a 180 degree shift in policy for the French government from yesterday, when they were calling for Ukraine to be given membership of a new “European Political Community”. https://twitter.com/JimmySecUK/status/1537414757577375744
Draghi, and Scholz back EU candidate status for Ukraine also
Federal agents have begun questioning U.S. technology companies on how their computer chips ended up in Russian military equipment recovered in Ukraine https://twitter.com/PaulSonne/status/1537490622684475392
Dutch intelligence services say they prevented a Russian spy from accessing the International Criminal Court in the Hague as an intern. The man was working under a Brazilian identity but actually belonged to the GRU https://www.bellingcat.com/news/americas/2022/06/16/the-brazilian-candidate-the-studious-cover-identity-of-an-alleged-russian-spy/
The sexpest/conman/oligarch who will soon own Twitter fired every SpaceX employee who signed an open letter criticizing his increasingly vile behavior
In a letter finally winkled out of a reluctant Downing Street today, Lord Geidt said he had quit after being put in an “impossible and odious position” over government proposals that risked a “deliberate and purposeful breach of the ministerial code”, without elaborating. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/jun/16/lord-geidt-exit-boris-johnson-britain-democracy

“Kiddo vaccines are here. The disinformation campaigns are the worst I’ve ever seen since the beginning of the pandemic” https://twitter.com/dr_kkjetelina/status/1537553504994308100

more than 4 weeks since the great Popasna breakthrough by the Russians, which supposedly heralded the collapse of the SDonetsk/Lysychansk pocket. Their greatest advances have been about 15 kilometres (10 miles). They haven’t taken Bakhmut and they haven’t even cut the roads to SDonetsk. https://twitter.com/PhillipsPOBrien/status/1537711700652306433

Planned Parenthood of Wisconsin is not scheduling abortion procedures after June 25 in anticipation of a Supreme Court ruling overturning Roe v. Wade.

June 17, 2022
The Iowa Supreme Court has now overruled its 2018 ruling that there was a fundamental right to abortion under the state's constitution. All it took was four years and four new justices. https://thesupremecourts.org/2022/06/17/iowa-supreme-court-overturns-precedents-that-protected-the-right-to-abortion/



November 7, 2022
Two years ago I asserted that it’s going to be a big, offensive joke when would-be leaders come back with “okay new plan, same plan as last time but we just try harder, volunteer more.” https://www.mattkuhns.com/2020/11/the-consortium-calls-it/

December 19, 2022
Five years since Republicans’ ram-raid on the US treasury. It was appalling policy. Every Democrat supposedly opposed it, even the Bobbsey twins. It was a complete mockery of any kind of serious policymaking process. It was loathed by the public. And the Democratic Congress and president never even made a serious attempt to reverse it. US policy is a ratchet, and a racket. We’ve been had




Section 3 of the 14th Amendment disqualifies from public office any individual who has taken an oath to uphold the U.S. Constitution and then engages in insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or gives aid or comfort to those who have. Oh well!
